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PREFACE

This report of the 1990 British Columbia Mathematics Assessment
contains a description of each of the major components of the study, an anal-
ysis of the major findings, and several suggations for improvement directed
at policy makers in the educational system of the province. The goals of the
assessment were to monitor patterns of students' achievement in and atti-
tudes toward mathematics, to trace dwim, in that achievement since the
1985 assessment, to obtain information att the degree to which the revised
curriculum has been implemented, and to conduct a survey of instructional
practices employed by teachers of mathematics.

In the 1985 project, a special set of booklets consisting of open-ended
items was used with a sample of students to investigate students' problem-
solving strategies. Results of that study war very encouraging, anci a similar
approach was used in the 1990 study. Those results are discussed in Chapter
7 of this report.

The members of the Contract Team who carried out this assessment
on behalf of the Ministry of Education are grateful ro all of the teachers, de-
partment heads, principals, and school district personnel throughout tkw
province for their cooperation. In addition, special thanks are due to Sandra
Crespo, Thomas Garth, Mike Marshall, and the staff of the Education Meas-
urement Research Group at U.B.C. whose assistance in the analysis of the
data from the assessment and in the preparation of this report was invaluable.

David F. Robitaille

Department of Mathematics
and Science Education

University of British Columbia
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Introduction

AwidE Rebitailk

The fourth British Columbia Mathematics Assessment was conducted in
the spring of 1990. During the week of May 14-18, about one month before the
end of the school year, all students in Grades 4, 7, and 10 throughout fix province
were asked to provide information about themselves, to express their opinions
about a variety of matters related to their school experience, and to demonstrate
their ability to do the mathematics prescribed for them in the recendy revised pro-
vincial mathematics curriculum. Many teachers of mathematics also participated
in the assessment by responding to questionnaires developed fiar use i tlw study.
They were asked to provide information about their personal and professional
backgrounds, about the kinds of teaching practices they employed in their day-to-
day teaching of mathematics, and about the extent to which they were teaching the
topics prescribed in the curriculum guide (Ministry of Education, 1)87, 1988).

Previous mathematics assessments were conducted in 1977, 1981, and
1985 (Robitaille & Sherrill, 1977; Robitaille, 1981; Robitaille & O'Shea, 1985).
The 1977 and 1981 evaluations involved students in Grades 4, 8, and 12, al-
though a sample of Grade 10 students did participate in the 1981 study. For the
1985 assessment, it was decided that Grades 7 and 10 were more appropriate grade
levels at which to assess students' performance, and so these grades replaced Grades
8 and 12. Grade 7 is the last year of elementary school, and is therefore an impor-
tant crossroads in the academic careers of students. Grade 10 is the last year of
compulsory schooling for most students, as most of them attain the age of 16 at
some point during that school year.

Organization of the Assessment

As with any other large-scale evaluation project, several groups of people,
representing virtually all of the major stakeholders in mathematics education in the
province, participated in planning and carrying out the 1990 Mathematics Assess-
ment. These included the members of the Contract Team which had the overall
responsibility for carrying out the assessment, the staff of the Assessment, Exami-
nations, and Reporting Branch of the Ministry of Education, the members of the
Advisory Committee, the Review Panels, the Marking Panels, and the Interpreta-
tion Panels. Approximately 120 000 students participated in the study by com-
pleting the assessment booklets and about 4500 teachers completed the teacher
questionnaires.

The Contract Team was responsible for designing the assessment, develop-
ing the instruments to be used in the project, and writing the final reports. The
team included two members of the Department of Mathematics and Science Edu-
cation at the University of British Columbia, a school principal from Langley
School District, the Director of Insmiction from the Coquidam School District,
and a curriculum consultant from the Vancouver School Board. They were assist-
ed by a principal foam the New Westminster school district; a teacher, a vice-
principal, and a consultant from Richmond; and a department head from North
Vancouver. The names of the members of the Contract Team and of each of the
other major committees set up for the 1990 assessment are listed in Appendices A
and B.
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2 introduction

The Advisor'', Committee providrd guidance and advice to the Contract
Team and the Assesment, Examinations, and Reporting Branch on the develop.,
ment of the instruments and a variety of other matters concerning the study.
They were selected from across the province by the Asussment, Examinations,
and Reporting Branch to represent a cross-section of opinion on matters related to
the teaching and learning of mathematics. The committee induded among its
members teachers, school- and district-level administrators, two university profes-
sors. The Chairperson of the Contract Team and two members of the Assess-
ment, Examinations, and Reporting Branch served as etc officio members of the
Advisory Committee.

The Review Pawls and the Interpretation Panels were made up of educa-
tors and informed me nbers of the public selected to represent various areas of the
province and all levels of education in the K-12 system. The task of the Review
Panels was to discuss the objectives of the assessment, and to comment on the test
items, attitude scales, and questionnaires developed kir use in the project. The
mandate of the Interpretation Panels was to consider the results of the assessment
and to make decisions about students' performance on the tasks given to them.

Scope of the Assessment

Systematic callection of reliable data about schools and the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes of the students is an essential component of the responsible
management of education in the province. So too is the dissemination of the
findings arrived at through the analysis of that data. Decisions about new direc-
tions or new emphases in the educational system should be based on a thorough
understanding of what students have learned and how they are being taught. The
purpose of the Provincial Learning Assessment Program in British Columbia is
precisely that: to collect information about what students are being taught and
what they are learning, and to make that information available to everyone who
has an interest in the outcomes of education in this province. This indudes not
only parents and teachers, but also taxpayers, employers, educators at all levels,
policy makers, administrators, researchers, and elected officials.

The general goals of the Provincial Learning Assessment Program are:

to inform professionah and the public at large about the strengths and
weaknesses of the school system;

to assist the Ministry of Education, school districts, and schools in
making decisions related to the development, review, modification, re-
vision, and implementation of curricula and supporting instructional
resource materials;

to provide the Ministry of Education with the information required to
assist them in reaching decisions about the allocation of resources to
school districts;

to identify areas of need, and provide directions for change in pre-
service and in-service teacher education and professional development;



to provide directions for educational research;

to monitor student learning over time; and,

to provide the province, school districts, and schools with informa-
tion which they can use to identify areas of strength in the education-
al systerr as well as areas where improvement is desired.

Within the framework of these general guidelines, the 1990 Mathematics
Assessment was designed to address the following major questions:

To what extent are students in Grades 4, 7, and 10, in both the pub-
lic and independent school systems of the province, achieving the ob-
jectives of the prescribed mathematics curriculum?

What mathematical concepts, skills, and techniquo have students at
each of the grade levels mastered? That is to say, what mathematics
can these students do?

To what extent have levels of achievement changed from those de-
scribed in reports of the mathematics assessments conducted in 1977,
1981, and 1985?

To what extent are topics such as data analysis and transformational
geometry. which are either new to the curriculum or have been ac-
corded increased prominence in t'ie new curriculum, being taught in
the cl2ssrooms of the province?

What kinds of teaching practices do teachers of mathematics employ,
and how have those teaching practices been affected by the introduc-
tion of the new curriculum?

What are teachers' and students' opinions concerning how important
selected curricular topics are, how easy those topics are to learn or to
teach, how much they enjoy learning or teaching those topics, and to
what extent do their opinions differ?

At each of the Grades 4 and 7 levels there is a single mathematics curricu-
lum prescribed by the Ministry of Education, and it is expected that all teachers
will follow that curriculum using one of the textbooks approved for that grade.
For Grade 10, two courses have been prescribed: Mathematics 10 and Mathemat-
ics 10A. The latter course is intended to afford students who have been experi-
encing difficulty in mathematics an opportunity to master some of the underly-
ing concepts and skills needed to succeed. The course is not intended as a
terminal course; instead, it is hoped that students who take this course will be
able to re-join the regular sequence ofacademic mathematics course, perhaps by
taking Introductory Mathematics 11 during the subsequent semester or year.

The contents of the two Grade 10 mathematics courses are significantly
different from one another, and it would have made little sense to ask all students



Table 1-1.
Participation in
the 1990 British
Columbia
Mathematics
Assessment.
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I, respond to the same achievement items. On the other hand, there is some
overlap between the two, so it was not necessary to develop two completely dif-
ferent sets of items. The Grade 10 booklets were therefore divided into three sec-
tionsX, Y, and Zwith 20 items in each, and each student responded to two of
the three parts. Students who were enrolled in Mathematics 10 responded to
Parts X and Z. while students in Mathematics 10A responded to Parts X and Y.

Participation Rates

All students enrolled in Grades 4, 7, and 10 in public or in Group 1, 2,
and 4 independent schools were expected to participate in the assessment. In-
structions to that effect were circulated to all schools and school districts in the
province by the Assessment, Examinations, and Reporting Branch. Generally
speaking, the only students who were to be excused from participation were those
with moderate to severe mental handicaps, and this is estimated to include no
more than rwo percent of the student population at any grade level.

The data on participation rates are summarized in Table 1-1. The Grade
4 assessment booklets were completed by almost 40 000 students; the Grade 7
booklets, by about 37 000; and the Grade 10, by about 31 000. The most recent
information available from the Ministry of Education on the numbers of students
enrolkd in those three grades is based on data collected from school districts at
the end of September 1989. The total enrollment figures in Table I-1 must
therefore be interpreted with caution, as there would have been considerable
turnover of students within the system during the more than six months which
elapsed from the time when the enrollment data were collected to the time when
the assessment instruments were administered. In any event, the results indicate
that participation rates were very high although the Grade 10 participation rate
was considerably lower than that of the other two.

For the first time in a mathematics assessment in British Columbia,
French versions of the instruments were made available for use in French immer-
sion classes as well as in those following the Programme-cadre d franfais. Since
mathematics is not always taught in French in immersion classes, schools were
asked to use the language of instruction for mathematics as the determining fac-
tor in deciding whether to use the English or the French version of instruments.

Grade 4 Grade 7 Grade 10

English Booklets 37574 35753 31257
French Booklets* 1935 1641 225
Total Booldets 39509 37394 31482
Total Enrollmentf 38776 37214 37588

'Written by ancient' who were taupht mad:maws on French
t Enrollment data as of 1989109/30 supplid by the Monistry of Education

The data in the table show that the numbers of students in the province who are
being taught mathematics in French either in immersion classes or in Pro-
gramme cadre de francais drops off very sharply as grade level increases. In
Grade 4. about 5 percent of students responded to one of the French booklets.
By Grade 7 this rate dropped to slightly more than 4 percent, and to less than 1

0



Figure 1-1.
Item
specification
model for the
1990
mathematics
assessment.

/'

percent in Grade 10. Such low rates of participation raise questions about the ec-
onomic advisability of having French-language versions of the assessment instru-
ments prepared.

Achievement Measures

The primary objective of every provincial assessment is to obtain valid in-
formation about students' achievement in particular areas of the curriculum. The
focus of attenfion in this report is the educational system as a whole, and the
questions concern how well that system is performing rather than how each stu-
dent or each school or each school district is performing.

For the achievement sampling component of the 1990 Mathematics As-
sessme t a two-way table of specifications was developed, with mathematical con-
tent along one dimension and cognitive 'oehavior level along the other. The con-
tent dimension was partitioned into six strands for Grades 4 and 7 and five for
Grade 10. Each strand waS itself then partitioned into several :via. The cogni-
tive behavior dimension was panitioned into three levels: knowledge, compre-
hension, and application/problem solving in much the same way as in previous
mathematics assessments. This structure is summarized in Figure 1-1.

Large numberi of achievement items in multiple-choice format corre-
sponding to the cells of the item specification model were assembled from a varie-
ty of sources. These included previous provincial assessments, and similar evalua-
tion programs in other jurisdiaions. Many other items were developed expressly

4

7

1 0
0

4, es
4sP

1/4.?

Cognitive Level

Algebra

Measurement

Geometry

Data Analysis

Rational Numbers

Murk Numbers

for use in this project, particularly for those strands and topics which had only re-
cently been added to or received increased attention in the mathematics curricu-
lum. All of the newly developed items were pilot tested in the Fall of 1989, and

1 1



6 Introduction

revisions or corrections were made as needed on the basis of those results.

The multiple-choke items were distributed among four test booklets for
each grade level and each student was expected to respond to 40 items during the
hour allocated for the assessment. The booldets were balanced for difficulty as
well as for content, and a riming pilot was carried out in a small number of class-
es to ensure that virtually every student would have sufficient time to respond to
all of the items in his or her booklet.

Two booklets consisting of open-ended problem-solving items were also
prepared for each grade level, and these were administered to a provincially repre-
sentative sample of classes shortly after the regular assessment. These so-called (2-
forms were also a feature of the 1985 assessment, and proved to be a valuable
source of important information about students' achievement which could not
have been collected otherwise. The multiple-choice format is not a good vehicle
for assessing areas such as problem solving, where students need to be given an
opportunity to work toward a solution.

All of the booklets induded a number of items designed to obtain ;dor-
mation about students' backgrounds, opinions, and attitudes. They were also
asked about several aspects of their classroom experience with mathematics, and
their use of calculators and computers.

Teacher Survey

All teachers of mathematics at each of Grades 4, 7, and 10 were asked to
respond to comprehensive questionnaires developed for use in the study. The
questionnaires were divided into five major sections dealing with aspects of the
teachers' academic and professional backgrounds and experience, their opinions
about a variety of topics included in the newly revised curriculum, their utiliza-
tion of selected teaciting practices, the degree of implementation of the new cur-
riculum, and the availability of resources and professional development opportu-
nities related to the new curriculum. Teachers were also asked to indicate, for
each of 20 items from the achievement items administered to their students,
whether or not the mathematical content needed to respond correctly to the item
had been taught. This is referred to throughout this report as Opportunity to
Learn, and is a concept borrowed from the Second International Mathematics
Study (Robitaille and Garden, 1989).

Summary

The 1990 Mathematics Assessment, like its predecessors, was designed to
produce a portrait of the state of the mching and learning of mathematics in the
schoois of the province. The major areas of attention in this report concern stu-
dents' achievement, their attitudes and opinions about a number of topics of con-
temporary interest in the fields, and the opinions and attitudts of the teachers of
mathematics.

Chapter 2 of this report provides additional information of a technical



nature about the development of the assessment instruments, about their statisti-
cal characteristics, and about the distribution of items across forms. This is fol-
lowed by a description of the resuks from the teacher questionnaires in aiapter
3. Results from the survey of students' performance and attitudes are contained
in Chapters 4, and 5, 6. This is followed, in Chapter 7, by a synopsis of the re-
sults from the open-ended items or Q-forms. The report concludes with a sum-
mary and recapitulation of the major findings and condusions from the assess-
ment in Chapter 8.
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Instrumentation and Sampling

Alan R. Taylor
David F Robitaille

Information collected from students in the 1990 Mathematics Assess-
ment induded data from the following areas; achievement, background, attitudes
toward mathematics, and perception; of classroom practices. In addition, the fol-
lowing information was collected from teachers; background characteristics, im-
plementation information, classroom practice& perceived status of topics in
mathematics, and content taught. A description of the instnunents used to col-
lect from teachers, the procedures used in thcir development, and a
discussion of the results is induded in Chapter 3.

Student-level information was collected on two types of forms, each of
which contained different test item formats: multiple-choice and open-ended. All
students responded to the multiple-choice items, and a random sample answered
the open-ended ones.

This chapter describes the process used to develop the multiple-choice
items and to organize them into booklets for the assessment. It includes an out-
line of the process undertaken in the development of multiple-choice items, as
well as the content of the forms on which they were administered. The develop-
ment of the open-ended items is discussed in Chapter 7.

The chapter begins with a description of the questions used to collect in-
formation on students' backgrounds, attitudes, and perceptions of dassroom
practices. Procedures used to develop achievement items and their placement on
forms are discussed next. Finally, achievement categories and the process used for
interpretation are reviewed.

Background Information

Students were asked to provide personal information about themselves
which had been shown in earlier studies (Robitaille & O'Shea, 1985; Robitailk,
1981) to be related to differences in achievement. Questions in this area dealt
with age, gender, and program. At the Grade 10 level, program i brmation was
extended to include the specific mathematics course enrolled in and the way it
was organized in the school (semester or full year). Grade 10 students were also
asked what factors influenced their selection of the mathematics course they were
taking.

At the Grade 10 level students were asked questions about their future
plans. These included which courses they planned to enroll ip. during Grades 11
and 12, and what plans they had after completion of secondary school.

Attitudes toward Mathematirs

Previous studies have shown that students' attitudes toward mathematics
are related to achievement (Aitken, 1976; Phillips, 1973; Taylor, 1988; and Tay-
lor & Robitaille, 1987), and students' perceptions of mathematics are important
outcomes of the program. To collect information in these areas, students were

9



Table 2-1
Topics for
Mathematia in
School.

Instrumentatim & &amen

asked about their attitudes toward the importance of mathematics in the every-
day world and their perceptions of the status of a number of major topics in the
mathematics curriculum.

Students responded to three questions related to mathematics and work.
They were asked their opinion about the necessity of knowing mathematics in or-
der to get a good job, whether most people used mathematics in their jobs, and if
they wo aid like a job where mathematics is needed. A five-point Liken-format
scale Wa S used for responses which ranged from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly
Disagree". The same questions were used at each of the three grade levels.

Information about students' perceptions of major topics in the mathe-
matics curriculum was collected on scales used in the 1985 Provincial M-themat-
ics Assessment (Robitaille & O'Shea, 1985). They had been adapted from a scale
entitled Mathematits in &bog originally developed by the International Associa-
tion for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) and used in the Sec-
ond International Mathematics Study.

The Mathematics in School scale contained nine different items for each
of the three grade levels, listing major topics in the mathematics curriculum. Stu-
dents were asked to rate each topic on three dimensions: Importance. Difficulty

and Enjoyment. They responded on a five-point Liken scale, with options rang-
ing as follows: Impormnce "not at all important" to "veiy important"; Difficulty,
"very difficult" to "very easy"; and Enjoyment, "dislike a lot" to "like a lot." The
topics induded at each grade level are listed in Table 2-1.

Grade 4 Grade 7 Grade Io

Check Answers Basic Facts Equations & Expressions
Decimals Data & Graphs Data Analysis

Fractions Geometry Decimals, Fractions & %
Geometry Decimals Estimate Answers

Graphs Fractions Exponents
Measuring Percent Perimeter, Area & Vol.
Whole Nos. Per., Area & Vol. Geometry
USC :::alaliattnb Solve Equations Problem Solving

Use Objects Use Calculators Trigonometry

The content validity of the scales was judged appropriate by the. Advisory
Panel and the Review Panels for each grade level. Since only three topics ap-
peared on each test form, results are reported only at the itr'.1 level, and estimates
of internal consistency were not computed.

aassroom Practices

Students were also asked to think of their mathematics classes during a
typical school week and to estimate the frequency with which certain activities

5



Table 2-2
Weighting of
strands in
percent.

Instrumentation & Sampling I I

took place. The options from which they chose were as follows: Mmost every pe-
riod, Often, Sometimes, Rarely, and Never. The same nine activities were re-
sponded to by students at each grade level. A list follows:

We go over our homework and discuss solutions.
The reacher works with individual students.

use concrete materials (dice, coins, manipulative materials, etc.).
We use computers.
We use calculators.

We have quizzes or tests.

We work in small groups.

The teacher lecturo and we take notes from the blackboard or overhead
projector.

We work individually from our textbooks or on other exercises which the
teacher assigns.

These items were spread across forms so that only three appeared in any
one booklet. For that reason, results are reported only at the item level.

Achievement hems

The content to be assessed was divided into a number ofstrands and each
strand into several topics. The strands were selected by the Contract Team from
those identified in the Mathematics Curriculum Guida Grades 1-8 and 7-12
(Ministry of Education, 1987, 1988). Where possible, strands and topics were
standardized across grade levels. As is shown in Table 2-2, the weighting attrib-
uted to each strand reflectrd the importance given to that strand in the curricu-
lum.

Grade 4 Grade 7 Math 10 Math 10A

Whole Numbers
Rational Numbers
Data Analysis
Geometry
Measurement
Algebra

47
10

8
13
12

12

34
12
18
12
12

15

15
30
10
30

33

17
20
15
15

Note: For Grade ID, the Whole Numbers and Rational Numbers
strands were cAlapsed into the Number & Operations Strand.

The Number and Operations strand was divided into two parts (Whole
Numbers and Rational Numbers) for Grades 4 and 7 because of the importancc.
of that strand at those grade levels. Since problem solving crosses over strands and
topia, it is not shown as a separate strand. Instead, r was included as one of the
behavior levels in the cognitive level dimension of the item specification model
which was displayed in Chapter 1.



12 Instrumentation & Sampling

Generation and Selection of hems

In addition to new items developed specifically for use in this assessment,
a number of others which had been used previously and whose psychometric
properties were already known, were drawn from different sources. Among these
sources were the following: the 1985 Provincial Mathematics Assessment (Robi-
raille & O'Shea, 1985), the National Assessment of Educational Progress in the
United States, and the Second International Study of Mathematics.

Since items induded in the pools reflected the topic weightings and cog-
nitive behavior levels defined in the table of specification. they were intended to
measure a wide range of outcomes in the curriculum and reflected various diffi-
culty levels. Some items were also intended to provide comparisons between stu-
dent achievement on the 1985 and 1990 Provincial Assessments of Mathematics.

All items were reviewed by the Advisory Committee prior to presentation
to Review Panels. Following input from these sources, the Contract Team ar-
ranged items on pilot instruments for the next stage of development.

Pilot Testing

All items in the pool were pilot tested in order to determine their pyscho-
metric properties. Items to be piloted at each of the Grade 4 and 7 levels were
distributed across six pilot test forms. At the Grade 10 level eight forms were
used: four each for Mathematics 10 and Mathematics 10A students.

Piloting was undertaken in 23 districts around the province in October,
1989. The sample involved students in Grades 5 and 8 for the Grade 4 and 7
items, respectively. Students in Math 11 wrote items intended for Math 10 stu-
dents, whereas those in Introductory Math 11 and Math I IA wrote items in-
tended for students in Math 10A. Items to be administered in French were writ-
ten by students in French immersion classes at the corresponding grades. The
numbers of classes participating at each level was as follows: Grade 5. 46; Grade
8, 42; and Grade 11, 43. Among these were 12 French immersk:n classes (7 at
Grade 5, 2 at Grade 8, and 3 at Grade 1) who responded to French versions of
the items. The 43 Grade 11 dames consisted of the following: 24 of Math I I, 9
of Introductory Math I I, and 10 of Math 11A.

Results from the pilot testing provided standard item statistics for each
option. On the basis of these data, items with the following characteristics were
either modified or dropped from consideration for indusion in the final forms
for the assessment:

More than 95 or less than 10 percent of students answered the item cor-
rectly

Not all distractors attracted respondents

The point-biscrial correlation between the correct answer and total test
score was less than 0.20.

The biserial correlation between the correct answer and total rest score
was less f an the corresponding correlation between a distractor and the
total test score.
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Final Test Forms

The Contract Team assigned items to final forms based on the topic and
cognitive-behavior level weightings oudined in the table of specification. Four
forms each containing 40 achievement items were assembled for Grades 4 and 7.
At the Grade 10 lesel four forms were also used. However, tlx achievement items
at this grade level were divided into three parts, each consisting of twenty items.
All Grade 10 students answered Part X. Those in Math 10A also answered Part
Y; while students in Math 10 responded to Part Z.

The assessment booklets were administered randomly within each class-
room. At the Grade 4 level the numbers of students responding to each booklet
ranged from 9012 to 9398, while the numbers ranged from 8533 to 8816 at
Grade 7. Grade 10 students were divided into two groups: Math 10 and Math
10A. The numbers of booklets written at this grade were 21,894 for Math 10
and 7783 for Math IOA. Similar proportions of each of the four booklets were
written by students in each of these courses.

An attempt was made to make the forms parallel by content weighting,
cognitive behavior level, and difficulty at each grade. In addition, change items
were distributed evenly across the booklets. Results, showing measures of the psy-
chomekric properties of each form, are summarized in Tables 2-3 through 2-6
which are presented on the next page.

The information in the four tables shows that the psychometric proper-
ties of the forms were similar at each grade or course level. For example, the range
of variances across forms, in raw score means out of 40, were as follows: Grade 4,
0.5; Grade 7, 1.2; Math 10, 1.3; and Math 10A, 1.4. In addition, the standard
deviations across forms at each level showed that students' scores were distributed
about the means in similar ways.

Reliability coefficients ranged from 0.84 to 0.87 across forms for Grades
4 and 7, and for Math 10. These measures indicate that these forms were consis-
tent and stable as measurement devices. Although the magnitudes of the reliabili-
ty coefficients were lower for Math 10A, they were within the acceptable range.
One possible reason for the lower magnitudes on these forms could be relatd to
lower mean scores, where guessing may have had a greater effect on results.

The standard deviations and reliability coefficients were used to generate
corresponding values for standard errors of measure. Table 2.3 shows the follow-
ing ranges for this measure at each grade or course level: Grade 4, 2.75-2.83;
Grade 7, 2.76-2.79; Math 10, 2.72-2.81; and Math 10A, 2.66-2.75.

Based on these results, it is reasonable to conclude that the forms at each
level were parallel in content and structure. In addition, the values of these meas-
ures suggest that each form had a high level of accuracy and thereby provided a
relatively stable measure of student achievement.
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Standard ReliabilityMean
Deviation (KR 20)

Standard .

Error

Form A 20.2 7.1 0.85 2.75
Form B 20.6 7.6 0.86 2.79
Form C 20.1 7.4 0.87 2.80
Form D 20.6 7.1 0.84 2.83

Mean Standard Reliability
Deviation (KR 20)

Standard
Error

Form A 21.7 7.1 0.85 2.77
Form B 20.5 7.2 0.85 2.79
Form C 21.6 7.8 0.87 2.78
Form D 21.3 7.5 0.86 2.76

Mean Standard Reliability
Deviation (KR 20)

Standard
Error

Form A 21.6 7.8 0.87 2.75
Form B 20.5 7.9 0.87 2.81
Form C 21.6 7.5 0.87 2.74
Form D 20.3 7.6 0.87 2.72

Standard ReliabilityMean
Deviation (KR 20)

Standard
Error

Form A 13.7 5.6 0.76 2.72
Form B 13.4 5.9 0.79 2.70
Form C 14.8 5.8 0.78 2.75
Form D 14.5 5.9 0.80 2.66

Interpretation of Results

Achievement results wi Te examined by Interpresation Panels brought to-
gether in Richmond during July, 1990. They interpreted results in two ways:
first to determine expected levels of-achievement, and second to describe what
knowledge and skills students were able to demonstrate.

For the first task, panel members determined expected and desired levels
of student performance on each achievement item in the assessment. This was
done initially as individuals, and subsequently as a group. Using this approach
the panels arrived at consensus on the extent to which the actual performance of
students varied from their expectations.
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The intent of the second task was to describe the mathematics which stu-
dents at each of four levels of performance could do. These performance levels
were labelled as Categories 1 to 4, going from the most basic to the most com-
plex respectively. A description of the process follows.

Items were first divided into the four categories using Item Response
Theory to gain estimates of difficulty. Steps in this process were as follows:

1. Three-parameter atimates for each item were generated by
form.

2. Using the estimates, a calibrated value was determined for each
item with an estimated probability that a student would answer
it correctly set at 0.70.

3. The items from all forms at each grade/course level were or-
dered according to their calibrated values.

4. Four categories of items were clustered at each grade/course lev-
el using the mean calibrated value and one standard deviation
on either side of it as the cut scora.

Once the items were grouped in this way, the Interpretation Panel examined the
outcomes which were measured by items contained in each category. The knowl-
edge and skills needed to respond correctly to the questions were then described.
Since the category levels were hierarchical, the knowledge and skills associated
with one level were extended further at a subsequent one. Using this information
the Interpretation Panels characterized student abilities as evidenced by the be-
haviors needed to respond to them correctly.

This technique added a second dimension to the interpretation of results.
For example, not only did the panels identi& discrepancies between expectations
and actual performance levels, but they also described what students associated
with each of four categories of achievement could do. It was only the second
time in a provincial assessment that achievement levels were defined in this man-
ner and a number of technical issues which were addrmed will likely be tefined
in subsequent studies.

Further analysis of the results provided an estimate of the proportion of
students who, seven times out of ten, would answer at least one item correctly at
each level. The estimated proportion of students at each grade level associated in
this way with the knowkdge and skills attributed to each achievement category
arc shown in Table 2-7.

Category Grade 4 Grade 7 Math 10 Math 10A

1 95 98 96 78
2 59 66 61 19
3 21 40 27 4
4 3 5 9 0
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The proportion of students associated with each category, by grade or
course, is a subset of those in preceding categories. For example, 95 percent ofall
students at the Grade 4 level were auociated with the skills in category one. A
portion of these students, 59 percent of The grand total, were also associated with
skills in category two. Similarly, a suhset of those in category two, 21 percent of
the grand total, were also in the th;rd category.

Table 2-7 shows similar proportions of students in Grade 4, Grade 7,.and
Math 10 associated with at least the kvel of skills for category one. These propor-
tions ranged from 95 to 98 percent of the total number who wrote at each of
those grades. On the other hand, only 78 percent of Math IOA students were as-
sociated with the skills for that course contained in category one. In subsequent
categories the proportions of students in Math 10A were considerably lower than
those in the other grades and course.

The knowledge and skills which clustered into each category, were differ-
ent for each grade and course. Description of these are reported in subsequent
chapters which provide results for each of Grades 4, 7, and 10.
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Teachers of Mathematics

Vakrie Overgaand
David F. Robitailk

Questionnaires designed to obtain information from teachers of mathe-
matics were distributed to teachers whose classes were involved in the assessment.
A total of 1980 Grade 4 teachers, 1692 Grade 7 teadiers, and 912 Grade 10
teachers of mathematics responded to the questionnaires, representing the largest
sample of teachers from which data have been collected in a provincial mathe-
matics assessment. The numbers of teachers responding in the 1985 assessment
were 1304, 1044, and 686 respectively.

The results are reported here in five sections corresponding to the subsections of
the questionnaires: Background Information, Implementation Information,
Classroom Practices, Mathematics in School, and Opportunity to Learn.
Wherever possible and appropriate, data from previous assessments are displayed
and comparisons drawn. In addition, where students were asked to respond to
the same or similar items as teachers were, the student data are also reported here.

Structure of the Questionnaires

There were three versions of the teacher questionnaire for Grade 4, three
for Grade 7, and two for Grade 10. The background and implementation items
were common to all versions. Items in the Background Information section were
intended to provide descriptions of the mathematics teachers in the province.
Items dealt with gender, years of experience, professional activities, professional
preparation, and perceptions of factors related to students' success in mathemat-
ics. The items in the Implementation Information section of the questionnaires
were intended to obtain information needed to generate a composire picture of
the curriculum as it is being implemented, to identify the extent of implementa-
tion support available for teachers, and to determine opinions generally held
about the new curriculum. Items dealt with the usefulness of the curriculum
guide, the appropriateness of the mathematics textbook being used, the availabili-
ry of in-service programs, and the strengths or weaknesses of the curriculum.

Items in the Classroom Practices section were intended to provide iiifor-
mation about teaching strategies, and students as well as teachers were asked to
respond to these items. The items referred to examples of teaching strategies and
questioned the frequency of their use during a typical school week. For each
grade, it was intended that nine different strategies would be distributed across
the various forms, and this was the case for the Grade 7 and Grade 10 question-
naires. Unfortunately, because of an error somewhere in the process, the same
three examples were repeated on all three versions of the Grade 4 questionnaire.

The items in the Mathematics in School section concerned activities and
topics specific to the grade level Teachers were asked to rate each in terms of
how important the topic was for the dass, how easily it could be taught, and how
much they enjoyed teaching the topic. The same items appeared in the student
booklets. The intent was to be able to examine information about students' and
teachers' perceptions of various mathematics topics, compare em, and relate
them to achievement. The Grade 4 questionnaires had items about the same four



Figure 3-1.
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topics on each of the three versions. For Grade 7, there were items about 12 dif-
ferent topics and for Grade 10, nine different topics.

The final section of the questionnaires contained items dealing with Op-
portunity to Learn. These were modelled on the items developed for the Second
International Mathematics Study (Robitailk and Garden, 1989). On each ques-
tionnaire a selection of items from the student booklets was displayed (20 on
each version of the Grade 4 and Grade 7 questionnaires, and 25 on each version
of the Grade 10 questionnaires). Items were selected to represent the various
strands of the curticulum, but were more heavily weighted in areas of mathemat-
ics which have been given increased emphaiis in the curriculum, such as data
analysis and geometry. Teachers were asked to estimate the percentage of stu-
dents in their class who would get each item correct other than by chance. They
were also asked to indicate whether the mathematics needed to answer the item
correctly had been taught or reviewed in a previous school year, in this school
year, whether it would be done later this year or in a subsequent year, or whether
it would not bc done for reasons other than those listed.

Teacher Background

Gender

The proportion of female teachers of mathematics is at its highest in
Grade 4 and it drops off sharply thereafter. The proportions of male and female
teachers in Grade 4 (36 percent and 64 percent) are almost the inverse of those
for Grade 7 (66 percent and 34 percent). By Grade 10, fewer than 20 percent of
mathematics teachers are female.
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As the same information is not available from the 1985 assessment, a di-
rect compariscin cannot be made. Similar data from other sources, however, indi-
cate a slight growth in the number of females teaching mathematics at senior lev-
els. Figure 3-2 represents the secondary mathematics teachers head count by
gender for the years 1982/83 to 1989/90 as recorded by the Ministry of Educa-
tion.

This unequal representation of women teachers of mathematics is a seri-
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ous concern. The lack of female role models for young women in mathematics ;c
one of the factors that contributes to their avoiding senior studies in the field
(Isaacson, 1989). Interestingly, in the Second International Mathematics Study
(SIMS) this unequal representation of female teachers in senior mathematics
courses was evident in only some countries. In Hungary the female teachers sig-
nificantly outnumbered the male; and. in the United States and Thailand, the
difference between the number of female and male teachers was negligible. In the
sample from British Columbia, however. 96 percent of the teachers were male: a
proportion that was matched only by the sample from Japan (92 percent). As the
study points out, there is certainly ground for investigating what societal pres-
sures lead to such difkrences and what implications there are for mathematics ed-
ucation (Robitaille and Garden, 1989).

Grade 10 teachers were asked if they thought girls were under-
represented in their Grades I 1 and 12 mathematics classes and if they thought
some special efforts should be made to encourage more girls to take senior-level
mathematics courses. Of the 462 teachers responding 'yes" or "no" to the issue
of under-representation, 407 or 88 percent of the group thought them was no
under-representation of girls in their senior mathematics classes. At the same
time, 59 percent ()fall teachers responding thought special efforts should be
made to encourage girls to take senior-kvei courses in mathematics. Data, report-
ed by gender of the respondent, are shown in Figure 3-3. Interestingly, a slightly
higher percentage of males consider there is an under-representation of girls in
senior mathematics courses; yet. a much higher percentage of females said that
special efforts should be made to encourage girls to take senior level mathematics
courses. The dara present somewhat of an anomaly as well. Whereas only 47
males and 11 females identified under-representation of girls as a problem, 368
males and 124 females thought special efforts should be made to encourage more
girls into senior mathematics classes. Presumably teachers answered the first ques-
tion with regard to their own specific situations and to the second thinking in the
more abstract terms of the problem.
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When asked to identify reasons why girls might be under-represented,
few respondents selected any of the choices offered. The highest response rate, 37
response% (26 males and 11 females) identified girls' thinking they are not good
in mathematics as a reason for their under-representation. Response rates to the
other reasons listed were as follows: girls see no use for mathematics outside
school 30 responses (25 male and 5 female); peer pressure is against taking math-
ematia, 24 responses (17 male, 7 femak); girls don't like mathematics, 23 re-
sponses (17 male, 6 female); girls think mathematics is not feminine, 13 respons-
es (9 male , 4 female); and teachers discourage girls from taking mathematics, 13
responses (10 male and 3 female). One would have expected higher response
rates to these items. The factors listed have been identified in the literature as im-
portant contributing factors to the underachievement and unequal representation
of girls in senior mathematics colITNCS (Royal Society and the Institute of Mathe-
matics and its Applications, 1986) and studies have shown some intervention
strategies to be successful in alleviating the problems (Fennema, 1981).

Female participation rates, according to Ministry of Education course en-
rollment data, are almost equal to that of maks. For senior mathematics courses
in 1988, 59 percent of the females and 57 percent of the males enrolled in Alge-
bra 11; the corresponding percentages for Algebra 12 are 29 percent and 34 per-
cent respectively. Provincially, classes represent a male to female ratio of 0.98 in
Algebra 11 and 1.18 in Algebra 12. This information appears to belie the prob-
lem of a lack of female role models, but it may simply be that this course is a re-
quirement for many post-secondary options and that it is later that the largely
unequal proportions begin to show. Enrollment statistics from the Faculties of
Science and Arts at UBC lead one to this condusion. In 1988-89, female stu-
dents in undergraduate programs in the Faculty of Science were outnumbered by
their male counterparts at a rate of dose to two to one (2385 male, 1427 female)
and in graduate programs there were almost three times as many males (528
male. 183 female). At the same time the Faculty of Arts reported almost the op-
posite distribution, with 2592 male and 4142 female undergraduate students,
and 359 male and 404 female graduate students (UBC Fact Book, 1989).

:"



Teaching Experience

Tiw numbers of years of teaching experience for mathematics teachers has
changed considerably since the previous assessment. The data are displayed in
Figure 3-4.The figures indicate a significantly higher proportion of mathematics
teachen in the upper range of experience at all grade lmls. This number has also
grown over the last two assessments. At the same time, there is an increase in the
number of teachers new to mathematics teaching at all grade levels since 1985. It
would appear that the bulge of teachers in the middle ranges of experience are
pushing up to thc higher range. In the higher lange, aS a significant number of
teachers reach retirement age, more opportunities for new teachers in the field are
created. Early retirement schemes made available over the intervening years may
have some bearing on these figures. This Factor combined with an increase in stu-
dent enrollment in many parts of the Province as well as reduced pupil teacher
ratios, indicates there will likely be a continuing trend towards the hiring of new
teachers. With changes being :mplemented in all areas of the school curriculum,
the influx of recently trained teachers in greater balance with those with experi-
ence should prove to be a benefit.
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Membership in the three major profersional organizations for mathemat-
ics teachers has remained relatively stable over the last decade. Membership in the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) remains low for elemen-
tary teachers and has maintained its level in the case of Grade 10 teachers. Two
new categories were included in the list of associations. They were the Association
Provincial des hvfilseurs de ?Immersion et du Programme-Cadre and "Other pro-
fessional associations." The inclusion of these two is no doubt the reason for a
significant decrease in responses in the "None of the above" category. It is en-
couraging to note that more than 60 percent of teachers at all three grade levels
belong to a professional association. (One can anly assume, given the list ofop-
tions, that teachers are not induding in their responses to this item, their general
membership in the BCTF in the category of "membership in other prokssional
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associations.")

Sixty percent of teachers at all grade levels reported they do not read pro-
fessional journals frequently. Response at all grade levels was very similar. Thir-
ty-seven percent of Grade 4 teachers indicated they read a professional journal
frequently (at least one a month). 46 percent said they read one sometimes (fewer
than one a month), and 17 percent said they read one rarely. The corresponding
percentages for Grade 7 teachers was 41 percent frequently, 42 percent some-
times, and 18 percent rarely. In Grade 10 the response was: 36 percent frequent-
ly, 40 percent sometimes, and 24 percent rarely.

Teacher Preparation

Teacher preparation was measured in terms of the numbers of post-
secondary mathematics courses teachers have taken. The two categories of courses
listed were mathematics and mathematics methods (pedagogy). A course was de-
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fined as being the equivalent of three classes per week for a semester.

At all grade levels there has been an increase in the number of teachers
who have taken one or two postsecondary mathematics courses. Although this is
promising, there is also a slight increase in the number of teachers at the Grades 7
and 10 kvels who have had no mathematics courses. These numbers are high
enough to be considered a problem: 25 percent of teachers of Grades 4 and 7
mathematics have had no postsecondary mathematics courses and a similar num-
ber have had no methods courses in mathematics. In the case of Grade 10 teach-
ers, 6 percent have had no postsecondary mathematics courses; this figure repre-
sents an increase of 1 percent over the 1985 response in this category.

The data on professional activities and professional preparation for Grade
10 teachers were analyzed for those who taught Mathematics 10, those who
taught Mathematics WA, and those who tauen both. The results of these analy-
ses are illustrated in Figures 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8.
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The amount of professional activity in mathematics, as reported under
categories of membership in professional associations and reading of professional
journals, is considerably less for Mathematics 10A teachers. As well, the number
of postsecondary mathematics courses taken by them is much lower. This should
be of some concern to educators in the province. The rationale for having an al-
ternate course for students in Grade 10 was to account for the varying abilities of
students. It was deemed important to provide an additional year of mathematics
instruction for students who required extra time to learn. Hence Mathematics
10A attracts students who wish additional assistance with the academic mathe-
matics program. Presumably teaching these students would be a challenge requir-
ing the utmost in preparation and teaching ability. If teachers assigned to these
courses are not among the most professionally prepared mathematics teachers,
then there is a problem that needs some careful consideration and attention.
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Factors Affecting Student Success

Of nine factors hich could be used to explain why some students do not
make satisfactory progress in mathematics, indifference or lack of motivation was
ranked as a very important factor by the highest proportion of teachers at all grade
levels. It is interesting ra see the growth in importance attached to lack of motiva-
tion as the grade levels increase. While teachers of all the grades see it as impor-
tant, it is identified as a very imponant factor by significantly more teachers at the
Grade 10 level. Similarly, student absenteeism is seen to be a problem for a greater
number of Grade 10 teachers. These are most likely comments on the student
group at each grade. Statistics on the drop-out rate of students as they reach
Grade 10 indicate that students at that level appear to be less motivated generally
and more likely to be truant (Radwanski, 1987).

Not surprisingly, there is considerable agreement among teachers of the
three grades that lack of ability is an important factor in students' lack of progress
in mathematics. At all three grade levels, mote teachers perceive ability to be more
important than most other factors.

Responses to the importance of teaching proficiency differ considerably
from grade to grade. This should be considered in light of responses to the items
on teacher preparation. The response bears a direct relationship to the number of
post-secondary mathematics courses taken by teachers at each grade level and may
well reflect an attendant level of confidence in ability.

While not surprising, it is cause for some concern that teachers view stu-
dents' ability to be so much more important than other factors such as their own
proficiency. Teachers who explain students' success mostly in terms of student
ability are not likely to be critical of classroom practice or the curriculum and
would more likely see the lack of success of students as beyond their contr.)]. Data
from the same items collected in the Second International Mathematics Study
(Robitaille and Travers, in press) is quite different for the various countries panic-
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ipating. In Japan, for example, teachers were much more likely to search for caus-
es of students' failure in themselves and to question the efficacy of their teaching
practices than to place the blame on student ability. At the same time, in meas-
ures of mathematics achievement, Japanese students outranked their counterparts
in most countries of the world.
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Fewer Grade 10 teachers than those in the other two grades see fear of
mathematics as an important explanation for students' lack of progress. This is
surprising in light of recent research. An analysis of the results of 151 srildies of
mathematics anxiety indicated fear of mathematics is consistently related to lower
mathematics performance and that anxiety increases thrnugh junior high and
peaks near Grades 9 and 10. As well, in Grades 5 through 12, anxiety is associat-
ed with girls more often than boys. There is no compelling evidence that poor
mathematics performance causes fear of mathematics (Hembree, 1990). The dif-
ference in perception between teachers in elementary grades and secondary grades
may be a reflection of the teachers' own level of confidence in mathematics.
Those who have experienced their own fear of mathematics would be more likely
to stv it as an important factor for others. Those with specialties in mathematics,
as is often the case with secondaiy teachers, would not likely have experieuced the
fear themselves and therefore may not recognize it as a factor fix- others. As re-
search indicates the fear ran be ameliorated with good intervention strategies, it is
important to be able to identify this attitude in students.

Class size, predictably, is seen to be an important factor in students' suc-
cess. It is seen to be so by more teachers of Grades 4 and 7 than teachers of Grade
10. This could be related to the different teaching strategies employed with
younger students. It may also be as',ociated with the trend for streaming students
according to some measure of ability in Grade 10 mathematics classes.
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Insufficient time for mathematics is identified as important by less than a
third of the teachers in each grade, making it one of the least important factors
for student? success reported by teachers. This seems a curious perception. Math-
ematics is a complex subject to learn. It involves many abstract concepts. Stu-
dents often take greater periods of time and more exposure to a variety oflearn-
ing situations to assimilate some of these abstract concepts. It would seem logical
to view quality time spent in dass as an important factor for student progress and
studies do confirm that logic (Walberg, 1984). On the other hand, other data
from this assessment indicate time allocated for mathematics is becoming a small-
er portion of the instmctional day. As well, teachers at all levels reported that
there was too much material to be covered in the new curriculum. There seems
to be a contradiction involved in these different findings.

Limited resources are not seen to be very important by most teachers at
all three grade levels, though it is important to note the higher response to this
actor at the Grade 4 level. This may reflect the perceived value of manipulative
materials in the early grades, and their limited availability. In a subsequent item
about mathematics materials, 37 percent of Grade 4 teachers disagreed or strong-
ly disagreed that materials were easy to obtain. Only 30 percent and 28 percent
of Grades 7 and 10 teachers responded negatively to the same item.

Implementation Information

Instructional Time

Data provided about the length of mathematics dasses and the number of
classes taught each week were combined to estimate the total number of minutes
spent on mathematics instruction each week. These data are reported in Figure 3-
10. The data are interesting in at least two ways. First there is a tremendous range
of time spent on mathematics within each grade level. Secondly, particularly in
Grades 7 and 10, a number of teachers report very small amounts of time spent
on mathematics.
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Grade 4 teachers report they spend between 135 and 275 minutes per
week teachi-g mathematics. The highest percentage (79 percent) said they had a
mathematics class each day, and 95 percent of teachers said the classes were be-
tween 30 and 60 minutes long. The same information was collected in the 1985
assessment. At that time, more teachers reported daily mathematics classes (84
percent) and more teachers reported tInir classes were between 30 and 60 min-
utes (98 percent). It appears that los cime is being spent on mathematics in this
assessment period. The data in Figure 3-10 show a few outliers represented as
asterisks. These represent teachers whose responses were significantly different
from the vast majority reporting. For example, on the one end, a teacher reports
less than 100 minutes of mathematics instruction and at the other a teacher re-
ports :Imre than 300 minutes of mathematics instruction.

Grade 7 teachers reported a much greater range: between 80 and 340
minutes (not induding the outliers, one of whom reports more than 475 minutes
of mathematics instruction per week). It is both surprising and alarming to note
that some Grade 7 te.,chers spend little over one hour a week on mathematics and
that 25 percent of Grade 7 teachers spend less than 200 minutes on mathematics
each week. These data may explain responses in other sections of the qtr_stion-
naire where teachers express some concern about the amount of material to be
covered. Most teachers (71 percent compared to 74 percent in 1985) report daily
mathematics classes. The greatest number (96 percent compared to 97 percent in
1985) say their classes are between 30 and 60 minutes each.

Grade 10 teachers report a range of 80 to 265 minutes per week devot-
ed to mathematio instruction. As is the case with lie Grade 7 results, the small
amount of time spent on mathematics in some grade 10 classrooms is of concern.
Most Grade 10 teachers (64 percent) reported they had 3 mathematics classes per
week and 88 percent said their classes were between 45 and 60 minutes long. The
trend may also partially explain the results for a subsequent qmstion in this sec-
tion where teachers were asked about the appropriateness of the amount of mate-
rial to be covered in the new curriculum. Thirty-two percent of Grade 4 teachers,
38 percent of Grade 7 teachers, and 43 percent of Grade 10 teachers said they
disagreed or strongly disagreed that the amount of material was appropriate.
There is considerable consensus that there is too much material in the curriculum
a, each grade level-

Program Implementation

The revised provincial mathematics curriculum Was implemented over a
period of three years, with some schools choosing to adopt the program in its op-
tional year and with the secondary programs a year behind the elementary in the
implementation schedule. Responses to the question of how long the new curric-
ulum had been in use at each grade level reflect this varied schedule. Over 40 per-
cent of elementary teachers (45 percent in Grade 4 and 43 percent in Grade 7)
have been using the new mathematics curriculum since it was released (1987). It
is somewhat surprising that over 3 percent of the teachers responding from ele-
mentary schools indicate the school is not using the new curriculum. In Grade
10, 66 percent of dassrooms have been using the new curriculum for two years,
19 percent for three or more years, and 14 percent for one year. Only one percent
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of Grade 10 teachers reported that their schools were not using the new curricu-
lum.

Teaching Practices

Most teachers at all grade levels believe that their approach to teaching
mathematics has changed over the last three years, the years coinciding with the
implementation of the new curriculum. Seventy-eight percent of Grade 4 teach-
ers, 76 percent of Grade 7 teachers, and 69 percent of Grade 10 teachers re-
sponded in the affirmative to an item about changes in practice.
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Teachers most often named cooperative learning and problem solving as
the two strategies reflecting their changed approaches to teaching. In Grade 4,
use of concrete materials was named as often, while in Grade 7, use of calculators
competes for the most often named changed strategy. The use of calculators was
the most frequently selected strategy of Grade 10 feathers. Teachers of Grade 4,
however, identified use of calculators least often as one of their changes in ap-
proach. This is consistent with attitudes expressed in the 1985 assessment about
the use oicalculators when the majority of teachers ofyounger students indicated
they thought calculators were not appropriate at that level.

Along with teaching strategies, teachers were asked if their evaluation
strategies had changed over the last three years. There was a positive response in
this area in Grades 4 and 7, with 57 percent and 53 percent answering in the af-
firmative. In Grade 10, only 47 percent of the teachers said "Yes." The common
trend among the three grade levels was increased attention to evaluation of prob-
lem-solving strategies. This is congruent with the reported increase in attention to
teaching problem-solving processes, and the results reinforce each other.
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It is interesting to note that self-assessment was identified as a change in
approach by 36 percent and 38 percent of Grade 4 and 7 teachers respectively,
while only 12 percent of Grade 10 teachers identified this strategy as one they
have recently adopted. It is always difficult to interpret responses that indicate a
quantitative change (i.e. "more likely to use") when there was no baseline provid-
ed. It may be that Grade 10 teachers, because of their older student population,
have been involving students in self-assessment for some time, thus no change
would be reported. On the other hand, if this number indicates that Grade 10
teachers are just not likely to involve students in self-assessment, then a different
set of conclusions should be drawn.

It is reasonable to conclude from the information provided in Figures 3-
11 and 3-12 that teachers of mathematics in the province feel they have made
considerable changes in their teaching and evaluation strategies. The strategies
more likely to be used are those currently promoted as effective for students'
learning. While one cannot draw the conclusion that the new curriculum is re-
sponsible for these changes, it is certainly true that the changes are philosophical-
ly congment with the new curriculum.

Curriculum Materials

It is clear that teachers consider the revised mathematics curriculum
guides to be useful. Less than 10 percent of respondents at each grade level felt
the guide did not provide any assistance for planning mathematics instruction.
The style of the new guides represents an enormous change over the previous edi-
tions. The guides are much more detailed, and include more specific learning
outcomes and limiting examples. Grado 4 and 7 teachers use the same guide
(Grades 1-8) while Grade 10 teachers have a different one (Grades 7-12). Both
have the same general layout. There is considerable consistency in the results at
the three different grade levels as shown in Figure 3-13.
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Mathematics text
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Figure 3-15.
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There seems to be a good deal of satisfaction, as well, with the text mate-
rials selected for the mathematics curriculum. At each grade level fewer than 13
percent of the teachers indicated a disagreement with the positive statements
made about the match and suitability of text for the curriculum and the students.
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Figure 3-16.
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Information collected about availability of materials needed to support
the curriculum (including calculators) indicate that there is a lower level of saris-
faction in this area. As shown ;n Figure 3-17, almost as many teachers disagreed
or strongly disagreed as did agree or strongly agree that materials were easy to ob-
tain.
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1n-service Opportunities

There appears to have been considerable activity in terms of in-service to
support the new curriculum, though teachers generally feel it was inadequate.

Given what the research says about the place of in-service in effective im-
plementation plans, it is surprising to see the relatively few kinds of programs of
which teachers were aware. More than 25 percent of teachers at all grade levels
were not aware of any in-n.rvice programs being offered by the Ministry, the
school district, the school, or any other sponsor.

The data indicate that the greatest availability was in the area of problem
solving and it is tempting to attempt to link these data with the teachers' reports
on their cl anging strategies in teaching. While a cause-and-effect relationship can
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by no means be concluded, there is certainly calLsc to note that the greatest num-
ber of teachers report their change in approaches to teaching mathematics can
best be reflected in the statement "I am more likely to focus on probkm-solving
proresses."

Programs which were consistently reported as having the least availability
were in the areas of data analysis, algebra, and measurement. As two of these are
new areas for the Grades 4 and 7 curriculum, it is somewhat dismaying to note
that in-service was not seen to be more readily available. This information is in-
teresting in light of data from the Opportunity to Learn section where teachers
frequently indicated that the required mathematics in data analysis for i-ems on
Grades 4 and 7 student questionnaires had not been taught.

Actual attendance at in-service programs is fairly high; nonetheless, al-
most 25 percent of teachers at each grade level indicated they had not attended
any in-service program. As the curriculum is substantially changed, this could
represent a problem.
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Figure 3-20.
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Telling information was obtained from the item asking teachers to rate
the efictiveness of implementation support. Fewer than half the teachers in each
grade indicated they thought the in-service support was effective. This represents
a summative statement for the composite picture of implementation rt for
the new mathematics curriculum. Yet it would appear that, in spite osirtsoshort-
coming, teachers are relatively happy with the new curriculum itselfand have
adopted new strategies of teaching that are consistent with its philosophy.
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The mathematics curriculum at each grade level was reported to represent
many strengths, and teachers identified most characteristics of the program as
positive. This is especially true in Grades 4 and 7, where in most cases fewer than
10 percent of the teachers either disagree or strongly disagree with positive state-
ments made about the curriculum.
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The Nle great exception to the overall positive response concerns the
amount of nu rial to be covered. Many teachers disagreed that it is an appropri-
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ate amount. This item did not ask whether Inappropriate" meant too much or
too little but information collected from the Opportunity to Learn section, where
teachers reported that a large pan of the curriculum had not yet been taught (and
this assessment was conducted in May of the year) would indicate that it means
too much.

Reactions to the curriculum are somewhat less positive for Grade 10
teachers. In many cases the majority of Grade 10 teachers were undecided. This
may be a result of the relatively short time the curriculum has been implemented
in many secondary schools.

Oassroom Practices

Grade 4 teachers were presented with three different classroom practices
and asked to indicate how often they would engage in these practices in their
mathematics classes in a typical school week. As previously noted, all Grade 4
teachers had the same three teaching strategies to consider. Grade 7 and Grade
10 teachers responded to nine different classroom practices. These were distrib-
uted over the different versions of the questionnaire, so that in Grade 7, any one
teacher would only have three practices on which to comment, and in Grade 10,
only five. Students in all grades were asked to respond to the same items. FiLure
3-22 displays the data from all the forms.
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Grade 10

It would appear from the limited information Grade 4 teachers were able
to provide, that on most days, mathematics classo would involve them explain-
ing things to the class with the help of blackboard or overhead projector. Most
classes would also indude students completing individual scatwork. It is interest-
ing to note that only a third of the classes would involve students working with
manipulative materials. Almost 20 percent of teachers repotted they rarely or nev-
er use manipulative materials.

Just as teachers of Grade 4 reported, teachers of Grades 7 and 10 said
they spend a great deal of time speaking to classes and using the blackboard or
overhead projector for explanations. These data are much like that collected in
1985, where teachers at all grade levels said that the highcst proportion of time
spent in class involved their explaining new topics or supervising computational
drill. Similarly, students working individually on seatwork is a common activity
in all mathematics classes as it was in 1985, when about 70 percent of teachers at
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all grade levels reported that between 26 and 75 percent of time was spent with
students completing scatwork. Reviewing homework has remained an activity
consistendy undertaken in most mathematics classes. Teachers !wiping individu-
als with their work is also consistently named as a common activity. Looking at
the activities which received the highest responses, it appears that mathematics
classes typically involve the teacher reviewing the previous day's homework, ex-
plaining new topics to the class, the students compkting assignments individual-
ly, and teachers helping individuals.

The relatively high frequency of small group work appears to bc a new
trend (as reported by teachers in the previous section). In 1985, the authors re-
ported "about 60 percent of teachers at all grade levels reported that they never
had students work in small groups" (O'Shea & Robitailk, 1985). In 1990, over
half of the teachers in Grade 7 said that students worked in small groups often or
almost every day. In Grade 10, 43 percent of teachers said students worked in
small groups.

Another significant trend appears to be the much greater use made of cal-
culators, with over half the Grade 7 teachers reporting that students used calcula-
tors often or almost every day and 93 percent of Grade 10 teachers reporting the
same information about their students. Teachers participating in the 1985 Assess-
ment were asked questions about the use of calculators. At that tinn, the use of
calculators was quite a controversial issue and many teachers expressed doubts
about the value of students making use of calculators in class. It would appear
from the data collected in this section, as well as in the following section on
Mathematics in School where "learning to use calculators" was identified as im-
portant by teachers in Grades 7 and 10, that some of the negative attitude has
abated.

Computers, on the other hand are still not used to any great extent. Over
three-quarters of Grade 10 teachers said they rarely or never use computers in
mathematics classes and almost half of the Grade 7 teachers reported the same
thing. This matches the information provided in the 1985 assessment.

Students' reports differed somewhat from those of the teachers, but most-
ly in specific details, not in overall trends. In other words, the activities most
teachers said mathematics classes usually would involve were the same ones which
most students said classes usually would involve.

Mathematics in School

Grade 4

Teachers of Grade 4 mathematics thought the four topics they considered
(operations on whole numbers, decimals, fractions, and estimation) were all very
important for students to learn. They also thought they were relatively easy to
teach and reported that they liked teaching those topics. The topic they thought
of least importance of the the four was learning about fractions.

Teachers' reports in this section are very similar to those from the 1985
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assessment. One exception is for reports on the importance of learning about dec-
imal fractions. More teachers in 1990 (90 percent) thought decimals were impor-
tant or very important than did so in 1985, when only 74 percent of teachers re-
sponded in these categories. The new curriculum has an emphasis on decimal
fractions in earlier grades and the change in perception in this area is likely a re-
sult of that new emphasis.

The perception that karning about fractions is not as important as other
topics appears to influence teaching practices. Mote than 50 percent of Grade 4
teachers report in the section which focused on students' opportunity to learn,
that much of the information students required to answer questions about frac-
tions had not yet been taught. The questionnaires were completed in mid-May of
the school year.

Grade 4 students' opinions about mathematics topics were similar to
those of the teachers, though students generally did not see topics to be as impor-
tant as teachers did. They reported that all topics were relatively easy to learn and
that they liked everything. They thought that using concrete objects to learn was

the least important. Like their teachers, students thought fractiolis were less im-
portant than most other topics.
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Grade 7 teachers thought learning to add, subtract, and multiply frac-
tions (74 percent) and working with integers (74 percet,r) were the least impor-
tant topics they were asked to consider. Again this perception is reflected in the
Opportunity to Learn section where many teachers reported they had not taught
the information required to do the items on integers. Working with integers is a
new topic in the mathematics curriculum at Grade 7 which may, in part, explain
teachers' perceptions. The topics most teachers identified as very important were
decimals (97 percent), percents (96 percent), solving equations (96 percent), and
problem-solving strategies (96 percent).
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Grade 7 teachers thought most ropics were relatively easy to teach. The
area they reported as most difficult was teaching some strategies for problem solv-
ing, such as looking for patterns and making models. This topicwas identified as
difficult or very difficult by more than 60 percent of the teachers, whereas, other
topics were identified as difficult by only about 30 percent or fewer teachers. The
topic identified as easiest to teach was data and graphs, which only 4 percent of
the teachers identified as difficult.

Teachers liked teaching most topics. They liked teaching basic &as the
least (48 percent), followed by estimation (68 percent) and integers (69 percent).
Topics they liked teaching most were decimals (87 percent), solving equations
(87 percent), and percents (86 percent).

The reports of Grade 7 teachers in the 1985 assessment were virtually the
same as those shown in Figure 3-24. The exceptions to this general observation
are in the cases of geometry and measurement, where teachers in 1990 (30 per-
cent) reported teaching those subjects was difficult or very difficult, compared to
only 17 percent in 1985. In all other cases, the figures reported in each area in
1985 were N. ithin 5 percentage points of those for 1990. Many were identical.
The new curriculum has not appeared to change, in any obvious ways, teachers'
perceptions of mathematics.
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Easy li ke

Students' perceptions were similar to teachers. They generally thought
the various topics to be less important than teachers thought they were. They
mostly thought topics were easier to learn than teachers thought they were to
teach. For example. only 46 percent of teachers thought teaching fractions was
easy, whereas 70 percent of students thought they were easy to learn. An excep-
tion to this general rule was in the case of data analysis, where 83 percent of
teachers thought the topic was easy to teach, but only 56 percent of students
thought it was easy to learn. Students generally liked topics less than teachers did.
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Gra& 10

Almost every Grade 10 teacher (99 percent) thought problem solving was
an extremely important topic. Other topics they identified as important were
solving eoyations (93 percent), decimals, fractions, and percents (89 percent),
and geometry (88 percent). The topic most teachers thought was least important
was data analysis (69 percent). Reports in the Opportunity to Learn section indi-
cate that the information students require to respond correctly to some items in
data analysis had not yet been taught.

Teachers reported that they thought most topics were not difficult to
teach. The exception here is in the case of problem solving which was identified
as difficult or extremdy difficnh to teach by 73 percent of teachers. The topic
that fewest teachers found difficult to teach was measurement where only 1 3 per-
cent of teachers said the topic was difficult or extremely difficult.

Grade 10 teachers generally like teaching most topics. Fewest enjoy teach-
ing estimation (49 percent), data analysis (55 percent), and measurement (67
percent). The topics identified by most teachers as among those they like to teach
were equations (89 percent), geometry (83 percent). and exponents (81 percent).
These results are very similar to those from the 1985 assessment. The topio
which were induded in both assessments were ranked almost identically by teach-
ers each time.

Students' reports were considerably different from teaslers' results in
Grade 10. They not only tended to see topics as less important, also, their con-
ception of which topics were important differed from those of the teacher. For
example, both teachers and studenrc Thought problem solving was the most im-
portant topic (99 percent oft-cachets and 73 percent of students), b..t 93 percent
of teachers thought equations were important while only 56 percent of students
thought so. Similarly, 85 percent of students thought decimals, fractions, and
percents were important, and 6,4 percent thought estimation was important,
making them first and third in rank order. Responses from teachers, on the other
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hand, would place these at third and sixth. Students also rated data analysis high-
er than teachers did, though they agreed that trigonometry was ofleast impor-
tance.

Opportunity to Learn

Information about the opportunity, or lack of opportunity, students had
to learn the mathematics necessary to answer correctly items in their test booklets
is helpful for explaining student achievement in some cases. There is obviously a
relationship between what students have had an opportunity to learn and what
they actually know. The information also, though, provides an interesting picture
of the curriculum as it is Feing implemented. For example, teachers answered the
questionnaires in mid-May of tile school year and yet in many cases there were
significant areas of the curriculum which teachers reported had not yet been
taught, and these cases often coincided with new areas of the curriculwn or areas
which teachers have reported elsewhere as less important than others.

Information about opportunity to learn provided in Tables C-1 to C-3 in
Appendix C includes: a) the strand o- topic represented by each of the items fin
which teachers provided information, b) the percent of teachers who thought be-
tween 61 to 100 percent of the students would get the item correct (without
guessing), c) the percentage of teachers who said the information had not yet
been taught, and d) the percentage of students who got the item correct.

Grade 4

Of the nineteen items where dose to 50 percent or more of the teachers
reported the mathematics mquired to answer the item correctly had not been
taught either this year or in a previous year, eight had to do with fractions or dec-
imal fractions, five with geometry, two with data analysis, two with place value,
one with number operations, one with measurement, and one with general nu-
meracy. The topic of fractions is one of the areas Grade 4 teachers reported they
thought less important than others.

Since all of the items included in the questionnaire are based on intended
learning outcomes of the curriculum to Grade 4, it is somewhat alarming to find
thar in late May, a significant number of teachers report that significant areas of
the curriculum have not yet been taught. In some instances this is misinforma-
tion, since the mathematics required to answer the item had been taught in a pre-
vious year and the majority of students actually did answer the item correctly.
This lack of information may be a function of the curricultun being relatively
new. In many instances, however, it appears that teachers have simply not got
around to teaching things they see to be less important or topics that are new to
this curriculum. Ttachers' reports about the excessive amount of material in the
new curriculum may explain why some topics have not been taught by mid-May.

Not surprisingly, the items for which teachers reported they had not
taught the mathematics required are also the items that most teachers thought
most students would not be able to answer correctly. It turned out that in many
cases teachers were not able to predict the success of their students accurately. For
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example, only 8 percent of teachers thought students would get Item 1325 on
common fractions correct, and 78 percent of teachers said they had not yet
taught the mathematics required to answer the item, yet 68 percent of students
actually got the item correct. But, for item A14 on number operations, where 58
percent of teachers thought students would get the item coma and only 16 per-
cent said they had not yet taught the required mathematics, only 21 percent of
the students 6at it correct. Of the 26 items that fewer than 50 percent of the stu-
dents were able to answer correctly, only 14 were also items that the frwest teach-
ers predkted students would be able to answer. To put this information another
way, more than half of the Grade 4 students were able to answer correctly many
of the items teachers thought they would not be able to and were unable to an-
swer many items that teachers thought they could.

It appears that if teachers have taught the material, they think students
will have learned it. While it may be true that students do not learn things they
have not had opportunity to learn, it is obvictIsly not true that students necessari-
ly learn what they have been taught. This may sem like a self-evident truth, bur
the results of this section of the questionnaire indwate it may not be so.

Grade 7

Grade 7 teachers often reported they had not yet taught students the
mathematics required to answer items involving geometry, integers, and data
analysis. There were twenty items identified by about 50 percent or more of the
teachers for which the required mathematics had not been taught. Cithese, eight
dealt with geomeny, six with integers, and six with data anplysis. These three are-
as are the onks relatively new to, or being given renewed emphasis in, the curricu-
lum. In some cases (e.g., Item D23 on data analysis), almost 90 percent of the
teadiers said they had not yet taught the required mathematics.

As was the case with Grade 4 teachers, there is a sq-ong relationship be-
tween what teachers report they have taught and what they think students have
learned, a relationship that is not always borne out by the results. Students were
able to do well on some items for which teachers said the requirt i mathematics
had not been taught, yet they were unable in other cases to answer correctly items
for which the mathematics had been taught.

Many teachers do not seem to be able to predict their students' achieve-
ment on individual items accurately. Of the 22 items which fewer than 50 per-
cent of the students were able to answer correctly, only 9 of these were among the
items that the fewest teachers predicted students would be able to answer. For
Item A4 about expressions, for example, 47 percent of the teachers thought that
between 61 to 100 percent of the students would be able to answer correctly.
Eighty-seven percent of teachers said they had taught the required mathematics;
however, only 12 percent of the students actually answered the item cortedy.
Students (56 percent) were able to answer Item D16 on integers correctly, yet
only 32 percent of the teachers predicted that to be the case, and 57 percent said
they had not yet taught the required material.

For cire-third of the items included in teacher questionnaires, Grade 7



teachers reported the required mathematics had not yet been taught. Some teach-
ers said the topk would be covered later in the year, some said it would be cov-
ered the following year, and others said it would not be taught for other reasons.
As these questionnaires were administered in mid-May, and as the items were all
taken from intended learning outcomes from the Grade 7 curriculum, this infor-
mation gives cause for worry.

Grade 10

Four items that required knowledge of data analysis (probability) and ge-
ometry were those identified by the majority of Crade 10 teachers as the ones
students would not be able to answer correctly. These were also the items for
which teachers reported they had not yet taught the mathematics required. Of
these four items, only two of them were actually problematic for the majority of
students (only 20 percent got each correct). In thz case of the other two items, 60
percent of the students (Mathematics 10 and M3thematia 10A students com-
bined) answered the items correctly.

The data analysis items for which the required mathematics had not been
taught were items aimed at both Mathematics 10 and Mathematics 10A students.
The geometry items were both meant for Mathematics 10A students only. Gen-
erally, it appears that there are fewer areas where teachers have not yet taught the
mathematia required for students to answer the items correctly than was the =se
for Grades 4 and 7.

Grade 10 teachers tend to see the same relationship between items taught
and items students will answer correctly as was observed for Grades 4 and 7
teachers. In other words, Grade 10 teachers think that if they have taught the re-
quircd mathematics, it is most likely that students will answer the question cor-
rectly. Again this was not always the actual case. For Item B5 on data analysis, for
example, 76 percent of the teachers said that between 61 and 100 percent of the
students would answer correctly, yet only 31 percent of the students were able to
answer correctly, In fact, teachers generally thought more students would be able
to answer items correctly than was the case. On the other hand, for Item A6/B6/
C707, only 17 percent of teachers said that most students would answer cor-
rectly, 58 percent of teachers said the required mathematics students had not
been taught, yet 59 percent of the students answered correctly. Of the 14 items
that fewer than 50 percent of the students were able to answer correctly, only five
were among the items that the fewest teachers predicted students would be able
to answer correctly.

Opportunity to Learn items have not previously been induded on pro-
vincial assessments. It appears from the data collected through these items that
they add a very useful dimension of information about the teaching of mathemat-
ics and the implementation of the curriculum. Subsequent chapters will refer to
students' opportunity to learn as one aspect of explanations for student achieve-
ment. Subsequent assessments should continue to collect such information.
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Figure 4-1.
Grade 4: Age
and gender
distributions.

Grade 4 Results

Thema; L Schroeder

The results of the 1990 British Columbia Mathematics Assessment for
Grade 4 are presented and discussed in this chapter. First, the student population
is described and the assessment instruments are briefly discussed. Achievement re-
sults and Interpretation Panel observations are presented for each strand and top-
ic. Student performance on items dealing with number sense and problem solv-
ing is described, and information on changes in achievement between 1985 and
1990 is presented. This is followed by a presentation of information concerning
students' opportunity to learn mathematics and a description of information
gained from scales dealing with students' attitudes towards mathematics and their
reports of instructional practices in their mathematics dasses. \nth this informa-
tion, correlates of achievement are explored. Throughout the chapter, sample
items have been cited in the discussion of findings, and the correct answer is indi-
cated with an asterisk. All of the items are reproduced in an appendix. All per-
centages in the chapter have been rounded to the nearest whole percent.

Description of the Population

All students enrolled in Grade 4, except those identified by principals as
unable to respond to a paper-and-pencil test, were required to complete one of
the multiple-choice booklets. Only students designated as dependent handi-
capped, moderately mentally handicapped, severely handicapped, profoundly
handicapped, or autistic were specifically excluded. Principals were instructed to
ensure that all students in the English program, the F4rly French immersion pr-
gram, and the Programme-cadre de francais were included.

The majority of the Grade 4 students in the assessment were either 9 or
10 years old at the time that the assessment was conducted: 51 percent and 44
percent respectively. Less than one percent of the students reported ages under 9
years and approximately four percent reported ages over 10 years. The boys out-
numbeird the girls by 52 percent to 48 percent, an unexpectedly large difference.
Figure 4-1 shows the age distribution of the population, and the proportions of
girls and of boys.
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Figure 4-2.
Curriculum time
allotment and
distribution of
items by booklet
for the assessment.
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British Columbia offers three distinct programs of instruction in Grade 4:
the regular Grade 4 program in English, Early French immersion, and Pro-
gmmme-cadre de franoul Ninety-two percent of the students were enrolled in the
English program, seven percent in Early French immersion, and one percent in
Prognsmme-cadre defiu,e's. Students for whom the language of mathematics in-
struction was English responded to assessment materials in English. Those for
whom the language of mathematics instruction was French were provided with
assessment booklets in French. Approximately five percent of the students re-
sponded to the booklets in French.

Instruments

As was reported in Chapter 2, 129 achievement items were contained in
the Grade 4 student booklets. Of thex 129 items, 126 were used to measure stu-
dent achievement in four suands: Number and Operations, Data Analysis, Ge-
ometry, and Measurement. The strands were further divided into a total 0112
topics. Items were chosen to correspond to intended learning outcomes up to
Grade 4 as listed in the Mathematics 1-8 Curriculum Guide published by the Brit-
ish Columbia Ministry of Education (1987). The remaining three items do not
strictly match intended learning curcomes and were selected to test what has
been termed "number sense". The nature of these items and the students' results
on them will be discussed later in this chapter.

As Figure 4-2 shows, the percentage of items in each strand corresponds
reasonably well to the estimated time allotment for that strand given in the Cur-
riculum Guide (1987). Strands and topics which have relatively small time alloca-
tions were somewhat over-represented on the assessment tests, in order to ensure
that a sufficiently large number of items would be available to make meaningful
analyses of students' performance in these areas.

20 40

Percent

60 80 100

O No. & Operation

o Data Analysis

Geometry
12 Measurement

The 126 achievement items were distributed among four forms, A, B, C,
and D, so that the estimated difficulties for each form woe very nearly equal. Ta-
ble D-1 in Appendix D shows the actual percentage correct overall and in each
strand and topic for each of the four forms. Each booklet contained the same
number of items from each strand, and the same number of items at each cogni-
tive level. Of the 40 achievement items in each booklet, ten items, at least two



Table 4-1.
Distribution of
achievement
items across
strands and
topics.
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from each strand, were common to all forms. One of the three number sense
items appeared on two forms (A and D). To examine changes over time in the
achievement of Grade 4 students, 25 items which had appeared in the 1985 As-
sessment were included in the 1990 instruments. Table 4-1 gives details of the
distribution of items across strands and topics.

Strand and Topic

Number of Items

Total(R) Per Form(a) Common(b) Change)

Number & Operations 83 26 7 12

No. & Numeration 22 7 2 5

Number Operations 38 11 2 4

Decimals 13 4 1 2

Fractions 10 4 2 1

Data Analysis 9 3 1 2

Geometry 17 5 1 5

Lines, etc. 6 0-2 0 1

Solid Figures 6 I _pi)
1 1

ReI'ns. & Transformations 5 0-3(d) 0 3

Measurement 17 5 1 6

Length 4 1 0 2

Area 4 1 0 1

Volume and Capacity 3 1-2(d) 1 1

Mass 3 0-1(d) 0 1

Time, Temp., Money 3 0-1(0 0 1

Numbet sense 3 1 0(e) 0

TOTAL 126 40 10 25

Notes: (a) Includes both items common to all four forms and items
appearing on one form only.

(b) These items appeared on all four forms.
(c) These items also appeared on 1985 Assessment.
(d) In these topics the numbers of items per form varied over the range

One number sense item appeared on two forms; the others ap-
peared on one form only.

Each Grade 4 mathematics teacher completed one of three forms of a
teacher questionnaire. This questionnaire contained, among other things, ques-
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tions designed to gather information about students' opportunity to learn the
mathematics necessary to answer achievement items comedy. Information gath-
ered in this way is discussed in the strand and topic sections, including the dis-
cussion of individual items where appropriate.

Each student booklet contained four common background questions.
Students were asked to report their sex, age, program (English, Early French im-
mersion, or Programme-care) and Ian of mathematics instruction. The next
three qmstions, also common to all foturakerms, sought information about stu-
dents' beliefs and opinions regarding mathematics and jobs.

Students' attitudes towards topics in school mathematics were measured
with 12 rnuki-part items distributed among the four booklets. These items asked
the degree to which students felt that &elected topics in school mathematics were
important, easy, and likable. Forms A and B each contained four of these items,
and the remaining four items were repeated on Forms C and D.

Nine questions were used to gather information about the frequency of
various mathematics classroom practices during a typical school week. The prac-
tices surveyed included teacher demonstration using the blackboard or overhead
projector, use of manipulative materials, assignment of individual seatwork, use
of calculators, administration of quizzes and tmts, review and discussion of home-
work, work in small groups, use of computers, and provision of help for individu-
al students. Forms A and B each contained three of these questions, and the re-
maining three items were repeated on Forms C and D.

Achievement Results

The largest single component of the 1990 British Columbia Mathematics
Assessment was the assessment of mathematics achievement. Virtually every stu-
dent in Grade 4 spent up to 50 minutes responding to 40 achievement items. All
items were in multiple-choice format with four suggested answers and a fifih al-
ternative, "I don't know." The administration instructions to teachers directed
them to inform students that, "Some questions will be easy, and others will be
difficult. Read each question carefully, and answer it as well as you can." No di-
rections were given as to the circumstances under which the "I don't know* op-
tion should sm selected, nor were students advised whcther or not they should
guess at the answers to the items.

In the sections which follow, the performance of students is reported us-
ing two main statistics: percentage correct (both overall, and at the strand, topic1
and item levels), and percentage selecting each response choice (at the item level).
The percentage of students getting an item correct is known to be affected by a
number of f-actors induding the Familiarity of the content and how recently it
was taught. the style of the item, the complexity of the language used, the num-
ber of computational steps required, the nature and complexity of the problem-
solving strategies needed, and the subtlety of the discriminations needed among
answer alternatives. Within any given content area, items of quite different levels
of difficulty can be constructed by varying the attributes listed above. The
achievement items included in the assessment were selected on the basis of their
range of difficulty levels, their ability to discriminate, and their curricular validity
(whether they matched the general goals and specific intended learning outcomes
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of the provincial curriculum). The percent selecting each response choice is con-
sidered important since it permiu the identification of misconceptions and sourc-
es of error.

The Grade 4 Interpretation Panel examined all of the achievement items
and then individually and as a group assigned to each item both the percentage of
students they expected would get the item correct, and percentage of students
they desired to get the item correct. The Panel then compared their "expected"
and "desired" percentages to the actual percentage of students who answered each
item correctly and commented on students' performance. In the following sec-
tions, the students' performance in each strand and topic is discussed. The overall
percentage correct is reported, and selected items are used to illustrate the abilities
of various proportions of the Grade 4 population. The observations and com-
ments of the Interpretation Panel are also recorded.

Strand 1: Number and Operations

This strand is the most extensive one in the elementary mathematics cur-
riculum, with 60 percent of the estimated time allotment in Gtade 4 and about
the same or slightly less in the other elementary grades. The assessment in this
strand is based on 83 items, 26 appearing in each booklet. The strand has been
subdivided into four topics: Number Concepts and Numeration, Whole Num-
ber Operations, Decimals, and Fractions.

The overall percentage con was 52 percent for the strand as a whole,
57 percent in Number Concepts and Numeration, 55 percent in Whole Number
Operations, 41 percent in Decimals, and 43 percent in Fractions. The students'
actual percentage correct exceeded the Interpretation Panel's expected percentage
correct on eight items, matched the expected percentage correct on 40 items, and
was lower than the expected percentage correct on 35 items. The students' per-
formance on six items reached the Interpretation Panel's desired level, but on the
remaining 77 items it was lower.

Teachers' ratings of opportunity to learn for the 32 items in the Number
and Operations strand that were included on the teacher questionnaires were
moderately high. For the strand as a whole, an average of 68 percent of the teach-
ers indicated that the content needed to answer the item had been taught in a
previous year or earlier in the current year, 17 percent indicated that it would be
taught later in the current year, and 13 percent indicated that it would be taught
in a subsequent year or not at all. However, opportunity to learn ratings for items
on decimals and fractions were noticeably lower than those for number concepts,
numeration, and whole number operations.

Topics 1.1, 1.2, 1.3: Number Concepts and Numeration

Eleven percent of the estimated time in the Grade 4 curriculum is allot-
ted to counting, place value, and theory of numbers. These topics and "early
mathematical concepts" receive an even greater time allotment in Grades 1, 2,
and 3. Twenty-two items measured achievement in thew areas; seven items ap-
peared in each booklet. The overall percentage correct in this topic was 57 per-
cent. The students' actual percentage correct matched the Interpretation Panel's

r
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expected percentage correct on 12 of the 22 items, it exceeded the Panel's ex:vc-
rations on two items, and it fell short on eight items. The students' actual perfor-
mance on four items reached the Panel's desired level, but on the remaining 18
items the actual achievement was lower than the level desired by the Panel.
Teachers' ratings of opportunity to learn in this topic were the t of any0;4

strand or topic. An average of 86 percent of the teachers indica that the con-
tent needed to answer the item correctly had already been taught in the current
year or in a previous year.

Three items (A01, DOI, and CO2) were used to explore students' abilities
with expanded notation: i.e. the practice of explicating the meanings of numerals
by expressing them as sums of their components. Two of these items, A01 and
DOI, were answered correctly by nearly every student, but Item CO2 was an-
swered correctly by just over half of the students. It seems reasonable to attribute
the small difference in percentage correct between items A01 and DOI to the fact
that DOI includes a zero place holder and has its place values expressed in word&
The larger difference between Item CO2 and these two items may be due to the
Fact that it involves the ten thousands' place, which is introduced for the first

hem A01 2000 + 700 + 40 + 8 is the same as

% of students

A) 2748 92
B) 2784 2
C) 7248 3
D) 8472
E) 1 don't know. 2

hem D01 Which one of the following equals 5 thousands + 8 tens + 6 ones?

% of students

A) 50 86
B) 50 086
C) 50806
D) 5 000 806
E) I don't know.

88
4
2
9
2

* (1985 - 85%)

Item CO2 30 000 + 700 + 80 + 4 is the same as:

% of studenu
A) 3784 27
B) 37084 8
C) 307084 9
D) 30784 54
E) I don't knfrx. 2

5,-,
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time in the curriculum for Grade 4. The other items which included numbers in
the ten thousands (A03, B01, D02, and D03) were answered correctly by 48 to
66 percent of students.

Four items were concerned with rounding and estimating. Item C05
showed students a diagram of a piece of cloth containing 400 polka dots and
asked them to estimate the number of polka dots on a similar-looking piece of
cloth with about the same width and about half the length. Sixty-two percent of
the students correctly estimated that it had between 100 and 250 dots. Item B03
asked students to round 1368 to the nearest hundred: 54 percent did so correctly.
Item D05 showed a signpost giving the distances to three cities (328 km, 228
km, and 298 km) and asked students to choose which two were about the same
distance away. Forty-six percent chose the correct answer, that the cities at 328
km and 298 km were about the same distance away. Only five percent thought
that all three cities were about the same distance away, and six percent did not
know. Item A08 (repeated on all four forms) required students to apply their
rounding and estimating skills with three values, 1801, 1839, and 1903, in the
context of a time line. Despite the complexity of this item, 45 percent of the stu-
dents answered it correctly.

Item A08 The bicycle was invented about 1839. About where
should 1839 be placed on this timeline?

Dates of Important Inventions

Steamboat Airplane

1801
A

1903

96 of students
A) Point A 9
B) Point B 45
C) Point C 26
D) Point D 7
E) I don't know. 11

Item 004 tested students' ability to recognize different equivalent repre-
sentations of numbers using manipulative materials (base-ten blocks). Students
were asked to choose the diagram which did not contain blocks representing
2143 from among the following alternatives: one thousand, two hundreds, three
tens, four ones; two thousands, one hundred, three tens, 13 ones; one thousand,
11 hundreds, three tens, 13 ones; and two thousands, 14 tens, three ones. Forty
percent of the students chose the correct answer. The fact that the correct answer



was the first alternative probably decrmsed the difficulty of this item, but the Fact
that it was negatively worded and the fact that regrouping was required probably
increased the difficulty.

The kern in this topic area having the lowest percentage correct was hem
A05, with 28 percent correct. The Interpretation Panel commented that the lan-
guage used in this problem, 'twice as many hundreds as ones," would be unusual
and hence difficult for Grade 4 students. The percentage of students choosing "I
do know" was 24, which is rather high compared to other items in this strand
and topic.

Item A05 Which one of these numbers has twice as many hundreds
as ones?

% of swiciAl

A) 4318 8
B) 8341 25
C) 4831 13
D) 3814 28
E) I don't know. 24

Topic 1.4: Whole Number Operations

Thirty-three percent of estimated time in the Grade 4 curriculum is allo-
cated to operations with whole numbers. Thirty-eight items measured achieve-
ment in this topic; 11 items appeared in each booklet. The overall percentage
correct in this topic was 55 percent. The students' actual percentage correct
matched the Interpretation Panel's expected percentage correct on 17 of the 38
items, it exceeded the Panel's expectations on three items, and it fell short on18
items. The students' actual performance reached the Panel's desired level on only
one item: B14. On the remaining 37 items the actual achievement was lower
than the level desired by the Panel. Teachers' ratings of opporwnity to learn in
this topic were high: second only to those in the Number Concepts and Numera-
tion topic. An average of 76 percent of the teachers indicated that the content
needed to answer the items correctly had already been taught in the current year
or in a previous year.

Two items tested students' ability to carry out addition computations.
Item A06 directed students to add 678 + 9 + 34 (presented in horizontal format),
and Item Dll asked students to find the sum of 3163 and 9578 (presented in
vertical format). Each nf these items was answered correctly by about 80 percent
of students.

Two items tested students' computational ability in subtraction (present-
ed in vertical format). Both items involved regrouping (or "borrowing") across a
zero. Item 1311 (7000 - 86) was answered correctly by 68 percent of the students;
Item C11 (5806 - 2438), by 62 percent. Another item, DI 6, directed students to
round each number to the nearest 100 then estimate the difference 4736 - 2570

. Only 26 percent chose the correct answer, 2100, but 15 percent chose
2200, the answer that one would get by subtracting first then rounding. This

5 ;,



item may test whether students can follow directions in order, rather than tlwir
ability to round or to subtract. A relatively large percentage of the students, 25
percent, chose "I don't know." This may indicate that they did not round and
were confused by the fact that the answer they had computed was not among the
alternatives presented.

Several items were used to explore students' abilities to recognize problem
contexts in which addition and subtramion could be applied, but these problems
were not computationally demanding. The percentage correct for these items
ranged from 46 to 72 percent. On the easiest of these items, B14 with 72 percent
correct, the correct answer could have been obtained simply by adding ail num-
bers in the problem statement. Item C15 had a similar setting and similar values
to manipulate, but it could not be answered correctly by applying a single opera-
tion to the data. Not surprisingly, its percentage correct was lower, 50 percent.
This difference suggests that a sizable percentage of students, porhaps as many as
20 percent, may be adopting the strategy of isolating the numerical data and ap-
plying an operation without thinking through the meaning of the problem state-
ment. However, on Item CI 5, only six percent of the studfmts chose 27, the an-
swer that is obtained by simply atirling all three numbers given in the problem.

Item B14 John is 4 years older than Ellen, and Ellen is 5 years older
than Monica. Monica is 12 years old. How old is John?

% of students

A) 10 15
B) 3 5
C) I 3
D) 21 72
E) I don't .tnow. 5

Item C15 John is 4 years older than Ellen, and Elkn is 11 years
younger than Monica. Monica is 12 years old. How old is
John?

% of students

A) 5 50
B) 27 6
C) 15 36
D) 19 3
E) I don't know. 4

Although students were not permkted to use calculators during the as-
sessment, two items, AI5 and Bl 5, were given to investigate students' ability to
solve problems involving addition and subtraction using calculators. On both of
these items about three-fifths of the students answered correctly. A relatively larp
percentage of the students, 14 percent and 15 percent respectively, chose "I don't
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know." In responding to the classroom processes questions, 56 percent of the stu-
dents indicated that they 'rarely" or 'never" used calculators in their mathematics
classes during a typical school week. Nonetheless, 67 percent of the teachers indi-
cated that they had taught the content necessary to answer Item Al 5 correctly
earlier in the current school year.

Item A15 Smith's department store wante 'ouy 4596 pairs of jeans from the factory.
The fictory had already mack _798. How many more do they need to make
for Smith's?

To solve this problem using a calculator, which buttons would you press?

% of students

A) fl IAL 9 12

B) 9 61

C) 6 0 8

D) g 5

E) I don't know. 14

ci

II ci

6

El

EI

IA 131

8

8

8

8

Item B15 Valerie and David played a game of cards. At the end of the game, Valerie's
score was 3146 and David's was 5725. What is the difference in their scores?

To solve this problem using a calculator, which buttons would you press?

% of students

A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

LI

El

Fl

I don't know.

4

El

El

4

Ii
11

El 4

3 8

6 Be 9

6 59

9

16

Fundamental concepts and basic facts of multiplication were tested using
four items. Item C08 asked students to identify a number that you would not say
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when you count by sevens staning with zero; 77 percent correctly chose 34 as
such a number. Items B09 and D08 involved relationships between number sen-
tences and diagrams typically used when introducing concepts of multiplication.
These items were answered correctly by 62 percent and 51 percent of the stu-
dents, respectively.

Item B09 Which number sentence best describes this arrangement of
rectangles?

96 of students

A) 1 x 2 4 = 2 4 1 0

B) 2 x 1 2 = 2 4 6

C) 3 x 8 = 2 4 5

D) 4 x 6 = 2 4 6 2

E) I don't know. 16

111111111111.
1111.11111111111
1111511111111111MOM=

hem DOS Which picture illustrates the number sentence 3 x 5 = 5 + 5 + 5?

3iLitinalciU1

51A)

B)

C)

D)

13

10

12

E) I don't know. 13

Multiplication computations with one or more multi-digit factors were
included in several items. In Item D13, 74 percent of the students correctly mul-
tiplied 576 by 0 (presented in horizontal format). In Item B12, 71 percent of the
students correctly found the product of 34 and 7 (presented in vertical format),
and in Item 1)12. 58 percent of the students correctly multiplied 96 by 100 (pre-
sented in horizontal format). Reasoning about the relationship between multipli-
cation and division sentences was explored in Item C09, which was answered cor-
rectly by 50 percent of the students.



Item CO9 50 x 80 = 4000, so 11IM10

% of itudents

A) 50 + 80 = 4000 13
B) 50 + 4000 = 80 17

C) 80 + 4000 50 9
D) 4000 + 80 = 50 50
E) I don't know. 11

The examples cited above indicate that students' rate of success with
items involving multiplication was generally 50 percent or better. With division
items, however, the percentage correct was generally 50 percent or less, but un-
like the straightforward computations discussed above, most of the division ex-
amples were verbally presented and highly contextualized. Item C14 presented a
situation in which the remainder was the relevant aspect; 51 percent of the stu-
dent answered this item correctly.

Item C14 Brenda had 356 pennies. Before taking them to the bank,
she put as many of them as she could into rolls. She put
50 pennies into each roll. How many pennies were not
put into rolls?

% of students

A) 6 51
B) 7 13
C) 306 23
D) 406 4
E) I don't know. 8

Item D15 involved a relatively familiar quotative division setting, but the
fact that it induded the numeral 4 in "Grade 4" may have caused some students'
errors. Forty-one percent of the students found the correct answer, but the 27
percent of the students who gave the answer 60 probably fell into this trap.

Item D15 The Grade 4 class made 240 pieces of fudge for a candy
sale They packed 6 pieces in each bag. How many bags
did they need?

% of students

A) 60 27
B) 4 4
C) 24 13
D) 40 41
E) I don't know. 15
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Item B16 is a difficult item because thc context requires the quotient to
be increased by one because of its remainder. Only 30 percent of the students an-
swered this item correctly, but an additional 17 percent chose the answer that re-
sults from dividing correctly but ignoring the remainder.

Item B16 Each page in a scrapbook can hold 8 baseball cards- How
many pages are needed to hold 60 baseball cards?

% ofitudents

A) 7 17
B) 52 20
C) 8 30
D) 68 21
E) 1 don't know. 12

Four items explored students' ability to identify certain vocabulary used
in connection with multiplication and division. The terms tested and percentages
correct were product, 55 percent correct on Item Al 0 and 41 percent correct on
Item D09; divisor, 56 percent correct on hem B10; and remainder, 71 percent
correct on Item A09. All of these items correspond quite dosely to intended
kFning outcomes and limiting examples given in the curriculum guide (1987)
for Grade 4, and all were classified as belonging to the knowledge level of cogni-
tive demand. The students' levels of performance on all these items were substan-
tially below the levels desired by the Interpretation Panel, and except for the term
"remainder" were below the expected levels.

Topic 1.5: Decimals

Ten percent of the time in the Grade 4 curriculum is allocated to deci-
mals; 13 items measured achievement in this topic; 4 items appeared in each
booklet. The overall percentage correct for this topic was 41 percent. The stu-
dents' actual percentage correct matched the Interpretation Panel's expectation
on five of the 13 items; it exceeded the Panel's expectations on two items; and it
fell short on six items. The students' actual performance reached the Panel's de-
sired level on on!y one item. On the remaining 12 items the actual achievement
was lower than the level desired by the Panel.

Analysis of the data on opportunity to learn obtained from the teacher
questionnaires suggests that this topic had received less attention than most oth-
ers. For the five hems included on the teacher questionnaires, an average of only
44 percent of teachers had taught the mathematics needed to answer the item in
a previous year or earlier this year; 53 percent of the teachers planned to teach it
later in the year, in a subsequent year, or not at all.

The assessment in decimals induded a number of items involving pictori-
al representations. hem B19, showing a rectangular region model for a decimal in
tenths, was answered correctly by 61 percent of the students. This level ofpcifor-
mance met the Interpretation Panel's expected level, but was below the desired

f;
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level.

Item B19 What fraction of the picture is shaded?

o(students

A) 0.03 12
B) 0.3 61
C) 0.7 5
D) 3.0 14
E) I don't know. 8

IIa
Ill ;11I 4 4

1111111 Af°

Item A21 (repeated on all four forms) showed 0.07 represented on a ten-
by-ten square array. Only 29 percent of the students selected the correct numeral
for this model, although 46 percent of the teachers indicated that they had al-
ready taught the mathematics content needed to answer this item correctly.

Item A2i Which decimal fraction represents the shaded part of this
figure?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

% of studenti

7 16
0.07 29
0.7 25
7.100 18
I don't know. 11
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Item 822 also involved square region models for decimals, but did nor
ask students to identify the value represented by the shaded region. instead it
asked them to select the model for a decimal between 0.25 and 0.65. Forty-four
percent chose the correct answer, but 20 percent selected 1 don't know."

In Item C22 a decimal in tenths was represented on a number line. This
item proved to be the easiest one on decimals. Seventy percent of the students
gave the correct answer even though only 52 percent of the teachers indicated
that they had already taught the mathematics needed to answer it. Students' per-
formance on 2.1is item exceeded the Interpretation Panel's expected level and
reached the desire-1 level.

Item C22 What number is represented by point Y on the number
line?

1 I 1 1 I II I 11111 II IIt I

0 1

%_of students

A) 1.3 5
B) 0.6 70
C) 0.3 5
D) 0.06 10
E) I don't know. 8

2
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Three items required students to demonstrate their understanding of dec-
imals expressed in words. Item A20 asked students to identify the numeral for '6
tenths.' Although 44 percent selected the correct answer, 41 percent gave 6.0 as
their answer. The place value of a digit in the hundredths' place was tested in
Item C20. Only 22 percent of the students correctly identified the place value of
the 9 in 0.29 as hundredths; 42 percent thought it was ones and 24 percent
thought it was tenths. Item D20 required students to complete the statement
"0.40 is the same as .. ." The correct answer "four tenths" was chosen by 49 per-

of rh:. students, but 34 percent chose "40 tenths."

Six items involved addition and subtraction with decimals. Item D22
presented an addition computation in vertical form with numbers in tenths only.
Thirty-seven percent of the students gave the correct answer, but 44 percent of
students gave a response that suggits that they have learned or invented an in-
correct procedure for placing the decimal point in the answer.

hem D22 Add: 0.6
0.8

+0.9

% of students

A) 0.023 4
B) 0.23 44
C) 2.3 37 * (1985 - 19%)
D) 23 10
E) I don't know. 4

Four items, B21, D23, A22, and A23, contained word problems involv-
ing subtraction of decimals having the same number of decimal places. The per-
cent2ge correct for these items fell in a narrow band, from 44 to 48 percent.
From 14 to 19 percent of the students chose the response "I don't know." Item
A23 is typical of these items.

hem A23 Mrs. Smith had 94.10 m of ribbon in her florist shop. Af-
ter completing all her orders, she had used 24.85 m of rib-
bon. How much ribbon did Mrs. Smith have left?

% of students

A) 69.25 m 46
B) 69.35 m 14
C) 70.25 m 12
D) 70.75 m 13
E) I don't know. 14

A word problem involving addition of decimals with different numbers
of decimal places (the so-called "ragged decimals" situation) was presented in
hem C23. The correct answer was selected by 29 percent of the students, but 27
percent chose an answer that is obtained by failing to line up the decimal points
of the addends. An answer that suggests an error was made in carrying from the
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tenths to the ones was given by 26 percent of the studenas. The response "I don't
know" was chosen by fewer students (only nine percent) than was the case for the
subtraction word problems.

Item c23 In a relay race, Dan's time was 4.8 seconds, Gary's time
was 5.3 seconds, and jim's was 5.45 seconds. What was
their total time?

% of students

A) 6.46 seconds 27
B) 14.55 seconds 26
C) 15.5 seconds 9
D) 15.55 seconds 29
E) I don't know. 9

Topic 1.6: Fractions

Common fractions are allocated six percent of the time in the Grade 4
curriculum. Ten items measured achievement on this topic; four items appeared
in each booldet. The overall percentage correct on this topic was 43 percent. The
students' actual percentage correct matched the Interpretation Panel's expected
percentage correct on six of the ten items, it exceeded the Panel's expectations on
one item, and it fell short on three items. On all ten items the students' actual
performance failed to reach the Panel's desired level.

Analysis of the data on opportunity to learn obtained from the teacher
questionnaires suggests that, like decimals, fractions had also received less atten-
tion than most other topics. For the five items included on the teacher question-
naires, an average of 49 percent of teachers had taught the mathematics needed
to answer the item in a previous year or earlier in the current year, 49 percent of
the teachers planned to teach it later in the year, or in a subsequent year, or not at
all.

As was the case %r decimals, the assessment in fractions included a num-
ber of items involving pictorial representations. The curriculum guide specifies
that students should work with fractions of regions and of sets and also recognize
fractions as points on a line. Item A25, showing a fraction of a set of discrete ob-
jects, was answered correctly by 68 percent of the students. This level of perfor-
mance reached the Interpretation Panel's expected level, but was below the de-
sired level.

Item A25 What fraction of the shapes are shaded?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

3/6

213

3/9

6/9

I don't know.

% of students
Nog:

In the assessment
booklets, fractions
were printed in verti-
cal format.

10
6

68
4
10

f; 3
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The region model for a fraction was tested in Item 1324, which requires
students to distinguish between models in which the shaded pieces are of unequal
area and a model in which the pieces are of equal size. Mthough the ability to
make this sort of discrimination is not explicitly mentioned in the curriculum
guide, 76 percent of the teachers indicated that they had taught the mathematics
content needed to respond correctly to this item earlier in the school year, and 70
percent of the students selected the correct alternative.

hem B24 Which one of the following pictures represents the fraction 1/3?

% of students

A)
C.) 6

B) (I) 16

C) 3

D) 70

E) 4

LA I

1......77

I don't know.

Item D27, containing a word probkm involving a fraction of a set de-
scribed in terms of its three subsets, was answered correctly by 46 percent of the
students. Only 48 percent of the teachers indicated that they had taught the
mathematia content needed to answer this question earlier in the year, 30 per-
cent of the teachers indicated that they would do so later in the year, and 20 per-
cent indicated that they would not teach the content in Grade 4.

hem 1)27 Tom has a collection of toy cars. He has 5 blue ones, 7
green ones, and 3 red ones. What fraction of his collec-
tion is green?

% outudents
A) 7/10 14 Nsac:
B) 7115 46 In the assessment
C) 7/8 23 booklets, fractions
D) 8/7 5 were printed in verti-
E) I don't know. 9

cal format.

Another verbally presented problem requiring the co-ordination of multi-
ple pieces of data was presented in Item C27. Although the fraction it indudes,
one-half, is likely to be familiar to Grade 4 students, one-halfwas used not in the
context of a part that was one-half of a whok but in the less familiar context of
one line being one-half as long as another. Forty-four percent of the students an-
swered correctly.
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Item C27 Three lines are related as follows:
Line X is twice as long as line Y.
Line Z is 1/2 as long as line Y.
Which line is the shortest?

% of stutients

A) X 9
B) Y 20
C) Z 44
D) X and Z are the same length 15
E) I don't know. 10

Item A27 is another item in which the wording was relatively unusual
and complex for students in Grade 4. In this item students were required to lo-
cate on a number line the fraction that is one-tenth more than six-tenths. As one
member of the Interpretation Panel noted, a student might leave off reading the
problem at the words one-tenth, and get the wrong answer. Apparently only a
small number of students made this error, but the 20 percent who chose "I don't
know" were probably confused by the expression "one-tenth more than."

Item A27 Which ktter on this number line represents the fraction that is 1/10
more than 611 0 ?

A

1 0

A) A
B) B
C) C
D)
E) I don't know.

1 0

% of studekts

8
19
37
13
20

Equivalence of fractions is a subtopic of major importance within the
topic of common fractions in the Grade 4 curriculum. According to the curricu-
lum guide, this concept is to be introduced using region models like those found
in Item A26. Seventy percent of the teachers indicated that they had taught the

Item A26 Which rwo diagrams show equivalent fractions?

A

EINAMI
IIIEVERNI

A) A and B
B) C and D
C) B and C
D) A and D
E) I don't know.

".4.7.!;%::;.:*

% of students

42
22
7

16
11
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mathematics content needed in this item earlier in the year, and 21 percent of the
teachers indicated that they would do so later in the year, but only six percent in-
dicated that they would not teach it. Forty-two percent of the students gave the
correct response.

Item C25 contains, perhaps implicitly, another application of the notion
of equivalence of fractions. In this item students are asked to identify the group
that is one-half shaded, but the only correct answer alternative isa set in which
three out of six are are shaded. Fifty-seven percent of the students answered cor-
rectly.

Item C25 Which one of the following groups of dots is one-half (I/2)
shaded?

A) 0
ocl

B)

C)

D)

E)

0 *0Q
c>

0
0 0

I don't know.

16 of students

10

57 (1985 - 64%)

21

3

6

A third application of the notion of equivalence is found in Item A24
which requires students to recognize the decimal expression for a common frac-
tion in hundredths. Although this item corresponds precisely to an intended
learning outcome and limiting example in the curriculum guide, only 42 percent
of the teachers indicated that they had already taught this content during the cur-
rent year or earlier, 38 percent indicated that they would do so later in the year,
and 17 percent indicated that they would do so in a subsequent year or not at all.
Thirty-four percent of the students answered this item correctly.

hem A24 78600 is the same as

'YQ of students

A) 78.0 28
B) 7.8 6
C) 0.78 34
D) 0.078 20
E) l don't know. 10
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Summary

The Numbcr and Operations strand, with an allotment of about 60 per-
cent of estimated time, is the most extensive one in the elementary mathematics
curriculum. The strand has been subdivided into four topics: Number Concepts
and Numeration, Whole Number Operations, Decimals, and Fractions.

The overall percentage correct was 52 percent for the strand as a whole,
57 percent in Number Concepts and Numeration, 55 percent in Whole Number
Operations, 41 percent in Decimals. and 43 percent in Fractions. The students'
actual percentage correct exceeded the Interpretation Panel's expected percentage
correct on eight items, matched the expected percentage correct on 40 items, and
was lower than the expected percentage oarrect on 35 items. The students' per-
formance on six items reached the Interpretation Panel's desired level, but on the
remaining 77 items it was lower. Although the percentages correct were higher
on items in numeration and whole number operations and lower on items in dec.
imals and fractions, the ratings by the Interpretation Panel are fairly consistent
across the topics with the strand.

Teachers' ratinp of opportunity to learn for the items in the Number
and Operations strand were modem, tly high. For the strand as a whole, an aver-
age of 68 percent of the teachers indicated that the content necded to answer the
items had been taught in a previous year or earlier in the current year, 17 percent
indicated that it would be taught later in the current year, and 13 percent indi-
cated that it would be taught in a subsequent year or not at all. Opportunity to
learn ratings for items on decimals and fractions were noticeably lower than those
for numeration and whole number operations.

The percentages correct for items in the Number Concepts and Numera-
tion topic had a wide range, relatively high for items involving expanded nota-
tion, moderate for items involving representations with concrete materials, esti-
mation, and rounding, and relatively low for items involving verbally presented,
non-routine problems. The percentages correct for items involving whole num-
ber computations had a narrower range. In general, students did better with addi-
tion and subtraction than with multiplication and division, and better with
straightforward computations than with verbally presented problems requiring
analysis or interpretation of results. The percentages correct for items concerned
with vocabulary related to multiplication and division were generally lower than
expected.

The results in the topic of Decimals suggest that students are more famil-
iar with tenths than with hundredths. Items exploring students' understanding of
models, verbal representations, and decimal place value had a wide range of suc-
cess rates, whereas the percentages correct on computational items and items re-
quiring applications of computations with decimals had a narrower range. On
items which required students to line up the decimal points or place the decimal
point in the answer, some students demonstrated well-known misconceptions or
defective algorithms.

In the topic of Fractions, students' performance was relatively strong on
items involvi...g pictorial representations and moderate on items with verbal pres-
entations and those involving the concept of equivalence. One of the two lowest
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percentages correct, 34 percent, was on an item in which students were required
to identify the decimal representation of a fraction with a denominator of 100.

Strand 2: Data Analysis

The Data Analysis strand is the least extensive one in the elementary
mathematics curriculum, but it is one that has been given increased prominence
in the revised curriculum (1987). It receives 10 percent of the estimated time al-
lotment in the curriculum for Grade 1, seven percent in Grade 2, and five per-
cent in Grade 3 and Grade 4. Although the strand is not subdivided into topics,
it does comprise a number of different areas induding collecting and organizing
data, constructing graphs and tables, and reading and interpreting graphs and ta-
bies.

The assessment in this strand is based on nine hems, three appearing in
each booklet. The overall percentage correct on this strand was 46 percent. The
students' actual percentage correct matched the Interpretation Panel's expecta-
tion on four of the nine items, it exceeded the Panel's expectations on one item,
and it fell short on four items. The students' actual performance exceeded the
Panel's desired kvel on one item, and it reached the Panel's desired level on one
item, but on the remaining seven items the students' actual achievement was low-
er than the level desired by the Panel.

Teachers' ratings of opportunity to leara for the six items in the Data
Analysis strand that were included on the teacher questionnaires were somewhat
lower than those for other strands and topics, and they differed a great deal from
item to item within the strand. The percentage of teachers who had already
taught the content needed to answer the items correctly varied from 38 to 73 per-
cent. The percentage of teachers who responded that the content would be
taught in a subsequent year or not at all ranged from six percent to 29 percent.

Three items tested skills related to collecting and organizing data. item
A28 irquired students to interpret a tally chart in which fives were represented by
four vertical strokes connected by a fifth horizontal stroke. The percentage of
students who answered this item correctly, 74 percent, was nearly the same as the
percentage of teachers who indicated that they had already taught the content
needed to answer the item in the current school year, 73 percent. On Item 827.
77 percent of the students showed that they were able to determine which cell in
a two-way table contained a particular piece of data.

On Item A30 (repeated on all four forms) a set of data was presented and
the collection of the data was described. Students were asked to identify what
question could be answered using the information. AlthotO 33 percent of the
students answered the item correctly, 24 percent chose I don't know." The In-
terpretation Panel commented that there was a great de41 of IcaLling to be done
in this question, and also judged that the students' performance had reached the
expected and desired levels. Only 51 percent of the teachers indiated that they
had already taught the mathematics needed to answer the item; 18 percent of the
teachers indicated that they would teach the content later in the current school
year, and 29 percent indicated that it would not be taught in the current year.
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Item A30 The list below shows the infigmation Janice collected
about the months in which the 27 students in her class
had their birthdays. Which of the following questions can
Janice answer using the information in this list?

July Aug. Sept. Oct. May Feb.
June Apr. Dec. Sept. Mar. Aug.
Oct. June Apr. Dec. Sept.
June Apr. Dec. Sept. Nov.
May Feb. Jan. June Jan.

% of students

A) Who is the oldest student in her class? 15
B) How many students are 10 years old? 10

Who has a birthday in February? 13

D) Were more students in Janice's class
born in January or in June? 33 *

E) I don't know. 24

Pictographs were induded in two items. On Item C28 it was indit..%.:d
that a given symbol represented 100, and students were asked to interpret three
and a half symbols. The correct response, 350, was selected by 47 percent of the
students, but 38 percent chose 31/2. Sixty-eight percent of the teachers indicated
that the content needed to answer this question had been taught earlier in the
current school year or in a previous school year.

Item A29 showed a set of data to be represented in a pictograph and
Iced students to choose a "a-3...Dnable" value for the pictograph symbol. Mem-

.. s of the Int, Ipretation Panel believed that the term "reasonable" was ambigu-
tos, and that the best answer to the question (five books per symbol, in their
opinion) was not to be found among the answer akernafives. The responses of
the teachers to the opportunity to learn question based on this item suggests that
they also had concerns about the appropriateness of this item. Only 38 percent of
the teachers indicated that they had already taught the mathematics needed to
answer the item, 38 percent indicated that they would teach the content later in
the current school year, and 22 percent indicated that it would not be taught in
the current year.

Three items tested various skills related to the construction and interpre-
tation of bar graphs. In Item D29 a set of data was presented in a simple table
and students were asked to choose the bar graph that correctly represented it.
This item was answered correctly by 65 percent of the studenn, a result which ex-
ceeded the expected percentage correct and the desired percentage correct set by
the Interpretation Panel.

Item B28, which required students to determine the total of five values
represented on a bar graph, was answered correctly by 38 percent of the students.
The Interpretation Panel noted that this item was difficult because the graph
lacked horizontal guide lines. Its vertical scale was marked every centimetre with



Item A29 Barbara is going to make a pictograph using the informa-
tion shown below. She is going to use the book symbol to
make her graph.

BOOKS READ

n 40
Bev 15
Carl 20
Donna 35
Frank 60
George 15
Susan 65

A reasonable number of books for each symbol to repre-
sent is:

% 9f stucknts

A) 1 9
B) 10 25
C) 20 22
D) 100 17
E) I don't know. 24

values that differed by two units, so to determine the correct value for each bar
one would need to judge to the nearest half centimetre. Suggested answers that
were two less and two more than the correct total were selected by 10 percent
and 22 percent of the students, respectively. Opportunity to learn results indicat-
ed that 68 percent of the teachers had already taught the mathematics needed for
this item during the current school year.

In Item C29 students needed to interpret a bar graph and determine
which bar represents a value closest to a given value, and 54 percent did so cor-
rectly. The Interpretation Panel commented that a substantial amount of reading
is required by this item, but relatively few students, only five percent, chose 'I
don't know."

A broken line graph of average monthly temperatures was presented in
Ite-, D28 which is shown below, and students were required to identify the two
months in which the average temperatures were the same. The Interpretation
Panel commented that the graph was not drawn clearly and precisely, and felt
that students would need to use a ruler to find the answer. The percentage cor-
rect for this item, 42 percent, was lower than the expected percentage correct and
the desired percentage correct set by the Interpretation Panel. Teachers' responses
to the opportunity to learn question indicated that 58 percent hd already taught
the content, 22 percent planned to do so later in the year, and V7 did not plan to
do so.



hem C29 Pat was testing his model plane. His friends guessed how
long it would sray in the air. The plane srayed up for 17
minutes. Who guessed closest to the correct time?

Flight Time Guesses

Susm
Bob
Carol

Steven

1111111111M1111111111111111111M
111101111111111111111111111111111111E
EMU UUUUNUU 11111
1111111111111111111111111111111111111

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
MinUteS

% of students

A) Carol 54 * (1985 - 60%)
B) Susan 19

C) Bob 6
D) Steven 12

E) I don't know. 5

Item D28 Which two months had the same average temperature

Average Monthly Temperature-Vancouver

40

30

20

10

0

MOMMOIMMIMM
MMOMMOOMMO
IMMOPERIMME
MONSAMMIUMM
EMMEMOMMOIN

tv; A M J AS OND
Months

To of students

A) January and December 19
B) February and November 20
C) March and April 5
D) May and September 42
E) I don't know. 11



Strand 3: Geometry

Eleven percent of the time in the Grade 4 mathematics curriculum is al-
lotted to geometry. This strand is comprised of several themes including linear
concepts, plane figures, three-dimensional shapes, congruence (including trans-
formations), symmetry, and co-ordinate graiking. For purposes of the assess-
ment, the geometry strand has been subdivided into three topicr Lines, Plane
Figures, and Coordinates; Solid Figures; and Relations and Transformations.

The assessment in the Geometry strand is based on 17 items, five appear-
ing in each booklet. The overall percentage correct on this strand was 59 percent.
The students' actual percentage correct matched the Interpretation Panel's expec-
tation on three of the 17 items, it exceeded the Panel's expectations on nine
items, and it fell short on five items. The students' actual performance exceeded
the Panel's desired level on two items, and it reached the Pand's desited level on
four items. But on the remaining 11 items the students' actual achievementwas
lower than the levd desired by the Panel.

Analysis of the data on oppornmity to learn obtained from the teacher
questionnaires suggests that geometry had received somewhat less attention than
most other strands, and that two of the three geometry topics (Lines, Plane Fig-
ures, and Coordinates; and Relations and Transformations) had received appre-
ciably less attention. For the 11 geometry items included on the teacher question-
naires, an average of 57 percent of teachers had taught the mathematics needed
to answer the item in a previous year or earlier in the current year; 39 percent of
the teachers planned to teach it later in the year, in a subsequent year, or not at
all. Detailed opportunity to learn data for each geometry topic are reported in the
respective sections which follow.

Topic 3.1: Lines, Plane Figures, and Coondinates

There were six items for this topic; the number of items per booklet
ranged from none to two. The overall percentage correct for this topic was 46
percenr. The students' performance exceeded the Interpretation Panel's expecta-
tion on two items, but was lower than expected on four items. On all six items
the actual level of performance was lower than the level desired by the Panel.
Three items from this topic were included in opportunity to learn questions on
the teacher questionnaires. Averaging over the three items, 46 percent of the
teachers indicated that they had already taught the mathematics needed to answer
the items, 23 percent indicated that they would teach the content later in the cur-
rent school year, and 29 percent indicated that it would not be taught in the cur-
rent year. However, there were dramatic differences in opportunity to learn
among the three items, and those differences are discussed below.

Item D31 tested the convention of identifying line segments by the let-
ters of their endpoints and the concept of the side of a square. Although 61 per-
cent of the students responded correctly to this negatively worded question, 13
percent of students chose "1 don't know."
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Item D3I Which one of the Wowing segments is not a side of the
square? A B

D/ C

% students

A) AB 8

B) BC 6

C) CD 7

D) BD 61 * (1985 - 72%)

E) I don't know. 13

The situation presented in Item A34 was intended to assess whether stu-
dents' concept of a triangle is sufficiently generalized to include "upside-down"
triangles as well as ones in the more familiar "pointing-up" position, and whether
students would notice the large composite triangle as well as the smaller ones of
which it is formed. Presumably, the 39 percent of the students who chose the
correct answer, 5, met both these criteria, whereas the 49 percent of students
who chose 4 did not count either the centre triangle or chi!. large outer one. Since
only three percent chose 3, presumably because they counted only the three tri-
angles in "standard" position, it seems likely that the largest triangle is the one
that most students missed. Teachers' responses to the opportunity to learn ques-
tion based on this item indicatLd that 69 percent had already taught the mathe-
matics content needed to answer it.

Item A34 How many triangles are shown here?

% of students

A) 4 49
B) 5 39
C) 3 3
D) 6 2
E) I don't know. 1

Item B33 proved to be one of the most difficult items in the assessment.
it was designed to test whether students would recognize a cirde as the shape
formed by points that are all the same distance from a fixed point. Only 18 per-
cent chose the correct answer, and the largest percentage of the students, 42 per-
cent, chose the rectangle which is less symmetrical than the square, which was



chosen by 14 percent. Fifteen percent of the students chose I don't know."
Members of the Interpretation Panel commented that some students might think
the term "path" refers to something like a sidewalk, a figure composed only of
straight lines, and might assume that a "path' could not be a circle. Only 33 per-
mnt of the teachers indicated that they had already taught the mathematics need-
ed in answer Item B33; 16 percent of the feathers indicated that they would
teach ihe content later in the current school year, and 48 percent indicated that it
would be taught in a subsequent year or not at all.

Item B33 A dog walks on a path that is always 5 m from a pole.
Which of the following could be a drawing of the path?

9'9 of studenu

A)

B)

C)

D)

E) I don't know.

18

6

14

42

15

Two other items were concerned with relationships between solids and
their nets. In Item B32 students were asked to identify the figure that could be
cut out and folded to make a pyramid; 78 percent did so successfully, and 63 per-
cent of the teachers indicated that this content had already been taught. Students
were asked in Item C34 to identify the figure that could not be folded to make a
cube; 53 percent answered correctly. Students' performance on both of these

Item B32 Which of these figures +am be cut out and folded to make a pyra-
mid?

A)

% of stu(frnt§ % of students

78 * B)

C) .1), 8 D) C

E) I don't know. 4

1
3

3

I I



items surpassed both the expected and the desired levels set by the Interpretation
Panel.

Item C34 Which one of these figures cannot be folded to make a
cube?

A)

B)

C)

D)

% of students

8

13

16

53

E) I don't know. 6

Three items on coordinates were included in this topic. Item 1330 showed
a grid and a point labelled P, and asked for its coordinates. Thirty-five percent
chose the correct ordered pair, but 41 percent chose the ordered pair with the ele-
ments reversed, and 11 percent chose "I don't know." As a result of an error in
assembling the booklets, Item D33 had the same diagram as 330, but different
suggested answers, answers that were intended to accompany a grid labelkd in
multiples of five rather than in ones. Fortunately, the correct response was in-
cluded among the answer alternatives, but the distractors did not suit the figure.
The correct answer was selected by 71 percent of the students; 12 percent chose
"I don't know." Item A35 showed three points on a coordinate grid, gave their
ordered pairs, and asked students to identify the two points farthest apart. The
three points formed the verticts ofan isosceles right triangle with the perpendicu-
lar sides along the grid lines. Forty-two percent of the students correctly chose
the endpoints of the hypotenuse as the fanhest apart; 12 percent "did nor know."
Opportunity to learn data collected for Item B30, the most straightforward coor-
dinate graphing item, showed that only 36 percent of the teachers had already
taught the topic, 35 percent planned to teach it later in the year, and 27 percent
would not teaCh it in Grade 4. Coordinate graphing on grids labelled by ones,
twos, fives, and tens is introduced in the curriculum in Grade 4.

Topic 3.2: Solid Figures

There were six items for this topic; the number ofitems per booklet



ranged from none to three. The overall percentage correct for this topic was 74
percent. Compared with the Interpretation Panel's expectations and desires, the
level of performance on this topic was the highest of any topic in the entire
Grade 4 assessment. The students' performance exceeded the Interpretation Pan-
el's expectation on all six items; and, compared to the Panel's desired levels of
achievement, the students' actual performance was lower on one item, approxi-
mately the same on three items, and higher on two items.

Teachers' ratings of opportunity to learn for items in this topic were rela-
tively high and showed little variation from item to item. From 63 to 77 percent
of the teachers indimted that the content needed to answer the items had already
been taught during the current school year or in a previous school year.

Two items tested students' knowledge of names of solids. In Item A31,
85 percent of students comedy identifie-i a cone from its sketch; 77 percent of
the teachers indicated that this content had been taught during the current
school year or previously. In Item C31, 68 percent of the students indicated that
a soup can is shaped like a cylinder.

Ability to identify the faces and vertices of polyhedra was tested in two
items. In Item A32, students were asked to identify which figure had six aces.
The correct answer, a cube, was correctly selected by 81 percent of the students;
64 percent of the teachers indicated that this content had already been taught. A
sketch of a triangular prism was presented in Item A33, and students were asked
to indicate how many vertices it hai; 41 percent did so correctly. Although 66
percent of the teachers indicated that this content had already been taught, 19
percent indicated that it would be taught later in the year, and 14 percent indi-
cated that it would be taught in a subsequent year or not at all.

Topic 3.3: Relations and Transformations

There were five items for this topic; the number of items per booklet
ranged from none to three. The overall percentage correct for this topic was 50
percent. The students' actual percentage correct matched the Interpretation Pan-
el's expectation on three items, it exceeded the Panel's expectations on one item,
and it was lower on one item. The students' actual performance reached the Pan-
el's desired level on one item, but on the remaining four items the students' actu-
al achievement was lower than the level desired by the Panel. Teachers' ratings of
opportunity to learn were relatively low for the items corresponding to this topic,
and there was relatively little variation from item to item. Although all the items
corresponded to intended learning outcomes in the Grade 4 curriculum, from 14
to 25 percent of the teachers indicated that the content needed to answer the
item would not be taught in the current year.

In Item C36 students were told that figures that are the same size and
shape are congruent and were asked to identify the congruent pair of figure.; 67
percent selected the correct response. Although 53 percent of the teachers indi-
cated that they had already taught the content needed to answer -his question, 28
percent indicated that they would teach the content later in the year, and 16 per-/ cent indicated that the content would be taught in a subsequent year or not at all.

Three items dealt with aspects of transformational geometry. Item C33
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asked students to identify the drawing that showed a figure and the result of slid-
ing it. The correct response was chosen by 40 percent of students, but 24 percent
chose a response involving a turn rather than a slide, and 14 percent chose al
don't know? Opportunity to learn results showed that 51 percent of teachers re-
ported having already taught this content, 21 percent planned to do so later in
the year, and 17 percent did not plan to teach it.

Item C33 Which one of these drawings was made by drawing a fig-
ure and then sliding it?

A)

B)

C)

D)

F_E]

P9
FP
PP

% of students

24

12

40

6

E) 1 don't know. 14

ln Item D36 students were asked to identify the drawing that showed a
triangle and the result of turning it one-half turn. The correct response was se-
lected by 37 percent of the students, but 29 percent chose a drawing in which the
triangle was turned only one-quaner turn, and only five percent responded "I
don't know? Teacher questionnaire results for this item showed that 48 percent
of the teachers had already taught this content, 24 percent planned to do so later
in the year, and 25 percent planned to do so in a subsequent year OE not at all.

In Item B31 students were shown an equilateral triangle and a regular
hexagon with sides of the same length. Students were asked how many pieces the
same as the triangle were needed to cover the hexagon. The ability to relate fig-
ures in such a manner is relevant to the notion of tessellation, which is included
in the Grade 4 mathematics curriculum but not tested in any other item in the
assessment. Students might also be expected to use this process in developing the
concept of area. Fifty-eight percent of the students answered this item correctly, a
result that exceeded the expected level and matched the desired level set by the
Interpretation Panel.

Identifying a line of symmetry in a rectangle was the content of Item
D34. Sixty-one percent of the teachers indicated that this content had been
taught earlier in the year or in a previous year; 67 percent of the students chose
the correct response, but 13 percent chose "I don't know."
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Item D36 Which of these drawings shows a triangle that has been
turned one-half turn?

A) 29

B) 37

% of studenu

C)

D)

E) I don't know.

18

4

Item D34 I n which one of the following figures is the line a line of symmetry?

% pf students % of students

A) 5 B) 5

AFZ

10 D)

E) I don't know. 13

61 * (1985 47%)

Strand 4: Measurement

Eleven percent of the estimated time in the Grade 4 curriculum is allot-
ted to Measurement. The strand is divided into five topics. Lengtf Area; Vol-
ume and Capacity; Mass; and Time, Temperature, and Money. Seventeen items
measured achievement in this strand, five items appeared in each booklet. The
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overall percentage correct for the strand was 46 percent. The Interpretation Panel
reported expected and desired percentages correct for 15 of the 17 itenu. The
students' actual percentage correct matched the Interpretation Panel's expected
percentage correct on nine items, it exceeded the Panel's expectations on one
item, and it fell short on five items. On all 15 items the students' actual perfor-
mance was lower than the level desired by the Panel. Teachers' average ratings of
opportunity to learn for the eight measurement items included in the teacher
questionnaires were nearly the same as the overall average for all strands and top-
ics; 66 percent of the teachers indicated that the content had already been taught
in the current year or in a previous year, 19 percent indicated it would be taught
later in the current year, and 12 percent indicated that it would be taught in a
subsequent year or not at all.

Topic 4.1: Length

There were four items for this topic, one item per booklet. The overall
percentage correct for this topic was 54 percent. The students' actual percentage
correct matched the Interpretation Panel's expectation on *twee items and was
lower on one item. The students' actual performance was below the level desired
by the Interpretation Panel on all four items. Teachers' ratings ot opportunity to
learn were relatively high for the two items from this topic tha+- appeared on the
teachers' questionnaires; 77 percent of the teachers indicated thw they had al-
ready taught the content needed to answer the questions during the cum. it
school year, 16 percent indicated that they would teach it later in the year, and
only five percent indicated that they would not teach it.

On Item B3ti students were asked hew many centimetres there arc in one
metre, and 64 percent answered correctly, but 15 percent thought the answer was
1000. On the opportunity to learn question for this item, 84 percent of the
teachers indicated that this content had already been taught. Students were asked
in Item A38 what unit should be used to measure the length of a fence around a
vegetable garden. Sixty-nine percent of the students responded correctly. and 83
percent of the teachers indicated that this content had already been taught.

Item D38 tested students' ability to estimate length in millimetres by pre-
senting tliem with a drawing of a familiar objea and asking them to choose an
approximation of its length. Although 48 percent of the students selected the cot-

Item D38 About how long is this jumbo paper clip?

% of students

A) 5 mm 27
B) 50 mm 37
C) 100 mm 8
D) 150 rnm 6
E) I don't know. 13



rect answer, 50 mm, 27 percent chose 5 mm, perhaps confusing millimetres with
centimetres.

Item C39 contained a verbally presented problem involving the differ-
ence between two measurements, one given in metres, the other in centimetres.
Stu_rients were told that Bella, a whale, could jump 627 cm high, and that Dana
could jump 5 m high. The correct difference was found by 37 percent of the stu-
dents, but 20 percent of the students apparently subtracted without regard to the
units and gave the answer 622 cm. Thirteen percent responded "I don't know."

Topic 4.2: Area

There were four items for this topic, one item per booklet The overall
percentage correct for this topic WAS 38 percent, and the percentage correct on
each item ranged from 36 to 39. The students' actual percentage correct matched
the Interpretation Panel's expectation on two items and was lower on two items.
The students' actual performance was below the level desired by the Interpreta-
tion Panel on all four items. Teachers' ratings of oppo:tunity to learn were rela-
tively low for the three items from this topic that appeared on the teachers' ques-
tionnaires; 55 percent of the teachers indicated that they had already taught the
content needed to answer the questions during the current school year, 21 per-
cent indicated that they would teach it later in the year, and 21 percent indicated
that they would not teach it.

Students were asked in Item C35 the correct way to write "6 square me-
tres." The correct response, 6 m2, was selected by 39 percent of the students, and
33 percent chose "6 sq. mtrs." Teachers' responses to the opportunity to learn
question based on this item indicated that 58 percent of the teachers had already
taught this content, 18 planned to teach it later in the current year, and 21 per-
cent planned not to teach it. Item 837 showed students a postage stamp and
asked them to choose nn expression for its arra. The correct answer, "6 cm2", was
selected by 39 percent of the students, but 34 percent chose "6 cm", without the
exponent. These results suggest that only about two-fifths of the students are fa-
miliar with the convention for writing metric units of area or are able to distin-
guish between length units and area units.

Determination of areas of figures drawn on grid paper by counting
squares was included on two items. Item D39, which presented an irregular fig-
ure composed of squares and half squares, was answered correctly by 38 percent
of the students, but 18 percent of the students selected the answer which corre-

Item D39 What is the area of this shape in square centimetres?

% of students

A) 7 cm2
II

13) 12 cm2 1 0 , cm2
C) 9 cm2 All

All EL0) 5 cm2

E) I don't know.

38

8

14

18

14

' (1985 - 59%)

H
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sponds to the counting the number of full squares and ignoring the halves, and
14 percent of the students chose the answer which corresponds to the counting
the total number of the full squares and the half squares. Fourteen percent of the
students responded "I don't know."

In Item A39 students were asked to identify which two of three figures
drawn on grid paper had the same area, a right triangle with both legs four units
long, a two unit by four unit rectangle, and a right triangle with legs of two and
six units. The correct response was given by 36 percent of the students, 21 per-
cent responded that the rwo triangles had the same area, and :7 percent respond-
ed that each shape had a different area.

Teachers' trsponses to opportunity to learn questions based on items A39
and D39 show that only a little over half the teachers had already taught students
how to find the area of a shape by counting squam. For Item A39, 52 percent of
the teachers had already taught the content, 25 percent planned to do so later in
the year, and 20 percent planned not to teach it in the current year. For Item
D39, 54 percent of the teachers had already taught the cora-cm 21 percent
planned to do so later in the year, and 23 percent planned not to teach it.

Topic 4.3: Volume and Capacity

Three items tested content in this topic; each booklet contained one or
two of the items. The overall percenrage correct for this topic was 49 percent.
The students' actual percentage correct reached the level expected by the Inter-
pretatiun Panel on two of the items and was below it on one item. The students'
actual performance was lower than the level desired by the Panel on all three
items. Analysis of teachers* ratings of opportunity to learn for the two items from
this topic showed that the percentage of teachers who had already taught the con-
tent needed to respond correctly to the items was near the average for all strands
and topics, but a relatively large percentage of teachers, 23 percent, planned to
teach the content later in the current school year and only a relatively small per-
centage, 11 percent, planned not to teach it.

One item, Item D35, dealt with finding the volume of a single-layer solid
figure by counting cubes visible in a sketch of the figure. The correct answer was
given by 59 percent of the students. but 14 percent gave a response indicating

Item D35 What is the volume of the figure?

yo of students

A) 41 cubic units 59 * (1985 - 82%)
B) 13 cubic Illlits 5
C) 25 cubic units 5

55 cubic units 14
E) I don't know. 11



that they had counted all the visible faces of the cubes, and 11 percent responded
"I don't know." On the opportunity to learn questionnaire 55 percent of the
teachers indicated that the content needed to answer this question correctly had
already been taught, 26 percent indicated that it would be taught later in the cur-
rent year, and 15 percent indicated that it would not be taught.

One of the two items on capacity, Item A36 repeated on all four farms,
asked students to choose the unit that should be used to measure the capacity of a
pop can. Tbe correct response was given by 49 percent of the students, but 21
percent selected "cm". Seventy percent of the teachers indicated that they had al-
ready taught this content, and 21 percent indicated that they would do so later in
the year. The second item on capacity, Item B39, appeared in Form B only. De-
spite the fact that this item gives the capacity of a pop can as 340 mL, students
who responded to Form B performed no better on Item A36 than the students
who did not bye this due. Item B39 required students to compute the number
of millilitres of pop in a six-pack, and 44 did so correctly, but 10 percent re-
sponded that they did not know.

Topic 4.4: Mass

There were three items for this topic; three of the booklets contained one
item each. The overall percentage correct For this topic was 41 percent, but the
three items varied a great deal in difficulty. For one item, the students' actual per-
centage correct matched the Interpretation Fanel's expected level, for one it ex-
ceeded the expected level, and for one it was lower, but the performance on all
three items was below the Panel's desired kvel. None of the items in this topic
was included in opportunity to learn questions administered to the teachers.

Item D37 asked students what unit -hey should use when they weigh an
apple: 70 percent chose the correct answer, grams, and each of the incorrect an-
swers, millimetro, centimetres, and millilitres, was selected by fewer than 10 per-
cent of the students. In Item C38 studenrs were askIto complete the statement,
"A ten-year-old boy is likely to weigh". Although only 22 percent of the students
chose the correct answer, 35 kg, 47 percent chose 75 kg, rather than one of the
alternatives in grams. Members of the Piterpretation Panel commented that stu-
dents who had had experience at home weighing thitinselies in pounds may have
been at a disadvantage in this item, since 75 pounds is a very reasonable answer.

A two-step word problem involving mass was presented in Item A40. In
it students were told that a plate with six cookies on it wei6ed 312 g and that
the plate weighed 72 g, and they were asked to find about how much one cookie
weighed. Although 29 percent of thel.tudents found the correct answer, 38 per-
cent chose 12 g, apparently dividing the mass of the plate by the number of cook-
ies, and 10 percent responded "I don't know."

Topic 4.5: Time, Temperature, Money

There were three items for this topic, one item in each of three of the
four booklets. The overall percentage correct for this topic was 47 percent, and
the three items varied little in difficulty. Only one item was rated by the Interpre-
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ration Panel as to expected and desired levels of achievement, and only one item
was induded in opportunity to learn analysis.

The item on rime, Item C40, required the students to determine the
number of minutes between 4:25 and 5:00. Fifty-four percent chose the correct
answer, 35 minutes, but 26 percent --'usse 75 minutes, apparently subtracting the
one time from the other as if they were ordinary base-ten numerals. This level of
performance matched the Interpretation Panel's expected level but was lower
than the desired level.

In Item A37 students were asked to select the most likely temperature for
a sunny summer day; 44 percent chose the correct answer, 25° Celsius, 20 per-
cent chose 55° Celsius, and 16 percent chose 85° Celsius. Responses to the teach-
er questionnaire item indicated that 66 percent of the teachers had taught this
content earlier, and 18 percent planned to do so later in the current year.

A multiple-condition problem involving a number of coins and their val-
ue was presented in Item B38. Students were asked to identify a set of six coins
with a value of 75 cents. Forty-three percent of the students selected the correct
set, but 19 percent selected a set with the correct value but the wrong number of
coins.

Strand 5: Number Sense

In addition to the achievement items organized into the curriculum
strands, each Grade 4 booklet cont2ined an item designed to assess students'
"number sense" or "numeracy." Nur .eracy may be thought of as the ability to
deal comfortably with fundamental nations of number, number operations, units
of measurement, and chance. For a "numerate person" this degree of comfort ex-
tends beyond the ability to perform marine computations and have confidence in
the accuracy of the results. The numerate person has an appreciation of the mag-
nitudes of very large and very small numbers, can make reasonable estimations
and approximations, and is able to check the reasonableness of results, particular-
ly as they apply to situations involving very large or very small numbers.

Three number sense items appeared in the Grade 4 booklets. These items
and one additional item were . *,o included in the booklets for Grade 7 and
Grade 10. Item A19 (also Item 19 on Form D) dealt with the concept ofo mil-
lion; students were asked to predict the height of a stack of one million pennies.
Thirty-three percent of the students chose the incorrect answer 2 metres; 19 per-
cent chose the correct answer. 2000 metres. Twelve percent chose the response "I
don't know.' Although Grade 4 students have been exposed informally to the
concept of a million as a very large number, the scope of their curriculum in nu-
meration is limited to numbers in the tens and hundreds of thousands.

hem B40 asked students to choose the approximate mass of a horse from
among the alternatives 4 kg, 40 kg, 400 kg, and 4000 kg. Forty-six percent of the
students chose the correct answer, 400 kg, and an additional 30 percent chose
4000 kg. Eight percent chose the response "I don't know." This item was easier
for the students than Item C33, induded in the Measurement strand, which
asked them to choose the approximate mass of a ten-year-old boy from among
the alternatives 35 g, 75 g. 35 kg, and 75 kg. Although only 22 percert of the



students answered that item corrccdy,ti9 percent chose one of the two alterna-
tives in kilograms rather than an alternative in grams. The Interpretation Panel
commented that the students who chose 75 kg (47 percent), may have based
their answer upon experiences weighing themselves in pounds; 75 pounds is a
very reasonable answer for this question. but 75 kilograms is not.

hem CI9 asked students about the result of dividing a number other
than zero by a number greater than two. Twenty-one percert of the students
chose the correct response, that the answer would be less than half the original
number. Twenty-four percent of the students thought that the answer would be
more than half the original number. Sixteen percent of the students thought that
the answer would be impossible to predict.

Opportunity to learn ratings for the number sense items were lower than
for the items related to the curriculum strands. Although the rating for Item MO
was similar to the ratings for items in area and volume, the ratings for other two
number sense items were noticeably lower. For Item MO, estimating the mass of
a horse, 60 percent of the teachers indicated that the content had already been
taught in the current year or a previous year. 20 percent indicated it would be
taught later in the current year, and 19 percent indicated it would be taught in a
subsequent year or not at all. For Item M911)19, estimating the height ofa stack
of one million pennies. 29 percent of the teachers indicated that the content had
already been taught in the current year or a previous year, 16 percent indicated it
would be taught later in the current year, and 52 percent indicated ir would be
taught in a subsequent year or not at all. For Item C19, dividing by a number
greater than two, 22 ptrcent of the teachers indicated that the content had al-
ready been taught in the current year or a previous year, 13 percent indicated it
would be taught later in the current year, and 62 percent indicated it would be
taught in a subsequent year or not at all.

The results of the numeracy items indicate that students in Grade 4 do
not have a good sense of very large numbers, bur that in situations that are doser
to their experience, such as the mass of a horse, some students can make reason-
able approximations. Most Grade 4 students' understanding of division does not
wem well enough developed to enable them to reason that since dividing by two
gives half dr number, dividing by a number greater than two should give a result
that is less than half the original number. The Interpretation Panel voiced con-
cerns about the appropriateness for students in Grade 4 of the number sense
items provided, and suggested that additional and more appropriate items be de-
veloped. Because the items were judged to be inappropriate, the students' level of
performance was rated as above the expected level and at the desired level. The
Panel ako recommended that teachers teach more about the concepts oflarge
numbers.

Problem Solving

The Mathematics Curriculum Guide for Grades 1 to 7 (1987) includes a
curriculum strand entided Problem-Solving Skills which is allocated 13 percent
of the estimatf-! 4. The intended learning ourcom.% of this strand
include s14.:`,! Ties such as: demonstrating understanding of problems;
clarifying .,imating solutions; determining the reasonableness of data,
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estimates, and solutions; and solving a variety of types of problems induding ap-
plication problems, puzzle problems, and open-ended problems. Problem-solving
plans and strategies specifically mentioned in the curriculum up to Grade 4 in-
dude acting out a problem, drawing a diagram or making a model, looking for a
pattern, using guesses and checks, writing and solving a number sentence, classi-
fying and ordering information, and making lists, tables, or graphs. In addition
to the intended learning outcomes in the Problem-Solving Skills strand, intended
learning outcomes in problem solving are also found in the content strands as
well. Although the curriculum for Grades 1 to 7 indudes problem-solving skills
as a curriculum strand, the revised mathematia curriculum guide for Grades 8 to
12 (1988) does not. In the secondary grades the curriculum guide indicates that
problem-solving activities are to be integrated into the =tent strands of the cur-
riculum. For purposes of the Assessment, problem-solving items have been in-
cluded in the content strands rather than being assigned to a separate problem-
solvmg strand.

One of the following three cognitive levels, Knowledge (K), Comprehen-
sion (C), or Application/Problem Solving (APS), was assigned to each of the 126
achievement items. In each booklet 40 percent of the items in each strand were at
the APS cognitive level. Some of these items involve relatively straightforward ap-
plications of mathematical skills in realistic settings; such items have sometimes
been referred to as "translation" problems since they require the ability to trans-
late a word problem into appropriate mathematical symbols and the ability to
carry our a single familiar mathematical operation. Others of the.se items involve
more than one step, but entail only routine applications of familiar operations.
Other APS items could be described as non-routine problems. For these items it
is unlikely that a standara procedure or algorithm would present itself. Instead,
the student would need to use a general problem-solving strategy or heuristic
such as: making a model or diagram; looking for patterns; making a table, list, or
graph; or working backward. Examples of single-step, multi-step, and non-
routine problems are given in this section, and students' performance on them is
discussed along with information on opportunity to learn and Interpretation
Panel ratings and comments, as appropriate.

Examples of single-step translation problems arf. found in items D14,
C40, A18, B39, and B16. These items involve fairly routine applications of sub-
traction, multiplication, or division. The percentage of students who answered
each item correctly ranged from 30 percent to 65 percent, with three of the five
items within five percent of 50 percent. Abou 10 percent or fewer chose "I don't
know." Teachers' ratings of opportunity to leara for these items were relatively
high; in the range of70 to 90 percent of the teachers indicated that the content
needed had already been taught. The Interpretation Panel rated the students' ac-
tual performance as Mow the desired level for all of these items, but at the ex-
pected level for must uf them.

Item 1314 presented a missing addend situation which can be solved in a
routine way by subtracting the numbers given in the problem. Apparently 65
percent of the students did so correctly, an additional 17 percent ma!- have made
a computational error in their attempt to subtract, and 13 percent of the students
chose answers that are unreasoaable and suggest that they added or attempted to
add the numbers given.



Item DI4 Dan had 125 hockey cards. At rertss, he got some more.
When he counted the cards at lunch he had 180. How
many did he get at recess?

% of students

A) 305 9
B) 65 17
C) 55 65
D) 205 4
E) I don't know. 5

In Item A18 students were prz-sented with an application of multiplica-
tion and asked to choose an appropriate estimate for the answer. The only rea-
sonable answer, 660, was selected by 46 percent of the students, but 20 percent
of the students chose an unreasonable answer that they apparently obtained by
adding the data given.

Item A18 Schools have one teacher for every 22 students. Gatewood
School has 33 teachers. Which of the following is the best
estimate of the number of studenm attending Gatewood
School?

% of students

A) 55 20
B) 660 46
C) 3300 I 4
D) 6600 8
E) I don't know. 12

Item B39. which asked students to compute the number of millilitres of
pop in a six-pack, given the numb'!" of millittres in a single can, was discussed in
an earlier section. This routine application of multiplication was successfiilly han-
dled by 44 percent of students. The fact that one of the two essential pieces of
data was presented in words ("a six-pack") rather than as a numeral, may have re-
duced the percentage correct on this item. Item C40, also discussed in an earlier
section, required the students to determine the number of minutcs between 4:25
and 5:00. The correct answer, selected by 54 percent of the students, might have
been found by subtracting 25 minutes from the 60 minutes in an hour or by
some other method such as noting that five minutes more would make "half
past" and 30 minutes more would complete the hour. However, 26 percent of
students apparently attempted to subtract 425 from 500, treating the data 2S or-
dinary base ten numerals rather than numuers of hours and minutes, and getting
75 minutes as their result.

The translation problem with the lowest percentage correct was Item
B16, an application of division that requires that the quotient be increased by
one because there is a remainder Only 30 percent of students gave the correct
answer, but 17 percent gave an answer that could have been found by dividing
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and ignoring the remainder, 21 percent chose the sum of the two numbers given
in the problem, and 20 percent chose their difference. These facts suggest that a
majori,-' of the students applied computational procenes blindly, without reflect-
ing on the meaning of the situation and the reasonableness of their work.

Item B16 Each page in a scrapbook can hold 8 baseball cards. How
many pages are needed to hold 60 baseball cards?

% of students

A) 7 17

B) 52 20
C) 8 30
D) 68 21

E) I don't know. 12

Multiple-step and multiple-condkion problems are found in items A17,
DI8, B38, C18, and A40. None of these problems was presented to teachers for
opportunity to learn analysis, and two of them were not rated by the Interpreta-
tion Panel as to expected and desired levels of achievement. The percentages cor-
rect ranged from 57 percent to 29 percent, results that were mainly at the expect-
ed levels and consistently below desired levels.

Item A17 uses verbal and pictorial forms to present a situation with mul-
tiple conditions in which a number of different operations could be applied. For
example, students might begin with the total sum and repeatedly subtract from it
the prices of boxes ofcrayons and sticks of glue, or multiplication could be used
to find the total cost of crayons followed by subtraction and even division. By
one means or another, 57 percent of the students found the correct answer.
Teachers' ratings of opportunity to learn showed that 85 percent had already
taught the content needed to answer this question and an additional seven per-
cent planned to do so later in the year.

Item A17 The prices for crayons and for glue are shown below. Ka-
tie haf $2.50. If she buys 3 boxes of crayons. what is the
greatest number of sticks ofglue she can buy with the rest
of her money?

94) of students

A) 6 7
B) 2 57
C) 3 17
D) 5 9
E) I don't know. 9

50C 40C

In Item DI 8 students were presented with a situation in which several
additions or subtractions were needed, and in which data are presented in tabular
form. Students might have addcd each player's scores and then found the differ-
ence between the two totals; or, since the scores for each round were easy to work
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with, might have kept track of who was ahead and by how much from round to
round. The correct answer was found by 46 percent of the students, a result that
was below the Interpretation Panel's expectation.

Item DI8 Kyle and Bob are playing a game. The object of the game
is to get the highest point total. This chart shows how
many points they each scored in the first four rounds.
Who is ahead and by how many points?

SCORE CARD

Player Kyle Bob

Round 1 125 100

Round 2 125 125

Round 3 150 100

Round 4 50 150

Round 5

Total

% of students

A) Kyle is ahead by 175 points. 10
B) Bob is ahead by 100 points. 21
C) Kyle is ahead by 25 points. 13
D) Bob is ahead by 25 points. 46 *
E) I don't know. 9

Item C18, another item with multiple conditions, is most efficiently at-
tacked with the strategy of working backward, that is, evaluating each suggested
answer and choosing the one that fits the data. To do this most efficiendy, multi-
plication should be applied in finding the total number of wheels for each type of
vehicle, but repeated addition could also be used. Only 35 percent of the stu-
dents fotind the correct answer, and a relatively large percentage, 23 percent,
chose "I don't know."

Item C18 I counted 44 wheels on the vehicles in the parking lot at
the Fairbanks golf course. The only vehides in the park-
ing lot were cars with 4 wheels and golf carts with 3
wheels. How many golf carts and how many cars could
have been parked there?

% of studems

A) 10 golf carts and 2 cars 11
B) 2 golf carts and 10 cars 15
C) 6 golf carts and 6 cars 15
D) 4 golf carts and 8 cars 35 *

E) I don't know. 23
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Two items, each briefly discussed in an earlier section, involve multiple
steps and measurement contexts. In Item B38 students were asked to iden* the
set of six coins with a total value of 75 cents. The correa response was selected by
43 pervent of the students, but 29 percent chose a set with the correct value but
the wrong number of coins, apparently disregarding one of the conditions. Item
A40 presented a two-step word problem involving mass. In it students were told
that a plate with six cookies on it weighed 312 g and that the plate weighed 72 g,
and they were asked to determine about how much one cookie weighed. Only 29
percent of the students found the correct answer. However, 38 Percent chose 12
gi apparently dividing the mass of the plate by the number of cookies, that is per-
forming operations on data without regard to their meaning.

Four examples of non-routine problems are found in items A07, B18,
B25, and Alt In these items the Contract Team members expected that stu-
dents would understand the problem and recognize the possibility of a solution,
but would not have a standard procedure or algorithm to solve it. Therefore stu-
dents would have to use a general problem-solving strategy such as looking for a
pattern or making a table or organized list.

Item A07 Fill in the squares by continuing the patterns horizontally

and vertically. What number belongs in E3 ?

60 63 66

55 58 61

50 53 56

X

A) 69
B) 45
C) 54
D) 59
E) I don't know.

% astudents

12

8

51
8

20

The percentage of students who answered each of these items correctly
was relatively low, ranging from 51 percent to 22 percent. The Interpretation
Panel judged these results to be below the expected level on one item, at the ex-
pected level on the other three and below the desired level on all four items.
Teachers' ratings of opportunity to learn had a wide range; from 82 percent to 23
percent of teachers indicated that they had already taught the content required.
From 11 percent to 42 persent indicated that the content would not be mught in
the current school year.

Item A07, which directed students to find and continue two patterns,
was answered correctly by 51 percent of students, but a relatively large number,



20 percent, chose "I don't know." In responding to the opportunity to learn
question on this item, 68 percent of teachers indicated that they had already
taught the required content, II percent indicated that they would teach it later in
the year, and 18 percent indicated that it would be taught in a subsequent school
year or not at all.

Item B18 On the first day Joe read one page of a book, on the sec-
ond day he read 2 pages, on the third day he read 4
and on the fourth day he read 7 pages. If Joe contiMett
read the book following this pattern, how many pages did
he read on the sixth day?

% of students

A) 32 9
B) 31 9
C) 13 34
D) 16 34
E) I don't know. 13

Item B18 also required students to detect and extend a pattern, but the
pattern is a more complicated one, and students were required to find the second
term after the end of the given sequence. These factors suggest that making a 'a-
ble like the one below would be very helpful, if not absolutely necessary. An ex-
tension to the table containing the chfferences between t le numbers of pages read
on successive days would be even more helpfill, virtually guaranteeing succes).

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pages 1 2. 4 7

Although 73 percent of teachers indicated that they had already taught
the content required to answer this item correctly, only 34 percent of students
did so. An additional 34 percent chose the suggested answer 13 pages, perhaps
because they added three for each of the two days. Unfortunately, it is impossible
to tell what operations students used in working on this problem, or whether
they made a list or table to help them.

Item B25 Andrea delivered 314 of her party invitations by hand .

Then she had 5 left to mail. How many invitations did
she deliver by hand?

% of students

A) 5 26
B) 10 18
C) 15 26
0) 20 8
E) I don't know. 20
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Item B25, a non-routine problem involving fractions, proved to be one of
the most difficult ones in the Assessment. The concepts involved, at least at an
intuitive level, Lndude a fraction of a set and the complement ofa fraction. Rep-
resenting the problem in a diagram like the one given below would have made it
much easier to solve, but again it is impossible to tell what percentage of tlx stu-
dents might have used this or any other heuristic.

By hand By hand By hand l 5

Only 26 percent of the students answered this item correctly. A relatively
large number, 20 percent, chose "I don't know." Teachers' responses to the op-
portunity to learn question based on this item suggest that they had conarns
about the curricular validity of this item. Only 23 percent of the teachers indicat-
ed that they had already taught the needed content; 33 percent indicated that
they would do so later in the year; but 42 percent indicated that it would be
taught in a subsequent year or not at all.

The item with the lowest percentage correct of any item in the Number
and Operations strand, and one of the lowest percentages correct overall, is Item
A14. another non-routine problem. Interestingly, this irem has a very high op-
portunity to learn rating, 82 percent of the teachers indicating that they had al-
ready tauglit the necessary content, and a very low percentage of "I don't know"
responses from students, only 2 percent. The problem asked students to deter-
mine a digit missing from the sukrahend in a three-digit subtraction computa-
tion. Apparently 49 percent of the sz-udents failed to recognize that regrouping
was required. Had these students checked their work, for exampk by subtracting
the 259 from 457 or adding 259 and 208, they would have hati evidence that
their answer was wrong. Perhaps these students Failed to recognize the impor-
tance of the check in the guess-and-check s:rategy.

Item A14 Find the missing digit:

4 5 7
- 2 y9

2 8 % students

A) 5 49
B) 4 22
C) 0 22
D) 6 4
E) I don't know. 2

it is difficult to make generalizations about students' performance on
problem-solving items, both because the items and the students' performance on
them vary a great deal, and also because the number of items is not iatge enough
to permit systematic study of the many features that may influence their difficul-
ty. However, three patterns in the students' results can be seen, Jespite the fact
that there are quite a few exceptions to each pattern. First, the students tended to

Igl



Figure 4-3.
Changes in
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achieve a greater percentage correct on single-step translativa problems than on
multiple-step or multiple-condition problems, and a greater percentage correct
on multipk-step problems than on ones that have been classified as non-routine.
Second and similarly, the percentage oil don't know" responses is lowest for
single-step translation problems and highest for non-routine problems. Third, it
also seems to be the case that students find probkms with data presented pictori-
ally easier than those with data presented in tablm, and problems with data pre-
sented in tables easier than those presented only in words. It must be emphasized
there are many exceptions to these generalizations, and the exceptions may be
more interesting than the overall patterns. In a number of instances, evidencr has
been found ro suggest that some students blindly applied computations to the
numbers contained in the problems rather than reflecting on the meanings of
data, whereas other examples show that some students failed to check their results
for reasonableness.

Changes in Achievement

The 1990 Mathematics Assessment provided an opportunity to examine
changes in the achievement of Grade 4 students between 1985 and 1990, since
25 items whkh had appeared on the 1985 Assessment were included in the 1990
instruments. Results on these change items are given by curriculum strand in Fig-
tire 4-3. This graph shows that, in general, the achievement of C rade 4 students
was slightly lower in 1990 than in 1985. Both the overall difference of two per-
cent and most of the differences in performance by curriculum strand are small,
but the difference in performance on the Measurement strand and the difierences
on some individual items are noticeable. Detailed information about the differ-
ences in performance on the change items is provided in Appendix D, Table D-
2.
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Differences in performance over time at the strand, topic, and item levels
are discussed below. Caution should be exercised in interpreting these differenc-
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es, especially where the number of items for a content area is small; the practical
significance of a difference must always be considered. Note, for example, on a
single item a change in performance of three percent represents a difference in
the success on that item of only one student in a class of 33.

Students' overall performance on the Number and Operations strand and
on the topics of Numeration and Whole Number Operations showed little
change from 1985 to 1990. For the strand as a whole, the average percentage cor-
rect was 61 percent in both years. For the five items in the topic of Numeration,
the average percentage correct was 73 percent in 1985 and 71 percent in 1990,
whereas fo the four items in the topic of Whole Number Operations, the aver-
age percentage correct was 62 percent in 1985 and 60 percent in 1990. However,
as Figure 4-4 shows, even in these areas there were some conspicuous differences
at the item level. For example, students' performance improved from 58 percent
correct in 1985 to 66 percent correct in 1990 on Item A16, a multi-step word
problem involving addition and subtraction.

Figure 4-4.
Changes in
achievement:
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Item A16 Yesterday, Bella the whale ate a total of 98 fish in three meals.
She ate 32 fish at the first meal and 25 fish at the second meal.
How many fish did she eat for her third meal?

% of students

A) 66 5
B) 41 66 8 (1985 - 58%)
C) 155 9
D) 57 12
E) I don't know. 7



Figure 4-5.
Changes in
achievement: Data
Analysis,
Geometry, and
Measurement.

On the other hand, Item COI and Item B12 each showed a decline from
about 85 percent correct in 1985 to about 70 percent correct in 1990. Although
the percentage of studznts getting these items correct is reasonably high in both
years, the percentage of students getting them wrong has approximately doubled.
Both problems are routine ones. Item CO1 asked students "Which one of the fol-
lowing numbers says four thousand two hundred sixty-five?" and Item B12 di-
rected them to find the product of 34 and 7. Students should have been quite fa-
miliar with both the content and form of presentation of these items.

Since 1985 there has been significant curricular change in elementary
mathematics, occasioned by the introduction of the revised provincial curriculum
in 1987. In the revised curriculum decimals are given increased attention in the
early grades of the program, and it is encouraging to see that percentage correct
on both item A20 involving decimal numeration to tei ths and item D22 involv-
ing addition of decimals to tenths vinually doubling, from about 20 percent cor-
rect to about 40 percent correct. Although computations with fractions are de-
emphasized in the revised curriculum, understanding of represeatations and of
concepts such as equivalence rmains prominent. Performance on Item C25 in-
volving recognition of one-haf of a set of discrete objects showed a disappointing
but relatively small decline fram 64 to 57 percent.

Given the increased emphasis that the revised curriculum places on data
analysis, and graphing in particular, the declines in performance on items C29
and D29, shown in Figure 4-5, are likewise disappointing, but relatively small.
For the Data Analysis strand as a whole, the average percentage correct decreased
from 63 percent in 1985 to 60 percent in 1990.
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With the five items in the Geometry strand, the average percentage cor-
rect increased from 61 percent in 1985 to 63 percent in 1990. On two of the
items, B3I and C36, the percentages correct were virtually unchanged from 1985
to 1990. On Item D31, which entailed the identification of line segments by the



letters of their endpoints, performance declined from 72 percent correct in 1985
to 60 percent correct in 1990. In the revised curriculum, this convention is not
specifically mentioned as an intended learning outcome for Grade 4, but in one
of the limiting fxamples given, one vertex ofa polygon is labelled with a letter.
Therefore, the current curricular validity of item D31 may be questioned. On
two other romeuy items, C31 and D34, there was a noticeable improvement in
performanuc from 1985 to 1990. The percentage correct on Item C31, which
asked students to identify the solid figure shaped like a soup am, rose from 60
percent in 1985 to 70 percent in 1990. On Item D34, 61 percent of the 1990
students correctly identified a line of symmetry in a rectangle, as compared with
47 percent of the students in 1985.

The Grade 4 students' average performance on the six change items in
the Measure.ment strand was approximately 10 percent lower in 1990 than in
1985, 44 percent as compared with 54 percent. This difference is attributable to
declines in performance on Item B36 involving length (centimetres and metres),
Item C39 involving area (a F.- ire drawn on squared paper), and item D35 con-
cerning volume (a drawing a single-layer solid). It is interesting to note that on
items C38 and A37, on mass and temperature respectively, there was very little
difference over the two years. On both of these items students were required to
seect an appropriate estimate for a measurement in metric units.

The two measurement items on which there was the largest decline in
performance are item D39 on area and D35 on volume. Although both these
items reflect intended learning outcomes found in the revised curriculum, they
both had relatively low opportunity to learn ratings. Only 55 percent of the
teachers ir.dicated that the content needed to answer item D39 had already been
taught in a previous year or earlier in the current year, and only 58 percent of the
teachers indicated that the content needed to answer item D35 had already been
taught. On the other hand, 23 percent of the teachers indicated that they did
not plan to teach the content needed to answer item 1339, and 16 percent of tne
teachers indicated that they would nor teach the content needed for item D35.
These data suggest that part of the reason for students' lower performance on
these items may have to do with their teachers' view of their curricular appropri-
ateness. If these two items are excluded from the comparison of performance
over time, then on the remaining 23 items the average is 58 percent correct in
both years. Thus it is fair to say that the small difference in overall achievement
(57 percent to 59 percent on 25 items) can be accounted for by the difference in
performance on two measurement items which have low opportunity to learn rat-
ings.

Interpretation Panel Findings

The members of the Grade 4 Interpretation Panel were given the task of
examining all of the achievement items and then assigning to each item the per-
centage of students they expected would get the item correct, and percentage of
students they desired to get the item correct. After doing this as individuals, the
Panel met in small groups and later in a large group and agreed to come to a con-
sensus by giving a range between one multiple of five percent and thc next for the
expected percentage correct and the desired percentage correct on each item. For
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example, the expected percentage correct might be 55 to 60 and the desired per-
centage correct 70 to 75.

For 94 of the 127 items (74 percent of the items) the desired percentage
correct agreed upon by the Panel was 15 or 20 percentage points higher than the
expected percentage correct. The median difference was 20 percent, the mean 18
percent.

The Interpretation Panel also compared their "expected" and "desired"
percentages to the actual percentage of students who answered each item correct-
ly and made observations and comments on the students' performance. Table 4-2
shows the number of items in each strand and topic and how the students' actual
performance on those items compared with the expected and desired levels set by
the Interpretation Panel. In the case of less than half of the items, the students'
actual percentage correct was within five percentage points of Interpretation Pan-
el's expected range. The actual percentage correct was more than five percent be-
low the bottom of the range more than twice as often as it was above. The de-
sired levels set by the Panel .vere such that in only three items did the students'
actual performance exceed the desired level, and in only 11 items did it reach it.

Strand and Topic

Total Expected Desired

Abow At Below Above At Below

Number & Operations 83 8 40 35 0 6 77
Number Concepts & Numeration 22 2 12 8 0 4 I8
Whole Number Operations 38 3 17 18 0 1 37
Decimals 13 2 5 6 (1 1 12
Fractions io I 6 3 0 0 10

Data Analysi.s 9 I 4 4 I 1 7
Geometry 17 9 3 5 2 4 1 1

Lines, Planes, Coordinates 6 2 0 4 0 6
Solid Figures 6 6 0 0 2 3 1

Relations and Transformations 5 I 3 1 0 1 4

Measurement 15' I 4) 5 0 0 15
Length 4 0 3 1 0 0 4
Area 4 0 2 2 0 0 4
Volume and Capacity 3 0 2 1 0 0 3
Mass 3 1 I 1 0 0 3

Time, Temperature, Money lb 0 1 0 0 0 1

Total Curriculum-Related 1244: 19 56 49 3 11 110
Number sense 3 3 0 0 3 0

(a) The total number of items for the measurement strand was 17; two items were not rated hy
the Interpretation Panel as to expected and desired levels of achievement.

(1) The two items not rated were on temperature and money.
Cc) Of the total item pool of 129 items, two were not rated, and the three Number Sense items

do not correspond to intended learning outcomes in the Grade 4 curriculum.
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Categories of Student Performance

As explained in Chapter 2, the Interpretation Panel was also given the as-
sessment items in four categories. These categories grouped the items according
to the probability that students of :arying abilities si..ould be expected to answer
the items correctly. Broadly speaking, the categories can be used to describe what
stwlents of varying abilitks can do. This procedure is a departure from that fol-
los,cd in the three previous assessments, where the Panels judged student perfor-
mance in each strand and topic to be strong, very satisfactory, satisfactory, margi-
nal, or weak. The task that the 1990 Interpretation Panel was assigned was to
examine the items in each category and characterize student abilities according to
the items in the category. The challenge of this task is heightened by the fact that
items having similar content and involving similar cognitive processes may differ
in difficulty and therefore be assigned to different categories. Despite this compli-
cation, the Interpretation Panel prepared the following descriptions of four cate-
gories of mathematical ability. The percentages of students reaching the levels of
performance described by the categories are given in Table 2-7 in Chapter 2.

Category 1: 95 percent of Grade 4 students

Students are able to demonstrate understanding of place value to 9999, to
perform basic operations (addition, subtraction and multiplication), and to use
patterning. They can read and interpret data on a simple graph and determine
the appropriate use of linear units (centimetres and metres). They demonstrate
knowledge of geometry by identifying and analyzing attributes of some common
plane and solid figures.

Category 2: 59 percent of Grade 4 students

In addition to the abilities in Category 1, students are able to demon-
strate understanding of place value to 99 999; to solve multi-step probkms; to
read, write, and order decimals in hundredths; and to recognile cc imon frac-
tions. They can read and interpret bar graphs and pictographs. They can identi&
labelled line segments, cylinders, congruent figures, and lines of symmetry, and
can tile a region using a shape. They can identify the number of centimetres in a
metre, determine the volume of a figure by counting the cubes shown in a picto-
rial representation, and solve problems involving capacity.

Category 3: 21 percent of Grade 4 students

In addition to the abilities in Categories 1 and 2, students are able to
demonstrate understanding of the number system. They can solve problems in-
volving division of whole numbers, addition and subtraction of decimals, applica-
tion of fractions, and analysis of data. They can solve measurement problems in-
volving area, capacity, mass, and time. They can relate plane figures to composite
plane figures and to solid figures, and they can recognize a slide (translation).

0



Figure 4-6.
Opportunity to
learn: by
curriculum strand
and overall.

Category 4: 3 percent of grade 4 studein

In addition to the abilities in Categories 1, 2, and 3, students are able to
estimate by comparing known quantities to new situations involving millimetres
or kilometres. They demonstrate understanding of transformational geometry
induding rotations, and can find the areas of rectangles and triangles drawn on
squared paper. They can use higher-level thinking to solve complex problems.

Opportunity to Learn

The teacher questionnaires contained items designed to gather informa-
tion about whether or not students had had the opportunity to learn the mathe-
matia reflected in items of the assessment. On each form teachers were asked to
respond to 40 questions based on 20 sdected achievement items from the student
booklets. They were asked to review each item and estimate the percentage of the
student 'n their class who would get the item correct and also to indicate wheth-
er or not they had taught the mathematics necessary to answer the item correctly.
There were five achievement levels from which teachers could choose: 0-20, 21-
40, 41-60, 61-80, or 81-100 percent correct. To indicate whether or not the
mathematics had been taught, the teachers could choose one of the following
statements: "It was done in a previous school year," "It was done during this
school year," "It will be done later this year," "It will be done in a subsequent
year," or "It will not be done for reasons not listed here." Data were collected for
a total of sixty items, 57 measuring achievement in the curriculum strands and
the three number sense items.

A summary of the results from these questions is presented in Figure 4-6.
The top bar of Figure 4-6 shows opportunity to learn for the 57 curriculum-
related items (excluding number sense items), the next four bars give the results
by curriculum strand, and the bottom bar gives the results for the three number
sense items.

The data presented in this figure have some disturbing implications. All
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items other than the three number sense items were judged by the members of
the Contract Team awl by the members of the Review Panels to correspond to
intended learning outannes up to Grade 4 listed in the curriculum guide pub-
lished by the Ministry of Education (1987). Yet it appears that a sizable propor-
tion of the teachers had not taught and do not plan to teach the mathematics
needed to answer some of those items. Averaging over all teachers and over the
57 selected curriculum-related items included in the teacher questionnaires, 15
percent of the content was rated as *will be done in a subsequent year,* or "will
not be done," In the Geometry strand, 21 percent of the content was rated in
these categories. It appears that teachers at large have a view of the appropriate-
ness of certain curriculum content that differs from that of the curriculum devel-
opers, the Contract Team, and the Item Review Panel members. These data indi-
cate that there is a discrepancy between the intended curriculum and the
implemented curriculu.1 for mathematics in Grade 4.

The assessment was administered during the %WA of Mliy 14-18, 1990.
At that time there were 29 school days or 15 percent of the school year remain-
ing. However, 19 percent of the content (again averaging over all teachers and all
57 selected curriculum-related items) was rated as "will be done later this year."
This analysis suggests that a substantial number of teachers would not be able to
complete their intended curriculum by the end of the school year.

Table 4-3 shows the groupings of items by strand, and by topic where
there were sufficiently many items on a single topic, along with the average rat-
ings of opportunity to learn given by the teachers for each grouping. Caution
must be exercised when attempting to draw detailed condusions from these data.
It should be noted, for instance, that not all curriculum strands and topicswere
sampled equally, and that not all achievement items were included in the assess-
ment of opportunity to learn. As well, the items selected may or may not repre-
sent in a balanced way the entire range of learning outcomes for each strand and
topic. Nonetheless, the results for the six items on decimals and for the five items
on fractions suggest that at the time of the assessment a substantial fraction, near-
ly one-half, of the students had not been taught these two topics in sufficient
depth. Similar findings seem to hold for two of the three topics in Geometry,
Lines and Plane Figures, and Relations and Transformations, but in these topics

Numher
of items

Done in a
previous
year.

Walt:. ic
this year.

Will he
done later
this year.

Done
next year
of later

Will ?Mt
be
done.

Overall 57 4 60 19 10 4
Number & Operations 32 3 65 17 9 4

Numeration 7 5 81 4 4 3
Whok Ntunber Operations 14 3 73 11 6 4
Decimals 6 1 43 37 14 2
Fractions 5 3 46 26 19 4

Data Analysis 6 7 53 23 9 5
Gtometry I I 4 53 21 12 6

Lines and Plane Figures 3 5 41 23 18 11
Solid Figures 4 6 64 17 8 3
Relations and Transformations 4 6 43 22 17 9

Measurement 8 3 69 18 7 3
Number Sense 3 3 34 16 22 22
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there were only three items and four items, respectively.

Students' Attitudes and Opinions

Three groups of questions were used to gather information about stu-
dents' attitudes, opinions, and beliefi. The first group contained three questions
common to all four forms which sought information about students' beliefs and
opinions regarding mathematics and jobs. This was followed by a group of multi-
part questions on selected topics ir school mathematics. On these items students
were asked the degree to which they felt that selected topics in school mathemat-
ics were important, easy, and likable. A third group of questions was used to
gather information about r.he frequency of various instructional practices in the
mathematics classroom during a typical school week. The responses of the stu-
dents to these items j4 discassed in the sections which follow.

Mathematics and Jobs

Students were asked three questions regarding their beliefs about and atti-
tudes toward mathematics and jobs. They were asked whether they agreed or dis-
agreed with the following statements: that one needed to be able to do mathe-
matia to get a good job, that most people use mathematics in their jobs, and that
when they left school they would like a job which required them to use mathe-
matics. The responses are summarized in Table 44.

Statement
Agree or Disagree or
strongly strongly
agree disagree

You have to be able to do mathematics to get
a good job when you grow up.

Most people use mathematics in their jobs.

When I leave school. I would like a job
where I have to use mathematics.

85

82

54

5

6

18

Students responses to these items indicate that most students believe that
an ability to do mathematics is necessary to get and hold a good job, yet only
about half of the students would like to have a job that requires them to use
mathematics. These results are remarkably consistent with the responses of stu-
dents in Grade 7, although even fewer of the Grade 7 students (42 percent as op-
posed to 54 percent) indicated interest having a job where they would have to use
mathematics.

Topics in School Mathematics

Students responded to 12 multi-part items regarding topics in school
mathematics. Each form contained four topics; on two forms the same four top-
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ics were repeated. Students indicated how important they felt each topic was,
how easy they found each topic, and how much they liked each topic, using five-
point scales which ranged from *not at all important" to "vety important," from
"very difficult" to "very easy," and from 'dislike a lot" to "like a lot. Students
were instructed to omit items if they did not know what a topic meant. Results
from these items are found in Table 4-5. The percentages reported in the table
ate the sums taken over the two positive points of each scale: very important"
and "important", "very easy" and "easy", and "like a lot" and like"; and over the
two negative points of each scale: "not at all important" and "not important",
very difficult" and "difficult", and "dislike a lot" and "dislike.* The "undecided"

raponses and Failures to respond are not reported.

Topic Important/ Easy/
Not Imp. Difficult

Like/
Dislike

Adding, subtracting, multiplying.
and dividing whole numbers
Learning about decimals

89 /2

81/4

64 /16

63 /15

74 /11

67/12
Learning about frIctions 80 /4 66113 68 /11
Learning how to estimate 77 /7 70 /13 68/13
Learning things about geometry
like shapes, flips, turns, and slides

75 / 8 65 / 15 71 / 13

Checking answers 86 /4 77 /9 66 /15
Using graphs 71 /6 59 /17 62115
Learning about place value 78/4 56 /18 58 /16
Learning about measuring weight,
height, length, and width

82/ 6 63117 68/14

Learning how to use calculators 75/12 85 /5 81 /6
Using objects such as blocks,
counters, and geoboards

53 /18 70 /9 56 /20

Learning strategies for problem solving,
such as looking for patterns and making models

76/7 49 /26 64 115

Students' responses to the items on this scale indicate that the majority of
students feel that all of the listed topics in school mathematics are quite impor-
tant and that the traditional topics are of the greatest importance. Operations
with whole numbers are given the highest importance rating. Place value, estima-
tion, problem-solving strategies, calculators, geometry, and graphing are given
lower importance. The lowest importance rating is given to using manipulative
materials.

The majority of students found these mathematics %Tics easy. Learning
to use calculators was rated easiest. Checking answers, estimating, and using ma-
nipulative materials were rated easier than measurement, computation, fractions,
and decimals. Learning problem-solving strategies was rated as the most difficult.

The majority of students expressed liking for the topics listed. In general,
students tended to like the topics that they found easy more than those that they
found difficult, but the relation between difficulty and liking is not an especially
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strong one. One topic that was an excrption to this generalization was using ma-
nipulative materials, which was rated relatively easy hut was the least liked. This
topic was also given tile lowest importance rating. Perhaps students have less lik-
ing for use of manipulative materials because they perceive it not to be an integral
part of mathematics and hence a waste of time. Further research would be war-
ranted to explore the nature of students' belie fi about manipulative materials and
their role in mathematics and learning mathematics.

Mathematics Classroom Practices

Students responded to nine items datling with dassroom practices. Each
form contained three of these items; on two forms thr same three items were re-
peated. Students were instructed to think about their mathematia classes during
a typical school week and indicate whether each activity took place "Almost every
day", "Often", "Sometimes", "Rarely", or "Never". The items and student re-
sponses are summarized in Table 4-6. In this table the percentages given under
the category "Frequently" represent the percentages responding "Almost every
day" or "Often"; the percentages under "Seldom" are for the responses "Rarely"
or "Never".

Statement Frequently Seldom

The teacher shows us what to do on the
blackboard or overhead projector.

67 11

We use objects like blocks, counters, and geoboards. 12 55
We work individually on problems or
other exercises the teacher assigns.

65 8

We use calculators. 11 56
We have quizzes or tests. 40 13
We review our homework and discuss the solutions. 57 18
We work in small groups. 31 27
We use computers. 34 35
The teacher helps individua: students. 66 8

Students' responses to the classroom practices items suggest that most
Grade 4 mathematics classes are traditional in nature involving review of home-
work and teacher lecture followed by individual seatwork with help from the
teacher as needed. However, variations on this pattern are also seen. About one-
third of the students indicated that they work in small groups "frequently," about
one-third indicated that they did so "sometimes." and about one-third indicated
that they "seldom" did so. Surprisingly, a similar distribution of responses was
found with respect to computer usage. This is in marked contrast to the results
for Grade 7 students, only five percent of whom reported using computers fre-
quently in their mathematics classi:s and 85 percent of whom seldom used com-
puters in their mathematics class.

A prominent feature of the revised curriculum guide (1987) is its inclu-
sion of a "Statement on Calculators" (p. 7) which indicates that the curriculum
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was developed 'assuming that ail students will have access to calculators." It rec-
ommends that "at the primaly level, the calculator should be used for exploratory
activities," and it points out that some intended learning outcomes (ILOs) indi-
cate explicitly that students should use a calculator, and other ILOs leave calcula-
tor usage to the discretion of the teacher. Despite this strong curricular support
for calculators, nearly three-fifths of the students indicated that they rarely or
never use calculators in their mathematics classes.

Another emphasis of the revised curriculum guide (1987) is experience
with manipulation ofconcrete materials. This emphasis is found explicitly in the
rationale and in various intended learning outcomes. However, adent reports of
classroom practices suggest that concrete materials are seldom used: 55 percent of
the students responded that they "rarely" or "never" use objects like blocks, coun-
ters, and geoboards; only 12 percent responded that they do so frequently.

The teacher questionnaires, described in Chapter 3, also contained three
classroom practices items very similar to the first three student items mentioned
above. The remaining student items were not presented to the teachers as a result
of an error in assembling the final forms of the teacher questionnaires. Compari-
son of teachers' responses with students' responses on the three common items,
shown in Figure 4-7, suggests that teachers generally rated all of the classroom
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practices as occurring more frequently than students rated theni. Furthermore,
teachers almost never said that they "never" use the practices mentioned, al-
though some students did select "never."

The most striking discrepancy between teachers' and students' reports of
classroom practices is seen in the items about the use of maniFulative materials.
Students were asked how frequently "We use objects like blocks, counters, and
geoboards," whereas teachers were askei how frequently "Students use objects
like blocks and counters." The proportion of teachers who say they use manipula-
rives "almost every day" or "often," 36 percent, corresponds roughly to the pro-
portion of students who say they use them "almost every day" or "often" or

1
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"sometimes," 40 percent: while the proportion of teachers who use manipulative
materials "sometimes," 43 percent, corresponds to the proportion of students
who use them "rarely," 33 percent; and the proportion of teachers who use ma-
nipulative materials "rarely" or *never," 18 percent, corresponds to the propor-
tion of students who "never" use them, 22 percent.

Correlates of Achievement

In this section, various aspects of the achievement of different groups of
students are compared, those groups being constructed on the basis of students'
responses to barkground questions and questions about their belie& and attitudes
towards mathematics and about instructional practices in their mathematics dass-
es. In each of ti,ese comparisons, it may be tempting to think of achievement as
the dependent variable with some other trait, attitude, or opinion being taken as
the independent variable. However, it is important to emphasize that this is a
study of correlations, not an experimental study, and, of course, correlation does
not necessarily imply causation. In fact, there may even be some cases where
there exists a causal relationship operating in the opposite direction. For example,
teachers' perceptions of their students' abilities, and hence their achievement,
may determine the classroom practices the teachers adopt, rather than those dass-
room practice., affecting positively or negatively the students' achievement.

Gender Differences

Differences in mathematics achievement between maim and femalm have

Percent Correct

Strand or Topic Males Females Total

Number & Operations 51 50
Number Concepts & Numeration 53 53 53
Whole Number Operations 57 54 55
Decimals 40 43 41
Fractions 47 47 47

Data Analysis 44 47 45
Geometry 60 61 60

Lines, Plane Figures, Coordinates 42 44 43
Solid Figures 72 72 72

Measurement 50 46 48
Length 74 70 72
Area 39 38 38
Volume and Capacity 56 48 52
Mass 33 27 30
Time, Temperature, Money 48 44 46

Number sense 19 20 20

Total 51 50 51

;
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been reported in a number of studies carried out around the world. Generally
speaking, the size and direction of the difference depends upon factors such as
the country, the age of the students, the topic, and the number of items involved.
In the 1985 British Columbia Mathematics Assessment very little difference was
found between Grade 4 boys' and girls' achievement . and that finding is borne
out in the 1990 Assessment. The overall percentage correct was 51 percent for
the boys and 50 percent for the girls. As Table 4-7 shows, the differences within
strands and topics were also smil, but tended to be larger where the number of
items was small. Some differences at the strand and topic levels Favored the boys,
whereas others Favored the girls.

Program Differences

The vast majority of Grade 4 students in British Columbia are enrolled in
the regular English program, about seven percent are enrolled in Early French
immersion, and about one percent in Programme-cadre de franca& Students who
receive mathematics instruction in French were instructed to respond to French
versions of he Assessment booklets. Approximarely five percent of the students
responded to French booklets, and 95 percent responded to English booklets.
Differences in mathematics achievement among students in the three programs
were quite small, with the results of the Immersion students slightly above and
the results of the Programme-cadre de franfais students slightly below those of the
majority in most strands and topics. The overall percentage correct was 51 per-
cent for students in the English program, 52 percent for students in French im-
mersion, and 48 percent for students in Programme-cadre de franfais, The differ-
ence in overall percentage correct between students who responded to booklets in
French and students who responded to booklets in English was less than one per-
cent.

Students' Attitudes

A number ofaspects of students' attitudes and opinions were explored in
the background information questions at the beginning of each booklet, and de-
tailed analyses have been carried out of relationships between responses to those
questions and achievement overall and in various strands and topics. Generally
speaking, students with more positive attitudes have higher achievement than
students with less positive attitudes, but it is impossible to say whether poor atti-
tudes cause lower achievement or are the result of lack ofsuccess. Perhaps both
processes are at work.

Three questions explored students' beliefs about mathematics and jobs;
students were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with the statements (I) that
you have to be able to do mathematics to get a good job when you grow up, (2)
that most people use mathematics in their jobs, and (3) that they would like to
have a job where they have to use mathematics when they leave school. The over-
all achievement of the students who agreed or strongly agreed with the first state-
ment was 53 percent correct, whereas the students who disagreed or strongly dis-
agreed with the first statement scored 47 percent correct. Virtually the same
difference in achievement was found with respect to the second and third ques-
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'ions as well. Differences at the strand and topic levels were similar, but where
the numbers of items were smaller, tlx differences were less consistent.

Another series of multi-part items asked students to indicate whether they
felt that selected topics in school mathematics were important, easy, and likable.
In general, students responding positively to questions about the importance of
various topics had higher achievement than students responding negatively. For
example, the students who indicated that adding, subtracting, multiplying and
dividing whole numbers was important or very important scored an average of 53
percent correct overall, whereas those who responded that this topic was unim-
portant scored 42 percent correct. There were similar differences between groups
of students with respect to specific strands and topics. For example, students who
rated learning about decimals important outscored those who rated decimals un-
important by 43 percent to 32 percent correct in that topic. The findings with re-
spect to the importance of learning about fractions and achievement in fractions
were similar. However, on the question of the importance of estimation, a differ-
ent pattern was found. The overall achievement difference between students re-
sponding that estimation is important and those responding that it is unimpor-
tant was only 53 percent to 50 percent, and comparably small differences were
found at the strand and topic levels.

With respect to the questions about the difficulty of various topics, it was
found that the difference in achievement between those who kund each topic
easy and those who found the topic difficult was about ten percent. For example,
students who indicated that learning how to estimate was easy outscored those
who indicated that learning how to estimate was difficult by 55 percent correct
overall to 44 percent correct. The differences in overall achievement between stu-
dents who liked each topic and students who disliked the topic were generally
smaller. For example, students who expressed liking for learning about decimals
scored 54 percent correct overall, but those who disliked learning about decimals
scored 49 percent. However, the differences in achievement on a particular topic
between students who expressed liking for that particular topic and those who
did not was on the order of ten percent. For example, students who expressed lik-
ing for decimals outscored those who did not by 45 percent to 35 percent on
items involving decimals.

Classroom Practices

As was reported in a previous section, students were asked to indicate
how frequently various instructional practices were used in their mathematics
classes. Numerous analyses of relationships between students' responses to these
questions and their achievement overall and in various strands and topics have
been carried out. Details may be found in Tables 0-3 to 0-14 of Appendix D;
highlights are presented in this section.

For six of the nine classroom practices surveyed, a dear majority of the
students reported that the practice occurred either frequently (i.e., "almost every
day" or "often") or seldom (i.e., "rarely" or "never"), but for the remaining three
dassroom practices the distribution of responses across frequency categories was
relatively flat. The first correlations between classroom practices and achievement
to be considered are those for which a majority of the students indicated that the
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practice occurs firquently.

Students' responses to the statement "The reacher shows us what to do
on the blackboard or overhead projector" indicated that this practice occurred
frequently for a majority of the students, 67 percent, and seldom for a minority
of the students, 11 percent. The overall average achievement for those students
reporting that the practice occurred frequently was 54 percent correct, but the
overall averaw achievement for students reporting that the practice seldom oc-
curred was 48 percent correct. Similar patterns were found with respect to the
statement,"We work individually on problems or other exercises the teacher as-
signs." The overall average achievement for the 65 percent of the students who
indicated that this practice was adopted frequently was 54 percent correct, as op-
posed to 47 percent correct overall for the eight percent of the students who re-
ported that this process was seldom used.

Review and discussion of homework, and individual help from the teach-
er were also reported as frequently experienced by a majc-ity of the students, but
for these classroom processes there was very little difference in achievement be-
tween those students who indicated that the practice occurred frequently and
those who indicated that the practice seldom occurred. The overall average
achievement for the 57 percent of the students who indicated that "We review
our homework and discuss the solutions frequently" was 54 percent correct, as
compared with 53 percent correct overall for the 18 percent of the students who
reported that thi; process seldom occurred. The overall average achievement for
the 66 percent of the students who indicated that "The teacher helps individual
students frequently" was 53 percent correct, the same percentage as for the eight
percent of the students who reported that this process seldom occurred.

Two classroom processes, use of manipulative materials and use of calcu-
lators, occurred "rarely" or "never" in the classrooms of a majority of the stu-
dents, and in both cases the achievement of the majority of the students was
greater than the achievement of the minority. Fifty-five percent of the students
responded that they seldom "use objeas like blocks, counters and geoboards."
Those students scored an average of 54 percent correct overall, but the 12 percent
of the students who indicated that they use such materials frequently scored an
overall average of 48 percent correct. Similarly, 56 percent of the students re-
sponded that they seldom use calculators, and that group of students scored an
average of 54 percent correct overall, whereas the 11 percent of the students who
indicated that they use calculators frequently scored an overall average of 48 per-
cent correct.

The three classroom processes on which there was no clear consensus re-
garding the frequency with which they occurred were administration of quizzes
and tests, work in small groups, and use of computers. For these processes, rela-
tively large numbers of students, 31 to 47 percent, responded by choosing the
middle alternative, "sometimes." Differences in achievement among these stu-
dents and those who indicated that the practices occurred frequently and those
students who indicated that the practices seldom occurred were fairly small. One
of the difference% in achievement favored the group that reported that the prac-
tice occurred frequently, but the other two favored the group that reported that
the practice seldom occurred.
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Forty percent of the students responded that they "have quizzes or tests"
frequently; these students scored 54 percent correct overall, as compared with 50
percent correct overall for the 13 percent of the students who indicated that they
seldom have quizzes or tests. On the other hand, thc 31 percent of the students
who indicated that they frequently work in small groups scored lower overall
than the 27 percent of the students who indicated that they seldom work in small
groups; the difference in achievement for these two groups was 51 percent correct
to 55 percent correct.

The overall percentage correct for those students who indicated that they
use computers frequently was 52 percent, as opposed to 54 percent coma over-
all for those students who reported that they seldom use computers. The percent-
ages correct for both these groups excred the percentage correct for the entire
population, suggesting that the students who reported that they "sometimes" use
computers had lower achievement than average.

Taken together, the results of the analyses of correlations between class-
room practices and achievement suggest not only that most instruction is tradi-
tional in nature emphasizing review and discussion of homework, teacher demon-
stration of content, individual seatwork. and help for individuals as needed, but
also that achievement is higher in classes taught with these processes than in non-
traditionally taught classes, The obsenation that usc of manipulafive materials
and use of calculators arc negatively correlated with achievement is disconcerting
at first glance in view of the faa that these processes are advocated in the revist
curriculum. However, it is important to re-emphasize that such correlations do
nor necessarily imply that the instructional practices have causee the differences
in achievement. An equally plausible explanation is that when working with stu-
dents oflower achievement, the teachers have adopted non-traditional practices
such as use of manipulative materials, group work, and use of calculators in the
beliet that such practices have the greatest likelihood of success with those stu-
dents. Further research is needed to determine which of these relationships, if
any, are causal relationships.

Summary

The 1990 British Columbia Mathematics Assessment instruments for
Grade 4 consisted of four student booklets each containing 40 achievement items
drawn from a pool of 129 items grouped into 12 topics in four strands. Each
booklet also contained items designed to gather data on student background, atti-
tudes, and classroom practices. The achievement items covered topics currently
prescribed in the British Columbia mathematics curriculum up to Grade 4. An
additional three items assessed what was termed "number sense". Ten achieve-
ment items were repeated on all forms of the student booklets.

The overall percentage correct was 51 percent on each of the four forms.
Students had a greater percentage correct on items in numeration, whok number
operations, and geometry, and a lower percentage correct on items in decimals,
fractions, data analysis, and measurement. Within each strand and topic, stu-
dents' performance on individual items has been analyzed to determine factors
influencing students* probability of success and to identify patterns and causes of
errors. In general, students achieved a greater percentage correct on computation-

r
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al items than on problems and applications. Differences wcre also seen in stu-
dents' performance on routine single-step problems, multiple-step problems, and
non-routine problems.

An Interpretation Panel was convened and charged with the task of setting
expected and desired levels of achievement for each item. Students' actual results
tended to be somewhat lower than the Interpretation Panel's expectations, and
were noticeably lower than the desired levels set by the Panel.

For approximately half of the student achkvement items, analyses of op-
portunity to learn were carried out by means of items on the teacher question-
naires. Teachers were asked to indicate whether the content needed to answer the
item correctly had been taught in a previous year or earlier in the current school
year, or whether it would be taught later in the year, in a subsequent year, or not
at all. Analyses of data from these items indicated that low opportunity to learn
ratings were often associated with relatively low student performance, and con-
versely that high opportunity to learn ratings tended to bc associated with relative-
ly high student performance, but numerous exceptions to this generalization were
also pointed out.

Changes in Grade 4 students' performance from 1985 to 1990 were ana-
lyzed with 24 items that appeared in the 1985 Assessment and were included in
the 1990 booklets as well. The overall performance was approximately threeper-
cent lower in 1990 than in 1985. The differences in performance over time were
small in all strands except Measurement; on some items the performance im-
proved while on others it declined.

Analyses of correlations between students' achievement and their responses
to background questions and questions about beliefs and attitudes towards mathf-
matics and about instructional practices in mathematics classes were carried out.
Differences in achievement berween boys and girls and between students in differ-
ent programs were very small. Students who demonstrated positive attitudes gen-
erally had higher achievement than students with less positive attitudes. It was
found that traditional teaching practices such as review and discussion of home-
work, teacher demonstration of content, individual seatwofit, and help for indi-
viduals were very prevalent, and that students who reported experiencing tradi-
tionally taught classes had higher achievement than students who reported
frequent occurrence of non-traditional practices such as use of concrete manipula-
tive materials, use of calculators, and work in small groups. These correlations do
not necessarily indicate a causal relationship between instructional practices and
student achievement.
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Les& H. Dukowski

The results of the 1990 Provincial Assessment of Mathematia for Grade
7 are presented and discussed in this chapter. First, the instruments used are
briefly discussed. This is followed by a description of the student population in-
duding infonnation gained from scales dealing with students' attitudes towards
mathematics and their reports of instructional practices. Achievement results and
Interpretation Panel observations are presented for each sttand and topic. Stu-
dent perfe:mance on items dealing with number sense and non-routine pmblems
is discussed, and this is followed by information on changes in achievement be-
tween 1985 and 1990. Achievement results by reporting category are then dis-
cussed. A summary is found at the end of the chapter. Sample items have been
used to exempli& points made throughout the text but space limitations do not
allow every item to be presented. All percentages in the chapter have been round-
ed to the nearest whok percent.

The Grade 7 Interpretation Panel examined all of the items in the assess-
ment booklets individually and then as a group assigned to each item the expect-
ed percentage and desired percentage of the students who would get the item cor-
rect. The Panel then compared the actual percentage of students who answered
the items correctly and commented on student performance.

Each Grade 7 mathematics teacher completed one of three forms ,3f a
teacher questionnaire. This questionnaire contained, among other things, ques-
tions designed to gather information about students' opportunity to learn the
mathematics necessary to anmer assessment items correctly. The opportunity to
learn information is discussed in the section describing the instruments and also
in the discussion of individual items in the strand and topic sections where ap-
propriate.

As explained in Chapter 2, the Panel was also given the assessment items
assigned to four categories. The categories grouped items according to the prob-
ability that students of varying abilities were expected to answer the items correct-
ly. Broadly speaking, the categories are descriptions of what s, idents of varying
abilities can do. This procedure is a departure from that followed in the past
three assessments.

Description of the Instruments

There were 142 achievement items contained in the Grade 7 student
booklets. Of these 142 items, 138 were used to measure student achievement in
six strands: Whole Numbers, Rational Numbers, Data Analysis, Geometry,
Measurement, and Algebra. The strands were further divided into a total of
eighteen objectives. Items were chosen to correspond to intended learning out-
comes up to Grade 7 as listed in the Mathematics 2-8 Curriculum Guide (1987)
published by the British Columbia Ministry of Education. The remtz four
items do not strictly match intended learning outcomes and were sel to eval-
uate what was termed "number sense".
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The 142 achievement items were distributed among four forms, A, B, C,
and D, so that the estimated difficulties for each form were approximately equal.
Each booklet contained roughly the same number of items from each strand. Of
the 40 achievement items in each booklet, six items, one in each strand, were
common to all forms.

Each student booklet contained seven common background questions.
Stu ients were asked to report their gender, age, program (English, Early or late
French Immersion, or Programme-cadre de franpsis) and language of instruction.
Thiee other questions requested information about students' opinions regarding
the usefulness of mathematics for getting and keeping a job.

Students' attitudes towards topics in school mathematics we - measured
with twelve questions distributed among the four booklets. These questions asked
the degree to which students felt that particular topics in school mathematics
were important, difficult, or enjoyable. Forms A and B each contained four of
these questions and Forms C and D repeated the remaining four.

Nine items were used to gather information about dassroom practices in-
eluding the use of ciculators and computers, teacher use of blackboard and over-
head projector, use of manipulatives, small group and individual work, review of
homework, and use of the textbook. Forms A and B each contained three of the
items and Forms C and D repeated the remaining three.

Organization of Achievement Items

All achievement items were multiple-choice and had five response choic-
es. Four of the choices were possible answers and the fifih was "I don't know."
Students marked their answers on answer sheets constructed specifically for the
assessment.

About 400 test items were developed during the spring of 1989. Many
items were written specifically for this assessment, but some were drawn or adapt-
ed from a number of sources induding those items made public by the Ngtional
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) in the United States, the Ontario
Assessment Instrument Pool for Mathematics, Intermediate Division, and items
developed previously for the Provincial Learning Assessment Program of the B.C.
Ministry of Erluention. Some items, designated as change items, were repeated
from the 1985 Assessment.

Items were categorized into Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, or
Problem Solving in order to ensure that a reasonable range of item typo were
represented in the booklets. All items were reviewed by the Advisory Committee
and by Review Panels in Richmond and Prince George in the spring of 1989.
New or modified items were pilot tested in the fall of ; :89. Table 5-1 shows the
distribution of items by strand and cognitive level.

Forty-four items which appeared in the 1990 Mathematics Assessment
were drawn from the 1985 Assessment instruments and can therefore be used to
measure changes in student achievement between 1985 and 1990. These items
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Strand Knowledge Comprehension Application Problem Solving Total
Whole Numbers 6 7 3 1 17Rational Numbers 23 8 16 2 49Data Ana:;sis 5 7 5 0 17Geometry 9 6 6 2 23Measurement 4 3 6 3 16Al, -a 4 11 0 1 16
Total 51 42 36 9 138

were organized into eight change categories. Results are discussed later in thechapter.

Opportunity to Learn

Teachers vfflre asked to respond w a series of questions designed to gather
information about whether or not students had had the opportunity to learn
(OTL) the mathematics reflected in items in the assessment booldets. A total of59 OTL items were distributed among the three teacher questionnaires, 20 itemsper form, with one item repeated on two questionnaires. Teachers were asked toreview each item and estimate the percentage of the students in their classes whowould get the item correct and also to indicate whether $1 not they had taught
the mathematics necessary to answer the item correctly. There were five achieve-
ment categories from which teachers could choose 0-20%, 21-40%, 41-60%,61-80%, and 81-100%. The teachers also chose among the following statementsto indicate whether or nor the mathematics had been taught:

It was done in a previous school year.
It was done during this school year.
It will be done later this year.
It will be done in a subsequent year.
lt will not be done for reasons not listed here.

The OTL results are summarized in Table 5-2. Not all strands or topicswere sampled equally. For reporting in the table the items are grouped by topic ifthere were five or more items for that topic. Note that the three problem-solving
items that appeared on the teacher questionnaires have been removed fromgroupings and shown separately aS is the single Number Sense item. The tablecontains the number of items in each grouping.

The data in this table point up some disturbing trends. The assessment
was administered in the week of May 14-18, 1990. At that time there were only29 school days or 15 percent of the school year remaining. According to theMathematics 1-8 Curriculum Guide integers, data analysis, geometry, and algebraare allotted 10, 10, 12, and 8 percent of the instructional time respectively. It ap-pears that some teachers would not finish the prescribed curriculum by the endof the school year. Of greater concern is the observation that 16 percent of theteachers believe that integers will be covered in a subsequent grade or not at all.Over a quarter of the teachers believe the same is true for geometry and data anal-
ysis and yet all of the items reflect prescribed curriculum for Grade 7.
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Done in Done Later Next
Number
of items

previous this year this year year or

year (%) (96) (96) later (%)

Will not
be done

(96)

Operations
with Whole
Numbers/Theory
of Numbers

4 4 86 7 2 3

Fractions
and Decimals

3 3 87 7 1 1

Topic 2.3:
Ratio, Proportion,
and Percent

7 3 74 20 1 1

Topic 2.4: 7 5 40 39 12 4

Integers

Strand 3: 10 9 36 30 13 13

Data Analysis

Topics 4.2 & 4.3:
Similarity & 8 11 35 29 13 13

Analytic Geometry

Strand 5: 8 10 80 6 2 2

Measurement

Strand 6: 8 3 69 1 8 7 3

Algebra

Probkm Solving 3 63 12 7 11 11

Number Sense 1 31 45 7 3 14

Description of the Population

All students enrolled in Grade 7 except those identified by school princi-

pals as unable to respond to a paper-and-pencil test were required to complete

one of the multiple-choice assessment boklers. Only students designated as de-

pendently handicapped, moderately mentally handicapped, severely and pro-
foundly handicapped, or autistic were to be exduded. Principals were instructed
to ensure that all students in the English program, the Ea4 and Late F;ench im-
mersion programs and in hvgramnu -cadn. de franfais classes were induded.

Age, Gender, Prcgram, and Language of Instruction

data show that the majority of students in Grade 7 were either 12 or

1 I 3



Table 5-3.
Mathematics
and jobs:
(percents).

13 years old at the time that the assessment was conducted: 50 percent and 45
percent respectively. Less than 1 percent of the students reported ages under 12
years and less than 5 percent reported ages over 13 years. The numbers of boys
and girls were almost equal.

British Columbia offers three distinct programs of instruction other than
the regular Grade 7 program in English: Early French Immersion, Late French
Immersion, and Prognimme-radre de fiancais. The English program enrolls 93
percent of the students responding to the assessment. Early French Immersion,
Late Immersion, and Prognimme-cadreenroll 4 percent, 2.5 percent, and 0.5 per-
cent respectively.

The assessment booklets were translated into French for those students
whose language of mathematics instruction was French. Just over 5 percent of the
students responded to the booklets in French.

Mathematics and Jobs

Students were asked three questions regarding the importance of mathe-
matics in getting and keeping a job. They were asked whether or not one needed
to be abk to do mathematics to get a good job, whether or not most people used
mathematia in their jobs, and whether or not when they left school they would
like a job which required them to use mathematics. The responses are summar-
ized in Table 5-3.

You have to be able to do mathematics
to get a good job.

Most people use mathematics in their
jobs.

When I leave school, I would like a job
where I have to use mathematics.

Agree or
Strongly Agree

Disagree or
Strongly Disagree

89 5

87 5

42 20

Responses to these items indicate that most students believe that an abili-
ty to do mathematics is necessary to get a job, yet less than half of the students
would like to have a job that requires the use of mathematics.

When the responses to these items are analyzed by gender, there is little
difference in the pattern of responses for the questions regarding the necessity to
be able to do mathematics to get a job and the use of mathematics in jobs. For
the third item which asked whether or not the student would like a job that re-
quired the use of mathematics, 45 percent of the boys responded positively com-
pared to 39 percent of the girls.
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Topics in School Mathematics

Studenn responded to nine items distributed among the four booklets re-
garding topics in school mathematics. Students indicated how important they felt
each topic was, how easy they found each topic, and how much they liked each
topic The responses were made on five-point scales which ranged from "not at
all important" revery important". "very difficult" to 'very easy", and "dislike a
lot" to "like a lot". Students were instructed to omit responses if they did not
know what a topic meant. Results from these items ate found in Table 5-4. The
percentages reported in the table are the sums taken over the two positive points
of each scalevery important" and 'important"; "very easy" ancreasy"; and "like
a lot" and "like" and over the two n rive points of each scale: "not at all impor-
tant" and "not important"; "very di* cult" and 'difficult% and"dislike a lot", and
"dislike".

Student responses to the items on this scale indicate that the majority of
students feel that all of the topia listed are important and that the traditional

Important/
Not Important

Easy/
Difficult

Like/
Dislike

Learning geometry

Working with data and graphs

70 /

72/

10

8

60 / 21

58 /17

57

57

/ 24

/19

Learning to use calculators 75 115 93 / 2 84 / 5

Learning strategies for problem solv-
ing like looking for patterns and mak-
ing models

75 1 8 38 / 32 46 / 30

Adding, subtracting, and multiplying
fractions

83 / 6 72 / 12 56 1 5

Adding, subtracting, and multiplying
decimals

86 / 4 73 / 12 56 / 5

Working with percents 87 / 3 59 / 17 56 / 20

Learning about estimation 72 / 11 76 / 8 52 / 25

Memorizing basic facts 91 / 2 65 / 17 50 / 24

Solving equations 89 / 3 59 / 18 53 / 26

Working with perimeter, area, and
volume

77 / 7 60 / 21 50 / 30

Working with integers 57 1 9 47 / 15 40 / 20
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Frequency of
classroom
practices.
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topics of basic facts and computation with fractions and decimals are of the great-
est importance. Working with integers, learning geometry, working with data
and graphs, and learning about estimation are given the lowest importance rat-
ings. This ranking of topics by importance is consistent with findings in the 1985
Assessment.

Students find learning to use calculators, computation, and estimation

the easiest topics, and learning problem-solving strategies, geometry, perimeter,
area, and volume the most difficult. Students also tend to dislike these topics
which they fmd difficult. Once again, these findings are consistent with similar
data collected in the 1985 Assessment.

When the attitude data an analyzed according ro gender, there are only
minor differences between boys' and girls' attitudes about the mathematics
learned in school as measured in the Mathematics in School scale. The differenc-
es in attitudes are each less than five percentage points on all topics except for
problem-solving strategies and perimeter, area, and volume. Boys reported, by a
margin ofabout seven percentage points, that they enjoyed these topics more
than girls.

Classroom Practices

Students responded to nine items dealing with classroom practices dis-
tributed among the four booklets. Each booklet contained three of the items.
Students were instructed to think about their mathematics classes duringa typi-
cal school week and indicate whether the activity took place "Almost every day",
"Often", "Sometimes", "Rarely", or "Never". The items and student responses
are summarized in Table 5-5. The percentages for "Frequently' are sums taken
across the responses for "Almost every day" and "Often", the percentages for
"Seldom" are sums taken across the responses for "Rarely' and "Never*.

Frequently Seldom

We use computers in our mathematics class. 5 85

The teacher helps individual students. 73 6
We review our homework and discuss
solutions.

77 8

The teacher shows us what to do on the
blackboard or overhead projector.

81 8

We work individually from our textbooks or
on other exercises the teacher assigns.

83 5

We use calculators. 19 46
We have quizzes or tests. 39 11

We work in small groups. 31 43

We use objects like blocks, counters,
fractions bars, and geoboards.

4 83

i;
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Students' responses to the classroom praceces items suggest that most
Grade 7 mathematics classes are Fairly traditional, with time fir review of home-
work, teacher lecture, and then individual seatwork and help from the teacher. It
is dear that from these student reports that there is little use of manipulative ma-
terials or calculators in classes arid that computers are almost never used in math-
ematics classes.

Levels of Student Performance

Chapter 2 contains an explanation of how items were categorized into
performance levels. The Interpretation Panels examined the items in each of the
levels and characterized student abilities as evidenced by the items in the catego-
ry. The Interpretation Panel's descriptions are found below.

Category 1

Students are able to solve exercises involving place value, subtraction of
mixed numerals, and multiplication of whole numbers, and they can rename
numbers and fractions or ratios. They understand properties of angles involving
measurement and congruency and can solve one-step problems involving length0
volume, and capacity. An estimated 98 percent of Grade 7 students would cor-
rectly answer (at least 7 times out of 10) the least difficult item in Category I.

Category 2

In addition to Category I , students are able to perform simple operations
with proper fractions and sight multiplication with powers often. They can re-
name percents as fractions or decimals and can use percent in problem solving.
They can display and interpret data using bar graphs, broken line graphs, or cir-
cle graphs. They are able to apply geometric terms, use estimation skills to deter-
mine area and mass, and rename metric units. They can translate written state-
ments into algebraic expressions and can solve whole number algebraic equations.
An estimated 66 percent of Grade 7 students would correctly answer (at least 7
times out of 10) the least difficult item in Category 2.

Category 3

In addition to Category 2, students can use expanded notation, standard
form, estimation, and can perform order of operations with whole numbers and
decimals. They can solve two-step problems involving ratio, multiples, area, or
mass. They can calculate the area of rectangles and triangles and apply properties
of symmetry and similarity. They can perform transformations and can deter-
mine the coordinates of an image after a transformation. They can display data
using frequency tables and interpret the median ofa set of data. They can solve
problems using charts, lists, diagrams, and can identify patterns. They can use in-
verse operations to solve percent and algebraic equations. An estimated 40 per-
cent of Grade 7 students would correctly answer (at least 7 times out of 10) the
least difficult item in Category 3.

Category 4

In addition to Category 3 above, students are able to solve a variety of

1 "I
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multi-step problems. They can identify mode or median from data and interpret
data displayed on a stem-and-leaf plot. They can locate coordinates on a Carte-
sian plane. An estimated 5 perceat of Grade 7 students would correctly answer
(at least 7 times out of 10) the least difficult item in category 4.

Achievement Results

Strand 1: Whole Numbers

By the end of Grade 7 students are expected to be proficient in the four
basic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with whole
numbers. Students are also expected to understand number concepts and to be
able to apply these skills and understandings in real world situations. The Whole
Numbers strand is divided into three topics: Place Value, Operations, and Theo-
ry of Numbers. The organization of the items by topic is shown in Table 5-6.

Topic
Number
of Items

Mean Percent Numbet of Items
Correct Meeting Expectations

1.1 Place Value 5 72 4

1.2 Operations 6 74 5

1.3 Theory of Numbers 6 42 2

Total 17 62 11

Topic 1.1: Place Value

The place value topic consisted of five items. Student achievement on
two of the five items either met or exceeded the Interpretation Panel's expected
level of performance and two of the items met the Panel's desired level of perfor-
mance. Item A02, shown below, is typical of items in this topic. It is also a
change item, that is, an item which appeared on the 1985 Assessment. Items are
identified by the number on the form on which they appeared. Therefine Item
A02 is the second item appearing on Form A. The asterisk indicates the correct

Item A02 As of June 1, 1976. the population of Canada was 22 589 416.
Round off 22 589 416 to the nearest ten thousand.

A)
B)

C)
D)
E)

22 580 000
23 000 000
22 600 000
22 590 000
I don't know

% of stucients
5
8
10
75 *

2
(1985 - 69%)
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response.

The Panel was quite satisfied with student achievement on items in this
topic. The only item on which students did not perform up to the Panel's expec-
tations was Item B04 which required students to state the decimal equivalent of a
number expressed in expanded notation with exponents.

Topic 1.2: Operations

The six items in this topic required students to add, subtract, multiply,
and divide whole numbers and to apply those operations in real life situations.

Item C05 Ms. Brown borrowed $3500 from the bank. She agreed to re-
pay the loan in 36 monthly payments of $180. How much
money in total was repaid?

A) $216 3
BO $3680 10
C) $37165 5
D) $6480 76
E) I don't know 6

Student performance on five of the six items met or exceeded Panel expectations.
Item C05 is an example of these items.

The one item which did not meet the Panel's expectations involved esti-
mating a product of four decimal numbers. This item was repeated on all forms:
A05,1305, C07, and D05, and is shown below. The low proportion of students
choosing the correct answer and the high proportion of students selecting "I
don't know" is surprising given that 90 percent of the teachers indicated on the

Item A05 Estimate the product: 9.75 x I 1.:34 x 2.9065 x 8.910

96 of students
A) 3000 52
B) 2000 23
C) 300 8
0) 200 5

E) I don't know 12

teacher questionnaires that the mathematics required to answer this item had
been taught or reviewed during the school year of the assessment.

In general the Panel felt that student performance on whole number op-
erations was reaching their expectations, especially the performance on applica-
tions questions, in particular, given that one was in the relatively unfamiliar con-
text of banking and loans. The Panel suggested, however, that more attention be
paid to teaching students techniques for wimating.

1 r!



Topic 1.3: Theory of Numbers

There were six items in the number theory topic. Two of the items re-
quired students to evaluate expressions using the rules for order of operations and
student achievement on these items did not meet Panel expectations. Only 12
percent of the students correctly answered item A04 which is reproduced below.
This performance is consistent with student performance on the 1985 Assess-
ment where only 11 percent of the students answered this item correctly. The
Panel was of the opinion that the reason for the poor performance on this item
was due to the implied multiplication. If the multiplication sign had been includ-
ed, they felt that performance would have been better. This opinion was borne
out in part by the fact that performance on hem 603 which was mote involved
and had nested parentheses was answered correctly by 42 percent of the students.
Of further interest is the fact that student performance on items requiring stu-
dents to evaluate algebraic expressions where multiplication is implied in terms
such as 3a, was generally satisfactory. It should also be noted that 86 pe,cent of
the teachers indicated that the mathematics needed to answer this item correctly
was taught earlier in the school year and that over half of the teachers expected
more than 60 percent of the students to answer this item correctly. The Panel

Item A04 The value of 3 + 4(5 # 2) is

A) 25
II) 26
C) 31
D) 49
E) I don't know

% of students

* (1985 11%)

8

5
12
49
25

recommended that teachers spend more time on evaluating expressions and the
distributive property.

Three of the remaining four number theory items assessed students'
knowledge of prime numbers, least common multiple, and greatest common fac-
tor. Generally the Panel was of the opinion that number theory is one of the least
relevant topics in the curriculum and that it is of little significance. Even so, OTL
data suggest that most teachers teach this content and student performance on
straightforward items approximated Panel expectations and in one case exceeded
expectations.

The last item in this topic. D04, was a problem-solving item involving
bacteria population doubling each hour for six hours. Most students chose simply
to multiply 6 and 15. Some Panel members commented that if students were
taught problem-solving skills such as making a table or list, achievement would
have been higher.
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Item D04 The number of bacteria in a jar doubles every hour. If there are
15 bacteria in the jar at noon, how many will be in the
jar six hour later?

% of student:I
A) 156 13
B) 90 43
C) 180 10
D) 960 30
E) I don't know 4

Summary

The Panel felt that performance on the kerns in the Whole Numbers
strand indicated that students understood place value concepts and could calcu-
late with whole numbers and apply operations with whole numbers. Students
had some difficulty with atimation and the Panel recommended that teachers
emphasize techniques for estimating answers. Student performance did not meet
expectations for evaluating an expression involving order of operations. The Pan-
el recommended that teachers spend more time teaching evaluation of expres-
sions and the distributive property.

Strand 2: Rational Numbers

It is intended that, by the end of Grade 7, students will have a grasp of
many of the concepts underlying decimal fractions, common fractions, ratio, pro-
portion, and percent and that they will have been introduced to the topic of inte-
gers. Students are expected to be abk to apply these skills and concepts. Items in
the Rational Numbers strand were organized into four topics. Table 5-7 shows
this organization.

Topic Number of
Items

Mean Percent
Correct

Number of
Items meeting
Expectations

2.1 Decimal Fractions 11 60 7
2.2 Common Fractions 12 54 3

2.3 Ratio, Proportion & Percent 14 60 10

2.4 Integers 12 49 4

Total 49 56 24

Topic 2.1: Decimal Fractions

Items in this topic assessed students' understanding of decimal concepts,
their ability to compute with decimal numbers, and their ability to apply compu-
tations in real-world settings. Students had some difficulty identifying the largest



decimal number in a set. They also had difficulty converting a decimal to a com-
mon fraction in lowest terms. However, if unreduced answers had been accepted.
then almost 80 percent of the students answered correctly.

Student performance on a decimal subtraction item and on an item indi-
cating an understanding of the relationship between multiplying and dividing by
a power of ten met Panel expectations. Students' achievement on an item requir-
ing multiplication by a power of ten less than one and on an item on decimal di-
vision failed to meet expectations. On the other hand, student achievement on
three of the four items requiring students to use decimal operations in one-step
applications met or exceeded expectations. One application that required decimal
division did not meet expectations. Panel members pointed out tlut students
tended to do better on items picturing more re. situations, particularly if
money was involved. Item B10, reproduced below, is one such item.

Item B10 There :Ire 25 students in Mary's class. The dass goes on a
field trip to the museum. If tickets cost $2.85 each, what
is the total cost of tickets for the class?

% of students
A) $8.77 1

B) $19.95 3
C) $71.25 90
D) $91.20 3
E) 1 don't know 2

Panel members felt that overall students were achieving at a reasonable
level in topics involving decimal fractions; however, it appears that decimal divi-
sion requires additional attention. A s will be shown later in the chapter, student
performance on items in this topic exceeded performance on the 1985 Assess-
ment. This appears to mirror the increased emphasis on decimals in the revised
curriculum put in place since the last assessment.

Topic 2.2: Common Fractions

Students responded to 12 items in which they had to reduce fractions to
lowest terms, convert a common fraction to a decimal, add, subtract, and multi-
ply fractions, and apply fraction operations. Fraction operations have been de-
emphasized in the revised curriculum .nd student performance on items repeated
from the 1985 kssessment was slightly below 1985 levels overall.

Student performance fell well below Panel expectations on items involv-
ing convening a fraction to a decimal and on identifying the largest fraction in a
set. Students did meet expectations on reducing 8/12 to lowest terms.

Students did not meet Panel expectations on two out of three items in-
volvinig adding or subtracting simple fractions and mixed numerals. Item CO3 is
one o those items. Half of the students answered this item correctly, but one-
third of them simply added numerators and denominators together. It should be
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pcinted out, however, that it is unclear from the curriculum guide whether or
not such an item is actually covered in the revised curriculum.

1=111M11111111114

Item CO3 Add: 1/2

+ 113 hozyo of studenu In the assessment
A) 2/5 34 booklets, fractions
B) 1/5 8 were printed in verti-

cal format.C) 1/6 5

D) 5/6 51 (1985 - 59%)
E) I don't know 2

Similarly, student performance on four applications items were below
Panel expectations. One application involved division and 37 percent of the stu-
dents answeted correctly. Division by a proper fraction is not strictly part of the
revised curriculum but over 80 percent of the teachers indicated on the teacher
questionnaire that the mathematics needed to answer this item correctly was
taught during the school year or a previous year. The three remaining items were
two-step applications involving multiplication of fractions and addition or sub-
traction. Item A09 is typical of these items. In this item, it appears as though al-
most a third of the students completed the first operation coractly then failed to
perform the second operation.

Item A09 John had 12 baseball cards. He gave 1/3 of them to Jim.
How many does John have left?

% of students

A) 4 29
B) 6 4
C) 8 49 (1985 - 41%)
D) 9 16
E) I don't know 2

The Panel recognized that fraction operations have been de-emphasized
in the revised curriculum but they had expected better performance on most of
the items in this topic_ Recognizing that teachers are currently in transition be-
tween the two curricula, they recommended that teachers take more care teach-
ing fraction concepts.

Topic 2.3: Ratio, Proportion, and Percent

Students responded to 14 items in this topic which assessed students'
ability to find equivalent ratios, convert among fractions, decimals, and percent,
solve percent exercises, and apply concepts of ratio and percent. Overall students
met or exceeded Panel expectations on 10 of the items.



Students showed relatively strong performance on an item requiring them
to find an equivalent ratio and another in which they determined an equivalent
rate. Three items required students to convert among decimals, common frac-
tions, and percents. Student performance was less than expected on these items.
On Item D14, 60 percent selected the correct response. Teachers indicated on
the questionnaire that 85 percent of the students had been taught tk mathemat-
ics necessary to answer the question correctly and 70 percent of the teachers pre-
dicted a performance of over 60 percent.

Item D14 What is 90% written as a decimal fraction?
% of studenu

A) 0.09 11

B) 0.9 60
C) 9.0 6
D) 90.0 20
E) 1 don't know 2

Student performance met expectations on an item on which students had
to find a percent of a number and on another where students were asked to iden-
tify a 10 percent discount. Half the students could find what percent 13 is of 20.
This performance was just at the Panel's expected level. This is consistent with
data from the teacher qumtionnaire where over half of the teachers expected a
performance less than 60 percent and less than two-thirds indicated that students
had been taught the mathematics necessary to answer the question correctly.

On the other hand, students appear to have a good grasp of the concept
of more and less than 100 percent. Sixty-four percent answered Item B15 correct-
ly, more students than the Panel had expected to answer correctly.

Item B15 The number a is larger than the number b. Therefore
% of students

A) a is less than 1% of b 6
B) a is less than 100% of b 6
C) a is exactly 100% of b 8
D) a is more than 100% of b 64
E) I don't know 17

Five items on this topic were applications of proportion and percent. Stu-
dent achievement on three of the items met Panel expectations. One of these
items, Al2 is shown below. This is a relatively difficult ratio problem requiring
two steps. Student performance just matched Panel expectations. The Panel's de-
sired level would have been reached if some students had not neglected to per-
form the second step in the problem. These students chose the second distractor.
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Item Al2 A machine seals 225 boxes in 3 hours. There are 1000
boxes to seal. How many will be left unsealed after an 8-
hour shift?

% ofitusierm

A) 400 50
B) 600 23
C) 800 9
D) 925 6
E) I don't know. 11

Student achievement on the fourth item, 78 percent correct, exceeded
both the expected and desired levels of performance as well as 1985 performance.
In this item, students were required to find the scale distance on a map given the
scale and the actual distance. In the fifth item students were given the ratio of
girls to boys and the total number ofpersons. They then had to determine the
number of girls. Only 36 percent of the students were able to answer correctly.
Data from the teacher questionnaire shows that 70 percent of the students had
been taught the mathematics necessary to answer the question correctly and
three-quarters of the teachers expected a performance level greater than that at-
tained.

The Panel was pleased with student achievement on the items in this top-
ic although it is dear that the relationships among common fractions, decimals,
and percents neej to be emphasized more.

Topic 2.4: Integers

Integers is a new topic for Grade 7 according to the revised curriculum.
Data from the teacher questionnaire indicate that for over half of the students
this topic was not taught prior to the assessment. The Interpretation Panel also
pointed out that at least one of the prescribed texts does not cover integer opera-
tions and that the supplemental material required may not be used by all teach-
ers. Given these factors, the relatively low student performance on many items,
particularly those involving computation with integers, is not surprising.

Students performed at the Interpretation Panel's expected level in identi-
fying an opposite and comparing the size of zert, with any negative number. Stu-
dents did not perform at the expected level on items that required them to identi-
fy the proper use of a negative number in describing a physical situation, to
compare temperatures, or to place a negative integer on the number line.

With regard to integer operations, two-thirds of the students correctly
added (-6) + 4 but less than a quarter of the students were able to correctly an-
swer simple integer multiplication or division questions. Surprisingly, student
performance on applications involving integers exceeded that on simple computa-
tions. Item B18 is typical of the three applications items. Almost half of the stu-
dents answered this item correctly. This was lower than Panel expectations but
double the performance on the multiplication and division items.



Item B18 The temperature went from 5°C to -7°C over a period of
2 days. What was the average temperature change per
day?

% of students

A) 4 degrees 45
B) -1 degree 16
C) I degree 17
D) 12 degrees 15
E) I don't know. 6

The Panel recommended that integers be taught earlier in the year and
that teachers make use of supplementary materials if ie topic is not adequately
covered in the text series used. They also suggested that integers be taught with
recerence to real-life situations as much as possible.

Summary

The Interpretation Panel fek that student achievement on decimals, com-
mon fraaions, and ratio, proportion, and percent was satisfactory but that
achievement in integers was below ?xpectations. Within each topic they had
some specific recommendations. In innicular, the Panel fek that decimal division
requires additional attention as do fraction concepts and the relationship among
fraction, decimal, and percent forms of rational numbers.

Poor performance on integer items may be due to the fact that many
teachers had not taught integers prior to the assessment in May. It also appears
from the teacher questionnaire data that a sizable proportion of teachers, approxi-
mately a quarter, feel that integer multiplication and division is a topic for later
grades. The Panel recommended that teachers ensure that they teach integers and
make use of suppkmenrary materials if the topic is not adequately a. vred in the
text series that they use.

Strand 3: Data Analysis

Data Analysis is a strand that has been given increased emphasis in the re-
cent curriculum revision. By the end of elementary school students should be
able to collect data from both primary and secondary sources, organize the data
into tables charts, and graphs, recognize bias, and discuss the use and misuse of
s-atistical information. Students should be able to classify data, interpret and dis-
cuss the reasonableness of results, solve problems with tables and graphs, and
solve problems involving simple statistical notions such as mean, median, and
mode. Student: are also expected to have a grasp of simple probability concepts.
The 17 items in the strand were organized into three topics which reflect those
specified in the Mathematics 1-8 Curriculum Guide (1987). Table 5-8 shows the
organization of items by topic.
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Topic Number of Mean Percent Number of 1

Items Correct Items meeting
Expectations

3.1 Collecting data 5 66 2

3.2 Organizing & displaying data 6 47 3

3.3 Interpreting data 6 52 4
Total 17 54 9

Topic 3.1: Collecting Data

In this topk students responded to items dealing with data collection by
probability experiment and questionnaire, recognition of the difference between
a population and a sample, and recognition of bias in data collection. Student
performance met Panel expectations on an item %r which one had to choose the
most appropriate spinner to conduct a probability experiment and on an item for
which students had to :dentify which population a sample represented. Student
performance was less than expected on two items regarding the construction ofa
questionnaire. Item C22 which is reproduced below is one of these items. Stu-
dents also did not perform as well as expected on an item involving a discussion
of bias in a sample.

Item C22 You are designing a questionnaire to determine the kinds
;A-pets that Grade 7 students have at home. Which ser of
questions is most appmpria:e to ask children outside a mo-
vie theatre?

96 of students
A) What grade ate you in?

What pets do you have? 67
B) Do you have a dog?

Do you have a cat? 11
C) How old are you?

What animals do you like best? 14
D) What pets do you own?

Are you a boy or a girl? 5
E) I don't know. 2

The Panel felt that student achievement was satisfactory overall, given the
complexity of the questions asked. It also appears from the teacher questionnaire
data that half of the students had not yet studied this material in class.

Topic 3.2: Organizing and Displaying Data

The six items in this topic assessed students' ability to construct a fre-
quency table, a bar graph, and a stem-and-leaf plot and to predict the outcomes
of a probability experiment. Student achievement reached Panel expectations on
the bar graph item and fell well short ofexpectations on constructing a table and
a stem-and-leaf plot. On the stem-and-leaf plot item, 1323, shown below, 42 per-
cent of the students those 'I don't know". This is in line with the data gathered
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from teacher questionnaires that show that 28 percent of the teachers believe that
this topic belongs in a subsequent year and a further 35 percent believe that it
dill not be taught at all.

Item 1)23 Here is a stem-and-leaf
tat. Which list of scores

5

plot of scores on a mathematics
matches the stem-and-leaf plot?

3
6 1 5 7
7 2 4 8
8 2 4 8
9 1

% of students
A) 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 5, 5, 7, 8
B) 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 9 12
C) 53, 61, 57, 72, 48, 83, 85, 91 14
D) 53, 61, 65, 67, 72, 74, 78, 82, 84, 88, 91 26
Et, I don't know 42

Students' performance on an item on which it was necessary to state all
the possible outcomts of the toss of two dice and on another item about the
probability of choosing a given ball from a bowl was below Panel expectations.
This poor performance may be explained by the fact that 40 percent of the teach-
ers claimed that this material would be covered later in the school year. A further
33 percent said that the material would be raught in a later grade or not at all.
The Panel stated that the mathematics necessary to complete the probability item
does not appear in one of the prescribed texts Sut rather in supplementary mate-
rial.

On the other hand, performance was up to Panel expectations on an item
where students had to choose the spinner that would produce a given table of
data. This item, C23, is shown below and is repeated from the 1985 Assessment.
The proportion of students choosing the correct answer was almost identical in
the two assessments.

Item C23 Sparky Spencer spun a spinner 100 times and made a record of

A)

C)

his results.
Outcome A A C

Number of .imes 55 30 15

Which spinner did he most likely use?

E ) I doe( know.

s)

D)

% of studeots
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

12
9

14

57
7

* (1985 - 56%)
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The Panel felt that mote time was needed to be devoted to the topic of
organizing and displaying data_ In particular teachers should recognize that mate-
rial not found in the text series should still be covered in supplementary material.
The Panel was also mindful of the fact that Data Analysis is a new topic in the
curriculum and that some time will probably be necessary for teachers to make a
transition fisom the old curriculum.

Topic 33: Interpreting Data

Three of the six items on this topic required students to interpret graphs
and the other three dealt with the notions of mean, median, and mode. Students
achieved at or above Panel expectations on the graph questions, even on a graph
where students had to read rainfall for two months from a combination bar and
line graph and then give the difference in the two rainfall figures.

On the three items involving mean, median, and mode, however, student
achievement was well below expectations. The mode item, B22, is reproduced
below. In this item a quarter of the students chose "I don't know". On the mean
item only 26 percent of the students correctly took the mean of 5 prices of sweat-
ers given. The Panel remarked that it was dear that students do not understand
the meaning of "mean" nor do they understand what "mode* is. In the final
item, assessing the meaning of the term median, although more than half of the
studenu selected the correct answer, tfw Panel remarked that it is possible that
the same results would have been obtained ifany of the terms mean, median, or
mode had been used as students may interpret any of those terms to mean "half
way. .

Item B1.2 The tally chart below shows the finishing times for the
first 18 runners in the 5.0 km run. What is the mode of
the finishing times?

im
17 min 11

18 min 1H
19 min 1

20 min
21 min 1

22 min 11

23 min 111

24 min 1 1 1 1 I

A) 5 minutes
B) 20 minutes
C) 22 minutes
D) 24 minutes
E) 1 don't know

% ofstudots
8

20
22
34
25
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Summary

It appears from both the student data and the responses to the teacher
qtxstionnaires that Data Analysis content is either left until the end ofthe year ornot covered at all. The Panel was pleased with student performance on collectingdata, but more time weds to be devoted to organizing and displaying data. Stu-dents can interpret data from tables and graphs but do not achieve at expectedlevels when dealing with mean, median, and mode. The Panel felt that one wayto improve student achievement in the Data Analysis strand would be for teach-ers to make a conscious effort to integrate Data Analysis concepts throughout thecurriculum and to use the terms mean, median, and mode consistendy throughout. Teachers also need to be aware that some material such as stem-and-leafplots may need to be covered using supplementary material if the text used doesnot contain it.

Strand 4: Geometry

Geometry is another strand which has received increased emphasis in therecent curriculum revision. Elements of transformational geometry are much
more prominent. The items in the Geometry strand show this emphasis.

Students in Grade 7 are expected to be able to classify and to identify fig-ures and parts of figures, both two and three dimensional, to use appropriate vo.cabulary, and to have an understanding ofcongruence and similarity. Students
are also expected to be able to transform figures by translating, reflecting, and ro-tating and to be able to locate points in the coordinate plane. Table 5-9 showsthe organization of items in the Geometry strand,

Topic Number of
tems

Mean Percent
Correct

Number of
Items meeting
Expectations

4.1 Properties 9 58 6
4.2 Similarity 9 48 7
4.3 Analytic geometry 5 40 0

Total 23 50 13

Topic 4.1: Properties

Student achievement was at or above Panel expectations on six of thenine items in this topic identifying the diameter ofa circle, measuring an anglewith a protractor, identifying congruent angles and the measures of congruent
angles, stating the definition ofan equilateral triangle, and stating the number ofedges on a cube.

Students had difficulty giving the number of pairs ofparallel planes in aright rectangular prism. Only 16 percent of the students gave 3 as the correct an-
swer, 52 percent of the students chose 6, the total number offaces on the prism.

Two problem-solving items were included in this topic. On both items

$
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kss than 40 percent of the students chose the correct iolution. For Item D30

which is reproduced below, over half of the teachers indicated that the mathe-

matics needed to answer this question correctly had not been taught prior to the

assessment. On the other probkm-solving item, where students were asked to

give the largest munber ofsmall sqtares dut could be constructed with 34 tooth-

picks, the Panel commented that this item may have been too time-consuming

for this type of test and that this kind of question was usually assigned as an "en-

richmen" question. This may indicate that problem-solving strategies are not be-

ing taught as a regular part of the mathematics curriculum.

Item D30 A path from P to Q can follow any route as long as it

stays on the lines. How many paths from P to Q make

exactly 3 turns?

(2
A) 0

% of students
16

B) 3 23
C) 5 17

D) 6 36
E) I don't know 8Mill

Overall the Panel was pleased with student performance on this topic al-

though they suggested that, to improve student knowledge of parallel planes,

teachers should use that vocabulary consistently in other are2S of the curriculum.

Topic 4.2: Similarity

Two of the nine items in this topic dealt with similar triangles and rectan-

gles, five items with transformational geometry, and one with lines of symmetry.

On one of the similarity items, A28 shown below, one-quarter of the students

chose "I don't know*. On another item where students were asked to give the

measure of an angle corresponding to an indicated angle in a similar triangle, 23

percent chose the answer *You cannot tell". It appears that a large proportion of
students had not been taught this content prior to the assessment.

Item A28 The two uiangles shown below are similar. What it the
missing length on the large triangle?

% of ssudents
A) 31/3 7
B) 71/2 10

C) 24 24
D) 30 12

E) I don't know 25



Student achievement reached Panel expectations on three of the five
items on transformational geometry. However the Panel predicted low perfor-
mance on these items. Item 330 which is reproduced below is typical of these
items. Panel members pointed out that spatial relationships are very difficult for
some students and that teachers may not treat transformational geometry serious-
ly as a topic in school mathematics. This last comment is borne out by informa-
tion from the teacher questionnaire which indicates that 30 percent or more of
the teachers wuuld not teach or did not plan to teach the mathematics necessary
to answer these items correctly.

Item B30 In which one of the following diagrams is the second fig-
ure a rotation of the first?

I don't know.

% of students
A) A 21
B) B 12
C) C 36
D) D 24
E) I don't know 6

On the final item in this topic students were asked to identify the lines of
symmetry in a rectangle. Forty-eight percent of the students chose the correct re-
sponse and another 40 percent chose the figure that showed the lines ofsymme-
try plus the two diagonals. This performance was lower than the Panel had ex-
pected.

In summary the Panel thought that students performed well but that
their achievement was hindered by the fact that concepts of similarity and trans-
formational geometry are given a low priority by many teachers. The Panel felt
that some teachers may fed uncomfortabk with the topic and that it is not con-
sidered important even though facility in geometry is valuable for other areas of
the curriculum and for many careers. They also felt that in order to teach trans-
formations effectively manipulative materials should be used.

Topic 4.3: Analytic Geometry

Four of the five items in this topic required students to locate points in
the lust quadrant of the coordinate plane. One of these items also required that
students predict the next point following in a pattern. On the fifih item students

.')
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had to describe with coordinates the result of a transformation.

Student performance on all items was lower than Panel expectations. A
large proportion of students reversed the order of the coordinates. Item A30 is
typical of the items and is reproduced below. Forty-six percent of the students
chose the correct response and 34 percent chose the response associated with the
coordinates in reverse order. On the questionnaire 52 percent of the teachers said
that they had taught this content during the school year and a further 34 percent
were planning to teach it later in the year.

Item A30 Which point has the coordinates (2,3)?

1 2 3 4

A)

B)

C)

D)

E) I don't know 7

% of students

P 46

Q 4

R 9

S 34

On the transformation item, students were asked to predict the coordi-
nates of a point after it had been flipped over a vertical line and then slid up two
places. Thirty-six percent of the students selected the correct response and 21
percent of the students chose 1 don't know". Information from the teacher ques-
tionnaire indicates that 38 percent of the teachers had not taught the mathemat-
ics necessary for students to answer correctly and a further 33 percent indicated
that the material would not be covered in the school year. The poor result is
therefore not surpriiing.

Summary

In summary. the Panel felt th.it the Geometry strand needed more em-
phasis by teachers and, as much as possible, geometry vocabulary and concepts
should be integrated with other curriculum. Transformational geometry needs
specific attention and teachers should be encouraged to teach this topic with ma-
nipulative materials. Student confusion over the order of coordinates needs to be
addressed. In addition, the Panel felt that there was a need for district-level in-
service on geometry.
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Strand 5: Measurement

By the end of Grade 7 students should be able to use the SI system of
measurement for length, area, volume and capacity, mass, time, and temperature.
Students should also be able to apply arithmetic operations to the computation
of perimeter, area, and volume and be able to convert from one unit to another.
Students should also be able to apply these skills and understandings. Table 5-10
shows the organization of the 16 items in the Measurement strand.

Topic Number of
Items

Mean Percent
Correct

Number of
Items meeting
Expectations

5.1 Length & area 6 55 2

5.2 Volume & capadty 5 49 2

5.3 Mass 5 45 1

Total 16 49 5

Topic 5.1: Length and Area

This topic contained six items. Student achievement did not quite meet
Panel expectations on the kern on which students had to calculate the perimeter
of an irregular figure. On two area items student performance was markedly be-
low expectations. Only 35 percent of the students correctly calculated the area of
a right triangle; 40 percent chose the distractor which was simply the product of
the lengths of the two legs of the triangle; this pattern of responses almost exactly
matches that from the 1985 Assessment. On the second area item, B33, repro-
duced below, 35 percent of the students answered correaly and the pattern of re-
sponses matches that of 1985 very dosely. The Panel pointed out that this item is
two-step application. Although students may know the formula for the area of a
rectangle. students are unable to apply it in a situation that involves more than

Item 1333 What is the area of the shaded portion of this figure?

OW1E1111111E1 Mid

15

-r
10

5 of itudents

A) 54 35 * (1985 - 3096)

B) 96 28

C) 120 11

D) 60 10

E) I don't know 14
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one step. Data from the reacher questionnaire indicates that well over 80 percent
of the teachers have taught tlw mathematics necessary for students to correctly
answer these items although about one-quarter of the teachers expected kss than
40 percent of the students to answer the items correctly.

Student achievement did exceed Panel expectation on two estimation
items. One item required students to estimate the thickness of a dime and the
other required them to estimate the area ofa classroom.

The remaining item, A34, which is reproduced below, is a difficult prob-
lem-solving item which required students to read carefully, perform arithmetic
operations, and convert among metric units of kngth. Drawing a diagram is a
problem-solving strategy that would be of help in this question. Forty-two per-
cent of the students answered this item correctly compared with a Panel expecta-
tion of between 55 percent and 60 percent.

Item A34 Daley's Fruit Stand is on the highway 400 m west of
Ash Street. Poplar Street is 1.2 km east of Ash Street
along the highway. How far is Daley's Fruit Stand
from Poplar Street?

% of students
A) 401.2 m 19
B) 520 m 14
C) 1.6 km 42
D) 5.2 km 11
E) I don't know 13

In summary, the Panel indicated that overall student achievement on this
topic was satisfactory particularly on the estimation items. Students had difficulty
with two-step applications and with computing the area ofa triangle.

Topic 5.2: Volume and Capacity

Student performance on items in this topic indicate that students know
the formula for the volume of a right rectangular prism and that they understand
some basic notions of capacity. However students were unable to apply these in a
two-step application. On Item A32, shown below, 39 percent of the students an-
swered correctly. The Panel indicated that there was a great deal of reading in-

Item A32 The excavation for a swimming pool is a rectangular hole
that is 10 in long. 3 in wide, and 3 m deep. A dumptruck
can carry 12m3 of fill. How many trudtloads did it take
to remove the fill from the excavation?

96 91 students

A) 3 22
B) 7 18
C) 8 39
D) 12 9
E) I don't know 12



volved in the problem and that some students would not know the meaning of
the word excavation.

This topic also contained a problem-solving item, B35, which is shown
below. Students were asked to compute the volume of the empty space inside a
cube with outside dimensions 5 cm on each edge and walls i cm thick. Twenty-
nine percent of the students selected the correct answer and a further 26 percent
chose the answer that onr would obtain by simply taking the cube of 4 cm.
Twenty-one pet.-ent chose "I don't know".

Item B35 The object below is made up of cubes that are i cm on
each side. The object is also hollow and the walls are only
one cube thick. What is the volume of the empty space
inside?

% of studenu

A) 9 cm3 11

B) 16 cm3 11

C) 27 cm3 29
D) 64 cm3 26
E) 1 don't know 21

The Panel felt that the results on thc items in this topic showed that stu-
dents knew the formulas for volume but had difficulty in applying them.

Topic 5.3: Mass

Sixty-eight percent of the students chose a grain of sand as the object hav-
ing a mass of about a milligram. This exceeded Panel expectations. Only about
half of the students could correctly convert 250 g to kilograms, however. This
was just under the Panel expectation. Eighty-five percent of the teachers indicat-
ed on the questionnaire that the mathematics necasary to answer this item cor-
rectly had been taught during the school year and a further 10 percent indicated
it had been taught in a previous year.

Two of the remaining three items were applications. On both items stu-
dent achievement was well below Panel expectations. Less than a third of the stu-
dents selected 1500 minutes as the greatest length of time compared with 15 000
seconds, 10 hours, and I day. Over half the students chose I day as the greatest
ls.ngth of time. Panel members commented that this was a poor item because stu-
dents had to do four computations in order to answer the item.

Fitt
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In the second application, given the mass of one nickel as 5 grams, 28
percent of the students correcdy identified the mass of $5.00 in nickels as 0.5 kg.
Student responses were evenly distributed among the remaining choices of 1 kg,
5 kg, and 50 kg; five percent chose "I don't know".

The final item in this topic. D34 was a problem-solving item. In explain-
ing the low percentage of students selecting the correct option, the Panel specu-
lated that students may have considered the second hand instead of the minute
hand when answering.

Item D34 The minute hand on a clock has made 16 complete revo-
lutions since noon. Approximately what angle does the
minute hand make with the hour hand?

% of students

A) 30° 15
B) 60' 18
C) 90° 29
D) 120' 23
E) 1 don't know 14

Performance on these items indicated students' difficulty with application
and probkm-solving items. The Panel commented that more work needs to be
done with conversion among metric units.

Summaty

Overall the Panel was satisfied that student performance was up to expec-
mtions on measurement items which involve computing areas of rectangles and
rectangular prisms, and on items involving estimation of length, area, and mass.
Student performance on problem-solving or applications of more than one step
was not up to expectations. The Panel also felt that there needs to be continued
emphasis on conversion among metric units and the formula for the area of a tri-
angle.

Strand 6: Algebra

At the Grade 7 level, students are introduced to the ideas of evaluating
expressions by substituting whole numbers for variables, writing algebraicequa-
tions to describe problem situations, and solving a viriety of simple equations.
The Algebra strand had 16 items which cover these topics. Table 5-I 1 shows the
organization of the items by topk.
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Topic Number of Mean Percent Number of
Items Correct Items meeting

Expectations
6.1 Expressions 8 50 1

6.2 Equations 8 58 4

Total 16 54 5

Topic 6.1: Expressions

There were eight items on this topic. Two of the items required students
to evaluate expressions by substituting whole numbers for variables. Students'
achievement on these items, C36 and C37, was 61 percent and 52 percenere-
spectively. This was less than Panel expectations but, given the difficulty that stu-
dents had in evaluating expressions using order ofoperations in Topic 1.31 the
performance appears reasonable and consistent with what teachers reported as ex-
pected achievement on the teacher questionnaire.

Four items required students to write an algebraic expression for a word
phrase. Student performance reached the Panel's expectations on one of the
items. Item 837 shown below is an example of these items. It should be noted
that data from the teacher questionnaires indicate that over a third of the stu-
dents have not yet been taught the mathematics necessary to answer these items
correctly.

Item B37 Which one of the following expressions represents twice a
number less 5?

% of students

A) 2x + 10 4
B) 2x 10 13
C) 2x - 5 57
D) 2x+ 5 9
E) I don't know 15

In one of the two remaining items, given that x was odd, 35 percent of
the students correctly identified x + 2 as the next odd number. In item A39
shown on the next page, students were asked to identify the rule given an input-
output tabk. Thirty-five percent of the students selected the correct answer.
More than a quarter of them chose "I don't known.

The Panel felt that, because this topic is new in the curriculum and be-
cause many teachers may have left Algebra to the end of the school year, students
are showing satisfactory performance. The Panel was of the opinion that this top-
ic should be receiving increasing attention.
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Item A39 When the input is x, the output is

INPUT OUTPUT

3 7
4 9
5 11

6 13
7 15
8 17

% of studenu

A) 19 11

B) 2x 1 14
C) 2x + 1 35
D) x 13
E) I don't know 26

Topic 6.2: Equations

Four of the eight items in this topic presented students with equations to
solve. Student performance fell short of Panel expectations with achievement
ranging from 74 percent on the item requiring students to solve n + 3 9 to 44
percent on the item .rd8 = 16. Teadwr questionnaire data show that about three-
quarters of the teachers had taught the mathematics necessary to answer each of
these items.

Student achievement, 73 percent, was above Panel expectations on Item
C39 which required students to construct an equation. On the other hand only
48 percent of the students livtat able to correctly translate the phrase "18 more
than a number equals 44" into an equation.

Item 09 Bobby had $15.00. He spent $10.80 at the record store
and received an amount c as change. Which of the fol-
lowing equations shows the correct relationship among
$15.00, $10.80, and c.

96 of students

A) c-$15.00 =$10.80 7
B) c + $15.00 = $10.80 7
C) $10.80 + $15.00 = c 6
D) $15.00 $10.80 = c 73
E) I don't know 8

One of the remaining items assessed whether or not students could cor-
rectly identify the proper first step for solving the equation 4x = 12 as dividing
both sides of the equation by 4. Student performance of 47 percent was below
Panel expectations.
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The final item, B40, was a problem-solving item. Forty-eight percent of
the students answered the item correctly, and this result met the Panel's expecta-
tions.

Item B40 Look at the diagram below. A cat weighs 2 kg. How
much does a dog weigh?

w

% of students

A) 4 kg 26
B) 8 kg 48 *

C) 16 kg 9
D) 24 kg 5
E) I don't know 10

Student performance met or exceeded Panel expectations on half of the
items in this topic. The Panel felt that student achievement will improve as teach-
ers become more Familiar with the curriculum and understand the relative em-
phasis that must be placed on Various topics.

Summary

Overall in the Algebra strand student achievement was lower than the
Panei's expectations. The Panel felt, however, that student achievement will im-
prove as teachers become more familiar with the curriculum. Data from the
teacher questionnaire indicated that a large proportion of students, between 20
percent and 40 percent, had not yet been taught algebra. In addition, as will be
seen later in the chapter, student achievement has improved on the algebra items
repeated from the 1985 Assessment.

Number Sense

In addition to the 138 items organized into the six strands, the Grade 7
booklets each contained an item designed to assess students' "Number Fense".
This may thought of as an ability to deal comfortably with fundamental notions
of number and chance, particularly an appreciation of very large and very small
numbers and simple probability concepts. For the numerate person this degree of
comfort eAtends beyond his or her ability to perform routine computations and
have confidence in the accuracy of his or her mults. The numerate person can
make reasonable approximations, estimate, and check the reasonableness of re-

s
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sults, particularly as the results apply to situations involving very large or very
small numbers.

There were four items in the Number Sense topic Two items dealt with
the concept ofa million as a very large number. In one item students were asked
to select among a number of akernatives that would be about a million. Just over
a third v. ::he students selected the correct response, that is, thenumber of tennis
balls needed to fill a dassroom. In a second item students were asked to predict
the height of a stack of one million pennies. Almost a quarter of the students
chose the answer 2 metres and less than 20 percent chose the correct answer of
2000 metres. Twenty-one percent chose "I don't know."

Less than a third of the students responded that if you divide any positive
number by a number greater that 2 then the answer will be less than half of the
original number. Twenty two percent of the students claimed that the answer
would be impossible to predict. On the final item, 61 percent of the students
chose the correa answer for the approximate man of a horse.

The results of the number sense items ir.tlicate that students in Grade 7
do not have a gord sense of very large numbers but that for situations that are
doser to their experience, such as the mass of a horse, most students can make a
reasonable approximation. This result is in line with student performance on
items B32, D3i, and D32 where students were required to estimate lengths, are-
as and masses of Emiliar objects. The Interpretation Panel suggested that more
and better items be developed to test students' number sense ana that teachers
teach more about the concepts oflarge numbers.

Problem Solving

The assessment booklets contained 9 items which, although organized
within topics, were examples of bun-routine problems. When faced with these
problems it is likely that students would understand the problem and recognize
the possibility of a solution but it is unlikely that students would know or bc able
to apply a routine procedure to solve the problem. The stude it would then have
to use a probkm-solving strategy, or heuristic, such as looking for patterns, mak-
ing a table or organized list, or solving a simpler problem.

Student achievement tended to be quite low on these items with one-half
or fewer of the students answering any item correctly. Given the inherent diffi-
culty of the items this is not surprising. It is encouraging, however, to note that
more than 10 percent of the students chose the "I don't known response on only
four out of the nine items. This indicates that students appear to be willing to at-
tarot non-routine problems.

OTL data from the teacher questionnaire on three problem-solling items
indicate that 70 percent of the teachers taught the mathematics necessary to an-
swer those items. Only one of those items. D30 shown previously, in Topic 4.1
does not make use of content from one of the other curricular strands. Thirty
percent of rhe teachers responded that the mathematics necessary to answer this
item had :lot and would not be taught during the Grade 7 year. Therefore the
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prominence of problem-solving strategies is questionable even though the Curric-
ulum Guide estimates a time allotment of 12 percent of instructional time in
mathematics classrooms.

Changes in Achievement

The 1990 Mathematia Assessment provided an opportunity to examine
changes between the achievement of Grade 7 students in 1985 and those in
1990. To measum any changes in achievement eight change categories were con-
structed. Each category contained no kwer than five items which appeared on
both the 1985 and the 1990 Assessments. The change categories and the number
of items in each are summarized in Table 5-12.

Change Category Numtni ol
Items

Mean percent Mean percent
correct 1985 correct 1990

Whole Numbers 6 66 67
Fractions 6 50 49
Decimals 6 63 67
Ratio, Proportion, & Percent 5 64 66
Measurement 5 47 54
Geometry 5 48 49
Algebra 5 47 54
Statistics 5 55 59
Total 43 55 58

Student achievement was 2.8 percent greater in 1990 on the items repeat-
ed from the 1985 Assessment. This result is particularly encouraging in that the
student achievement has increased in seven of the eight change categories.
Achievement is lower only in the fractions category, an area which has been given
less emphasis in the revised curriculum. Some of the improvements are striking.
Achievement in the measurement and algebra categories is t? by 7 percentage
points each and up by four points in the statistics and decima! categories. Alge-
bra, statistics, and decimals are each receiving increased emphasis in the revised
curriculum.

Reporting Categories

Students' achievement in mathematics is the result of a great many fac-
tors. In a report of this length it is not possible to discuss the relationships among
many of these factors, nor is it possible to describe even a very few in depth. In
this section student achievement in relation to gender, attitudes, and classroom
practices is briefly reviewed. No attempt is made to imply a cause-and-effect rela-
tionship; the assessment was not designed for that purpose. It remains for fol-
low-up studies to examine trends and seek these relationships.

I 4
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Gender Difkrences

Differences between the sexes in mathematical achievement has been, and
continues to be, an area of intetest to mathematics educators. Boys' and girls' per-
formances were esseneally identical on the entire set of items and differences
within strands were less than rwo percent on all strands except for Measurement,
in which the boys outperformed the girls by a margin of four percent. Girls per-
formed slightly better in the Whole Numbers Strand while boys did better in Ra-
tional Numbers and Measurement. These trendsare in rough agreement with the
1985 Assessment results. The results are summarized in Table 5-13.

Strand Boys
% correct

Girls
% correct

Strand I: Whole Numbers 60 62
Strand 2: Rational numbers 57 55
Strand 3: Data Analysis 52 53
Strand 4: Geometry 50 49
Strand 5: Measurement 49 45
Strand 6: Algebra 53 54

Total Strands (138 items) 54 54

Total Test (142 items induding number sense) 53 53

Students' Attitudes

Across all strands, those students who responded positively to the "Math-
ematics and Jobs* scale had higher achievement that those students who respond-
ed negatively. Similarly, on all forms in each strand, those students who reported
topics as important, easy, or enjoyable had higher achievement than students
who reported topics as unimportant, difficult, or unenjoyabk. The only excep-
tion to this rule is that on Form B of the instruments. Students who reported
fractions as not important scored as well as students who reported them as impor-
tanr.

Classroom Practices

The assessment instruments gathered information about the frequency of
classroom practices as reported by the students. When analyzed according to
both achievement within strand and by total test score, the pattern of achieve-
ment in each strand by frequency of dassroom practice matches the pattern of to-
tal test achievement by frequency of classroom practice. Therefore, in this section
only total test score is discussed in relation to dassroom practices. It should be
pointed out, however, dut the differences in achievement are less than ten per-
centage points between any two reporting categories.

There were nine classroom practices on which students were asked to re-
port. The frequency of use of four of these practices is strongly associated with in-
crmsed achievement, that is, the more frequent the reported practice, the higher
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the achievement. These practices are teacher helping individual students, review
of homework, use of blackboard or overhead projector, and students working in-
dividually. Over 90 percent of the students reported these activities taking place
at least sometimes and over 75 percent reported them as often or almost every
day.

Frequency of calculator use and of working in small groups is not asso-
ciated with a particular trend in achievement. StWents did about as well no mat-
ter how frequently these activities take place.

Students who reported that quizzes or tests are rarely or never given had
lower achievement than students who reported quizzes or tests sometimes, often,
or almost every day. Eighty-four percent of the students reported quizzes or tests
as sometimes or often compared with 11 percent who report rarely or never.

Very few students, approximately 5 percent, reported use of manipulative
materials such as blocks and counters or use of computers as often or every day.
These students had lower achievement than other students.

Summary

The 1990 Grade 7 assessment instruments consisted of four student
booklets each containing 40 achkvement items drawn from a pool of 138 items
grouped into eighteen topics in six strands. Six items were repeated on all forms
of the student booklets. The booklets also containcd fourteen items designed to
gather data on student background, attitudes, and classroom practices. All _f the
achievement items covered topics currently prescribed in the British Columbia
mathematics curriculum for Grade 7. An additional four items assessed what was
termed as "number sense". Forty-three of the achievement items were repeated
from the 1985 Mathematics assessment and provided data with which to com-
pare student achievement between the two Assessments.

Background Information

Ninety-five percent of the students who wrote the Grade 7 assessment
were either 12 or 13 years old and almost evenly split between boys and girls with
boys slightly outnumbering girls. Ninety-three percent of the students were en-
rolled in the regular Grade 7 program. Early French Immersion, Late French Im-
mersion, and Programme-cadre de franfais enroll four percent, two and a half per-
cent, and one-half percent respectively. The booklets were translated into French
for those students whose mathematics instruction was given in French. About 5
percent of the students responded t( the French booklets.

Almost all students agreed that one must be able to do mathematics to
get a good job and that most peopk use mathematics in their jobs. Less than half
of the students would like to have a job that requites them to use math. When
questioned about various topics in school mathematics, students indicated that
although all of the topics listed were important, the traditional topics of basic
facts and computation with fractions and decimals were of the greatest impor-
tance. Students find learning to use calculators, computation, and estimation as
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the easiest topia and learning problem solving strategies, and geometry as the
most difficult These attitudes were consistent with data collected in the 1985 As-
sessment.

Students' responses to items dealing with classroom practices indicate
that most mathematics classes were fairly traditional with time for review of
homework, teacher lecture, and individual work with teacher help. Little use of
manipulative materials, calculators, or computers was reported.

Achievement Results

The 142 achievement items were distributed almost equally among stu-
dent forms by strand. The items each had five answer options, the last of which
was "I don't know".

Whole Numbers. The Interpretation Panel felt that student performance
on the items in the Whole Numbers Strand indicated that students understood
place value concepts and could calculate with whole numbers and apply arithme-
tic operations with whole numbers to real-world situations. Students' perfor-
mance was not as strong in the Theory of Numbers topk. This may be due to a
perception on the part of teachers that this toric is not important. The Panel rec-
ommended that teachers spend more time teaching students how to evaluate ex-
pressions involving the order of operations, particularly with implied multiplica-
tions. Students had difficulty with estimation and the Panel also recommended
that teachers empha.size techniques for estimating answers.

Rational Numbers. Student achievement on items in the decimal frac-
tions, common fractions, and ratio, proportion, and percent topics was generally
considered reasonable although it appeared that students had difficulty with deci-
mal division and need extra emphasis placed on the relationships among decimal
fractions, common fractions, and percents. In addition, the Panel felt that stu-
dent performance on some Common Fractions items was poorer than it should
have been and speculated that this may be due to the facr that fractions are re-
ceiving less emphasis in the revised curriculum. The Panel felt that teachers need
to take more care in teaching fractions concepts.

Student achievement on the items in the Integers topic was felt to be
quite poor. It appeared from data on the teacher questionnaires that a sizable pro-
portion of teachers, approximately one-quarter, did not consider integer muhipli-
cation and division to be within the Grade 7 curriculum. This content is not cov-
eted in one of the prescribed texts. The Panel strongly recommended that
teachers ensure they teach integers and make use of supplementary materials if
the content is not adequately covered in the text series they use.

Data Analysis. Data Analysis is receiving increased emphasis in the re-
vised curriculum. Generally the Panel was pleased with students' ability to collect
data and to interpret data from tables and graphs. Students did not reach expect-
ed levels of performance on items dealing with mean, median, and mode. The
Panel suggested that teachers should make an effort to integrate Data Analysis
concepts throughout the curriculum and to use the terms mean, median, and

1



mode consistently throughout. Students did not perform well on items in the Or-
ganizing and Displaying Data topic As with the case of integers, over a quarter of
the teachers felt that some data analysis topics are not part of the curriculum and
that they are not covered in one of the prescribed texts. The Panel recommended
that teachers devote more time to the topic of organizing and displaying data and
make use of supplementary materials for content that is not adequately covered
in the text.

Geometry. Student achievement on items involving vocabulary and prop-
erties of figures was generally satisfactory but students had a great deal of difficul-
ty with items dealing with similarity and transformational geometry. It was the
Panel's opinion that transformational geometry was given low priority by many
teachers. This opinion was substantiated by data from the teacher questionnaires.
On items involving coordinates, many students reversed the order of the number
pairs.

In summary. the Panel felt that the Geometry strand needs more empha-
sis by teachers, that geometry concepts and vocabulary should be integrated into
other curriculum areas, that transformational geometry needs specific attention,
and that teachers should be encouraged to teach this topic with manipulative ma-
terials. The Panel also recommended that districts provide in-service on geome-
try.

Measurement. Overall student performance in this strand was up to Pan-
el expectations. Students did well on items involving the estimation of length,
area, and mass, computing areas of rectangles, and computing the volumes of
right rectangular prisms. The Panel felt that there needs to be continued empha-
sis on conversion among metric units and on the formula for the area of a trian-
gle.

Algebra. Student achievement on most items in the Algebra strand did
not meet Panel expectations. Students had difficulty translating a word phrase to
algebra and in determining the appropriate rule illustrated in an input-output t2-
ble. Performance was also generally less than expected on equation-solving items.
The Panel felt, however, that student achievement will improve as teachers be-
come more familiar with the curriculum. Data from the teacher questionnaires
indicated that a large proportion of students had not yet been taught algebra be-
fore the assessment was given.

Number Sense. The student booklets each contained an item designed to
assess students' number sense. This may be broadly defined as the ability to deal
comfortably with fundamental notions of number and chance including the ap-
preciation of very large and very small numbers. Number sense extends beyond
an ability to perform routine computations and have confidence in the accuracy
of results to the ability to make reasonable approximations, estimate, and check
the reasonableness of results.

The results from the four items indicated that Grade 7 students did not
have a very good sense of very large numbers, but that for situations closer to
their experience students could make reasonable approximations. The Panel felt
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that the items used to assess number sense could be improved and that number
sense should continue to be assessed.

Applications. Within each strand there were items which required stu-
dents to apply concepts and operations to situations that illustrate or approximate
real-life situations. Students were found to perform quite well on items that re-
quired only a single step. Students had much lower achievement for those items
which required more than one step.

Problem-solving, The student booklets contained 9 items which were
non-routine problems. To reach solutions for these problems students would not
have recourse to a standard procedure or algorithm and would likely have to ap-
ply a general problem-solving strategy. These items were difficult and half or few-
er of the students answered any one of them correctly. It is encouraging to note,
however, that in general few students chose the MI don't know" response. Stu-
dents appear to be willing to attempt these types of problems but it is probable
that problem-solving is being allocated less than the 12 percent of the total in-
structional time that the Curriculum Guide recommends for problem-solving.

Changes in Achievement. Forty-three items from the 1985 Assessment
were repeated on the 1990 assessment. These items war grouped into 8 catego-
ries. Student achievement was overall 2.8 percentage points higher in 1990 and
improved in all of the categories except for the Fractions category. The improve-
ments range from a high of seven percentage poincs in Measurement and Algebra
to one point in Whole Numbers and Geometry.

Reporting Categories. Boys' and girls' performance was essentially identi-
cal overall and differences within strands were less than two percent on any
strand except Measurement on which boys outperformed girls by four percentage
points. Students with positive attitudes towards mathematics had higher achieve-
ment than those who do not have positive attitudes.

Frequency of four of the nine classroom practices on which students were
asked to report is strongly associated with increased achievement. These practices
are: teacher helping individual students, review of homework, use of blackboard
or overhead projector, and students working individually. Frequency of calculator
use and of working in small groups are not associated with a particular trend in
achievement. Students who reported that quizzes or tests are rarely or never given
had lower achievement than students who reported quizzes or tests being given
sometimes, often, or almost every day. Very few students reported frequent use of
manipulative materials or use of computers. These students had lower achieve-
ment than other students.

t



Grade 10 Results

Alan R. Taylor

Students enrolled in Grade 10 have a choice of two mathematics courses:
Mathematics 10 and Mathematics 10A. The two courses are very different from
one another, so it would not be reasonable to have both groups of sttuknts re-
spond to exactly the same sets of achievement items. For that reason, separate
item pools based on the curriculum were developed, and the Grade 10 mutts are
reported here in three categories: common items to which all Grade 10 students
responded, items designed specifically for Math 10 students, and items designed
for Math 10A students.

The chapter begins with a brief discussion of the instruments which were
used. This is followed by a description of the student population and their future
plans, and a discussion of students' perceptions of the teaching and learning of
mathematics. The next section deals with student achievement, and results are
presented separately for each of the three student groups. The chapter includes a
discussion of change in achievement over time, results related to gender and type
of program, and achievement in the area of problem solving.

Achievement is reported at three levels of aggregation: strand, topic, and
achievement category; and the expectations of the Interpretation Panel are in-
cluded with these results. Their recommendations were arrived at through a pro-
cess which involved a review of achievement results on the basis of expected and
desired levels of performance on each test item. On the basis of these relation-
ships and the personal and pmfessional judgments of its members, the Panel
identified results of particular interest.

Description of the Instruments

A total of 240 achievement items was divided among four test booklets,
whids were distributed randomly within each classroom. Each booklet consisted
of 20 common items, 20 Math 10 items, and 20 Math 10A items. All students
responded to the common items, and either the set intended for Math 10 or the
one for Math 10A. Students were permitted to use calculators when responding
to items at the Grade 10 level.

Test items were designed to measure student achievement in five different
strands, each divided into two or more topics. The list of strands and topics is
shown on the next page. Strands and topics were based on the outcomes for each
program as described in the Mathematics Curriculum Guide (Ministry of Educa-
tion, 1988). The weightings for each strand, by program, are summarized in Fig-
ure 6-1 on page 145.

Organization of Achievement Items

Achievement items had five response choices: the correct answer, three
plausible but incorrect answers, and the "I don't know* option. Items were ei-
ther newly developed or else selected fnam a number of other sources during the
spring of 1989. Among the sources used for the selection of items were: the Na-
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Strand Topic

1. Number and Operations 1.1 Whole Numbers
1.2 Rational Numbers
1.3 Irrational Numbers

2. Data Analysis 2.1 Organizing Data
2.2 Interpreting Data
2.3 Probability

3. Geometry 3.1 Properties of Figures
3.2 Right Triangies
3.3 Analytic Geometry
3.4 Trigonometry

& Similar Triangles
3.5 Formal Proofs

4. Measurement 4.1 Perimeter
4.2 Area
4.3 Volume

5. Algebra 5.1 Expressions
5.2 Equations

tional Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) in the United States, the Sec-
ond International Mathematics Study, and previous provincial assessments of
mathematics in British Columbia. Items from earlier provincial assessments were
included to enable some comparisons over time to be made.

The number of items developed or selected in this way was twice as large
as those which appeared on the final forms. All items were reviewed by the Advi-
sory Committee at several stages of development. Review Panels were convened
in several locations throughout the province during the spring of 1989, and these
provided additional input into the content and format of the items. Late in the
fall of 1989 these items were pilot tested in a sample of classrooms across the
province. Based on earlier reviews, as well as the psychometric properties identi-
fied at the pilot stage, approximately half the items were selected to appear on the
final forms.

Achievement items within each strand were designed to measure out-
comes at three cognitive behavior levels: knowledge, comprehension, and applica-
tion or problem solving. Test items were distributed equal!) across forms in an
attempt to make them as parallel as possible. This was done by assigning items so
that the weightings for topics and cognitive behavior levels were the same for
each form. In order to make the forms equal in diffkulty, p-values of items were
estimated on the basis of pilot test results from the previous fall.

The distribution of items by strand is shown in Figure 6-1. The compo-
sition for Math 10 and Math 10A is each shown separately.
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Thirty percent of the items measured outcomes at each of the knowledge
and comprehension levels, with the remaining 40 percent aimed at the applica-
tion or problem-solving level. Although the proportion of items measuring out-
comes at each cognitive behavior level was approximately the same for both
courses, some significant difkrences existed in the respective weightings of
strands. For example, more than twice as many items were used to measure
Number and Operations in Math 10A as in Math 10: 33 percent compered to 15
percent, respectively. This difference was duc to the much greater emphasis
placed on this strand in the Math 10A curriculum. On the other hand, the Math
10 curriculum places a greater emphasis on topics in geometry and algebra. As a
result, the weightings for these two strands were greater for Math 10 than for
Math 10A.

Each booklet included a background section in which students responded
to questions related to their backgrounds and future plans, perceptions of the val-
ue of mathematics in the workplace and topics in mathematics, and how they
learn mathematics in the classroom. Background information involved questions
on gender, age, program, and course, whereas information on future plans in-
cluded which courses students planned to take in Grades I I and 12 and what
they planned to do after leaving secondary school.

A series of three questions dealt with mathematics in the workplace. Stu-
dents were asked the extent to which they agreed that you have to be able to do
mathematic, to get a good job, that most people use mathematics in their jobs.

and that they would like a job where mathematics is used. A series of questions
related to particular topics in mathematics asked students for their perceptions of
how important, difficult, and enjoyable they found them to be. In responding to
questions related to how they learnrd mathematics, students reported on the fre-
quency with which the following activities occurred in their classrooms: teacher
lectures, small group discussions, teacher working with individuals, individuals
working on their own, use of calculators, computers, and concrete materials, dis-
cussion of homework, and administration of quizzes and tests.
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Description of the Population

All students who were either enrolled in Grade 10 or in a mathematics
course at that grade level were required to complete one of the assessment book-
lets. Those who received mathematics instruction in French wrote a translated
version of the booklets. Students in the following categories were excluded: de-
pendently handicapped, moderately mentally handkaprd, severely and pro-
foundly handicapped, and autistic. A more detaikd discussion of the distribution
of test booklets and return rates is contained in Chapter 2.

Gender and Age

Approximately 31 500 booklets were returned. Of these 50.5 percent
were completed by males and 49.5 percent by females. The vast majority of stu-
dents (89 percent) were either 15 or 16 years of age at the time of writing. Re-
sults showed that one percent were younger than 15 and ten percent were older
than 16.

Program and Course

Students were asked which program they were enrolled in: the regular
program in English, French immersion, or Programme-cadre defranois. Results
showed that 96 percent were in the regular program in English, three percent
were in French immersion and one percent were in Programme-cadm defraneais.
These programs were, for the most part, offered in either a full year (10-month)
or a semestered organization. The proportion of students enrolled in each type of
organization was as follows: 75 percent in a 10-month program and 23 percent
in a semestered one. The balance of students were either not taking a mathemat-
ics course in the current year or were enrolled in a mathematics program orga-
nized in some other way.

The vast majority of students in Grade 10, 95 percent, were enrolled in
either Mathematics 10 or Mathematics 10A at some time during the year. The
proportion of Grade 10 students in each course was as follows: Mathematics 10,
70 percent and Mathematics 10A, 25 percent. Of the rest, one percent were en-
rolled in a mathematics course at the Grade 9 level, two percent in a Grade 11
kvel course and two percent in a mathematics course not listed a' lng the op-
tions provided on the form. These results show that, of those students taking a
Grade 10 level mathematics course, slightly more than one quarter were enrolled
in Math 10A and almost three quarters were enrolled in Math 10.

Students v...re asked what made them decide to take the mathematics
course they were currently enrolled in. The two most popular responses were that
they decided on their own and that it was required fi,r the next mathematics
course.

Future Plans

information on the future plans of students dealt with two main areas:
the mathematics courses they planned to take in Grades 11 and 12, and their
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plans after leaving secondary school. The question on mathematics courses asked
students to mark all options that applied whereas the one on postsecondary plans
requested a single response. Results for the question on future courses are shown
in Table 6.1.

Course Percent of Students

Math 11 66
Math 11A 13
Intro Math 11 23
Intro. Accounting 11 11

Math 12 44
Survey Math 12
Enriched Math 11

These results show that a significant number of students plan to continue
with the study of mathematics into their Grade 12 year. For example, 45 percent
selected either Math 12 or Survey Math 12, and 11 percent indicated further
study in enriched courses. The Fact that 23 percent of students selected Inuoduc-
tory Math 11 indicates that this course may provide a viable pathway leading to-
ward NI.ith 12 for students who are either in the Math 10A program or those in
Math 10 who wish to improve their skills before enrolling in Math 11.

Four percent of students indicated that they planned to take either a
Grade 10 level course or no course, and 6 percent reported they planned to take a
mathematics course not included among the options. The following examples
were included with the Enriched Math option: Advanced Placement, Interna-
tional Baccalaureate, and calculus.

The majority of students plan to continue their education after leaving
secondary school. Most plan to enter either university, 34 percent, or attend a
commuaity college in a university transfer program, 11 percent. Further career-
related training was planned by 18 percent who selected options as follows: at-
tend a business school or technical college, six percent, a vocational, art or trade
training school, five percent; or a community college in a career program, seven
percent. Approximately ten percent plan to take a year offand then either return
to school, nine percent, or else look for a job, one percent.

Based on these results, a very high percentage of students plan to contin-
ue on with their education immediately after completion of high school or within
one year following. For example, 72 percent plan further study: 45 percent uni-
versity-related; and 27 percent either business or trade-related, or following one
year out of school. It is interesting that only four percent have plans to look for a
full-time job immediately after completion of high school. Fifteen percent, on
the other hand, were undecided.
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Mathematics in the Workplace

Three questions dealt with students' perceptions of the importance of
mathematics in getting and keeping a job. They asked students if om has to be
able to do mathematics to get a good job, if most people use mathematics in their
jobs and if they would like a job where mathematics is needed after leaving
school. They responded on a five-point scale ranging from "Strongly Disag:ee" to
"Strongly Agree". Results are shown in TAle 6-2.

Agree Disagree

You have to be able to do math to get a good job. 75 16
Most peopk use math in their jobs. 72 14
After completing school, I'd like
a job where I have to use math

30 35

The majority of students agreed there was need for mathematics to get a
good job, and that math is used in most jobs. For example, 75 percent thought
you needed mathematics to get a good job whereas 16 percent felt that it was not
necessary. Similar results were found for the second statement where 72 percent
felt most people use mathematics in their jobs compared to only 14 percent who
disagreed. A significant difference, however, is found in the response pattern for
the third statement. Only 30 percent of the students indicated that they would
like a job where they had to use mathematics after leaving school while 35 per-
cent indicated that they did not. More than 34 percent, however, w,8-e undecided
on this statement compared to only nine percent and 14 percent on the first and
second statements respectively.

These results show the majority of students recognize that mathematics is
needed to ge t. a good job and that most people use mathematia in their jobs.
Few students had no opinion on these statements. It is possible, however, that
some students may not have been realistic in their ratings for these questions. For
example, of those who disagreed to the first two cf. Irrments, some may have cho-
sen those options based on their opinion of the suu)cct, rather than on its utility
in the workplace.

The low rating on the third question appears to contradict results for the
first two. For example, if the majority of students agree that mathematics is need-
ed for and used in a good job, it is reasonable to expect that they would like a job
where they use mathematics, given they wish to have a good job after leaving
school. This result supports the likelihood that attitude toward the subject has an
effect on responses to these questions.

Topics in School Mathematics

Previous studies (Robitaille & O'Shea, 1985; Kifer & Robitaille, 1989)
have shown that students' opinions about the content of their mathematics
course have provided useful insights into the teaching and learning of the subject.
Nine topics were selected from the curriculum and students were asked to indi-
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cate how important, easy, and enjoyable each was. Results are summarized in Fig-
ure 6-2.
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Students considered fractions, decimals, and percent to be the most im-
ponant topic with 87 percent rating it as either important or very important.
Other topics with high importance ratings were problem solving, 75 percent, and
estimating answers, 67 percent. The lowest importance rating was assigned to
trigonometry with a rating of only 39 percent. This Was closely followed by
working with exponents at 44 percent, and geometay at 48 percent. These results
show that students in Grade 10 consider only arithmetic and problem solving to
be highly important topics.

Area, perimeter, and volume; working with exponents; estimating an-
swers; and fractions, decimals and percent were rated as the easiest topics. On
the other hand, trigonometry, data analysis, and problem solving were considered
the most difficult. It is of interest that although students found problem solving
to be one of the more difficult topia, they had given it a high importance rating.
The opposite occurred with the topic on working with exponents, rated as easy
but of low importance.

Ratings for enjoyment were less positive than those for either importance
or difficulty. For example, the highest rating, which was for fractions, decimals,
and percent, was only 51 percent. The lowest ratings, on the other hand, were for
data analysis, 26 percent, and trigonometry, 30 percent.

Although ratings for both the enjoyment and easiness of data analysis
were low, students did not consider the topic unimportant. For example, only
ten percent rated it in this category. Ratings for trigonometry, however, were low

r 't
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across all three dimensions_ These results suggest that students rend to rate Famil-
iar topics and those with applications which are obvious to them more highly
than topics which are either new or else ofa more abstract nature.

Classroom Practices

The recently revised mathematics curriculum includes a number of
changes which could Aka the way in which teachers organize their classrooms.
For example, the focus on problem solving and the recommended use of techno-
loeical aids likely have had an impact on dx activities used by teachers in the
teaching-learning process. In order to collect information on this, students re-
sponded to nine items that dealt with perceptions of the frequency with which
certain activities took place in their dassmoms duringa typical week

In responding to these questions, students were provided the following
options: "almost every period', "often", "sometimes". "rarely", and "never". Re-
sults, shown in Table 6-3, are listed under two categories: "Frequently' and ^Sel-
dom". The first category shows the percent of students who selected either "al-
most every period" or "often" while the second one consists of the combined
responses to "rarely" and "never*.

Activity Frequently Seldom

Homework reviewed and discussed 75 12
Quizzes or tests administered 69 4
Teacher lectures, notes are taken 63 19
Teacher helps individual students 54 18
Students wr. rk individually 78 8
Students work in small groups 18 65
Calculators are used 72 9
Computers are used 4 93
Concrete materials are used 5 82

Traditional activities associated with direct instruction continue to occur
frequently in mathematics classrooms. For example, students reported that the
following activities occur frequently: homework review, quizzes and tests, and
teacher lectures. On the other hand, small group work and the use of concrete
materials, which can be associated with cooperative learning, seldom occur.

The infrequent use of computers is of particular interest. This may be
due to a lack of good software as well as the common practice of establishing
computer labs in secondary schools which appear not to be used by mathematics
classes very often. These findings may be counterbalanced, however, through the
frequent use of calculators. A significant shift has occurred in this area since the
last mathematics assessment. For example, in 1985, 64 percent of students re-
ported they seldom used a calculator in school compared to only nine percent in
1990. Th e. current curri.:.ulum guide encourages the use of calculators and it ap-
pears that many teachers have followed this direction.
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Amievement results are reported here for each of three groups: all stu-
dents, Math 10A students, and Math 10 students. The mean percent correct for
items in each topic is shown, in addition to the number of items which met ex-
pectations of the Interpretation Panel. Panelists arrived at expectations for stu-
dents in each of the two courses, but none were determined for combined results
from both groups of students.

Strand 1: Number and Operations

This strand was partitioned into three topics: Whole Numbers, Rational
Numbets, and Irrational Numbers. All students responded to items measuring
whole number and rational number outcomes, whereas only Math 10 students
alkswered questions related to irrational numbers. Results, by topic, for each of
the three student categories are shown in Table 6-4.

Topic Number of
Items

Mean Percent
Correct

Number of Items
Meeting Expectations

Part 1 - All Students
1.1 Whole Numbers
1.2 Rationals

Total

6
5
11

53
67
59

n/a
n/a
n/a

Part 2 - Math 10A Students
1.1 Whole Numbers 15 45 6
1.2 Rationals 28 40 4

Total 43 42 10

Part 3 - Math 10 Students
1.1 Whole Numbers 6 59 3
1.2 Rationals 5 72 2
1.3 Irrationals 6 45 1

Total 17 58 6

Topic 1.1: Whole Numbers

The Whole Numbers topic consisted of six items which we:c written by
all students and an additional nine written only by Math 10A students. Results
ranged from a low of 45 percent for Math 10A students to 59 percent for those
in Math 10. The combined result on the six common items was 53 percent.
Math 10A students met or exceeded expectations on six of the 15 items and
Math 10 students attained that level on three of the six items tIwy wrote.

Item A01, which follows, is a typical question from this section, written
by all students.

t ,
; I
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Item A01 Simpli6r: 30 4 (8 2)
% of students

All Grade 10 Math 1OA Math 10
A) 0 2 2 2

B) 20 8 17

C) 156 33 51 27
D) 6 53 24 64
E) I don't know. 3 6 2

While the majority of students in Math 10 selected the correct answer,
those in Math 10A did poorly. Based on then results, teachers of Math 10A
should spend more time on simplifying numerical expressions which involve re-
moving brackets with negative leading coefficients.

Topic 1.2: Rational Numbers

The topic of Rational Numbers included five common items, and an ad-
ditional 23 for Math 10A. Results from all students in Grade 10 showed a mean
of 67 percent on the common items. This compared with means of 72 percent
for Math 10 and 40 percent for Math 10A. The Interpretation Panel's expecta-
tions were met or exceeded on four items in Math 10A and two in Math 10.

A typical item from this topic, which was common, follows.

Item C04 Wendy bought 3 record albums on sale. The regular price was
$7.24 each 2nd the sale price was $1.50 off each record. If she
paid 694 sales tax on her total purchase, how much money did she
spend?

96 of students

MI Grade 10 Math 10A Math 10

A) $17.22 6 10 5

B) $17.91 79 67 83
C) $21.72 5 9 4
D) $22.91 4 6 3
E) I don't know. 5 8 4

This item was done well by all students and results fripM both groups
were higher than expected by the Interpretation Panel. Math 10A students, how-
ever, experienced difficulty with other items on this topic which involved scientif-
ic notation and mixed number fractions. On the other hand, they did relatively
well on business-related questions involving percent, when they were restricted to
whole numbers.
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Topic 1.3: Irrational Numbers

This topic consisted of six items, written only by Math 10 students. The
mean percent correct was 45 and results met or exceeded expectations of the In-
terpretation Panel on only one item. These items involved operations with nu-
merical expressions under rhe radical sign. A typical example, which appeared as
Item C41, is shown below.

Item Cd I Find the sum in simAest radical form.

% of students

All Grade 10 Math IOA Math 10

A) 5113- 48 *

B) 439 .... 31

C) 15 4
D) 346- 8

E) I don't know. 9

Only 48 percent of students answered this item correctly, relar;vely poor
by the standards of the 'nterpretation Panel. One reason why results were lower
than expected on this set of items is that some teachers had not taught the mate-
rial. For example, the opportunity to learn results submitted by teachers showed
that 19 percent had not taught the content needed to answer this question and
did not plan to during the current year. Yet this material is part of the curricu-
lum.

Summary

The mean score for items written by all students in the Number and Op-
erations strand was 59 percent. For items written only by Math 10A students
the mean score was 42 percent, and 58 percent for those written only by students
in Math 10. Overall, Math 10A students met the Panel's expectations on ten out
of 43 items while those in Math 10 attained this level on six out of 17.

For the most part. students did well on items which involved consumer
applications, order of operations and simplifying numerical expressions with posi-
tive integer exponents. Difficulty was experienced by many, however, in nivver-
ing items which involved simplification of numerical expressions with negative
integer exponents and on those which required recognition and extension ofa
numerical pattern. Math IOA students, in particular, did not do well on items in-
volving fractions and mixed numbers, and those involving scientific notation.
Students in Math 10 found similar difficulty with items which dealt with num-
bers under a radical sign.

Strand 2: Data Analysis

Data Analysis as a separate strand is new in the recently revised mathe-
matics cui..culum in British Columbia. As a result, student achievement and op-
portunity to learn information from teachers is of particular interest. The strand
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was divided into three topics: Organizing Data, Interpretation of Data, and Prob-
ability. A total of 29 items, seven of which were common, were administered to
the two groups. Results are summarized in Table 6-5.

Topic Number of Mean Percent Number of Items
Items Correct Meeting Expectations

Part 1 - All Students
2.2 Interpret Data 4 51 n/a
2.3 Probability 3 39 Wa

Total 7 46 Wa

Part 2 - Math 10A Students
2.1 Organize Data 3 70 1

2.2 Interpret Data 11 45 4
2.3 Probability 3 27 2

Total 17 46 7

Part 3 - Math 10 Students
2.2 Interpret Data 8 63 3
2.3 Probability 4 49 1

Total 12 58 4

Topic 2.1: Organizing Data

This topic consisted of three items, administered only to the Math 10A
group. As shown in Table 6-5, the mean percent correct was 70 and performance
on one of the items met or exceeded expectations of the Panel. Item C30, shown
below, is illustrative of this topic.

Item C30 A table and a graph of the same data are shown below.
What is the value of x?

Number of Cars Frequency

0 or 1
2 or 3
4 or S
6 or 7

2

7
3

A) 3
B) 4
C) 5
D) 6
E) I don't know.

0-1 2-3 4-5
Number of Cars

% of students

All Grade 10 Math WA Math 10

5
10
72

5
6
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Math 10A students did well on this item, with a correct response rate of
72 percent. This result illustrates that the majority of students are able to orga-
nize and read data which are presented in more than one format Based on infor-
mation from the opportunity to learn ratings, the content needed to answer this
question is taught by the vast majority of teachers. For example, 91 percent indi-
cared that this material had already been taught and eight percent claimed it
would be taught later in the current year.

Topic 2.2: Interpretation of Data

This topic consisted of 19 items, four of which were common. Results for
all students on the common items showed a mean percent correct of 51. Math
IOA students scored an average of 45 percent on 11 items in this topic whereas
those in Math 10 had a mean percent correct of 63. Students met or exceeded
the Panel's expectations on four items in Math 10A and three items in Math 10.
Item C06, shown below, is an example of a question which was done well.

Item C06 From the graph below, the temperature at a depth of 2.5 km is
closest to

Depth in inicknettes

% of students

All Grade 10 Math 10A Math 10

A) 30°C 3 6 2
B) 40°C 5 8 40 50°C 88 78 91
D) 60°C 2 5 1

E) I don't know. 2 3 1

These roults, which show that the majority of students are able to read a
two-dimensional graph, are particularly interesting when compared to the oppor-
tunity to learn information. For example, 22 percent of the teachers reported that
they planned to teach the content needed to answer this question later in the year
and 36 percent did not plan to teach it at all. Although students did well on the
question, responses from teachers give cause for conasn since the mathematics
needed to answer this question is contained in the curriculum
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Topic 13: Probability

Math 10A students responded to three probability items and those in
Math 10 answered four. Three items weir common to both groups. The infor-
mation in Table 6-5 shows that the mean percent correct for all Grade 10 stu-
dents was only 39. Math 10A scored 27 percent and the Math 10 result was 49
percent. These results are poor when corn to those for other topics. The
highest results were on Item A06, shown ow.

Item A06 A bag contains 3 red marbles, 2 white marbla, and 20 black marbles.
What is the probability of randomly choosing a white marble?

% of students

All Grade 10 Math 10A Math 10

A) 0.08 59 37 67 *

8) 0.5 11 18 8

C) 0.92 7 12 5

D) 2.0 9 15 6
E) I don't know. 14 18 12

Although this item was the one done best in this topic, results were barely
acceptable for Math 10 and pwr for Math 10A. This item, which was not done
well, tested a straightforward single event, and other questions which involved
compound events, were done more poorly. Correct response rates from all stu-
dents for items in this topic ranged between 15 and 59 percent. This result is not
surprising since the opportunity to learn information showed that in many class-
rooms probability has not been taught. For example, only 42 percent of teachers
indicated that the content needed for item A06 had been taught. Twenty-two
percent claimed they would teach it later and 36 percent had no plans to teach it.
Similar patterns were found for other items in this topic. These results identify a
serious shortcoming in implementation of the mathematics curriculum. Al-
though the topic of probability is dearly part of the new curriculum, students do
not understand the concept very well and it is not being taught in many mathe-
matics da.ssrooms.

Summary

Overall results for the Data Analysis strand show that the expectations of
the Interpretation Panel were met on seven out of 17 items by Math 10A stu-
dews and on four out of 12 by Math 10 students. Most students were able to
read .1graph or frequency distribution to determine single values or detect direct
relationships. However, they were less successful at using this information to ag-
gregate results or , o solve an applied problem. Results on most of the probability
questions were not very good. For example, most students in Math 10A could
not correctly answer questions which involved either single or compound events.
Math 10 students, on the other hand, did relatively well on single-event items
but had poor results on those involving compound events.
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These findings correspond to results from the opportunity to learn infor-
mation, in which teachers from a large number of classrooms indicated that
much of the mathematics in this strand had not been taught. Probability, in par-
ticular, was ignored by many teachers. Poor achievement results and the low pri-
ority given to topics in data analysis identify the following needs for this strand:
further clarification of content in the mathematics curriculum, more inservice,
and the development of additional resource materials.

Strand 3: Geomeuy

The geometry strand was subdivided into five topics: properties of fig-
ures, right triangles, analytic geometry, trigonometty and similar triangles, and
proof. Math 10 students responded to questions on all five topics but those in
Math 10A were not tested on proof. Common items tated only properties of fig-
ures and right triangles. Overall results are shown in Table 6-6.

Topic Number of
Items

Mean Percent
Correct

Number of Items
Meeting Expectations

Part 1 - All Students
3.1 Properties 8 55 nia
3.2 Right Triangles 4 48 n/a

Total 12 53 n/a

Part 2 - Math 10A Students
3.1 Properties 8 35 1

3.2 Right Triangles 4 28 1

3.3 Analytic Geometry 3 50 0
3.4 Trigonometry 10 23 0

Total 25 31 2

Part 3 - Math 10 Students
3.1 Properties 8 62 5
3.2 Right Triangles 5 50 1

3.3 Analytic Geometry 11 46 4
3.4 Trigonometry 11 47 6
3.5 Proof 8 61 8

Total 43 53 24

Topic 3.1: Properties of Figures

The topic of properties consisted of eight test ittIrs, written by all stu-
dents. Results were reported three ways: for all students, only Math WA students,
and only Math 10 students. Table 6-6 shows that the mean percent correct for
each group was 55, 35, and 62 percent respectively. Math 10A students met or
exceeded the Interpretation Panel's expectation on only one of the eight items
whereas those in Math 10 either met or surpassed expectations on five. The item
which showed the greatest difference in performance between the two groups was
509, which is shown on the next page.

r
s
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Item B09 The measure of L B is 70°. If AB CB then the measure of
A is

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

% of students

55°
60°
70°
110°

I don't know.

All Grade 10

65
4

21
6
5

Math 10A

26
9

43
10
12

Math 10

78
3

13
4
2

Although the mathematics needed to answer this question is contained in
the curriculum for both courses, the difference in correct response rates was 52
percentage points. It seems that Math 10A students do not understand the rela-
tionship between the equal sides and the base angles of an isosceles triangle. For-
ty-three percent, for example, selected 70 degrees as the answer. They likely as-
sumed that the triangle was equilateral, even though with this response, the sum
of the measures of the interior angles would not be 180 degrees.

Topic 3.2 Right Triangles

This topic included four items written by all students. Results are report-
ed separately for Math 10A, while information for Math 10 includes results from
one additional item. The mean for all students was 48 percent. Results for both
the Math 10A and the Math 10 groups were disappointing with mean scores of
28 and 50 percent respectively. These performances were both below expecta-
tions, and the Interpretation Panel concluded that students did not have an un-
derstanding of the Pythagorean Theorem. This is an important observation since
this theorem is one of the most important in the geometry strand.

Topic 3.3: Analytic Geomeuy

Math 10 students responded to 11 items on this topic compared to only
three by those in Math WA. Each of the Math 10A items involved finding the
c000.linates of a point in the plane and the mean of 50 percent on these, was
judged not acceptable by the Interpretation Panel. It had expected a mean of over
80 percent since it considered the questions to be very straightforward. Most
Math 10 students answered items involving recognition of the graph of a linear
equation cortectly. However, they did not do well on items involving systems of
linear equations.

1 3
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Student achievement on the analytic geometry topic was disappointing.
Math 10A students, for example, were unable to demonstrate a sound knowledge
of the basic concept of points in the coodinate plane. Students in Math 10, on
the other hand, found dealing with systems of equations to be difficult. These re-
sults suggest that teachers should give greater emphasis to teaching content in an-
alytic geometry.

Topic 3.4: Trigonometry and Similar Triangles

Results for Math 10 students on trigonometry and similar triangles were
based on answers to 11 items. Most involved relationships between properties of
similar figures, and several of these tested behaviors at the application and prob-
km solving levels. The mean for this set of items was 47 percent, which was simi-
lar to the Interpretation Panel's expectations.

Math lOA students responded to ten different items on this topic Four
involved the relationships between sides of similar triangles, one involved scale di-
agrams and five dealt with the trigonometric ratios of sides of right triangl. Re-
sults were disappointing. Item p-values ranged from 17 to 32 with a mean of only
23 percent. These findings suggest that this content is not well taught in many
classrooms. A typical item is shown below.

Item D35 The tangent of L A in the figure is equal to

A

A)
B)

C)
D)
E)

3

4

F
C

% of students

All Grade 10 Math 10A Math 10
4/5 12
shi 16
3/4 18
4/3 20
I don't know. 30

Unly 20 percent answered this item correctly and teachers reported the
following opportunity to learn ratings: 44 percent had taught the material, 41
percent would teach it later in the year and 15 percent did not plan to teach it.
Although it is possible that many teachers plan to teach this content near the end
of the school year, 41 percent appears high since the assessment was administered
in mid-May. If teachers ran out of time it is likely that this content would not be
taught at all in many classrooms.
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Topic 3.5: Proof

This topic consisted of eight items, administered only to Math 10 stu-
dents. Results were higher than expected with a mean of 61 percent correct. Stu-
dents performed at or above the Interpretation Panel's expected level on all eight
of the items. hem C51, which follows, is a typical example.

Item C51 In MBC, BD is the median
to AC. What additional
information is requited to
show that AABD is
congruent to ACBD?

A

% of students

All Grade 10 Math 10A Math 10

A) AB = CD 6
B) AB = BC 75
C) BD = AB 6
D) AC = BC 4
E) I don't know. 7

Seventy-five percent of the Math 10 students answered this item correct-
ly. This is one of several items in this topic on which students did well. Based on
these result- formal proof appears to be well taught by teachers of Math 10.

Summary

Students in both Math 10 and Math 10A did well on items involving di-
rect relationships involving vertical and supplementary angles. They found appli-
cations of these relationship, however, to be difficult.

Math 10A students did not do well on most other items in this strand. In
particular, they did poorly on items which measured trigonometric ratios be-
tween sides of right triangles and relationships between corraponding sides of
similar figuro. On the basis of these findings it is recommended that teachers of
Math 10A give greater attention to topics in geometry. It is likely there is need
for more in-service and for additional resource material in this area.

Students in Math 10 found some questions involving systems of linear
equations difficult, but they did relatively well on straightforward items involving
congruent triangles. Formal proof was also done well, while facility with the Py-
th4gorean Theorem was disappointing. These results show areas where students
did well and also identify several topics within the geometry strand which require
greater attention.

1 G
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Stmmi 4: Measurement

The measurement strand was subdivided into three topics: perimeter,
area, and volume. Ten items were written by all students, Math 10A students re-
sponded to an additional 11, and Math 10 students to an additional two. A sum-
mary of results is shown in Table 6-7.

Topic Number of Mean Pen -nt Number of Items
Items Correct Meeting Expectations

Part 1 - All Students
4.1 Perimeter 3 49 n/a
4.2 Area 7 47 n/a

Total 10 48 n/a

Part 2 - Math !OA Students
4.1 Perimeter 6 34
4.2 Area 11 28 2
4.3 Volume 4 34 1

Total 21 31 7

Part 3 - Math 10 Students
4.1 Perimeter 3 54 3
4.2 Area 7 52 2
4.3 Volume 2 57 1

Total 12 53 6

Topic 4.1: Perimeter

The mean score for all students on the three common items in this topic
wa.s 49 percent. Results for Math 10 exceeded the Panel's expectations on all
three items. Although overall results for Math 10A were lower than expected,
they met or exceeded standards on four of the six items in this topic. Item B13,
shown below, proved particularly difficult for students.

Item B13 A rectangular pool is to be surrounded
by a rectangular cement walk 1 m wide.
If cement costs $2.50 per square metre
and the dimensions of the pool are 10 m
by 8 m, what would the walk cost?

% of students

All Grade 10 Math 10A Math 10
$ 40 12 14 11
$ 80 16 21 14

C)
I))

$100
$120

42
15

27
19

47
13

E) I don't know. 15 17 14

1 f;f;
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Forty-two percent of all students selected the correct answer for this item,
while only 27 percent of Math 10A students answered correctly. Similar iesults
were found with other items in this category. Low achievement on this item may
be due to the number ofsteps involved as well as students' opportunity to learn.
For example, 23 percent of the teachers reported that they either had nor taught
the material yet or else did not plan to teach it during the year.

Topic 4.2: Area

Achievement on this topic was measured by 11 items for Math 10A and
seven for Math 10. The items written by Math 10 students were common to
both groups. Results showed that students in both groups performed at levels
lower than expected by the Interpretation Panel, except for two items.

Differences in achievement between students in Math 10 and Math 10A
were particularly large in some items. An example of a large difference in perfor-
mance between the two groups was shown in hem D15.

Item D15 What is the surface area of the rectangular prism shown below?
Surface Area 2(1w + 112 +wh)

5m

2m

% of students

All Grade 10 Math 10A Math 10
A) 30 m2 11 22 7
B) 31 m2 10 14 8
C) 60 m2 10 16 8

D) 62 m2 61 36 70
E) I don't know 8 13 7

This item tested the ability of students to determine the surface alea of a
rectangular prism, given the formula. Although 70 percent of Math 10 students
answered correctly, only 36 percent in Math 10A selected the correct option. The
most frequent error made by students in Math 10A was to calculate volume rath-
er than surface area. Twenty-two percent selected that option.

Topic 4.3: Volume

Students in Math 10A responded to four items on this topic. They did
better on items which gave the dimensions ofa rectangular prism and asked for
the volume than on items where the third dimension was unknown, given the
volume and two of the dimensions. Some students also found luestions which re-
quired both estimation and volume to be difficult. Item D16, shown below, is

117
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an example of this.

Item D16
The estimate for the volume of the solid shown below is:

SI

% of students

All Grade 10 Math IOA Math 10

A) 29 12 19 9
B) 56 9 13 8
C) 550 19 22 18

D) 720 44 28 50
E) I don't know. 15 16 15

Only 28 percent of students in Math 10A and 50 percent in Math 10 an-.

swered this item correctly. The most frequent incorrect response was 550 (op-
tion C). Students selecting this option rounded each dimension down, prior to
calculating their product.

Summary

Math 10A students met or exceeded the Interpretation Panel's expecta-
tions on seven out of 21 items in the measurement strand. This level of achieve-
ment was attained on six out of 12 items by Math 10 students. The correct re-
sponse rate was rather disappointing with mean percents correct of 31 and 53 by
Math 10A and Math 10 students respectively.

Most students were able to determine the perimeter of an isosceles trian-
gle and the surface area of a rectangular prism, given the formula. However, nei-
ther group did well on questions involving applications ofarea and volume.
Math 10A students, in particular, found questions involving the perimeter and
area of complex figures and circles to be difficult.

Greater emphasis should be given to measurement topics in the curricu-
lum, with particular focus on their applications. Students should be provided
with greater opportunity to work on three-dimensional models to gain "hands-
on" experience in order to develop their comprehension of spatial relationships.

Strand 5: Algebra

The Algebra strand insisted of two topics: algebraic expressions and
equations. Math 10 students responded to a total of 41 items in this strand while

16s
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those in Math 10A answered 16, of which ten were common to both groups. Re-
sults are summarized in Table 6-8.

Topic Number of Mean Percent Number of Items
Items Correct Meeting Expectarions

Part I - All Students
5.1 Expressions 6 59 n/a
5.2 Equations 4 46 n/a

Total 10 54 n/a

Part 2 - Math 10A Students
5.1 Expressions 10 35 3
5.2 Equations 6 23 0

Total 16 30 3

Part 3 - Math 10 Students
5.1 Expressions 22 57 11

5.2 Equations 19 46 4
Total 41 52 15

Topic 5.1: Algebraic Expressions

The topic of algebraic expressions consisted of ten items for Math 10A
and 22 for Math 10, six of which were common to both groups. Math 10A stu-
dents met or exceeded expectations of the Interpretation Panel on three items
and those in Math 10 attained this level of performance on 11.

Students did relatively well on Item A16, shown below. It is a straight-
forward item, involving the simplification of an algebraic expression by collecting
like terms.

Item A16 Simplify: 7x 2y 2x 4y
% of students

All Grade 10 Math 10A Math 10

A) 5x -- 6y 7 13 4
)3) 5x 6y 83 58 92 *

C) 6y 5x 3 7 1

D) 14x 8y 4 10 1

E) I don't know. 4 12 1

Eighty-three percent of all students in Grade 10 answered this question
correctly, 92 percent in Math 10 and 58 percent in Math I OA. Each of the other
options drew similar proportions of responses.

Most students were able to simplify expressions and to find the value of

1 ti 9
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expressions where coefficients and replacement values were positive. Items involv-
ing negative numbers, however, were not well done.

Topic 5.2: Equations

Math 10 students responded to 19 items on this topic compared to six
for Math 1M. The overall results on the common items produced a mean of 46
percent. Results for both groups, however, were somewhat disappointing. Math
1OA students, for example, had a mean of only 23 percent and their performance
did not meet tlw Interpretation Panel's expectation for any item. Althotgh Math
10 students did better, they were below expectations overall, having met the stan-
dard on only four out of 19 items.

Item D19 is a typical application level km from this topic. Students had
some difficulty, however, in answering the question correctly.

Item D19 If five is added to a certain number and the sum is multiplied by three,
the result is 17. Find the number.

Note:
in the assess-
ment booklets,
fraL-tions were
presented in
vrnkal format.

A) _2/3

B) 4

C) -7 1/3

D) -10 43

E) I don't know.

% of students

All Grade 10 Math 1OA Math 10

16

11

15

33

24

14 17

17 8

18 14

16 40 *

34 20

Results on this item were disappointing, given correct response rates of
16 and 40 percent by students in Math 10A and Math 10 respectively. The high
response rate, 20 percent overall, to the i don't know" option is of particular in-
terest. This result suggests that teachers should give greater emphasis to the trans-
lation of word phrases into algebraic statements.

Summary

Overall results for the algebra strand were lower than expected by the In-
terpretation Panel. For example, students met or exceeded the Panel's expecta-
tions on 15 out of 41 items in Math 10 and on only three out of 16 in Math
10A.

Most students were able to simplify algebraic expressions not containing
parentheses. However, they did not do well on items measuring this skill when
parentheses and negative coefficients were involved. Similar results were found
when students were asked to evaluate algebraic expressions by substituting values
for variables: they did well when values were positive, but poorly once negative
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values were included. Students in Math 10A also had difficulty finding the solu-
tion of a linear equation while most in Math 10 were unable to solve a quadratic
equation or a linear inequality in one variable.

These results identify some areas for teachers to focus on in teaching and
applying igebraic concepts. It is recommended that the items used in this strand
be reviewed as exemplars by teachers to assist in gaining direction for course plan-
ning and developing supplementary materials.

Number Sense

One additional item contained in each of the four booklets, written by all

students in Grade 10, dealt with number sense. This concept involves students'
understanding of fundamental notions of number and chance. It requires a con-
ceptual understanding of magnitude and order, basic logic, and the reasonable-
ness of results as they relate to various situations. A stiAent with number sense is
considered to be comfortable in dealing with numeric relationships and is able to
estimate realistic answers.

A total of four items were included in this category: two dealt with the
concept of a million as a large number, the third with an estimate of the weight
of a horse, and the fourth with the relationship between factors of a number.
These items were also administered at each of Grades 4 and 7.

The item involving one million as a large number dealt with magnitude
in two ways. First, students were asked to relate the concept of one million to
other sets of numbers and se.w.d, they were asked to estimate the height of one
million pennies.

In the first question, students were asked which of the following numbers
were closest to one million: hairs on your head, grains of sand on a beach, people
standing in a soccer field, or tennis balls needed to fill up a classroom. Thirty-
four percent selected the correct answer, which was the number of tennis balls
needed to fill a dassroom. The second question asked students to predict the
height of a stack of one million pennies. Only 25 percent selected the correct an-
swer of 2000 metres whereas 30 percent chose al don't know."

The third question, which asked students the weight of a horse, included
the following numbers of kilograms as options: 4, 40, 400, and 4000. Sixty-one
percent selected the correct option 400 kg. The "I don't know" option was select-
ed by 15 percent. In the fourth question, students were asked to identify the
characteristics of an answer when a positive number was divided by a number
greater than two. Forty-seven percent chose the correct response, which was less
than half the original number. This question dealt more with a conceptual under-
standing of the relationships between numbers than the other items, which relat-
ed more to skill in estimation.

Results show that students in Grade 10 have a better understanding of es-
timation if it relates to an ubject of length they are familiar with. For example,
the majority were able to estimate the weight of a horse and more than a third
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could estimate the number of tennis balls in a dassroom. However, only one-
quarter could estimate the height of one million pennies, a distance which was
not familiar. Based on this information, it is suggested that teachers provide stu-
dents with more opportunities to examine and explore relationships between
numbers and to estimate more often with large numbers.

Chanel in Achievement

A number of items administered to Grade 10 students in the 1985 Pro-
vincial Mathematics Assessment were repeated in 1990 in order to examine
change in achievement over time. Since results in 1985 were for all students in
Grade 10, only those repeated items which were written by all students in 1990,
were used to compare achievement.

A total of 21 items were examined for differences in achievement: II
from the number and operation strand, five from data analysis, and five from the
measurement strand. The items from number and operation were subdivided
into whole number and rational number topics. Results are shown in Figure 6-3.

Measurement

Data Analysis

Rational Numbeis

Whok Numbers

0 1985
111 1990

I

I

0 20 40 60 80 100

Percent

Improvement was shown in all of the change categories between 1985
and 1990. Differences in means, by reporting categoty, ranged from five to nine
percent with an overall improvement, based on weighted means, of greater than
seven percent. A discussion of results for each of the categories follows.

Whole Numbers

As shown in Figure 6-3, differencm in achievement on the set of Whole
Number items showed the greatest difference, with an overall improvement of
nine percentage points. Among individual items in this catgoty, differences
ranged from no change to an improvement of 13 percent. i'he greatest improve-
ment was on item D01.
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Item DO1 A used automobik can be bought for cash for $2850. or on credit
with a down payment of $400 and $80 a month for three years.
How much more would a person pay by buying on credit thn by
buying the car for cash?

% of students

All Grade 10

A) $ 3280 12
B) $ 640 7
C) $ 430 68 *
D) $ 400 5
E) I don't know. 8

The improvement of 13 percentage points on this item is likely due, at
least in part, to two reasons: changes in the new curriculum and the use of calcu-
lators. First, the revised curriculum gives greater emphasis to application and
problem solving than the previous one. In the second case, students were permit-
ted the use of calculators for the first time in the 1990 assessment. These changes
likely had a positive impact on achievement on all items in this category.

Rational Numbers

Among the five items measuring achievement in operations with rational
numbers, gains ranged from four to 13 percent. The greatest gain was on Item
A04 which measured students' ability to solve problems involving proportions.
Improvement in the level of achievement was likely affected by the reasons stated
earlier.

Data Analysis

A considerable variation in performance was found among the five items
from the data analysis category. For example, results ranged from a loss of seven
percent to a gain of 12 percent. Of the items in this category, four showed a gain
and one a loss. The item showing a loss asked students to use information from a
chart to solve an applied problem. The greatest gain was on an item involving the
mean of a set of numbers.

Measurement

Gains were shown on four out of five items from the measurement cate-
gory. The item showing a loss dropped only one percentage point compared to
gains on the other four ranging from three to 13 percent. The item on which no
improvement was shown involved the solution ofa multi-step word problem in-
volving area. The greatest gain, on the other hand, was on a word problem in-
volving the volume ofa rectangular prism.

Levels of Student Performance

Achievement results were analyzed by the Interpretation Panel in a sec-
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ond way, which described the mathematics which students at each of four perfor-
mance levels could do. Students were divided into four categories according to
achievement, where Category I was the most basic and Category 4 the most
complex. An examination was undertaken of the test items which students in
each of the four groups were able to answer correctly. alle knowledge and skills
reflected by these items were then described by the Interpretation Panel. The four
performance levels were hierarchical in nature so that knowledge and skills dem-
onstrated at one levd were extended further at a subsequent one. Details related
to the establishment of these categories can be found in Chapter 2.

The Interpretation Panel examined the items in each category and charac-
terized student abilities as evidenced by the behaviors needed to respond to them
correctly. This was done separately for students in Math 10A and in Math 10. A
description of the categories codes follows.

Math 10A Levels of Student Performance

Category I

Students are able to perform operations and solve consumer-related prob-
lems with positive rational numbers. They understand averages and interpret fre-
quency tables, line, and bar graphs. They combine similar terms in algebraic ex-
pressions and can determine coordinates on a Cartesian plane.

Category 2

Students are able to perform operations, evaluate expressions, and esti-
mate solutions to multi-step problems with rational numbers. They solve prob-
lems by interpreting tables, line, and bar graphs, and can find the probability of a
single event. They solve measurement problems involving angles, plane and solid
figures, and the Pythagorean Theorem.

Category 3

Students are able to perform operations with integral exponents, scientific
notation, and solve problems involving number patterns, proportions, means and
the probability of a multiple event. They can solve triangles using the concept of
similarity and trigonometric ratios. They can solve linear equations in one vari-
able and convert word expressions into algebraic form. They are able to solve
problems involving area, perimeter, composite figures, and estimation.

Category 4

Students are able to solve problems involving estimation and scientific
notation, graphs and probability, complementary and supplementary angles, sim-
ilar and right triangles, and trigonometric ratios. Students are able to simplify al-
gebraic expressions and solve problems involving area and volume.
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170 Grade 1 0 Resuhs

Math 10 Levels of Student Performance

Category 1

Using whole numbers, students in this category are able to interpret and
read line graphs, solve basic measurement problems given the formula and dia-
gram, solve simple probability problems, and perform basic algebraic operations.
They can do multiple-step word problems involving whole numbers, money, and
percent. They demonstrate a basic understanding of geometry involving proper-
ties of straight lines, triangles, and parallelograms.

Category 2

Students are able to perform operations, evaluate expressions, solve equa-
tions and inequalities, simplify and solve radicals, and estimate solutions to mul-
ti-step problems with rational numbers. They solve problems by interpreting ta-
bles, line, and bar graphs, and can find the probability ofa single event. They
solve measurement problems involving angles, and plane and solid figures.

CategotY 3

Students are able to perform all operations on radicals and are able to
solve problems in compound probability. They have an undemanding of linear
equations and can solve problems involving similar and ritht triangles and trans-
versals. They can find the area of rectangles, parallelograms, and tk vrface area
of a rectangular prism. They can solve and graph inequalities and are able to
solve multi-step problems in one variable and recognize when there is no solu-
tion.

Category 4

Students are able to interpret scientific notation displayed on a calculator
and can recognize a number pattern when given a series of diagrams. Students
can extrapolate information from graphs, tables, or lists of data and can solve
probability problems involving restrictions. They are able to use algebraic skills
to solve geometry problems and are able to solve multi-step quadratic equations.
They are able to use the coordinate system in the Cartesian plane, the Pythagore-
an theorem, and use the basic trigonometric functions to solve right triangular
problems. They can find the perimeter of composite figures involving circles and
triangles and cm use estimation skills for determin.ng area.

Correlates of Achievement

Further examination of information about students' achievement and at-
titudes was undertaken to determine if there were differences in performance lev-
els associated with the following variables: school organization, gender, and class-
room practices. Although the findings do not establish causal relationships, they
do provide descriptive results associated with each reporting category.
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School Organization

Students were asked if the mathematics course they were most recently
enrolled in was organized as a ten-month program; semestered, beginning in
September; semestered, beginning in January or February; or organized in some
other way. As reported eadier, 75 percent were enrolled in a 10-month program
and 23 percent in a semestered one.

Further analysis was undertaken to examine the achievement of students
in each type of school organization. Results for all students in Grade 10 are sum-
marized in Table 6-9.

Type of Organization Mean

10-Month 50
Semester 1 (September) 45
Semester 2 (january or February) 48

Results show that students enrolled in a full-year program achieved a
higher mean score than those in either Semester 1 or Semester 2. There is less dif-
ference, however, between the achievement level of students enrolled in Semester
2 and those in a full-year program, than with those enrolled in Semester 1.

These findings could have been affected by a number of factors. For ex-
ample1 students who had taken a semestered mathematics course beginning in
September more than likely forgot some of the content which was tested. Those
enrolled in a semestered course beginning in January or February, on the other
hand, may not have taken some of the content at the time the assessment was ad-
ministered. It is reasonable to expect that by May, students in full-year programs
would have covered a greater portion of the course than those in Semester 2. Giv-
en these reasons, differences in achievement, which were not great, cannot be ac-
counted for solely by the type of school organization.

Gender Difkrences

Comparisons by gender for all students in Grade 10 were examined in
the following areas: achievement, attitudes and perceptions, and course enrol-
ments. Achievement rmults were =mined both by strand and higher cognitive
level. Further analysis of achievement was undertaken in the area of problem
solving because of the emphasis on higher-order thinking skills in the current
curriculum and the diffeicnces found in this area in earlier as;essments (Robitaille
& O'Shea, 1985). Information on attitudes and perceptions was available
through students' responses to the series of questions on mathematics and the
workplace1 and on the Mathematics in School scale. Participation rates by gender
were examined through the course enrolments in Math 10A and Math 10. Since
mathematics is compulsory in British Columbia to the Grade 10 level, overall
participation rates by gender were expected to be similar. However, it was of in-
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Figure 6-4.
Achievement by
gender.
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terest to determine which one of the Math 10 and Math 10A courses was chosen
by boys and girls. A discussion of the findings follows.

(i) Achievement Comparisons

Achievement comparisons were examined fin each of the five strands and
problem solving. Results by strand were determined by comparing the propor-
tion of items within each of them which were answered correctly by males and fe-
males. Information on problem solving, on the other hand, wa.t collected by
comparing achievement on items from across stands which measured behaviors At
the application or problem-solving level. A discussion of the results follows.

Achievement by Strand: The mean score on each domain was deter-
mined separately for males and females. Results for all students are summarized
in Figure 6-4.

Boys achieved a higher average score than giris on four strands. For exam-
ple, algebra was the only reporting mtegory on which girls achieved at a higher
level. When results were examined by course, the differences in achievement lev-
els between males and females Was greater for Math 10A students than it was for
those in Math 10.

Algebra

Measurement

Geometry

Data Analysis

Number Sc Operation

20 40
Pert em

80 100

Differences in achievement between genders were not great, but did es-
tablish a pattern. As a result of this finding it may be ofsome interest to identify
possible reasons why girls outperformed boys in algebra but did less well on the
other strands.

Cognitive Behavior Level: Evidence from the previous mathematics as-
sessment (Robitaille & O'Shea, 1985) showed that boys did better than girls on
problem solving. To determine if change in this relationship had occurred, results
on items which measured behaviors at either the application or problem-solving
level were examined fin each gender. A summary ir shown in Figure 6-5.

Results in Figure 6-5 show the mean score for males exceeded that for fe-
males by five nercentage points. Based on this information, it appears that the
new curriculum has not had any noticeable effect on differences in achievement
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Figure 6-5.
Problem solving
by gender.

Table 6-10.
Mathematics and
the workplace:
results reported
by gender
(percent).
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in the arca of problem solving between the genders. Some insight into reasons for
this finding may be gained through further analysis of relationships between
achievement by gender and the following variables: students' and teachers' ani-

dassroom practices, content of resource materials, and the applications of
concepts.

(ii) Attitudes and Perceptions

Students responded to two scales which dealt with attitudes or percep-
tions: one on Mathematics and the Workplace, and the other on Mathematics in
School. The first scale consisted of three items in which students were asked to
rare the importance of mathematics k getting a good job, the extcit to which
mathematics is used in jobs, and whether they would like a job in which mathe-
matics is applied. The second scale asked students to rate major topics in the
mathematics curriculum in terms of importanre, difficultly, and enjoyment. Re-
sults for boys and girls were examined separately and a discussion of results fol-
lows.

Mathematics and the Workplace. Students responded on a five-point
scale ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree. Proportions of positive
and negative responso were determinei and responses analyzed by gender. A
summary of results is shown in Table 6-10.

Statement Agree
Mak Female

D'sagree
Mak Femak

You have to be abk to do math to get a good job 77 74 15 17

Most people use math in their jobs 71 72 15 1 ;

After completing school I'd like a job
where I have to use math 34 26 31 '01

Most students agreed that one needs to be able to do mathematics to get
a good job and that most people use it in their jobs. Little difference, however,
was found between the responses of males and females.

1 Th
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Students'
opinions about
topics in
mathematics
(percent).
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Responses to the third question, which asked students if they would like a
job where math is used, were less positive than to the first two. Males, however,
responded more positively than females. For example, a positive response was se-
lected by 34 percent of boys compated to 26 percent of the girls. Similarly, a low-

er proportion of boys responded negatively than girls. This result may indicate
that although they recognize tht importance of mathematics in the workplace,
girls are less confident in their ability to apply it in situations outside of the class-
room. It is possible that the type of activities, applications, and problems in the
curriculum tend to favor the interests of boys.

Mathematics in School. Perceptions of the importance, difficulty, and
enjoyment associated with major topics in mathematics were reported earlier in
Figure 6-2. Further analysis of results, however, examined responses by gender. A
summary is shown in Table 6-11.

Topic Gender Important Easy Like

Fractions/decimals/pment Male 84 62 49
Female 90 62 54

Area/perimeter/volume Male 60 69 38
Female 52 64 35

Working with exponents Male 44 63 35
Female 43 67 42

Estimating Answers Male 65 66 41
Female 68 62 39

Problem Solving Male 76 43 39
Female 73 36 36

Equations & expressions Male 57 48 35
Female 59 54 48

Data analysis Male 51 31 25
Female 54 31 28

Geometry Male 53 53 45
Female 42 45 40

Trigonometry Male 42 30 28
Female 36 29 30

Similar importance ratings were reported by both genders on five of the
topics. Boys rated the importance of the following topia considerably higher
than girls: area, perimeter, and volume; geometry; and trigonometry. On the oth-
er hand, girls rated fractions, decimals, and percent more highly. These results
show that boys rated topics which are more abstract and less familiar, higher in
importance than did girls.

Difficulty ratings of boys and girls were similar on five topics. Boys, how-
ever, rated the following topics as considerably easier than did girls: area, perime-
ter, and volume; problem solving; and geometry. Girls, on the other hand, rated
equations and expressions as considerably easier, corresponding to their achieve-
ment results in which they outperformed boys on this topic.
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Figure 6-6.
Enrolment by
gender.
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Girls enjoyed working with fractions, decimals, and percent; equations
and expressions; and exponents more than boys. The only topic on which boys
expressed an enjoyment level at least five percentage points higher than girls was
on geometry.

(iii) Course Enrohnents

Further analysis of enrolments in Math 10 and Math 10A provided infor-
mation on the the percent of boys and girls in each course. Results are shown in
Figure 6-6.

Identical proportions of boys and girls were enrolled in Math 10. Al-
though a slightly higher proportion of boys were enrolled in Math 10A, little dif-
ference was found between genders.

Classroom Practices

A further review of information on the frequency of classroom activities
involved an examination of achievement results associated with responses to these
questions. The pro,ortion of the students who chose each of the *frequently"
and 'seldom" categories for each activity was shown earlier in Table 6-3. A sum-
mary of the further analysis, showing the overall mean achievement score for stu-
dents who selected each of two response categories, is shown in Figure 6-7.

These results show positive relationships between test scores and frequent
use of the following activities: tests and quizzes, use of calculators, and time spent
on homework review. This finding may suggest that to improve student achieve-
ment, teachers spend rime assigning and reviewing homework, administer quizzes
and tests frequently, and continue to permit and encourage the use of calculators
in all aspects of t/ ty,hing and learning of mathematics.
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Figure 6-7.
Class practices and
achievement.
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Summary

Information on students' backgrounds, attitudes, and perceptions was
colkcted for all students who were either enrolled in Grade 10 or else in a Grade
10 level mathematics course. Achievement results, on the other hand were exam-
ined for three distinct groups: all students, Math 10 students, and Math 10A stu-
dents. Four different booklets, administered randomly within classrooms, were
used to collect this information. Each booklet included a number of questions re-
lated to background and perceptions, as well as 60 achievement items. Twenty of
the items were common, 20 were specific to Math 10, and 20 related to Math
10A.

Background Information

A total of 31 500 booklets were completed, 50.5 percent by males and
49.5 percent by kmales. The vast majority, 89 percent, of students were either
15 or 16 years of age at the time of administration. Seventy-five percent were en-
rolled in a 10-month program and 23 perrent in a semestered one. Of these,
slightly more than 25 percent were enmllet: in Math 10k The proportions of
students enrolled in the regular English and French immersion programs were as
follows: regular program in English, 96 percent; French immersion, three per-
cent; and Programme-cadre defrancais, one percent.

Results showed that a significant number of Audents planned to continue the
study of mathematics into their Grade 12 year. For example, 45 percent reported
plans to take either Math 12 or Survey Math 12, and 11 percent planned to en-
rctl in In enriched mathematiLs course at that level. Forty-five pment planned to
enter either a university or else enroll in a university transfer program at a college
after graduation. Only four percent had plans to look for a full-time job immedi-
ately after completion of secondary school.
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Attitudes and Perceptions

Most students agreed there was need for mathematics to get a good job,
75 percent, and that it is used in most jobs, 72 percent. However, only 30 per-
cent reported they would like a job after leaving school, where they have to use
mathematics.

Students perceived the most important topic to be fractions, decimals,
and percent; whereas trigonometry was rated as the least important. The easiest
topics were the following: area, perimeter, and volume; working with exponents;
estimating answers; and fractions, decimals, and percent. Trigonometry, data
analysis, and problem solving, on the other hand, were rated as the most difficult
topics. Ratings for enjoyment were lower than those for importance and easiness.
Fractions, decimals, and percent W2S rated the most enjoyable topic, whereas data
analysis and trigonometry were rated the least.

Classroom Practices

Classroom practices related to direct instruction were reported as occur-
ring most frequently. These activities included the following: review of home-
work, use of quizzes and tests, and individual seatwork. Tlw activities whichoc-
curred least frequently were the uses of computers and concrete materials.

Achievement Results

Two hundred and forty achievement items were distributed evenly
among the four booklets. The items measured learning outco-nes from the fol-
lowing snands: number and operation, data analysis, geometry, measurement,
and algebra. A summary of results for each strand follows.

Number and Operation. Students did well on items which involved
straight-forward consumer applications, order of operations, and simplification of
numerical expressions with positive integer exponents. They experienced difficul-
ty, however, on items with negative values or coefficients, and on those which re.
quired the extension of numerical patterns. In particular, Math 10A students did
poorly on items involving mixed numbers and scientific notation. Math 10 stu-
dents had similar difficulty with items containing numbers under the radical
sign.

Data Anaiysis. Items involving the reading of graphs or frequency disui-
butions were done well. However, those which measured the probability of an
event occurring were poorly done. Findings from this strand indione that, in
many classrooms, the topic of probability was not taught. The poor level of stu-
dent achievement and low opportunity t learn ratings for many items in this
strand suggest a need for the following further clarification of the curriculum,
provision of more teacher inservice, and the development of additional resources.

Geometry. Students did relatively well on items which involved direct
relationships between angles formed by transversals and parallel lines. However,
they experienced difficulty with the application of geometric concepts and with
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spatial relationships. The topic of proof, however, was done well by Math 10 stu-
dents.

Measurement. Given the formula, most students were able to correctly
answer items involving perimeter and surface area.

However, items which involved applications of area and volume, and the
properties of complex figures were not done well. Greater emphasis needs to be
given to topics in this strand.

Algebra. Most students were able to simplify algebraic expressions and to
evaluate expressions, provided there were no parentheses and negative coeffi-
cients. Items which included these characteristics, however, were poorly done. It
is recommended that teachers review the items contained in this strand to gain
direction for course planning and for the development of resource materials.

Change in Achievement

A total of 21 items from the 1985 assessment were repeated in 1990 in
order ro examine change in achievement. The hems were divided into the follow-
ing reporting categotie.s: whole numbers, rational numbers, data analysis, and
measurement.

Improvement was shown in all of the reporting categories, with mean dif-
ferences ranging from a low of five percentage points for data analysis to highs of
nine percentage points on whole numbers and rational numbers. The two factors
which likely had the greatest effect on these results were the revised mathematics
curriculum, in which data analysis and applications have greater emphasis, and
the use of calculators, allowed for the first time on the 1990 assessment.

Reporting Categories

Further analysis of the data examined achievement results based on
school organization, gender, and classroom practices. Results by gender were also
examined for attitudes and perceptions, and course enrolment. A brief rt view of
findings follows.

School Organization. Results of students enrolled in full-year programs
were slightly higher than those in a semestered school organization. The differ-
ences, however, were not great. It is likely that results for students enrolled in a
Semester 1 course were affected because some of the -.:ontent was forgotten. Re-
sults for students in a Semester 2 course, on the other hand, were likely affected
since some of the mathematics may not have been taught at the time the assess-
ment was administered.

Gender Differences. Boys outperformed girls on all of the strands, ex-
cept algebra. Differences were not great, however, ranging from two to five per-
centage points aaoss strands. The mean score for boys was also higher, five per-
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centage points, on items measuring achievement for problem solving. A higher
percent of boys indicated they would like a job in which mathematia is used af-
ter completion of school. Topics which are more abstract and less familiar re-
ceived higher ratings of imporance and easiness from boys. Girls, on the other
hand, rated the enjoyment of most topics higher than did boys. These differences
may be partly affected by students' and teacher's attitudes, as well as applications
in textbooks, which may favor the interests of boys more than girls.

Classroom Practices. Findings showed that students who reported frequent oc-
currence of the following activities in their classrooms scored higher than those
who did not: use of-quizzes and tests, use of calculators, and time spent on home-
work review and individual seatwork. On the other hand, students who reported
infrequent occurrence of the following activities scored higher, on average, than
those who reported frequent occurrence: use of computus, use of concrete mate-
rials, and small group instruction. These results suggest that students enrolled in
classes in which activities associated with direct instruction occur frequently score
higher than those who are not.
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Performance on Open-ended Problems

Walter Sum la

Since 1987 when the revised mathematics curriculum was introduced in
British Columbia, problem solving has been a major strand in elementary school
mathematics. Strategies are a major focus of the problem-solving strand from
Glade 1 through Grade 7. Although problem solving is not a distinct strand in
the secondary school grades, it is specified in the Curriculum Guide (1987) that
the strategies introduced in the elementary grades should be practiced and rein-
forced throughout the teaching of secondary school mathematics. The impor-
tante of problem solving and its emphasis in the new British Columbia mathe-
matics curriculum make it highly desirable that, along with the 1990 assessment
of mathematics knowledge, skills, and concepts in British Columbia, a major as-
sessment of problem solving should also be undertaken. The previous mathemat-
ics assessment in British Columbia (Robitaille & O'Shea, 1985) did include a
special and separate set of open-ended problems; however, the plesent assessment
is much greater in scope and especially relevant in view of the revised mathemat-
ics curriculum.

Goals of the Open-ended Problems Assessment

In addition to the general goals and major questions listed in Chapter 1
for the Provincial Learning Assessment Program, there were more particular goals
and objectives for the assessment of mathematical problem solving. The principal
objective for assessment of students' ability to solve open-ended problems is to
provide int.. mation about the strengths and weaknesses in the problem-solving
strand of the British Columbia mathematics curriculum which can be used to im-
prove instruction and learning in problem solving. Answers to questions related
to students' knowledge and utilization of specific problem-solving strategies in
Grades 4, 7 and 10 are needed in order to iietermine the effectiveness of instruc-
tion in problem solving and to guide planning for better instruction Mute it is
needed. For example, the guess-and-test strategy has been a requitement of the
mathematics curriculum for only a few years, and little is known about how well
students use this strategy at various grade levels. In addition to Knowledge about
particular strategies it is desirable to determine to what degree students are learn-
ing how to assimilate problem facts, make connections among those facts, make
decisions about appropriate strategies, and catty out sound procedures while uti-
lizing such strategies as they attempt to reach the problem goals. In particular a
number of questions for which some answers would be helpful are the following:

What problem-solving strategies are utilized by students a: the three
grade levels being assessed?

How well are these strategies implemented in the course of solving
problems at each grade level?

Do students fare better with translation problems (traditional word
problems requiring mainly calculation) than with process problems
whith require lists, pattern recognition, guesNing and testing, etc.?

To what extent are experience and maturity significant with respect
to utilizing certain strategies and solving problems in gtneral?
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182 Open-ended Problems

How well are students able to solve problems containing a large
number of facts and conditions?

How well are students able to evaluate a problem solution?

In addition to these achievement questions, it is important to know how
students feel about problem solving because such feelings influence motivation
which is essential to success in solving problems. The following affeaive ques-
tions were addressed in the assessmenc

At each grade level, what is the state of students' attitudes toward
problem solving?

After attempting to solve problems, how do students feel about the
problems?

A great deal of raearch has focused on differences between males and fe-
males in mathematics. Differences in higher-order thinking skills such as problem
solving are especially important Questions about the extent of these differences
need to be answeted tovi de direction for improving performance of males or
females where such differences occur. The following questions are important:

Do wales and females achieve difaeren performance levels in problem
solving?

Do males and females have different attitudes toward problem
solving?

Construction and Developmen: of Items

The problem-solving strand of the new mathematics curriculum includes
a variety of strategies for solving problems: e.g. guessing and testing, looking for a
pattern, making a systematic list Along with these strategies, at each of Grades 1
to 7, the Mathematics Curriculum Guide (Ministry of Education, 1987) specifies
Intended Learning Outcomes (ILO's) for problem solving including the phases
of problem solving: understanding, solving, and consolidating and extending. Al-
though problem solving is not a distinct strand in the Grade 10 Mathematics
Curriculum, tcachers are expected to integrate problem solving into all mathe-
matics topics including practice with the strategies introduced in the earlier grade
levels.

These curricular requirements and recommendations served to guide the
construction of the open-ended problems so that each cet of problems would in-
clude traditional complex translation problems and several problems which
would rquire the use of other strategies in addition to selection of appropriate
numerical operations. A plan for development and construction of the assessment
items was presented to members of the Contract Team which gave approval to
the plan. Following construction of a draft of open-ended items at each grade lev-
el, members of the Contract Team examined the items and made suggestions for
minor revisions. In the spring of 1989 a revised form of the open-ended items
was piloted in three Grade 4 and three Grade 7 classes. The items were found to
be generally suitable but additional revisions were made and again reviewed by
members of the Contract Team. In January 1990 another version of the assess-
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ment items was piloted in three Grade 4 classes, three Grade 7 dasses, and four
Grade 10 classes including two Grade 10A classes. Again responses from the pilot
dasses stwEstrd changes and refinements which were used to construct the final
versions of the forms for the assessment of open-ended problems.

The mathematical concepts and skills required to solve all of the prob-
lems were within the scope of the mathematics curriculum at each grade level.
Although the curriculum for Mathematics 10A encompasses lower levels of math-
ematics content than that of Mathematics 10, no Grade 10 problem required
more mathematical content than is supposed to be taught in Mathematics 10A.
Although the curriculum guide for secondary mathematics does not have a specif-
ic strand for problem solving, the same range of strategies for solving problems in
elementary grades was induded in the Grade 10 problems.

Format and Content of the Open-ended Problem Booldets

At each of the three grade levels two booklets consisting of open-ended
problems, Forms Q1 and Q2, were administered. Each booklet contained 6
problems to be solved, and one solved problem containing errors in which the
student was asked to judge the quality of the solution. The Q1 forms also con-
tained rwo questions asking the students what they did before and after solvinga
prob'em. The Q2 forms contained an 8-item scale of attitude toward problem
solving. Following each problem was a sequence of four words. Students were
asked to select the one that lescribed their feelings about each problem or to
choose their own word. All othe Q-forms were translated into Fnmch for those
students who were learning mathematics in French.

Six of the twelve problems on the two Q-forms in Grade 7 were identical
to problems on the Grade 10 Q-forms. One problem was identical for all three
grade levelN.

Participation Rates

While the multiple-choice items were completed by virtually all students
in Grades 4, 7, and 10, it was not feasible to administer the open-ended items to
all students in those grade levels. The solution of each open-ended problem re-
quires careful examination and the time needed to evaluate more than 100 000
Q-forms would be excessive. An eight percent sample of Grade 4, 7, and 10 class-
es was randomly selected to write the Q-forms, including classes taught mathe-
matics in French. In each class half the students completed Form Q1 and the
other half completed Form Q2. The Q-krms were completed by about 3250
Grade 4 students, 3700 Grade 7 students, and 3100 Grade 10 students.

The Q-forms were administered in May, within a few days of the univer-
sal administration of the main body of multiple-choice learning assessment items.

Scoring Procedures

The evaluation of open-ended problems is complex and time consuming.
Scales for evaluating problem solving, no matter how well constructed, suffer
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Figure 7-1.
Woods evaluation
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from inconsistencies because even carefully prepared guidelines cannot complete-
ly eliminate the subjectivity of the evaluator. A well-known evaluation scale for
problem solving that measures three phases of problem solving Understanding,
solving, and answering was constructed by Charles 2 nid Lester (Charles, Later,
& O'Daffer, 1987). One of the limitations of this scale is that measurement of
the first two phases, understanding and solving, are not independent. In order to
provide a measure for understanding, one must survey thc process of solution. As
a result, scores assigned for Phases 1 and 2 are very often the same (Szetela,
1987). A second type of scale for evaluating problem solutions surveys the entire
solution process. A score is assigned proportional to the degree of progress in at-
tempting to reach a complete solution. Such stales are quite natural to use and
one constructed by a Polish researcher (Rabijewska, 1981) is very similar to one
constructed independently by Rick Woods, a teacher in the Richmond School
District (Woods, 1982).

In view of the work involved in evaluating about 10 000 sets of solutions
to problems, it was imperative that the evaluation scheme chosen be relatively
simple as well as reasonably consistent. Initially, it was planned to use the Woods
scale shown in the left half of Figure 7-1 because it appeared to satisfy these re-
quirements.

Following considerable discussion it was decided to construct a new scale
which would focus on strategy implementation instead of numerical grading as in
the Woods scale. That coding scheme, called the Student Rt ilonse Characteristic
Coding Scheme (SRCCS), was based on the Woods scale, but induded nine cate-
gories of strategy implementation. The dose relationship between the Woods nu-
merical grading scale and the SRCCS is shown in Figure 7-1.

Woods Evaluation Scrile SRCCS Coding Scheme

Score Solution Stage Categ

0 No work shown
2 Pertinent facts shown with no

pmcedure
4 Pertinent facts shown with

inappropriate procedure
6 Appropriate plan introduced;

some pr but wrong turn
taken orEriTtsisre to complete a
good plan

8 Clear and appropriate plan
developed but error in
calculation or transcription or
anss,.. incomplete

10 Correct and complete answer

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

Strategy Implementation

No work shown
Identifies data only

Problem misinterpreted

Strategy not dear
Strategy initiated but incomplete
or poorly implemented
Conditions overlooked or
possibilities not exhausted

Multiple secondary errors

A single secondary error

Appropriate and complete



Figure 7-2.
Answer and
statement codes
and
problem-solving
strategies.

In addition to a scale for strategy implementation the SRCCS also indud-
ed categories for the answer to the problem, for the statement of the answer, and
for the identification of the principal strategy used in each solution as shown in
Figure 7-2.

Answer

1. Co nect
2. Incorrect

Statement Strategy Used

I. Complete
2. None required

3. Undetermined 3. No units
4. Blank 4. No context

5. No statement

Number sentence
Select numerical
operations and
calculate
Use algebra
Non-systematic list
Systematic list (make
a table, graph Of list)
Guess and check

Draw diagram
Search for a pattern

Logical reasoning
Simpler case
Work backwards

Undetermined

Following training sessions for six teacher leaders, 80 teachers met for a
period of five days for training in the use of the SRCCS and for evaluation of the
approximately 10 000 sets of problems. The SRCCS proved to be efficient in
e. aluating the Q-forms and consistent as well. Consistency of the categorizations
was verified by second evaluations of samples of the Q-fonns following the initial
evaluations.

Scoring of Problem 7

On each of the Q-forms, a distinctly difkrent type of challenge followed
attempts to solve the first six problems. Problem 7 was presented as an already
solved problem, but it contained a significant error. Students were asked to evalu-
ate the solution of Problem 7 by answering two questions about the solution.
The problem was designed to provide information about students' ability to eval-
uate a solution rather than find solutions as in problems 1 to 6. In view of time
limitation, it was decided to evaluate only a sample of the Q-forms for assess-
ment of this item. About 1000 responses te Problem 7 were evaivated in all, or
about 160 responses from each of the six Q-forms.

On each Q-form, Problem 7 included two questions designed to give stu-
dents an opportunity to analyze the solution and discover a significant error in
the solution. A set of response categories to those questions was presented to a
pand z.f 80 teachers who then proceeded to evaluate the responses. Judgment of
the student response: as indicative of ability to examine a solution critically was
determined mainly on the basis of whether or not the student could identify the
major error in the problem.

Results of Open-ended Problems Assessment

Results of the assessment of problem solving are presented mainly with
respect to quality of strategy implementation as shown in Table 7-1. The nine
levels of strategy implementation in the SRCCS form a hierarchical sequence
ranging from no work shown (Category 1) to complete and correct solution



Table 7-1.
Mean percentages
of students in each
strategy
implementation
categorr Crwelve
problems in each
category.)

Figure 7-3.
Examples of less
difficult problems
at each grade level
and percents of
students showing
no work and
rearhing imple-
mentation level 6
or higher.

Strategy Implementation Caterry Grade 4 Grade 7 Grade 10

1 No worL +own 21 24 20
2 Identifies data only 0 1 1

3 Problem misinterpreted 22 20 12
4 Strategy not clear 3 8 7
5 Strategy initiated but incomplete

or poorly implemented
7 10 15

6 Conditions overlooked or
possibilitks not exhausted

11 9 10

7 Multiple secondary errors 0 0 1

8 Single secondary error 4 2 3
9 Appropriate and complete 31 24 32

(Category 9). Category 6, conditions overlooked or possibilkies not exhausted,
can be considered to be the minimum level for satisfactory achievement on any
given problem. This category typically describes a solution which shows signifi-
cant und:rstanding of a problem and significant progress toward solution, al-
though the solution may fall short of completion. Problem solving is a complex
process, and complete and correct solutions cannot be expected with the same
frequency as in computational exercises or other routine mathematical tasks. The
difficulty level of a given problem depends on many factors induding prior expe-
rience, context, familiarity with general strategies, and maturity. Not surprisingly,
there was a wide range of kvels of strategy implementation on the six problems of
each of the six Q-forms.

The unexpectzdly high mean percentages of students who showed no
work in their attempts to so:ve problems indicate that many students often find
solving problems a task too formidable to attempt. HOWeVe 7, there was a wide
range nf difficulty levels of the problems. Figure 7-3 shows an example of a prob-
lem at each grade level which student: found less difficult than others.

Grade 4 Problem

Small candies cost 2 cents each and large candies
cost S cents each. Susan bought 3 candies. How
many different amounts caiM Susan have spent?

Grade 7 Problem

A musk club raised $125 to buy tickers for a
concert. Tickets cost $9 each. After buying tkkets
for every dub member, $17 was left. How many
members are in the music club?

Grade 10 Problem

A plane took off with a full load of 116 000 L of
jet fuel. The plane used 9000 L of fuel per :aour.
It flew at an avenge speed of 800 km/h. When the
plane landed ir had 44 000 L of jet fuel left. How
long was the flight?

No work Levd 6 - 9

13 54

11 63

11 71

1 9 0



Figure 7-4.
Examples of more
difficult problems
at each grade level
and percents of
students showing
no work and
reaching imple-
mentation level 6
or higher.

Other problems were more challenging as indicated by examples shown
in Figure 7-4. The high percentages of problems with no work shown reflects not
only the difficulty of the problem bu, also inexperience in solving such problems,
unwillingness to attempt such problems, and inadequate awareness of problem-
sol.,ng strategies.

Grade 4 Probkm

Petra read a book with 160 pages in 4 days.
Each day after the first, she read 10 pages
mote than the day before. How many pages
did she read on the fourth day?

Grade 7 Problem

A hockey team ?cored -oals in 24 games. 32 15
In 10 of the games dr in scored 2 goals in
each game. In the otht. games they scored either
3 goals or 4 pals. The team won only when they
scored 4 goals. How many games did the team win?

Grade 10 Problem

We can write any whole number using the digits 43
0 to 9. 59 has a 2 digits: 5 and 9. 708 has 3 digim:
7. 0, and 8. 4633 has 4 digirm 4, 6, and 3 used twice.
In numbering the pages of a book, 777 digits weir
used. How many pages are in the book?

No work Level 6 - 9

34 17

10

Cross-Grade Results

The effects of maturity and experience on success in solving prAkms
were investigated by including the same problem given at all three grade levels
and by having several identical problems in Grades 7 and 10. Figure 7-5 shows a
problem which was administei-ed at all three grade levels and the percentages of
categories of strategy implementation.

Figure 7-5.
1.#trategy

implementation
problem for
Grades 4, 7, and

We want to number the pages of a book with 222 Pages.
How many times will a 7 be printed?

Grade Level
Strategy Impkintittation Categoty(ies) 4 7 10

10: mean percent No work or only facts -,-..ritten 30 iC.; 2
correct. Problem misinterpreted or strateg not clear 42 16 17

Strateg initiated but incomplete
or poorly implemented 3 9 5

Conditions overlooked or possibilities
not exhausted 22 31 39

Secondary errors only or appropriate and complete 5 18 18

Not surprisingly, Grade 4 students were less able to comprehend the
problem situation than students in Grades 7 and 10. About 72 percent of Grade



Figure 7-6.
Strategy
implementation
results for a Grade
7 and 10 problem.
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4 students did little or no work, misinterpreted the problem situation, or were
unclear in their strategy implementation. This compared with abuut 40 percent
of the students in Grades 7 and 10 in the weakest strawy implementation cate-
gories. About 27 percent of Grade 4 students made significant progress, includ-
ing the 5 percent who solved the problem completely or made secondary errors
only. About 49 percent of Grade 7 students made significant progress, including
18 percent who were completely correct or made secondary errors only.

Grade 10 students did not fare much better on this item than Grade 7
students. About 57 percent of Grade 10 students made significant progress, in-
duding 18 percent who were completely correct or made secondary errors only.
The large proportion of students in the ategory of conditions overlooked or pos-
sibilities not exhausted is not unexpected in a problem of this type. The most
common oversight was the extra 7s in the 70s decades. The low success at all
grade kvels indicates that more instruction and practice are needed to promote
success with the strategies of making a systematic list and identifying number pat-
terns.

In contrast to the "How many 7s problem," the problem and results dis-
played in Figure 74 illustrate a considerably higher degree of succas at the
Grade 10 level than at the Grade 7 level.

Problem Look at the pattern of black and white square tiles.
How many black tiles should be in the TENTH figure?

Black tiles cost $5 and white tiles cost $1.
How much will a square floor with 20 riles on each side cost?

Grade Ler4
Strategy Implementation Cattgory(ies) 7 10

No work or only Facts written 33 18
Problem misinterpreted or strategy not clear 41 29
Strategy initiated but incomplete

or poorly implemented 11 18
Conditions overlooked or possibilities

not exhausted 4 0
Secondary errors only or appropriate and complete 13 35

Only about one eighth of Grade 7 students had a correct or nearly correct
solution, compared to about one third of Grade 10 students. This large differ-
ence contrasts with the approximate equality of correct and nearly correct solu-
tions for the two grade levels on the "7s" problem. Grade 7 students may have
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percent complete
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been more prone to misinterpret the problem because of difficulties with the syn-
tax. The phrase "20 tiles on each side was often misinterpretai as 20 tiles on tir
boundary sides only of the square floor. This interpretation is reasonable, espe-
cially if students ignore the pattern of tiles illustrated in the first question which
was sometimes considered to be distinct and not related to the main goal of the
problem. Such reasonable misinterpretations illustrate the general difficulty of
making problem statements so clear that only a single interpretation is reason-
able.

The following problem illustrates that problems involving percent are
much more difficult for students in Grade 7 than those in Grade 10.

Mike, Larry, and Les earned money mowing lawns.
One week Mike worked for 20 h, Larry worked for 11 h,
and Les worked for 18 h.

a) What percent of the total number of hours did Mike work?

b) During that week the boys were paid a total of $225. How
much of the money should Mike receive?

About 26 percent of Grade 7 students obtained the correct answer to part
(a) compared to about 64 percent of Grade 10 students. About 19 percent of
Grade 7 students obtained the correct answer to part (b) compared to about 55
percent of Grade 10 students.

The results for all seven problems common to both Grades 7 and 10 are
summarized in Table 7-2.

Problem Context Best Strategy Grade 7 Grade 10
Lawns (part a) Select operations 26 64
Lawns (part b) Select operations 19 55
Music tapes Systematic list 40 56
How many 7's Systematic list 9 8
Free tickets Systematic list 0 0
Hockey Guess and test 14 20
Tiles Pattern 12 32

One problem was extremely difficult, and less than one percent of stu-
dents in either of Grades 7 or 10 were able to obtain the correct answer. The
problem involved many lists. The 7s problem was the next most d;fficult prob-
lem. On the remaining five problems, Grade 10 students had a dear superiority
over Grade 7 students, as would be expected.

1 3
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Problem-Solving Results by Gender

A considerable body of literature indicates that there are gender difkr-
ences in mathematics learning. In a report of the National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress kw Grades 3, 7, and 11 in the United States (Dossey, Mullis,
Lindquist & Chambers, 1988) it is stated that:

Females tend to outperform males on tasks where there is an ob-
vious procedural rule to follow, while the reverse seems to be true
when the strategy for solving the problem is less apparent. At all
three grade levels, the NAEP results show a consistent advantage
for kmales in the area of knowledge and skills compared to a con-
sistent advantage for males in the area of higher-level applications.
(pp. 56-57)

Differences are largest in the secondary grades but are dedining (Fried-
man, 1989). Reasons for these differences have often been attributed to differ-
ohms in exposure to mathematics. In senior grades males have traditionally en-
rolled in mathematics courses in larger numbers than females (Fennema and
Sherman, 1977).

Table 7-3 shows the mean percent correct on the six problems from each
Q-form at each grade level. Results are consistent with other studies on gender
differences in mathematics and especially higher-level thinking. Differences be-
tween males and females in obtaining correct answers on the assessment problems
are small in Grade 4 and Grade 7. In Grade 10 males have a three to six point
margin over females.

Grade Form Boys Girls Difference (Girls - Boys)

4
4
7
7

10
10

Q.-1
Q-2
Q- 1
Q-2
Q- 1
Q-2

44
31
28
33
53
33

43
33
28
32
47
30

-1

2
0

-1

-6
-3

On most problems differences between maks and females were not large.
Out of 36 problems there was a difference of five percent or more on only seven
problems. The largest difference was a Grade 10 problem involving concepts of
rate and average. Inexplicably, 51 percent of males had a complete and correct so-
lution for this problem compared with only 33 percent of females.

Mr. Moon rirove for 4 h at 80 km/h.
He drove 1 more hour in heavy traffic at 40 km/h.

What was his average speed for the trip?

The large difference between males and females on this one problem is a

1 `I 4



Figure 7-7.
Scale of attitude
toward problem
solving.

puzzling anomaly. The sample size is large enough to render unlikely the conclu-
sion that the result is merely a statistical aberration. The problem appeus to be
brief and clearly stated. In Grade 10, do males have a better understanding of the
concept ofaverage rate than females? Are males more likely to notice the impor-
tance of considering the periods of time when averaging two different rates? Do
males have more experience with rate situations?

Attitudes Toward Problem Solving

The research literature on affective differences in mathematics suggests
that attitudes toward mathematio are somewhat positive in the primary grades
but gradually decline in the middle grades and become even less positive in the
upper grades. The literature also suggests that females arc more anxious about
mathematics and feel less confident about their ability to do mathematics. To
obtain data that would shed light on attitudes toward problem solving among
students in British Columbia, an 8-item scale of attitude toward problem solving
was constiacted. This scale, shown in Figure 7-7, is a short, modified version of
other scales of attitudes toward problem solving: e. g. (Whitaker, 1976). The
scale was completed by students on Form Q-2 immediately preceding their at-
tempts to solve the problems.

BEFORE YOU START THE PROBLEMS, LOOK AT THE STATEMENTS BELOW.
CIRCLE THE ANSWERS THAT TELL BEST HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT MATH PROBLEMS.

1. I enjoy solving math problems.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

2. When my teacher gives us math problems to solve, I get uncomfortable.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

3. Once I start a math problem I don't give up until I solve it.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

4. I would rather solve only easy problems.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

5. Problems that make you think are more fun than easy problems.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

6. 111 had the choice, I would rather solve math problems than do arithmetic
drills or exercises.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

7. Math would be more interesting if we had more problems.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

8. I think I'm good at solving problems.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagtre

This scale was completed by 823 males and 717 females in Grade 4, by
883 males and 908 females in Grade 7, and by 761 males and 752 females in
Grade 10. The wording of all items except Items 2 and 4 was "positively
phrased." In the analysis of the data the numerical results on items 2 and 4 have

1 9 5
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solving.

Table 7-5.
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solving.
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been adjusted to be consistent with the positively phrased items. Item responses
were scored from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree).

Results from the Attitudes toward Problem-Solving Scale

Students' responses to the attitude scale are summarized in Table 7-4
which is shown below. Lower scores indicate more positive attitudes.

Item Grade 4 Grade 7 Grade 10 1

Male Female Male Female Male Female

Enjoy solving 2.51 2.40 2.89 2.99 3.18 3.20
Uncomfortable 2.48 2.46 2.47 2.53 2.59 2.71
Don't give up 2.16 2.13 2.65 2.73 2.97 3.02
Prefer easy 2.80 2.79 3.02 3.08 3.12 3.26
Thinking fun 2.46 2.48 2.67 2.75 2.82 2.92
Problems-drill 2.76 2.76 2.78 3.12* 2.80 3.08*
More problems 3.10 3.09 3.32 3.48* 3.44 3.58*
Good at solving 2.39 2.58* 2.63 2.92* 2.80 3.22*
Mean 2.58 2.59 2.81 2.95 2.97 3.13
* Differences significant at 0.01 kvel.

Table 7-4 shows that responses on most items between males and fe-
males are similar especially in Grade 4. All seven significant differences indicate
!ess positive attitudes for females. It is also apparent that there is a general steady
deterioration of attitude toward problem solving from Grade 4 to Grade 10. This
deterioration is more apparent when the results are tabulated in terms of the per-
centages of students who gave positive responses (strongly agree or agree) as
shown in Table 7-5.

Item Grade 4
Male Female

Grade 7
Male Female

Grade 10
Male Female

Enjoy solving 64 66 46 43 35 33
Uncomfortable 60 63 61 59 57 52
Don't give up 74 75 52 48 38 35
Prefer easy 54 54 45 40 43 35
Thinking fun 61 61 53 49 47 40
Problems-drill 50 50 46 39 43 35
More problems 38 37 27 19 18 11
Good at solving 64 56 49 36 44 26
Mean 56 55 47 42 36 33

* Results adjusted for negitively phrased items.

As Item 1 indicates, about two-thirds of students in Grade 4 report en-
joyment of problem solving, but in Grade 10 only about one-third of students do
so. Item 3 also reveals a sharp decline with about half as many students in Grade
10 reporting persistence in solving problems compared to students in Grade 4.



Figure 7-8.
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taught in English
and in French.
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kern 7 shows that more than a third oistudents in Grade 4 would prefer
to have more math problems, but in Grade 10 the percentages are much lower
with only a4out 11 percent of females preferring to have more problems. Sharp
drops in confidence in solving problems are indicated from the results on Item 8,
especially for females with 56 percent agreeing that they are good in solving prob-
lems in Grade 4 but only 26 percent in Grade 10. Percentages of positive attitude
responses for males and females for hems 1, 3, and 8 are shown in Figure 7-8 in
bar graphs.
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Problem-Solving Performance in Classes Taught in English and French

The numbers of students taught mathematics in French are considerably
smaller than those taught in English. The numbers of students and percent of
French pupils in the sample are shown in Table 7-6.

Grade English French Percent French

4 2954 294 9
7 3346 379 10

10 3009 131 4

The mean percentages of complete and correct solutions on the overall
dusters of 12 problems for Grade levels 4, 7. and 10 for classes tatOt in English
and in French are shown in Table 7-7. Because of the small sizes of the samples
of French-taught mathematics classes in the assessment, the results are presented
here with link comment.

Percent Complete and Correct Solutions
Grade English French Difference (EnglishFrench)

4 31 27 4
7 23 32 -9

10 32 41 -9
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Figure 7-9.
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The percentages of complete and correct solutions for Grade 4 shown in
Table 7-7 indicart that students in the sample of mathematics dasses taught in
English had a higher percentage of complete and correct solutions than those
taught in French. However, at both Grades 7 and 10, students who were entolled
in mathematics classes taught in French had a higher percentage of complete and
correct solutions than those taught in English.

Assessment of Critical Analysis in Problem Solving

Solving problems requires awareness of the problem situation, decision
making, and continuous regulation of the strategy implementation. These meta-
cognitive actions and the ability to analyze stages in the solution process are diffi-
cult to assess unless the solver has dearly explained the entire solution process.
Often students solve problems and obtain answers with very little work shown.
In such cases the teacher must guess the extent of the student's awareness and in-
fer which decisions were made, with little conception of any monitoring in which
the student was engaged. One way to assess critical analysis and metacognitive ac-
tions in problem solving is to present an already solved problem where the task is
to evaluate the solution rather than solve a problem. By asking suitable questions
with respect to the given solution, one can obtain a reasonable conception of the
extent of metacognition practiced by the student. Although the given problem is
already solved (correctly or not), the student must acquire a suitable representa-
tion of the problem situation, be able to monitor the solution procedure, and de-
cide on the appropriateness of the procedure and reasonableness of the answer.
Figure 7-9 shows a solved problem containing a significant error given to Grade
7 students (Problem 7, Form Q-1) along with questions which cannot bean-
swered well without critical analysis or metacognitive engagement in the given so-
lution.

Problem A bowl contains 10 apples and oranges.
Apples cost 5 cents each and oranges cost 10 cents each.
All together the fruit is worth 70 cents.
We want to find how many apples are in the bowl.
Beth tried to solve the problem this way.

apples oranges

5 10

5 10
5 10
5 10

_1 IQ
25 50

50
Zi
75 too high

5 10j 10
10 10

10 60
1 0 112

1.Q 70 just right
60

There are 2 apples in the fruit bowl.

I. Is Beth's way of solving the problem a good one?
Tzll why you think it is or is not a good way.

2. Did Beth get the right answer?
Explain why she did or did not.
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For each of the two Q-forms at Grades 4, 7, and 10, a sample of about
150 to 175 responses to Problem 7 was examined by a team of teachers who had
also participated in the evaluation of the first six problem solutions. A total of
985 Problem 7 responses was evaluated. The responses were used to determine
three levels of critical analysis :

Level 1: Responses are simplistic. There is no indication of ability to
evaluate a solved problem in a critical manner.

Level 2: Responses indicate a reasonable attempt to comprehend and
critique the solution, although with limited success. At least
one major error was overlooked.

Level 3: Responses indicate a careful examination of the solution,
induding identification of the significant error.

Results for Problem 7

Table 7-8 shows the percentages of students classified as being at each of
the three levels of critical analysis in problem solving.

Grade 4 Grade 7 Grade 10
Number of students 314 339 332
% at Level 1 66 56 76
% at Level 2 25 9 7
% at Level 3 10 36 18

The results show that, based on the criteria describing three levels of criti-
cal analysis, most students in Grades 4, 7, and 10 were at the lowest level in criti-
cal examination ofa solution to a ptablem. These results must be treated with
(2ution for several reasons. They arc based upon responses to a single problem.
The problem and the solution shown may not have attracted sufficient student
interest and study to elicit thoughtful responses to the questions. Students have
little or no experience in critically analyzing problem solutions. The criteria for
the three levels of critical analysis are arbitrary and imperfect. The comparative
results themselves cast doubts about their legitimacy. lt is highly suspect to have
results that indicate that twice as many students in Grade 7 reached the highest
level of critical analysis as those in Grade 10. Notwithstanding these caveats, the
high percentages of students classified at the lowest level of critical analysis sug-
gests that problem situations designed to stimulate critical thinking, such as
Problem 7, represent a fertile area in which teachers may enhance their methods
for eliciting more thoughtful analysis in problem solving. Such problem situa-
tions may promote metioagnkive actions such as sekcting strategies, monitoring
their implementation, making decisions, and generally, evaluating solution pro-
cesses as well as answers.
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Translation Problems And Process Problems

Translation problems are problems which require only' selection of cor-
rect arithmetic orations followed by the necessary calculations. Such problems
have been typial of those traditionally found in textbooks, more commonly
called word problems. Following is an example of a translation problem:

At a fruit stand there were 5 bunches of bananas with 4 bananas
in each bunch and 3 bunches of bananas with 6 bananas in each
bunch. If you bought all the bananas, and your friends ate 16 of
them, how many bananas would you have kft?

S4 lying the problem requires only selection of cvrrecr operations and cal-
culations. In this case there are two multiplications, one addition, and one sub-
traction. No other general strategy is necessary.

Process problems require not only correct operations and calculations,
but also the selection of a more general strategy such as guessing and testing,
making a systematic list, or searching for a pattern. Following is an example of a
process problem:

In a music store tapes are sold for $5, 10, and $15.
You plan to spend $30 on tapes.
How many different combinations of rapes could you buy?

To solve this problem simple calculations are necessary as with translation
problems, but it is also necessary to make a list to try to find all possible combina-
tions. Generally, it is useful to make a list systematic in order to decrease the risk
of overlooking some items.

Only in recent years has the teaching of general problem-solving strate-
gies received emphasis as specified in the revised British Columbia mathematics
curriculum. Traditional translation problems were predominant in the past, and
they were usually applications of calculation skills. Process problems have shifted
the emphasis to thinking about more general ways to solve probttems.

Results of Translation and Process Problems

Table 7-9 shows the comparisons of results for solving translation prob-
lems with those for problems where the guess-and-tor strategy was an appropri-
ate choice. For the several problems of each type at each grade level mein per-
centages of solutions for complete and correct solutions are shown.

Problem Type Grade 4 Grade 7 Grade 10

Translation 51(4)* 31(4) 52(5)
Guess and Test 22(2) 21(4) 24(2)

'Number of problems of each type in parentheses.
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Table 7-9 indicates that students had considerably more success solving
the translation problems than those where the strategy of guessing and testing
was appropriate. This is not surprising as students have encountered far more
translation problems over the years than prows problems.

The lower rates of achievement on guess-and-test problems ran be partly
attributed to the fact that many of those problems were quite challenging. How-
ever, the more likely reason for lower performance on these problems is that a
large percentage of students did not use guessing and testing. In one case, on a
guess-and-test problem in Grade 7, only 4 percent of the students used guessing
and testing while 36 percent attempted to solve the problem using only number
operations. As noted by the Interpretation Panel, the strategy of choosing narbtr-
ical operations was used excessively, and ftequendy inappropriately. The Pant: re-
ferred to this strategy as 'number grabbing," because so many students selected
numbers and blindly performed calculations that were inconsistent with the con-
ditions described in the problem statement.

Some guess-and-test problems can be solved algebraically as well. On one
of those problems 22 percent of the Grade 10 students used guessing and testing,
17 percent used algebra, and 34 percent simply tried number operations. Such re-
sults suggest that much more practice with guess-and-test problems is needed,
induding challenging problems where the suitability of the strategy is less obvi-
ous.

Table 7-10 shows the mean percent correct for three problems where
making a systematic list was an appropriate strategy. Percentages are given for
complete and correct solutions (strategy implementation category 9), for students
who made at least a start in the required list items (strategy implementation cate-
gories 6-9), and for students who had little or no success (strategy implementa-
tion categorits1-5) .

Solution Stage Grade 4 Grade 7 Grade 10

Complete and Correct 14 21 24
Partial List 45 39 41
Little or No Success 41 40 35

The sharply contrasting percentages of students who obtained a complete
and correct solution with those who had some understanding of the problem
and made at least start toward the complete list is typical of problems requiring
a list when the list is long or when two or more lists are needed. On one extreme-
ly complex problem less than one percent of Grade 7 and Grade 10 students ob-
tained a complete and correct answer. The complete solution required students
to construct many sublists, and the lists induded items which could be easily
overlooked. Most disappointing was the high percentages of solutions with little
or no success at each grade levd. These results suggest that more attention
should be given to practice in using the strategy of making a systematic list and
checking carefully for completeness in the list.
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Percentages of
problems in 4
answer
categories.
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Answers and Answer Statements Following Problem Solutions

Along with identification of strategy implementation categories, answers
and answer statements were classified as well. Answers were classified as correct,
incorrect, undetermined or blank. Table 7-1l shows the mean percentages of
problems in which the answers were classified in the four categories for each
grade level.

Grade Correct Incorrect Undetermined Blank

4 35(31)* 56 2 7
7 29(24) 60 3 8

10 37(32) 47 5 11

'Percentages of correct answen with appropriate and complete oolutions in parentheses.

As Table 7 -11 indicates, across grade levels, the percentages of correct
answers exceeds the percentages of answers which were not only correct but were
supported by complete development of appropriate strategies by about five per-
centage points. It is unlikely that a significant percentage of answers was obtained
strictly by mental processing because of the challenging nature of the problems. A
problem in Grade 4 illustrates how correct answers can sometimes be obtained
without valid support. In the problem shown below numerical facts were manip-
ulated improperly or with incomplete understanding to obtain a correct answer.

If you hit the target outside the bull's eye you score 2 points.
If you hit the target insidc the bull's eye you get 5 points.
Carrie hit the target 6 times and scored 24 points.
How many times did Carrie hit the bull's eye?

On this problem 62 percent of the answers were correct, but only 37 per-
cent of the answers were supported by appropriate and complete work. Students
could get the correct answer by dividing 24 by 6 and ignoring all other relevant
facts. They could also divide 24 by 5 to gct 4 and a remainder which fortuitously
matches the amount needed for two more hits. With different point totals, c. g.
21 points, this manipulation would not protiuce the correct answer. The problem
accentuates the special care which must be taken to construct problems with nu-
merical facts that are immune to obtaining correct answers without appropriate
strategies and operations.

After solving a problem it is appropriate to write a statement which an-
swers the question posed in the problem. The answer statement should include
the units and contextual information which gives meaning to the numerical an-
.;wer. Table 7-12 shows the percentages ofstudents who provided complete an-
swer statements, incomplete statement! with either no units or no context, and
no statement at all for problems which required an answer. At each of the three
grades, one problem required only a list and is not included in the table data.

2..?



Table 7-12.
Percentages of
students providing
complete, partial,
and no answer
statements.

Table 7-13.
Mean percentages
for solutions with
complPte answer
statements and no
answor statement
for translation and
process problems.
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Grade Complete No Units No Context No Statement
4 45 4 22 29
7 41 5 24 22

10 53 1 23 23 ,

Across all three grades about one-quarter of the students Failed to write
any answer statement. Failure to write an answer statement may indicate that a
student is crunching numbers without awareness of the problem situation. A
number may be cranked out and accepted blindly as the answer with no attempt
to connect it with the problem situation. When students write an answer state-
ment, they provide added indications about their understanding of the goals of
the problem. The act of writing the statement can trigzer a realization that the
question in the problem may have been only partly answered or that the answer
is unreasonable. Such awareness helps to encourage students to look back at the
solution to resolve a conflict. When students do not understand a problem or fail
to complete a solution, they are less likely to write an answer statement.

Problems which require only selection of arithmetic operations followed
by calculations (translation problems) are easier to understand than problems
which also require the use of other strategies (process problems). Table 7-13
shows comparisons of the mean percentages of students who wrote complete an-
swer statements for the translation problems with percentages of complete answer
statements for the process problems. Table 7-13 also shows similar comparisons
on translation problems and process problems for students who made no answer
statement at all.

The results in Table 7-13 indicate that students provided complete an-
swer statements in translation problems more frequently than with process prob-
lems. At the same time fewer students failed to write an answer statement with
translation problems than with process problems. These results are cc nsistent
with the principal achievement results of the assessment, with students having
more success w:th translation problems than with process problems.

Grade Complete Answer Statement
Translation Process

No Answer
Translation

Statement
Process

4 51 42 27 31
7 46 42 21 27
10 61 48 13 29

Mean 53 44 20 29

On the average, across all problems and across all three grade levels, about
one-fourth of the solutions contained no answer statements. Grade 10 students
wrote some form of answer statements for translation problems more frequently
than did students at the other two grade levels, but they were just as likely as stu-
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dents in the lower grade levels to omit answer statements in process problems.
There was a notable exception. The probkm with the highest percentage of com-
plete answer statements was a logic problem in Grade 10:

Tina and Lena are running and walking around a track.
Tina runs halfway and 7.alks the other half.
Lena runs half the time and walks half the time.
Whenever they run, Tina and Lena run at the same speed.
Whenever they slow down to walk, they walk at the same speed.
Who takes less time to circle the track?
Explain your thinking.

The problem is solved principally by using the logic that if you run half
the time, you cover more than half the track. Although only 12 percent of the
students had a completely correct and appropriate solution, 29 percent of the stu-
dents gave the correct answer without a suitable explanation. Despite the small
percentage of students who solved the problem properly, 69 percent gave a com-
plete answer statement and only 13 percent gave no statement at all. Apparently
most students thought they understood the problem situation and the problem
goal although some students were mystified because the problem contains no
numbers. Most students drew a diagram to help them understand the problem. It
is tempting to hypothesize that this may have helped them to gain enough grasp
of the problem situation and question to expedite their writing an answer state-
ment. However, in one set of Grade 7 problems, the two problems with the low-
est percentages of answer statements involved situations where drawing a diagram
would be helpful. Perhaps, unless an explanation is specifically requested, many
students may regard a diagram as a clear pictorial statement which makes a verbal
statement superfluous.

Levels of Success in Problem Solving

Except fin Category 4 (strategy not clear) in the Student Response Char-
acterization Coding Scale, the categorizations of strategy implementation can be
used to indicate levels of success in problem solving. Category 4 is inappropriate
as a success indicator as it includes not only unclear strategies but a wide range of
success using those strategies.

Some of the strateg implementation categories are closely related and
may be combined to determine a simpler and more expedient number oflevels of
success in problem solving. Figure 7-10 describes five levels of success. It is rea-
sonable to group categories I and 2 together as the lowest level, Level 1. Catego-
ries 7 and 8 which describe essentially correct solutions having only secondary er-
rors can be grouped with Category 9 (correct and appropriate solution) as the
highest level, Level 5, as shown in Figure 7-10.

Under these arbitrary criteria, less than half of the students across grades
reached the two upper success levels. While these results may seem disappointing,
they are not unexpected in view of the universality of students' difficulties in solv-
ing problems. In the Fourth National Assessment of Educational Progress in the
United States (Dossey et aL, 1989), less than one percent of 9-year old and 13-



Figure 7-10. Level 1 (SRCCS categories I and 2)
Levels of No work shown or identifies data only. There is no representation of the
problem-solving problem sitta.tion and no progress toward solution.
performance.

Table 7-14.
Mean percentages
of students
reaching each level
of problem solving
(means of 12
problems).

Level 2 (SRCCS category 3)
Problem misinterpreted. The student constructs a representation of a
problem situation which is erroneous. Some constructive work may be
shown.

Level 3 (SRCCS category 5)
Strategy initiated but incomplete or poorly implemented. There is some
understanding of the problem. A good beginning may be made but
progress is halted or misconceptions prevent a good solution.

Level 4 (SRCCS category 6)
Conditions overlooked or possibilities not exhausted. There is considera-
ble although incomplete understanding of the problem but strategy im-
plementation falls short of solution due to failure to note all conditions or
possibilities.

Level 5 (SRCCS categories 7-9)
Appropriate and complete solution or problem contains only secondary
errors. There is a completely correct representation of the problem situa-
tion. with a complete and correct implementation ofa strategy except for
errors in calculation, units, transcription, or incomplete answer statement.

year old students reached "Level 350," which "demonstrates the capacity to apply
mathematical operations in a variety of problem settings" (pp. 127-128). Even
among 17-year old students. only six percent reached Level 350. In this light, the
percentrges of students in British Columbia reaching the highest levels of prob-
lem solving are encouraging.

Table 7-14 shows the mean percentages of students at each level for the
totality of 12 problems on the two Q-forms. Percentages do not total 100 per-
cent as they do not include students "'I Categmy 4 (strategy not dear).

Grade Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

4 22 23 6 11 35
7 25 20 10 10 27

10 20 12 16 10 36

The results are also shown in bar graphs in Figure 7-11.



Figure 7-11.
Levels of
performance
based upon
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Implementation.
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Grade 4 Grade 7 Grade 10

Level

I Level 2
Level 3

o Level 4

Ei Level 5

The problems in this assessment were designed to be real problems where
solution paths were not obvious, not simply routine problems with easy solu-
tions. Because such problems require ability to assimilate facts and conditions as
well as choose and implement an appropriate strategy, it was expected that all stu-
dents would find some problems difficult and some would find all problems dif-
ficuk. However, the unexpectedly high percentages at the two lowest levels are
cause for concern. A fifth or more of the problem solutions were at the very low-
est level with nothing more than problem facts written. At the same time the
highest level was reached in the highest percentage of solutions. It appears that in
problem solving two extremes predominate. Either there is very little understand-
ing and strategy implementation or there is considerable understanding and strat-
egy implementation with a relatively small percent of students in the middle
range. The first stage of problem solving, getting to understand the problem, is so
important. When students understand a problem, they are likely to have success
in reaching a solution. When they do not understand a problem, they are likely
to have little if any success in solving the problem. More productive methods of
promoting understanding in problem solving must be found. Such methods will
likely involve more student participation with discussions about problem situa-
tions and possible strategies for solution as well as student presentations of their
solutions.

Relationships Between Regular and Problem-Solving Assessments

Problem solving using multiple-choice format was also investigated in the
regular mathematics assessment. While higher percentages of students obtained
correct answers in the regular assessment than in the open-ended problems assess-
ment, closer observation of the results indicates general consistency rather than
disparity. In the main assessment students could obtain correct answers by
chance, and the open-ended problems were more challenging than those in the
main assessment.
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For example, in the Grade 4 main assessment, on five one-step translation
problems percentages of correct answers ranged from 30 to 65 percent. On five
multiple-step and multiple-conditions problems in the regular grade 4 assess-
ment, percentages of correct answers ranged from 29 to 57 percent. In the open-
ended problems in Grade 4, although three problems proved excrptionally diffi-
cult with percentages of correct answers below ten percent, the range of percent-
ages of correct answers on the other nine probkms was 24 to 64 percent.The
mean percent of correct and complete solufions of the 12 more difficult open-
ended problems in Grade 4 was 31 percent.

Results in the Grade 7 main assessment also support the general conclu-
sion of how difficult students find solving problems. On each of the nine non-
routine problems half or less than half of the students chose the correct answer.
The difficulty in teaching as well as learning problem solving was evident from
the more than 60 percent of Grade 7 teachers and 73 percent of Grade 10 ttach-
ers who identified problem solving as difficult or very difficult to teach.

With respect to gender differences the results from both the main and
open-ended problems assessments are very consistent. Performances of males and
females in all strands except Measurement in Grades 4 and 7 were about equal.
These results are consistent with the small differences on open-ended problems in
Grado 4 and 7. In Grade 10, the mean scores on items at the application or
problem-solving level in the main assessment were about five percentage points
higher for males than females. These results are consistent with the Grade 10 re-
sults on open-ended problems where males had margins of three and six percent-
age points on the two problem-solving forms.

The decline in attitudes toward problem solving from Grade 4 to Grade
10 as measured by the eight-item attitude scale in the open-ended problems
forms was consistent with r. suhs on questionnaire items from the main study.
Nearly 60 percent of grade 7 students reported that problem solving is easy com-
pared to less than 40 percent of Grade 10 students. Nearly half of Grade 7 stu-
dents reported that they liked problem solving compared to little more than a
third of G rade 10 students.

Observations of the Interpretation Panel

Observations of the Interpretation Panel for the Grade 4, 7, and 10 prob-
lems were diverse. It was generally agreed that some problems were too wordy or
contained too many facts especially in Grades 4 and 7. Because many students
failed to utilize appropriate strategies and relied excessively on number crunching
it was suggested that more practice with general strategies such as guessing and
testing was needed. The Panel recommended more emphasis on having students
show all their work, explain what they did, identi& the strategy they use - in
short, explain their thinking. The Panel also noted the importance ofdiagram-
ming in solving problems and the need to spend more time "teaching how to dia-
gram.

The importance of relevance of problems for students was noted. Prob-
lem situations related to hockey or to pages in a book were thought to be less in-
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wresting for students than problems involving musk groups or television pro-

grams.

It was observed that in a Grade 4 problem requiring a complete list in
which nearly half of the students reached strategy implementation level 6 (condi-
tions overlooked or possibilities not exhausted) only six percent provided a com-
plete solution. It was suggested that teachers should encourage perseverance in
solving problems to increase the frequency of complete solutions. In general,
mort problems with multiple answers were recommended.

Estimates of the expectations of success on the problems were generally
lower than the actual !emits. For the Grade 7 problems, the Panel underestimat-
ed the percentages of students who would achieve Level 6 on strategy implemen-
tation on two problems and overestimated performance on ten problems. On one
problem the estimate and actual performance were about equal. Some estimates
were sharply below actual performance. On the 'hockey problem" shown here
where guessing and testing was an appropriate strategy, the Panel estimated that
40 percent of the students would reach at least Level 6. In fact only 15 percent
reached Level 6.

A hockey team scored 70 goals in 24 games. In 10 of the games the team
scored 2 goals in each game. In the other games they scored either 3 goals
or 4 goals. The team won only when they scored 4 goals. How many
games did the team win?

The Panel overestimated expected performance on a problem involving
percent containing two questions.

Mike, Larry, and Les earned money mowing lawns. One week Mike
worked for 20 h, Larry worked for 12 h, and Les worked for 18 h.

a) What percent of the total number of hours did Mike work?

b) During that week the boys were paid a total of $225.
How much of the money should Mike receive?

For each problem the Panel estimated that 50 percent of the students
would reach at least Level 6. Only 27 percent of the students reached that level
on Part (a) and even fewer, 21 percent reached that level on Part (b). Panel mem-
bers raised concerns about the ability of Grade 7 students to solve percent prob-
kms but felt that in Grade 7, the concept of percent and applications of percent
are not yet well developed.

Figure 7-12 shows the expected and actual percentages of students reach-
ing Levels 6-9 Llr the 13 problems in Grade 7.
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Table 7-12.
Expected and
actual
percentages of
solutions at
Levels 6-9 for
problems in
Grade 7
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Trans Liss Trans List List Guess Diag. Trans Guess Guess % (a) 96(b) Pattern

Bea Strum" for Each Probkm

Summary of Principal ltesults

The principal results of the assessment of problem solving in British Co-
lumbia are summarized in the following.

I. A high percentage of students in British Columbia are unable to make
significant progress in solving problems. On the six problem assessment
forms at the dime grade levels, each containing six problems, an average
of about 22 percent of the solutions contained no more than the problem
facts.

2. In view of the complexity of real problems induding many challenging
problems in this assessment, a substantial percentage of problems, about
33 percent, showed complete and correct solutions or solutions with mi-
nor errors. Across grade levels, about 43 percent of students attained lev-
els of satisfactory or better in solving problems.

At each grade level students had greater success in solving translation
problems requiring only calculations than problems requiring general
strategies.

4. General strategies were utilized less frequently than expected. For exam-
ple, on a complex problem where the strategy of guess and test was most
appropriate only- four percent of the students used that strategy while 36
percent simply used numerical operations without guessing and testing.
The strategy of making a systematic list was utilized more frequently
when appropriate.

5. Experience and maturity contribute very significantly to success in prob-
lem solving. On six problems given to both Grade 7 and Grade 10 stu-
dents the achievement of the Grade 10 students was considerably higher
than that of the Grade 7 students.
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6. Differences between males and females in solvintcs problems are small or
insignificant in Grades 4 and 7. In Grade 10 a higher percent-
age of complete and correct solutions on all 12 problems, but seven of thc
diffirences were less than 2 percent. On one problem there was an unex-
plainable anomaly with a difference of 18 percent.

7. Attitudes toward problem so!ving are generally positive ,n Grade 4, but
attitudes decline by Grade 7 and deterknate more by Grade 10.

8. There are few differences between males and females in attitudes toward
problem solving. However, at all grade levels females are less positive
about their ability to solve problems than boys.

9. At all grade levels very small percentages of students are able to critically
analyze an already solved problem which suggests low levels of metacog-
nitive processes such as making good decisions, monitoring strategy im-
plementation, and checking the reasonableness of the answer.

10. Students in English-speaking classes in Grade 4 had a higher percentage
of complete and correct solutions than those in French-speaking classes.
In Grades 7 and 10 this result was reversed. The small sample of students
in French-speaking dasses makes this an observation rather than a con-
clusion.

11. About one-quarter of problem solutions contained no answer statements.
Complete an.swer sta_ements were more likely with translation problems
than with process problems. Absence of any answer statement was more
common on process problems than on translation problems.

12. Correct answers to problems do not necessarily indicate complete under-
standing. Across grades the number of correct answers was about 5 per-
centage points higher than correct answers supported by valid solution
processes.

Recommendations Su wed by the Assessment of Problem Solving

The results do not provide definitive answers to the questions listed at the
beginning of this chapter which were the bases for the assessment. However, they
do provide some partial answers and valuable information useful for the planning
of instruction in problem solving at all grade levels. In order for teachers to focus
more dearly on areas needing special attention, these areas must be identified.
Problems requiring such strategies as guessing and testing, negative attitudes to-
ward problem solving especially in the upper grades, and weakness in metacogni-
five skills and critical analysis in thc process of solving problems are among those
areas needing increased attention.

It was not surprising that students had greater success in solving problems
requiring only selection of correct operations and calculations than problems re-
quiring more general strategia. However, it was surprising and disappointing
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that the strategy of guess and test Was often overlooked in problems where the
strategy would have been very appropriate. When the interpretation panel noted
that "number grabbing" rather than thoughtful attempts to understand problem
situations was predominant, it struck the chord that probably characterizes stu-
dents' attempts to solve problems more than any other factor. These observations
suggest that :

1. More instructional and discussion time needs to be given to
helping students ro attain appropriate representations of prob-
lem situations in order to overcome blind number grabbing
and to help students select more appropriate problem-solving
strategies.

2. In Grades 4 and 7 more time must be devoted to problems
involving general strategies. In particular more problems
where the strategy of guess and check would be useful should
be presented and discussed before and after solution.

3. In Grade 10 the strategy ofguess and check should receive
more emphasis even in algebra classes. Not only is guessing
and checking useful but it leads very naturally to understand-
ing and formulating more efficient systems of equations.

Despite the narrowing of the gap between males and females in higher-
level thinking in mathematia, the fact that there were significant differences in
favor of males in Grade 10 remains a concern that must be addressed. It is sug-
gested that:

1. At all grade levels opportunities for interactive problem solv-
ing between males and females be increased. The practice of
small group problem solving is becoming more common es-
pecially in the elementary pides and has excellent potential
in the secondary grades.

The fact that relatively positive attitudes toward problem solving in
Grade 4 deteriorate by Grade 7 and become more negative in Grade 10 suggests
that:

1. More interesting problems including real-world problems
should comprise a major portion of proWems presented to
students.

2. Students should solve problems in comfortable situations in-
cluding small group problem solving.

3. Solutions to problems in which several strategies are appropri-
ate should bc presented by students to the entire class in order
to increase their active participation as well as illustrate differ-
ent approaches to solving the problems.

4. Teachers should be aw Ire that females are kss confident in
their ability to solve p .,blems than males. Any opportunity to



raise the self concept of females in solving problems should be

The inability of most students to evaluate an already solved probkm suc-
cessfully (Problem 7 on each assessment form), suggests that students take little
time to examine problem-solving processes critically, do little monitoring of strat-
egy implementation, and fail to checic the reasonableness of answers. These meta-
cognitive processes are difficult to promote, but it is recommended thar

1. Teachers occasionally use already solved problems containing
errors for their students to examine critically.

2. Discussions of problems between teachers and students and
among students should be promoted to provide a dimate of
more active thinking, more careful analysis of problem situa-
tions, more careful monitoring of strategy implementation,
and evaluation of the obtained answer.

The fact that about one-quarter of the solutions had no answer statements
and that complete answer statements for process problems were less frequent than
for other problems suggests that:

1. Teachers should strongly encourage students to write complete
answer statements for all solutions. Writing such statements
gives further evidence of a student's degree of understanding
of a problem. Writing an answer statement can also initiate an
awareness that an answer is unreasonable or incomplete, or
fails to meet all of the problem conditions.
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Conclusion

David F. Robitaille

The 1990 mathematia assessment was the fourth in a series dating back
to 1977. Each one has involved thr collection of enormous amounts of data from
students and teachers about the teaching and learning of mathematics in the
schools of the province. Each assessment provides a highly detailed snapshot of
what mathematics is being taught, by whom it is being taught, and the degree to
which students are able to demonstrate skills and knowledge of the prescribed
content. Such information is essential to rational planning for the continued im-
provement of the teaching and learning of mathematics in British Columbia
schools.

The report of the 1985 assessment was written in anticipation of the
adoption of a long-awaited, sweeping revision of the K-12 mathematics curricu-
lum; and several of the recommendations contained in that report (Robitaille &
O'Shea, 1985) addressed specific topics or pedagogical approaches which the new
curriculum should encompass. That revised curriculum was adopted in 1987,
and the current assessment marks the first occasion since its adoption when it has
been possible to evaluate the extent to which that curriculum has been imple-
mented and the effects that its adoption might have had on students' achieve-
ment and attitudes.

What do the results tell us? What have we learned about the state of
mathematics education in the province after testing all students at three grade lev-
els, and collecting information from their teachers? Are there areas of the curricu-
lum in which students demonstrate particular strength? Are there others in which
there is a clear need for improvement?

The Provincial Report is intended to provide responses to such questions.
In the first section, we highlighted a number of findings of particular importancr.
In subsequent sections, we identified other findings that we believe accurately re-
flect the state of the teaching and learning of mathematics in British Columbia.
Many of those results are encouraging, but others point to areas where improve-
ment is needed. Our report is addressed to all of the major stakeholders in mathe-
matics education in the province: teachers, principals, consultants, district-level
administrators, teacher educators, the British Columbia Association of Mathe-
matics Teachers, and the Ministry of Education. Our hope is that the report will
serve as a catalyst in the continuing process of improving the teaching and learn-
ing of mathematics in our schools.

In previotu mathematics assessments, we addressed specific recommenda-
tions to individual agenciesschool districts, the Ministry of Education, or the
Faculties of Education, for exampleregarding matters where some sort of reme-
dial action Wa deemed to be warranted. For this report, we decided not to make
recommendations in that formal sense. Instead, we have identified our concerns
throughout the report, and suggested possible directions for improvement. We
hope that everyone who has a role to play in mathematia education in this prov-
ince will consider our findings and take appropriate action.

Overall, the results of the 1990 assessment demonstrate that students in
the schools of British Columbia are learning a great deal of mathematics and that
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the levels of perfonnance exhibited on the assessment items were, in many cases,
at or abovt the levels established by the interpretation panels. This finding pro-
vides confirmation of the results of previous assessments of mathematics in the
province, as well as from two recent international studies in which students from
British Columbia have participated (Rnbirailk & Garden, 1989; Lapointe,
Mead, Phillips, 1989).

The assessment has also led to the identification of a number of areas in
which improvement is needed, and references to those have been made through-
out the report. These are the areas that, in tlx opinion of the members of the
contract team, require special attention.

In this conduding section we identify four areas or themes that we con-
sider to be of overarching concern. Our goal is to bring these themes to the atten-
tion of major stakeholders, in the hope that the individuals and organizations in-
volved will recognize the importance of these matters and take appropriate action
to improve the current situation. The four areas are participation of women, im-
plementation of the revised curriculum, teaching methods, and student out-
comes.

Area of Concern: Participation of Women

Only 20 percent of Grade 10 mathematics teachers are women. This
finding should be a matter of concern to everyone with an interest in schools,
particularly when viewed in conjunction with the negative attitudes exhibited in
the responses of Grade 10 girls toward continued participation in mathematics-
related studies at the postsecondary level or in mathematics-related careers. There
is a shortage of female teachers to serve as role models for young women who
have the ability to succeed in mathematics; and, although the participation rates
of boys and girls in mathematics courses at the senior secondary levels are Fairly
close, the differences increase dramatically in mathematics and in some of the sci-
ences when students enter university where, among other things1 future teachers
acquire their academic and proftssional preparation.

Postsecondary educational institutions throughout the province are aware
of the fact that women are seriously under-represented in the sciences generally,
and many of them have adopted programs of various kinds to address the prob-
lem. The Ministry of Advanced Education and Job Training is also aware of this
problem and its implications for the future of the province. Meetings have been
held to discuss the extent of the problem. and to try to identify actions to be rdr.a-
en to reverse this trend.

We support those initiatives, but our concern is that not enough is being
done, and that the problem is not being accorded the serious attention it de-
serves. We believe that the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Advanced
Education and Job Training should establish a task force on women in science,
with a mandate to develop programs aimed at edthaning young women about the
importance of careers in science, including teaching. The provincial universities
should set up similai task forces, and the faculties of education should develop
programs to attract increasing numbers of women into teaching careers in
mathematics and science at the secondary school level. Schools and school



districts, in cooperation with the British Columbia Teachers' Federation and the
College of Teachers, should develop incentive programs to increase the numbers
of women teaching mathematics at the secondary level.

The under-trpresentation of women in the ranks of mathematia teachers
is not a new phenomenon, and the issue has been raised in a variety of settings.
One of the reasons advanced as a possible explanation for that under-
representation has to do with the nature of curricula in mathematics and science,
and another with the pedagogical approaches which predominate in the teaching
of mathematics. There is a growing school of thought which that the
teaching techniques most frequently employed in tlx teachinMnatsthematics
large-group lectures and individual work on assignments by studentsare not
highly compatible with women's msys of knowing and learning. I: has also been
su ested that pedagogical practices and thc content of the curriculum should
place less emphasis on abstraction and give increased attention to cooperative ap-
proaches to teaching and learning.

We believe that research should be carried out in the province to investi-
gate linkages between the content of the curriculum in mathematic% and science
and the under-representation of women in science-related careers, induding the
teaching of mathematic% and science. Such a research study should be the subject
of a call for proposals issued to researchers and research agencies in British Co-
lumbia and elsewhere. The study should indude a thorough review of the exist-
ing literature in the field, but should also indude collection of pertinent data
from secondary and postsecondary students in British Columbia.

Curriculum and pedagogy are two aspects of the teaching-learning pro-
cess which are amenable to change, and the importance of this issue makes it im-
perative that answers and solutions be sought without delay. If it is the case that
the content of the mathematics curriculum and the teaching techniques which
ai f. used predominantly in mathematics dassrooms are among the actors which
influence young women's decisions about educational or career choices, then
changes must be initiated.

Area of Concern: Implementation of the Curriculum

Initial implementation of the revised mathematics curriculum took place
in 1987. Therefore, the new curriculum had been in place for at most three years
when this assessment was conducted. Data from the teacher questionnaires indi-
cate that teachers are generally supportive of the new curriculum and of the text-
books approved for use in mathematics classes. Our concern arises from the gap
that seems to exist between the support in principle given ro the revised curricu-
lum and the acmal implementation of that curriculum by teachers.

Teachers are professionals who are called upon daily to make decisions
about what content to teach, how best to teach it, and how to adapt both content
and method to the particular needs and interests of their students. For that rea-
son, one should not be surprised to find certain differences between the intended
curriculumthe curriculum as specified in the curriculum guideand the im-
plemented currkulumthe curriculum as taught in each dassroom. However,
the number of topics which teachers reported that they had not taught, and the

2Ii
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reasons they gave for not teaching those topics, are cause for concern. In addi-
tion, information obtained from students regarding teaching practices employed
by teachers seemed to indicate that a number of important areas are either being
neglected or ixtid insufficient attention.

Teachers reported that there was too much content in the new curricu-
lum, and that might be a reason for not covering all of the topics in that curricu-
lum. However, teachers also said that lack of time for teaching mathematics was
not an important factor in accounting for students' lack of success in mathemat-
ics. Moreover, it seems to be the case that the amount of time teachers are devot-
ing to the teaching of mathematics has decreased since 1985. It is difficult to
make precise comparisons because the data were coded differently in 1985 than
in 1990, but this finding does seem to be supported by the data. We view this as
an alarming development and believe that steps should be taken to reverse the
trend.

One possible explanation for this apparent decrease, especially at the ele-
mentary kvel, may be that teachers are devoting more dass time to work on inte-
grated themes, in which some mathematics is taught in conjunction with several
other subjects in a common context. Such a trend is to be encouraged so that stu-
dents come to see how mathematics is used in all aspects of bk. On the other
hand, the nature of mathematics requires that the curriculum be carefully struc-
cured and that topics be introduced in a well-defined sequence.

An appropriate balance between these two approaches is called for. It
would be unwise to recommend that mathematics be taught in isolation from all
other subjects. It would be equally unwise to think that all mathematics could be
taught through integrated approaches.

Some new topics have been added to the curriculum at every grade level
and others have been accorded increased emphasis in the curriculum. An example
of the former is the data analysis strand which includes topics from statistics and
elementary probability. An example of the latter is an increased emphasis on
problem solving and teaching students how to use problem solving strategies in
the solution of non-routine problems. The assessment data indicate that many of
these topics are either not being taught or not being given the emphasis they de-
serve and require.

A possible reason for this may be that some tochers are not familiar with
the new curriculum and are not making sufficient use of the curriculum guide in
deciding which topics to treat and the degree of emphasis to give them. They
may be relying too heavily on textbooks whose contents do not adequately reflect
the topics in the curriculum guides. With all the attention that is currently being
given to Year 2000 initiatives and the primary, intermediate, and graduation pro-
gram documents, the prescribed curriculum guides may not be receiving the at-
tention they deserve. Another possible explanation has to do with professional de-
velopment. Many teachers were apparently unaware ofany in-service
opportunities in mathematics being available in their school districts, and we as-
sume that, in at least some cases, they were probably correct in that view.

Mathematics is too important a part of the school curriculum, and the
implementation of the new curriculum which has been several years in develop-



ment is too important a process to be allowed to occur in anything but a struc-
tured, organized fashion. These results indicate to us a need for high quality, pro-
fessional development opportunities for teachers, with particular emphasis on
those topics which are new to the cturiculum and which the tesults of this assess-
ment have shown to be underimplemented. All administrative levels of the school
system, the faculties of education, as well as the teachers themselves and their as-
sociations, have a shared responsibility to ensure that the programs developed
and adopted by the Ministry of Education are implemented as intended in the
schools of the province.

Area of Concern: Teaching Methods

Students were asked to comment on the frequency with which their
teachers employed a number of teaching practices. The list induded whole-class
instruction, quizzes and tests, seat work by individual students, teachers provid-
ing assistance to individual students, cooperative learning, and use of concrete
materials. The results should be interpreted cautiously because these are data
about teachers collected from students rather than from direct observation of
teachers in their classrooms. However, the patterns suggested by the students' re-
sponses indicate a need for further study if not immediate action.

Research in education has shown that using concrete materials in the
teaching of mathematical concepts and encouraging students to work coopera-
tively in small groups can result in significant improvement in students' learning
and achievement. The revised curriculum guides for mathematics, on the basis of
that research, encourage teachers to implement these kinds of teaching practices.
Yet, the questionnaire results suggest that many teachers have not done so to any
significant degree. The fact that many students express the opinion that using
manipulative materials is oflow importance, suggests that they believe that their
teachers assign low importance to the use of-concrete materials.

The use of cooperative learning groups is another pedagogical practice
that seems to be used infrequently. Similarly, students' performanceon the non-
routine problem-solving items suggests that they may have not had mud) expo-
sure to strategies for solving non-routine problems.

Area of Concern: Student Outcomes

Students in British Columbia are learning a great deal of mathematics,
and the results from this assessment are encouraging overall. However, there are a
number of areas where improvement is gready to be desired, and several of these
are dicribed in the following paragraphs.

It is disconcerting to see the gradual but constant deterioration of stu-
dents' attitudes toward mathematics and to the likelihood that they might pursue
mathematics-related careers. The vast majority of students at all grade levels
agreed with the statement that one needs to know mathematics in order to "get a
good job: It is interesting to speculate about what students might have had in
mind in indicating such a high degree of agreement since, on the face of it, the
statement is certainly false. More disturbing, however, is the fact that almost the
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same proportion of students who agree with that statement say that they would
not like to have a job that required them to use mathematics. These are attitudes
which our society can ill afford, and everyone connected with the teaching and
learning of mathematics at any level needs to be conscious of the importance of
developing positive attitudes toward the subject and the necessity of inculcating
such attitudes in our students.

Students continue to have difficulty with certain topics which have tradi-
tionally had a prominent place in the curriculum. Every assessment has pointed
to the difficulties students seem to have with items associated with understanding
of rational number concepts and their applications. Similar difficulties are evi-
dent in the results of this assessment, and we need to search fig methods of mak-
ing these important ideas more accessible to students.

Geometry is another area where performance was generally below expec-
tations. However, in this case, the level of performance seems to have more to do
with the fact that some teachers are not teaching the content than with the inher-
ent difficulty of the content. Teachers should implement the curriculum, in spirit
as well as in content, and they should have access to professional development
programs designed to help them do so.

Some new topics have been added to the revised curriculum, e Id others
have been given increased emphasis. Three which deserve special mention are
problem solving, estimation, and data analysis, including elementary ideas of
probability. The absolute centrality of all three of thew topics to the contempo-
rat), mathematics curriculum has been underscored both locally and internation-
ally on many occasions. Yet, the assessment results show that many teachers in
the province are not devoting sufficient time to them. Indeed, many teachers ap-
parently believe that these topics are not part of the prescribed curriculum, in
spite of the fact that the curriculum guide devotes a great deal of attention to
them. Measures need to be taken to ensure that teachers have access to the curric-
ulum guides as well as to textbooks and other teaching materials which will make
it easier for them to include these new topics and to give them appropriate em-
phasis in their teaching.
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Table B-1.
List of pilot
Districts.

Table B-2.
Advisory
Committee.

Committees and Review Panels

Place School District #

Fernie 1

Cranbrook 2
Nelson 7
Vernon 22
Quesnel 28
Chilliwack 33
Abbotsford 34
Delta 37
Richmond 38
New Westminster 4.0

Bumaby 41
Maple Ridge 42
Powell River 47
Howe Sound 48
Prince Rupert 52
Peace River South 59
Saanich 63
Cowichan 65
Alberni 70
Courtenay 71
Campbell River 72
Terrace 88

Name Place School District #

Bob Belcher Sooke 62
Chuck Morrison Campbell River 72
Wendy Swonnell Greater Victoria 61
Helene Sullivan Nanaimo
Gilles Bonenfant Saanich
Marilyn Jordan Coquitlam
Mark Mahovlich Saanich
Grace Fraser Surrey 36
Amy Brydon Courtenay 71
Dana Close Sooke 62
Cheryl MacLeod Surrey 36
Gladys A. Bittner Surrey 36
Alice Zilber Surrey 36
Mignonne Wood Burnaby 41
Ian deGroot North Vancouver 44
Betty Milne Cowichan 65
Sandy Dawson Simon Fraser University, Burnaby
James Sherrill University of British Columbia
Jim Gaskill Minisny of Education
Vaughan Lewis Ministry of Education (after September 1989)
Bill Toth (Chair) Ministry of Education

68
63
43
63
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Table B-3.
Item Review
Panel
meeting:
Richmond
B.C.
Thursday,
May 25,
1989.
List of
participants.

Grade Place School District *

Grade 4

Chris Guernsey Delta 37
Norma Dechene Richmond 38
Alan Andrews -v ancouver 39
Bob Dan Sunshine Coast 46
Gwen Langford Greater Victoria 61
Bev Byron Gulf Islands 64
Liz Matthews Nanairno 68
Donna Parker Qua licum 69
Neill Dixon Courtenay 71
Leslie Anderson Missbn 75

Grade 7

Richard Savage Hope 32
Jim Van Meer Abbotsford 34
Keith Enos Langley 35
Clare Hansen Vancouver 39
joanne Shtresk Burnaby 41
Barbara Ward Coquitlam 43
Shirley Wass Spoke 62
Doug Alderson Saanich 63
Bill Cleary Cowichan 65
Allan Todd Campbell Rivrr 72

Math 10/10A

Pat Barrett Surrey 36
Blair Peacock Delta 37
Steve Taylor Richmond 38
Louise Paulson New Westminster 40
Phil Mendez Burnaby 41
Steve Demos Maple Ridge 42
Gina Thorstenson Coquitlarn 43
John Nakmoto North Vanwuver 44
Arnold Scheel( Powell River 47
Ken Floyd Lake Cowichan 66
Barry Blair Alberni 70
Arlene Fehr Vancouver Island West 84
Paul Tinney Vancouver Island North 85
Pearl Gervais Ministry of Education
Bill Toth Ministry of Education



Table B-4.
Item Review
Panel
Meeting:
Delta
Lakeside
Penticton,
B.C.
Wednesday,
May 31,
1989.
List of
participants.
Grade 4.

Table B-5.
Item Review
Panel
Meeting:
Inn of the
North,
Prince
George,
B.C.
Friday June
2, 1989.
List of
participants.
Grade 7.
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Place School District #

Contract Team Member:

Thomas Schroeder University of British Columbia.
Gillian Clouthier Richmond 38

Advisory Team Member:

Cheryl MacLeod Surrey 36

Teacher Panel:

Jane Lindquist Penticton 15
Stuart Culver Keremeos 16
Dennis Hamaguchi Vernon 22
Steve Leahy Central Okanagan 23
Peter Marunchuck Central Okanagan 23
Art Blackwell Kamloops 24
John McLellan Kamloops 24
Catherine Davies Lillooet 29
Margaret Todd South Cariboo 30
Karen Andreassen Shuswap

Bill Toth Ministry of Education

89

Place School District I

Contract Team Member:

lxs Dukowski

Advisory Team Member:

Grace Fraser

Langley

Surrey

35

36

Teacher Panel:

Rob Gallamore Quesnel 28
Brent Steele Bulklry Valley 54
Jan Bradley Burns Lake 55
Dan Costain Nechako 56
Barry Huhn Nechako 56
Norm Williams Prince George 57
Dave King Princt George 57
Donna Dojack Prince George 57
Ray Asai Peace River North 60
Brian Stevens Terrace 88

Bill Toth Ministry of Education



Table 5-6.
Item Review
Panel
Meeting: Inn
of the South,
Cranbrook,
B.C.
Monday,
May 29,
1989.
List of
participants.
Math
10/10A.

Place School r istrict #

Contract Team:

Alan Taylor
Bill Kokoskin

Advisory Panel Member:

Chuck Morrison

Teacher Panel

Richard Pinotti
Jim Thompson
Grant Stewart
Marvin Smith
Tony Kraayvanger
Ed Devlin
Peter Young
Gary Davidson
Art Seiner
Keith Famworth
Emilie Balk
Jeff Moss
Gary Lewis
Gerry Schiavon

Bill Toth

Coquidam
North Vancouver

Campbell River

Fernie
Cranbrook
Cranbrook
Kimberley
17mdermere
Nelson
Castkgar
Arrow Lakes
Trail
Grand Forks
Grand Forks
Golden
Revelstoke
Creston-Kaslo

Ministry of Education

43
44

72

2
2
3
4
7
9

10
11
12
12
18
19
86

Table B-7.
French Name Place School District #
Translation
Review Vaughan Lewis (Chair) Ministry of Education

Panel. Catherine Eberld
Lilian ne Doucet

Vancouver
Ministry of Education

39

Gloria Gktz Ministry of Education
Marie-France Castes Ministry of Education
Stephen Long Ministry of Education
Bill Toth Ministry of Education
Rigine Pasquier Contractor
Marilyn Jordan Coquitlam 43
Gilles Bonenfant Saanich 63
Ed& Bonnaig Greater Victoria 61
1-18kne Sullivan Nanairno 68



Table 8-8.
Marking.
Chairs. July,
1990.

Table 8-9.
Problem
Solving
Markers.
Grade 4.
July, 1990.
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Name Place &local District *

Bob Bekher
Amy Brydon
Dana Close
Ivan Johnson
Marilyn Jordan
Jack Kinakin
Carry! Koe
Bill Toth

Sooke
Courtenay
Sooke
Burnaby
Coquitlam
Castlegar
Mission
Ministry of Education

62
71
62
41
43
09
75

Name Place School District *

Sandy Adams
John Briggs
Rennie Brown
Cathy Bulger
Ron Burger
Glen Carter
Neil Caves
Val Charison
Mauri Ckmons - Braun
Kate Dudley
Carol Edy
Keith Enns
Bonnie Field
Max Geisfhardt
Bryan Hansen
Gkn Kinder
Janet Madhok
Parmjit Parmar
Dennis Richards
Judy Robinson
Tom Shaw
Elaine Sturgeon
Carla Taylor
Mirella Wessel

Fort Nelson
Vancouver Island North
Nisga"a
Courrenay
Bulkley Valley
Fernie
Shuswap
Central Okanagan
Vancouver
Caquitlam
North Vancouver
Lmgky
Delta
Cowkhan
Peace River North
CrestonKaslo
Nechako
Maple Ridge
North Vancouver
Abbotsford
Vanciouver Island West
Penticton
New Westminster
Kamloops

81
85
92
71
54

89
23
39
43
96
35
37
65
60
86
56
42
44
34
84
15
40
24
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Table B-10.
Problem
Solving
Markers,
Grade 7.
July, 1990.

Table B-11.
Problem
Solving
Markers,
Grade 10.
July, 1990.
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Name Place School District*

Bruce Anderson Nechako 56
Robert Bardot Central Okanagan 23
Lynn Broman Vancouver 39
Ray Brunelle North Vancouver 44
Bob Campbell Greater Victoria 61
Judy Devereaux Cciquitlam 43
Susan Diewert Richmond 38
Katalin Duval Langley 35
Chris Hogarth Campbell River 72
Dan Jorgensen Abbotsford 34
Arthur MacNeil Trail 11
Reusse Manfred
Margaret McDonough
Donna McLean
Al McRitchie
Terry Molnar
Bruce Murray
Bob Peacock
Bill Rudyk
Ncvenka Salapura
Charles Schellinck
Philip Sorensen
Dean Watson
Norman Williams

North Thompson 26
West Vancouver 45
Penticton 15
Surrey 36
Cranbrook 2
Kamloops 24
Terrace 88
Revelstoke 19
Campbell River 72
Golden 18
Alberni 70
Cariboo-Chilcotin 27
Prince George 57

Name Place School District

Jo-Anne Aura Pe= River South 59
Barry Blair Alberni 70
Gordon Burleson Vancouver Island North 85
Dan Dobrinsky Quesnel 28
Keith Farnworth Grand Forks 12
Bonnie Fuller Prince George 57
Lori Giacometti Cariboo-Chilcodn 27
George Hawkins Kettle Valley 13
Peter lsman Vernon 22
Ameer Khan Qualicum 69
Ed Kielce Chilliwack 33
John Livam South Cariboo 30
Tony McCrory Nanaimo 68
Jeff Moss Golden 18
Wendy Mundie 54
Frank Perehudoff

Bulkley Valley
Castlegar 9

Allan Rasnysseb Merritt 31
Keith Robertson Cowichan 65
Naida Schulz Central Coast 49
Steve Tarasoff Nelson 7
Stella Teasel! Vancouver 39
Rich Tschritter 61Greater Victoria
Andy Wong Gulf Islands 64
Pamela Yates Burnaby 41
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Table B-12.
Problem
Solving
Markers,
French.
July, 1990.

Table B-13.
Interpretation
Panel,
Grade 4.
July, 19%.

Table B-14.
Interpretation
Panel,
Grade 7.
July, 1990.
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Name Place School District /

Gaitan Dupont Surrey 36
Lain Martin Central Okanagan 23
Monica Rott Cariboo-Chikotin 27
J udy Toy Coquitlam 43
Marc Tremblay West Vancouver 45

Place Status

Anne Boyd
Marilyn Bueckert
Joy Davidson
Darryl Guza
Dennis Hamaguchi
Dan Hudy
Wendy Lee
Peter Lock
Colleen Lougheed
Judy McLeod
Linda Moir
Susan Richardson
Susan Vlisrnas
Debbie Watttyne

Campbell River (# 72) Teacher
Mission ( 5 75) Teacher
West Vancouver Parent
Penticton (5 15) Teacher
Vernon (5 22) Chair
Cranbrook (# 2) Teacher
North Vancouver (# 44) Teacher
Powell River (# 47) Teacher
Victoria University
Delta (1 37) Teacher
Langley (# 35) Trustee
Kamloops (1 24) Teacher
Coquitlam (0 43) Teacher
Lillooet (# 29) Teacher

Name Place Status

D210T Bradley Richmond (# 38) Teacher
Steve Cairns Burnaby (1 41) Teacher
Kim Doerksen Chetwynd Parent
Colin Green Greater Victoria (# 61) Teacher
J une McClure Nechako (1 56) Teacher
Freda O'Sullivan Sooke (5 62) Chair
Valerie Peterson Nelson (1 7) Teacher
Jerald Reed Mapk Ridge (# 42) Teacher
Jim Sherrill U.B.C. University
Lynn Skriyc Port McNeil Trustee
Karen Susheski Surrey (5 36) Teacher
Dean Watson Cariboo-Chilcotin (it 27) Teacher
Douglas Wiebe Central Okanagan (5 23) Teacher
Norman Williams Prince George (5 57) Teacher
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Table B-15.
Interpretation
Panel,
Math 10.
July, 1990.

Table B-16.
Interpretation
Panel,
French.
July, 1990.

Table B-17.
Interpretation
Panel,
Math 10k
September,
1990.
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Name Place Status

H Braunwarth
Caskey

Catherine Eberle
David Ellis
Ken Harper
John MacMaster
Mark Mahovlich
Peggy Matheson
Rose Paszty
Lorne Peter
Heidi Robinson
John Bunke
Sally Sadler
Evelyn Voykin
Alice Zilber

Cowkhan (# 65) Teacher
Grand Forks (# 12) Teacher
Vancouver (5 39) Chair
Vancouver (# 39) Teacher
West Vancouver University
Trail (# 11) Teacher
Saanich (# 63) Co-ordinator
Burnaby (# 41) Teackr
Casdegar Parent
Vernon (# 22) Teacher
Abbotsford (# 34) Teacher
Nanaimo (# 68) Teacher
Richmond (# 38) Teacher
Castlegar 9) Trustee
Surrey (# 36) Chair

Name Place Grade Status

John Breland Central Okanagan (# 23) 4 Teacher
Gaetan Dupont Surrey (# 36) 10 Teacher
Simone Dupont Coquitlam (# 43) 4 Teadur
Catherine Eberle Vancouver (# 39) 10 Chair
Claudine Le Goff Greater Victoria (# 61) 7 Teacher
Vaughan Lewis Ministry of Education Co-ordinator

Name Place School District #

Barry Blair Alberni 70
Mark Mahovlich Saanich 63
Peggy Matheson Burnaby 41
Tom Poulton Delta 37
Keith Robertson Cowichan 65
John Bunke Nanaimo 68
Stella Tossell Valcouver 39
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Table B-18.
Intememion
Pam4.
September 21,
1990.
Open-Ended
Problems.
Q Forms.
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Name Place School District *

Bob Belcher
Lynn &I:man
Bob Campbell
Judy Devereaux
Kate Dudley
Keith Enns
Bonnie Field
Max Geisthardt
Dan Jorgensen
Ed Klette
Carry! Koe
Tony McCrory
Margaret McDonough
Dennis Richards
Keith Robertson
Carla Taylor
Stella Tossell
Richard Tschritter
Pamela Yaws
Dana Close
Amy Brydon
Bill Toth

Sooke
Vancouver
Greater Victoria
Coquklam
Coquitlam
Lang leY
Delta
Cowichan
Abbotsford
Chilliwack
Delta
Nanaimo
North Vancouver
North Vancouver
Cowichan
New Westminster
Vancouver
Greater Victoria
Burnaby
Ministry of Education
Ministry of Education
Ministry of Education

62
39
61
43
43
35
37
65
34
33
37
68
44
44
65
40
39
61
41
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Table GI.
Oportunity to
Learn items:
Grade 4.

On Tables
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Topic or
Strand

Item
numbergirt=

Percentage of
teachers wine
61-100% woulc
get the item
correct.

Percentage of
teaches, saymg &value
die content hat "a item.
not been taught

Expressions

traaipasfactions
L ifactions
Eetrotal Skills

Ratio
Ratio
Percent
Percent
Percent
Factors
Exponents
Multiples
Integers
Integers
Integers
Integers
Integers
Integers

Uara Ans
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Data An
Data Analysis
Data Anal)*
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Data
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Data Analysis
Data Analysis
Geometry
Geometry
Geometry
Geometry
Geometry
Geometry
Geometry
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C29

(D30)
(330)

1122A3ii

C33)
1329)

(A.35)
D33)
832)
833)

(D31)
(D32)
(835)
(A33)
(C36
(338
(83
(C3
(D38)
WS)

47
52

if
67
50

34
43
32
21
32
43
29
51
36
77
24
53
8

27
35
26

32
68
24
28
41
11
14
27
19
38
18
49
38
44
29
44
74
38
51
40
25
48
56
055
46
55
41
29
80
59
34

13
11
14

5
6

31
5

22
23
36

7
16
16
57
56
75
46
57
25
70
40
as
42
40
66
63
73
44
27
49
60
32
75
71
53
62
48
53
49
48
17
11
10
4

12
11
10
20

5
27
38
34
23
33
41
17
22
24

0.12
0.42
0.37
0.62
0.51

0.62
0.67
0.52
0.49
0.46
0.47
0.29
0.47
0.56
0.73
0.23
0.57
0.57
0.64

0.67
0.26
0.26
0.67
0.64

0.i;0.
0.26
0.67
0.53
0.74
0.54
0.30
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.46
0.45
0.62
0.42
0.35
0.37
0.31
0.77
0.35
0.68
0.68
0.29
0.52
0.61
0.64
0.17
0.73
0.69
0.51
0.74
0.45
0.36
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Table C-3.
Oportunity to
Learn items:
Grade 10.
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Topic or
Strand

Item
number
on test
booklet.

Percentage of
teachers nying
61-100% would
get the item
conect.

Percentage of
teachen saying
the content had
not been taught.

pvalue
on item.

Calculators (A2)
Rate (134)
Rate (DI)
Exponents (A231111C/D21)
Exponents (A23/B/C/D21)
Fractions (A/BIC/D3)
Fractions
Radicals iAAB4442211))D42)

Radicals
Data Analysis (85)
Ilita Analysis (C30)
Data Analysis (A31)
Data Analysi (C/D5)
Data Analysis (A30)
Data Analysis (A32)
Data Analysis (C32)

(A6/136/C7/D7)Probability
(A6/136/C7/D7)Probability

Probability (Ai WC/1344)
Probability (A/B/C/D44)
Geomeny (110)
Geometry (A/B/C/D11)
Geometry (A34)
Geometry (A46 5))

Geometry
Geomeny (A52)
Geometry (D52)
Geometry (C9)
Geometry (A/B/C/D11)
Geometry (A36/D35)
Geometry (C46)
Geometry (B49)
Geometry

W(B5B/2)C14/D13)Measurement
Measurement (813)
Measurement (A/B/C14/D13)
Measurement (1116)

Measurement (C37)
Measurement
Algebra

(D38)
(C19)

Algebra (Ai B/CID 1 7)
Algebra f(N13/9)C/D1 7)
Algebra
Algebra (b59)
Algebra am)

38 20 0.35
50 5 0.61
51 32 0.68
79 2 0.77
71 1 0.77
70 1 0.53
35 21 0.41
40 13 0.48
41 17 0.60
76 18 0.31
62 33 0.71
39 27 0.32
48 32 0.34
S 1 32 0.58
64 11 0.66
66 27 0.35
16 57 0.59
17 f R 0.59
17 54 0.62
17 53 0.62
57 22 0.72
54 7 0.56
30 56 0.17
29 30 0.32
41 22 0.43
35 32 0.57
54 31 0.70
52 23 0.68
59 6 0.56
29 58 0.20
54 11 0.67
40 31 0.56
33 32 0.54
49 11 0.44
17- 14 0.42
Sr 10 0.44
21 18 0.58
70 5 0.44
36 17 0.44
49 7 0.66
60 4 0.45
59 3 0.45
39 19 0.63
36 12 0.56
41 26 0.49
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Table D-1.
Percentage cor-
rect by strand,
topic, and
overall, by
form.

Grade 4 Tables

Strand and Topic Form A Form B Form C Form D Total

Number & Operations 52 52 51 51 52

Number Concepts & Numeration 55 56 60 57 57

Whole Number Operations 57 56 54 54 55

Decimals 41 46 37 40 41

Fractions 46 42 44 42 43

Data Analysis 44 49 44 47 46

Geometry 58 54 62 62 59

Lines, Plane Figures, Coordinates 41 27 66 45

Solid Figures 69 79 75 79 74

Relations and Transformations 58 53 49 53

Measurement 45 48 40 52 46

Length 69 64 37 48 54

Area 36 39 39 38 38

Volume and Capacity 49 47 50 51 49

Mass 29 22 70 41

Time, Temperature, Money 44 43 54 47

Number sense 19 46 21 18 26

TOTAL 51 51 50 51 51



Table D-2.

Details of

changes in

achievement.

236 Appendix D

Strand and
Topic

1990 Assessment

I tem Percent
Number Correct

1985 Assessment

Item Percent
Number Correct

Number & Operations 12 items 61 12 items 61

Numeration 5 items 71 5 items 73

Numeration B02 70 R2 72

Numeration Col 69 52 85

Numeration CO3 75 R3 72
Numeration C04 56 R34 51

Numeration 1)01 87 S4 85

Whole Number Operations 4 items 60 4 items 62

Operadons A16 66 T47 58
Operations 1312 71 T3 84
Operations 1113 40 S31 44

Operations c 11 62 R29 63

Rational Numbers 3 items 46 3 items 35

Fractions C25 57 RI7 64
Decimals A20 44 T46 22
Decimals 1)22 37 T45 19

Data Analysis 2 items 60 2 items 63

Data Analysis 1)29 65 1(19 66
Data Analysis C29 54 S48 60

Geometry 5 items 63 5 items 61

Lines 1)31 61 538 72
Solid Figures C31 68 S36 60
Relations 1131 58 T40 56
Relations C36 67 R40 68
Relations 1)34 61 T35 47

Measurement 6 items 44 6 items 54

Length 1336 64 R10 76
Length C39 37 S46 45
Area 1339 38 T24 59
Volume 1335 59 S17 82
Mass C38 22 1(6 23
Temperature 437 44 T11 41

TOTAL 25 items 57 25 items 59
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Table D-3.
Percentage
correct by
topic, strand,
and overall by
response to
Form A
question 12:
"The teacher
shows us what
to do on the
blackboard or
overhead
projector."

Table D-4.
Percentage
correct by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form A
question 13:
"We use
objects like
blocks,
counters, and
geoboards.$
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Strand and Topic Frequently' Se Idomb All Students'

Number & Operations 55 49 52
Ntunber Concepts & Numeration 57 51 55
Whok Number Operations 59 53 57
Decimals 43 37 41
Fractions 48 43 46

Data Analysis 47 41 44
Geometry 62 56 58

Lines, Plane Figures, Coordinates 45 38 41
Solid Figures 73 68 69
Relations and Transformations

Measurement 50 45 45
Length 75 68 69
Area 40 35 36
Volume and Capacity 53 49 49
Mass 32 26 29
Time, Temperature, Money 47 43 44

Number sense 19 20 19

TOTAL 54 48 51

a Percent correct for students who responded that the classroom practice occurred 'almost every day' or 'often."
b Percent correct for students who responded that the classroom practice occurred "rarely" or "never."

c Percent correct for all students, regardless of their response to the classroom practice item.

Strand and Topic Frequently Seldom All Students

Number & Operations 49 55 52
Number Concepts & Numeration 51 57 55
Whok Number Operations 52 59 57
Decimals 39 43 41
Fractions 44 48 46

Data Analysis 41 46 44
Geometry 57 62 58

Lines, Plane :-igures, Coordinates 39 44 41
Solid Figures 69 73 69
Relations and Transformations

Measurement 44 49 45
Length 64 75 69
Area 17 38 36
Volume and Capacity 49 54 49
Mass 27 31 29
Time, Temperature, Money 42 47 44

Number sense 21 19 19

TOTAL 48 54 51



Table D-5.
Percentage
correct by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form A
question 14:
Nfe work
individually on
problems or
other exercises
the teacher
assigns.'

Table D-6.
Percentage
correct by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form B
qmstion 12:
We use
calculators."

Appendix D

Strand and Topic Frequently Seldom Ail Students

Number & Operations 55 48 52
Number Concepts & Numeration 57 49 55
Whole Number Operations 60 52 57
Decimals 44 37 41
Fractions 49 43 46

Data Analysis 47 39 44
Geometry 61 57 58

lines. Plane Figures, Coordinates 44 40 41
Solid Figures 73 68 69
Relations and Transformations

Measurement 50 43 45
Length 75 67 69
Area 40 34 36
Volume and Capacity 55 44 49
Mass 32 26 29
Time. Temperature. Money 48 42 44

Number sense 19 20 19

TOTAL 54 47 51

Strand and Topic Frequently Seldom All Students

Number & Operations 47 55 52
Number Concepts & Numeration 50 59 56
Whole Number Operadons 49 59 56
Decimals 42 49 46
Fractions 38 45 42

Data Analysis 44 53 49
Geometry 53 58 54

Lines, Plane Figures, Coordinates 27 28 27
Solid Figures 77 86 79
Relations and Transformations 54 63 58

Measurement 45 53 48
Length 60 71 64
Area 37 43 39
Volume and Capacity 44 52 47
Mass
Time, Temperature, Money 41 49 43

Number sense 41 49 46
TOTAL 47 55 51



Table D-7.
Percentage
correct by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form B
question 13:
"We have
quirt's or
tests."

Table D-8.
Percentage
correct by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form B
question 14:
"We review
our homework
and discuss the
solutions.*
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Strand and Topic Fivquently Seldom All Studems

Number & Operations 54 50 52
Number Concepts & Numeration 57 53 56
Whole Number Operations 57 53 56
Utchnals 47 44 46
Fractions 43 41 42

Data Analysis 51 48 49
Geometry 57 55 54

Lines, Plane Figures, Coordinates 28 26 27
Solid Figures 84 81 79
Relations and Transformations 51 60 58

Measurement 52 48 48
Length 69 63 64
Area 44 36 39
Volume and Capacity 50 48 47
Mass
lime, Temperature. Money 47 46 43

Number sense 47 46 46

TOTAL 54 50 51

Strand and Topic Frequently Seldom All Students

Number & Operations 54 52 52
Number Concepts & Numeration 57 56 56
Whole Number Operations 57 55 56
Decimals 47 47 46
Fractions 43 42 42

Data Analysis 51 52 49
Geometry 57 56 54

Lines, Plane Figures, Coordinates 28 28 27
Solid Figures 84 82 79
Relations and Transformations 61 61 58

Measurement 52 51 48
Length 69 66 64
Area 43 40 39
Volume and Capacity 51 50 47
Mass
Time, Temperature, Money 47 48 43

Number sense 47 48 46

TOTAL 54 53 51



Table D-9.
Percentage
coma by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form C
question 12:
"We work in
small groups.*

Table D-10.
Percentage
correct by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form C
question 13:
"We use
computers."

Strand and Topic Frequently Seldom All Students

Number & Operations 50 56 51
Number Concepts & Numeration 58 64 60
Whole Number Operations 53 59 54
Decimals 37 40 37
Fractions 43 49 44

Data Analysis 44 51 44
Geometry 63 69 62

Lines, Plane Figures, Coordinates - - -
Solid Figures 77 82 75
Relations and Transformafions 54 60 53

Measurement 41 47 40
Length 38 44 37
Area 38 46 39
Volume and Capacity 53 56 50
Mass 22 26 22
Tune, Temperature, Money 56 60 54

Number sense 21 23 21

TOTAL 50 55 50

Strand and Topic Frequently Seldom All Students

Number & Operations 51 54 51
Number Concepts & Numeration 59 63 60
Whole Number Operations 54 57 54
Decimals 37 39 37
Fractions 44 47 44

Data Analysis 45 48 44
Geometry 64 67 62

lines, Plane Figures, Coordinates - - -
Solid Figures 78 80 75
Relations and Transformations 55 58 53

Measurement 43 44 40
Length 40 41 37
Area 40 42 39
Volume and Capacity 53 55 50
Mass 23 25 22
Time, Temperature, Money 58 58 54

Number sense 21 21 21

TOTAL 51 54 50



Table D-11.
Percentage
correct by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form C
quation 14:
"The teacher
helps
individual
srudents."

Table D-12.
Percentage
correct by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form D
question 12:
"We work in
small groups."
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Strand and Topic Frequendy Seldom All Studenu

Number & Operations 53 52 51

Number Concepts & Numeration 60 60 60
Whole Number Operations 55 55 54
Decimals 38 58 37
Frac/ions 45 44 44

Data Analysis 47 45 44
Geometry 65 65 62

Lines, Plant Figures, Coordinates
Solid Figures 79 79 75
Relations and Transformations 56 55 53

Measurement 43 43 40
Length 40 41 37
Arca 41 41 39
Volume and Capacity 54 52 50
Mass 24 24 22
Time, Temperature, Money 58 57 54

Number sense 21 22 21

TOTAL 52 52 50

Strand and Topic Firtluently Seldom All Students

Number & Operations 51 55 51
Number Concepts & Numeration 57 60 57
Whole Number Operations 54 58 54
Decimals 41 43 40
Fractions 43 46 42

Data Analysis 47 52 47
Geometry 65 67 62

lines, Plane Figures, Coordinates 69 71 66
Solid Figures 82 84 79
Relations and Transformations 52 53 49

Measurement 55 59 52
Length 52 55 48
Area 40 45 38
Volume and Capadty 55 58 51
Mass 75 79 70
Time, Temperature, Money

Number sense 19 17 18

TOTAL 53 56 51



Table 1)43.
Percentage
coma by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form D
question 13:
"We use
computers.*

Table 1)44.
Percentage
correct by
topic, strand,
and overall
by response to
Form D
question 14:
"The teacher
helps
individual
students."

242 Appendix D

Frequently Seldom All StudentsStrand and Topic

Number & Operafions 52 54 51
Number Contxpts & Numeration 58 60 57
Whole Number Operations 54 57 54
Decimals 41 42 40
Fractims 42 45 42

Data Analysis 48 51 47
Geometry 65 67 62

Lines, Plane Figures, Coordinates 69 71 66
Solid Figures 82 84 79
Relations and Transformafions 52 54 49

Measurement 56 57 52
Length 51 53 48
Area 41 43 38
Volume and Capacity 57 57 51
Mass 76 76 70
lime, Temperature, Money - - -

Number sense 18 17 18

TOTAL 53 55 51

I.

Strand and Topic Frequently Seldom All Students

Number & Operations 52 51 51
Number Concepts & Numeration 59 57 57
Whole Number Operations 55 54 54
Decimals 41 40 40
Fractions 44 42 42

Data Analysis 46 47 47
Geometry 66 66 62

Lines, Plane Figures. Ctxmlinates 70 71 66
Solid Figures 83 83 79
Relations and Transformations 53 52 49

Measurement 56 56 52
Length 52 50 48
Arra 42 41 38
Volume and Capacity 56 56 51
Mass 75 75 70
Time, Temperature, Money - - -

Number sense 19 18 18

TOTAL 54 53 51
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GRADE 4 STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT SURVEY
. 2 A 7. FM In Ott squares by continuing Ma Whine

horizontally and verdcsify. What number below'

In CI?
J. f a 5. Which ntaftWIS come nest?

750,776. 500,

JO A) 885.510

3 B) 810,820

22 C) 825,850 t 2

0) 900.1000

2) ldon'l know.
.32

1.3 C 5. Thera ifs 400 polka dots on tklk pieta of cloth-

Eamon bow many there WO on this plots of cloth.

Betwesn 250 and 400 dots

Mare than 400 dots

Between 100 and 249 dots

Less then 100 dots

I don't know.

3. 3 0 3. Ono mous then 67 709 is

243

3 I A)

B)

33 C)

9)

6)

867991

67 900

167 799

87798

don't know.

BEST ,

20 2) Itlool know.

3

ih i. MIMI

88

hill
MEI

II

IIII
A) 89

8) 45

C) 54

D) 59

Emma log potoonaos pito
mkt* pow don Algol Ws boo
coma ono asit,boctoncw

as 84
13 Op
,zi q
Si
Ji Ej

On
11 AIM
41 11p$
V it%
IP ttelt

P00% wtotte* P nrwiwidlno
nimsowersor nowise to woo* ow Ilan acme
Sirs oity IOL

NOP Om IP a pPetie SOPOttow.
3 I ONO itil% MOP year.

IwAll*Aose VAI yew.
I q I oit to OP, in titoPtOot pH,.

II 1) sodomite OP* tot mows mot istootees.

. 2 a 2. Which one of the following is an odd ntunbst7

33

43

42

36

ldon't know.

J . 3 A 1. 2000 700* 40 * is the same es

12 A)

9)

3 C)

3 D)

Z 6)

2748

2784

7248

8472

t don't know.



3.3 A 9.

ii A

MS Is len thee

80 A) 2586

5 9) MI
C) 2886

D) 2585

3 E) I don't know.

3. Which 0110sse numbers Is gresIer than
13223 and less than 14 035T

13083

13600

14096

14201

don't know.

Euirnew end peisersow el do hdoir apheOwl you *rola a iimeedifor
esmeresat par dew heed Ms Ion
wale elher Valley chores

0 04to ft et es%
it C; 411100,
rs
Si so

memennece newlee WOW In* am
totilteyt alot Only one.
m I hes doe m a orwlwas Weal yes

11 91 11 mesons diaroule schwa Tow
r 10 1 adtwowe Waft wer

op 11 ad to dont In Oublaboll yaw
r 2$ II 011nol to dons lor masons nol Wad oto

. 7 A 4. What number Is ant thousand more than
39934?

31

Ii
11

4

A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

138934

40934

40034

36934

I don't bnew.

Enioialo she yen wigs el V*
oludorts ai yaw doo ool MN bon
tenni olnot alon to Choc*

At 5.30%

bobcats uthotata yos Wyly I, atoo.00 Int
egu4iemercen106110010 Ofsiffff awl sown
gefFIKOf? lailt Oftly
Al II woo ceno In podaso tclool rowaim It -*ex ta BE 1 arm dano doing MO Khoo/ owISO 11 SO% Cl ell to !brat tatig Os pier

ail 10 11. se% I 01 Iaiiw$kSiPAI.ypIrs El et lbey. El ImImIbptoi maws not Salad OfOn.

I 3 A 5 Which ono of these *umbels has twit. many
hundreds Is ones?

4310

8341

4931

3914

'don't know.

1 . 3 A L The bicycle was Invented about 1931. About
where should 1939 be placed On thie timeline/

Date* al Invariant inventions
Steamboat

<
1801 A

A) MOM A

11 9) Polo, 9

is C) Point C

7 D) Point D

11 E) I don't know.

Airplane

4
1 >

0 1903

Earners wad penwahos al me
riwiraw la mar clue *dew eh kw
toned olnot Pon by ChM

SOsh
II 40%

- ee%
11)0%

1) 100%

Wow shahs/ um sochfor wwwealar
mAhow0001 01011 ram ate Moo
Onvoctly7 Not eady ow.

1_1 11401Slhale he 1.111414. Itleid yes.
r r 11) # am cone dame Ws wawa rear.
re CI Iambs dots IOW lelo yewsta I odt be dont et a setlibora pow.
/1 1) Ilwoaateedawkawarorwrollarenow

1. The value 1/11/ digit 3 in the number 23 091 Is

I

11

111

10

JO

A)

9)

C)

0)

E)

3

300

3000

30 000

doni know.

Immo* oits owscolg of MA
~oral ma ctn. oaf Vol Iftf URI
maw other Ittiwt bp Mani*

Wrote //nolot you tioAto rm mow.° ay
notnoenolat noolot No ono.of oo tom con lallyt
WA only owe.

I A) 0 30% Ai I urn lbw Its mobs *Pool yoba el 71 40% PO SI on rhanalbablo els wool yewa ft. 110% s I All bo doe tow OA yoga
8/ DI el le% 0 elplat ttat atootorm yewII El et WO% I f I I net nal bolero la mows not loyd Piii



. 3 3. Round 1368 to thy nearest hundred

9 A) 1300

JO 0) 1370

C) 1600

3 0) 2000

E Idon't know

Ionise &is oescwiaus view
- mores ever um %yap, Nis sem
cwww Owlet Own

MOWS wsOOKIIPI WM taught Or taverna! PtO
weitieniiCs Pew*. ew twit awn* '
lewe only one.

3 315
ii at 04011,

II 40%
Al

93 111
11440ane le palms mewl wow

windows inong Ow wheal OW
4s r c liposeemne Isis, Ow WV

*it Of Si 11011 I 1 be Wan* In siossuor. 'LP
IP DI 10011 (l eassaui be Gene lei Wien. lee twee he*

41 -1 4. What number goos in the Dos to make this a true
sentence?

573 400 3

A) 17

11 0) 170

C) 117

341 0) 70

12 E) !don't know

I C 1 . Which ewe of the following numbors
thousand two hundred slaty-five?

20 A) 42 065

1 8) 5 624

C) 40 285

12 0) 4 265

E) I don't know.

says tour

. 3 C 2. 30 000 700 * 80 is the same es

27 A) 3 784

8) 37 054

9 C) 307 064

LI 0) 30 784

E) Idon5 %now

1) 4
4

t C 3 Which One Of the following is Me 510811111 nothber
that can be made using oil the digits 4.3. 9. 1

9 A) 1934

5 8) 1439

3.1 Cl 1349

0) 1943

6 E) I don'l know.

. c 4 Find the missing
3 lens 12 ones

number.
I jt.ns.2onu

A) 2

11 8) 4

30 C) 3

D) 1

E) I don't hnOw.

3 . 3 D 1. Which one of lh following equals
S thousands 8 tans 6 ones?

A) 5 085

I 8) 50 085

2 C) 50805

0) 5 000 805

E) I don't know.

3. o 2 The value ca Me digit 8 in the numbor
78 4 32 is

Al S ones

01 15 hundreds.

C) II thousands.

49 0) 8 ton Ihoulando.

E) 1 don't know.

2 4 S



; . o 4. WhIck loop doss not conala blocks that reprosnt
2143?

la A)

23 8)

2.1 C)

21 D)

(go Dm

00000=
ja30 III

Zi E) I don't know.

Dims 40tai pm:~ et Ow
*IMO In yew dal WO 9411144 bow
owed caw ten by Worm

1 A) D. 20%
SO rs. 4011

ttf 41 - CO%
93, Of 01 - SO%
Si If 11 100%

*draw wbothw you bAvN framed me
onsamsocenewarr Is moor Ow Wm gooney?
Mob only 4sw.

itt A) hos darw 10 psybvs wAxil par.
45 Of I was *ft Ware 014 Moos Tow.

II
Cf 11 be Owe law Oft year.

Iva beams 11 atewbort yew
f!) 1111,41be one Am tenons KA Mid AMI

.3 Li 18. Which Iwo Mei ars about the same distance
sway?

1 2

30

Thomsen, 329 km

Stapleton 228km

Carlton City 298 km

A) ThornasvIlle and Stapleton

8) Steptotein and Canton City

CI Thomasville and Cat start Cily

0) All thrs citlits ars about ths same
distance away.

don't know

S. Add: 578 9 34

2 A) 901

9) 991

3 C) 821

Li D) 721

5 E) I don't know.

1 . 4 A 9. In this exercise, 4 Is the

A) divisor.

8) dividend.

1 0 C) quotient.

/1 0) remainder.

I don't know.

13
12

16
12

4

it A 10. In 6 8 411. which is the product?

2 7

22

A)

9)

C)

0)

E)

6

3

48

I don't know.

J.i A 11. Which of the following Is not equal to 36?

? A) 9,4

I; 8) 3,3,4

C) 418

9 0) 31249

E) I don't know.

Lamm gonad plocon(ico od
PodOded PI Imo dm Pa bond
mauloPdod Pon by champ

Adana what* rw caw" w twwlowi
warwayike Amodadly wane a% Awn
swamp Myra only owa.
A) Iwo *no 6, 40,04ms wboad yaw.

is 0) It owe stow Woolny sebee row
se be dloro bOv POP MN.

; Cp toe bid done In I eirtootwd Mr.
0) I1JbSXnSIsIrU,o00$I1.dkpA

25



/1

3 4 A 12. Multiply: 9 otto 6

7 A) 15 000

9) 5 400

Li C) 54 000

11 0) 9 coo

E) I don't know.

1.4 A 13. Ion solved the division exercise Shown below.
What should you do to check his work by another
method?

01

13
12

12 A) Add I to 103 than multiply by 4

9) Add 4 end I then multiply by 103

/ 6 C) Multiply 419 by 4 then add I

14 D) Multiply 103 by 4 then add I

)1 E) !don't know.
femme whet emotive el me
MOMIle In Foie** NM get Me Itro
canon vow wan Di tharca

04 049%

some wheeter pia taaght at ommeset Dii
nmatornal01noWel mtoirm the Mtn corteCey'l

oney one.

Al IwUu*k1tiocIpeai
3 le al 11- so% 52 95 I wee 011n theing See Wad mar
.24 ct SO% _re c Iviebroone war the yew
ay 0) II SO% e Di I we be ow* In s evoseepeee reef

1.3 11 100% e El Sunni* be OM toy tenons not Istict hai4

A 14. Find the missing 4 5 7
.209

2 .
te A) 3

22 8) 4

n C) 0

Di 6

E) I don't know

forme whet persontago ot Dii
mettente ot your cues eiv eve own

000411 MIA by ounce
8 A) 10%

II) 11 -40%

indicate ernather yea laegre Di frovere
inatherrernot Weed to snowy nee eern
aotramte? AM only me.
A) awesome In preview Wool rev

I woo Om dud% 4114 Waal 744.
I V 1:1 et SO% 3 ti gm be VW* Oder Pot Too
31 I9 Si - SO% Di II ad he done In a vabefouttni per

0 Et I 100% 7 I) not rob dome Os woo* motWoe rare

A 15 mine s department Stor wanted to buy 4598
pairs of )aens from tha factory. The lactoey hod
already made 2718. Flew many mete do they need
to make tor Smith's?

To solve this problem using a calculator, which
buttons would you press?

32 A)

11 8)

8 C)

5 0)

3 4 E)

la

13

13

0 0
El

[3 0
0 0 13 13 u C1

13 EJEi 0 JED
I don't knOw.

EJ

Emanate Mut peteentaps of the
swam in pus emu em pet Pm larn
wow what Man by chime

beice eked* me Isom w "wowed ine
niemenuees wooed to answer ow lam canadfy1
yam way row

$ I MS One 01119110014 WWI TfOr.
9, llwis done rump we wowmgr.

za ci ItellbeomethewlMieeet
7 0I suet. Soma a Mbeemient year
a Et wince be OM. IV 74MONIS Sind kr*

A 16. Yesterday. Ilen the whal ale a total DI 98 bah in
throe meals. She ate 32 fish at the first meal and
25 fish at the second meal. How many fish did she
eat for her third meal?

IA

9

A)

El)

C)

0)

88

41

155

57

E) ldon't know.
I A 17, The prices 10r crayons end for glue ere shown

below. Katie has $2.30. If ehe buys 3 boxes of
crayons, what le the greatest number of sticks of
glue she con buy with th rest of her money?

7 A) 8

.L1 8) 2
trews

1 7 C) 3

D) 5
301 40e

9 E) f don't know.

Essmste vow patella.* al ern
Maws In mat clan em pet me horn
carat*Mr man by charcf

hooray Whitifter rev leopnt or tameee she
manssinisc4 an904 41 onseif tht lamWM"'
Mart Only olio.

7 A) teas Mee a preMous Wee Tow
Ii 9, I Wee mem tharnp nef Weer rem
r Cl lite be done Wet Wm yew
3 Di it vnitwavw ei NANIPOWertif

Ei Nom notDe daft 10t tossont PO NM b.*



3.4 A 10. Schools hove ORO leachor for every 22 stedonts.
Gotewood School hes 33 teechors. Which ol the
following is Ot byst estimate of the Rua* it of
students *Hooding Eletewood School?

.

.

1 4

0

58

1180

3300

400

I don't know.
loWnoto lone poeuessol of 1114
sludenrn 171,0%* 44144 'Wiwi ODD boo
lionoa OM* Otait by MKS.

IS Al 0 -WA
113 t1 40% re

10660 wholow voo Wont oe rovweetst Ins
enOwnsolto MOM 11, 4114441 Q. dam
- Mifi osety ono.
A) Iwo, dons Ina pantos =hoot yOw
B) I wet OM &Ong NS SOW TM

ii C) 41 - 40% ii C) WIN Oono ?au
Jr 09 11 IVO% i I 01 Maar* dons 1n oabsoesew year

It ei 400% EI wan* In dons las ronono rot *want*

2.5 B II. Subhael: 7000

7088

8900

5024

8914

I don't know,

. 8 0 12. Find tho product. 34
81

1

4 i

9.

10.

Which number sentence best describes
arrangoment ot rectangles?

1 0 A} 1 a 24 24

S 8) 2 a 12 24

s C) 3 a II 24

AZ 0) 4 a $ 24

is E) don't know.

In thls *semis,. 8 is the

IA Ay divisor.

11: divfdend.

9 C) quotient.

0 0) remainder.

I Ey i don't know.

this

13.

I A) 218

Z1 8) 238

4 C) 292

0) 301

E) I don't know.

The answor to thip subtraction perciallt shown
Wow is ClOSOSI 10

5049

2192

ja A) 1000

36 B) 2000

'0 C) 3000

7 0) 9000

E) I don't know.

111111111111111111N1
1111111111111111M
111-1111-1111111

8r743i
12

15
12

3

E ppm* was powortage rat vas
**Wu Ps yow Ana ow ow Mtn Ism
WW1 eltio Ihao tor charict

r Outs *WO*, you 141101 or treinved ml
outewnwhos nomad to Anwar tho ism
pommy,/ Ms* only on.

is A) 0 10% At woo One In onalous Woo/ raw
JO 0) 45 40% ft DI II woo Ono Autwa No acted ylweII Cl At GO% ii CI ad to Oone low Iwo yew
41 0) 01 8313% 6 Cr sotto Oft In waboOlooll Vow
7 5) 51 - 1012% 5) 11 Deno. be erne kr ammo not load owe

ur11.83 porooruae RI MS
133130.31311 in your Mks sod 90 1O14 114m
wood Dilate Own* choice

kl 0 -

Wows whionas you map* w ntworecl TiS
merawnwils neotiod* mow Wo foe oossworl
Rork Gal ono.

3 Al Mei Om la a ;mime IOW gut
11) 21 40% 0) II oss done Ootwo Ow school row

.7 C1 41 a% C) sato dam Iry OW Tow
DI St 50% DI 1.4 Ott don, In I lot000nne TM.

74 E) It 100% £) 11 nal not Wax* Ax town no) 11110



. a 14. John is 4 yeats Older tho:. Mtn. and Ellen is S
year. older than Monica. Monica Is 12 years aid
Plow old IS John?

13

22

10

3

21

I don't know.

Immo VIII* pottorssos at ma
skalotis Inyan dal new al* Ism
410nal *Mit 004 06100

IP Ai

60404 666160 ma toot 10,60.4 pg
1601107110074 *Wed 10 anew 166 ham
conpallt Mari only 400.
A) I was tone s omens school soil

SS 11 40% II 14 I dos dere 06679 MAW yew31 ci 41- 6111 Q 4640 be dons tun ems restte V) 51 110% 01 406 be OM 0 a 64740644.1 yea3 pa et . tom 5/ 444 60 Ent don* tor masons war Wed 1104

1. 0 a 15. Va:erie and David played a game of cards. At in*
Ad of the game. Valotia's scor was 3146 and
David's was 3723. What Is the difference in their
cores?

To solve this problem using a calculator. which
buttons would you press?

8 A)

a 9)

ii C)
0)

33 EI I don't know.

DO uuc )
DOW) ED DE3

DOE) DE300D
a pup

a 13

a 111

ci

I. t i 12 Each page in a scrapbook can hold B baseball
cards. How many pages are needed to hold 90
bilsabali cards?

A)

C)

0)

E)

52

9

t don't know.

(omte witot potcentao ot sto
swami in ontss ins oo 5Is km

Maul* WNW*/ few WON or noloovetd
enoneneseos needed to snowy me dry,iocv

soma vow iirbn by Owns
A) IC%

cargrcrtv
1401 way 060

Ism On 16 600406 17,401y00
Ist 21 40% s 1 004 sons doom tot school Ts&
Ct 41 . 60% Ct I now os oono kw 06 yearis 01 61 10% S 01 6 web* 006 hg subs0:0471 ys)0 Et 4 100% 1 El 11 ma not it* *no tot mom MO WOO ANt

1 . 4 a 10 On the first day Joe read one page of a book, on
the second day Ito read 2 Pages, on the third day
It11 read 4 pages, and on the !math day ho read 7
pages. ft Joe *-ontinued to read Ma book toffewing
this pattern. how many pages did h* read on the
sixth day?

p A) 32

9) 31

Li C) 13

3. 0) 16

23 E) !don't know.

0+016. 660 00074404 DI 1191
MOMS 0 y044 C41$ 0100 06 406
6070a 014,7 006 byCum
A) 0 -30%

73 Oh 21 40%
ct 41 30%

01.10%
11 111 MO%

600410 wood* iron woo ot worm NI
statitstnolco nootto0 so more ow nom WNW
Marl onkt ona.

I A) Owns &rob panktos school tow
11 11) 111411$ dont dolmen Woo year

CS 'Webs done law ists tow.
I* a ids toe W.* a suksassoom sow
Ei Ilms not we Ono los mons not tons nom

I , 4 C S. When you count by 7' starting with 0, which one
of these numbers would you not say?

.

14

21

36

0) 42

E) I don't know.

4 C 9 50 s 80 4000 . 111

3 A) 30 50 4000

/7 9) SO 4000 fid

C) 90 4000 30

3.0 0) 4000 BO SO

1/ E) I don't knew.

166004 161061Eittnite *Am pagan awl al Itio
40047.4 yaw cuss 06 v0 fts 671/1
c0401 0944 menDy Choc*

66060 yeld r00.
760J4*66061 640314 16 04666 00 1706 WWI/
itsth tusir ono.

7 A) 10% t A) 4,01 31100 0 0404361 wool y407I el 41)% If a) I oono Amoy ens Wine yew
13 1:4 4 (4011. t Cl 11 we be 066 bearets put
10 1 BO% ta se b. 006# 0 6 14100000 yea
,* Et V 100% E I 00 rest NI 406010 rest rots not IMO me.

52 f ;



.8 c 11. Subtract: 5205

II A) 331111

3372

33711

3432

I don't know.
. i C 12. BMWs department store wanted lo buy 4595

palls el boons trom the factory. Ihe Weeny had
already made 2792. How many more do !hey need
ID 1,1411141 4444 snows,
le solve this problem you would

:3 A) add.

1.3 9) subtract.

7 C) multiply.

0)

3 E) I don't know.
. c 13. kiark's garden hes 84 rows of cabbages. There

Ore 57 cabbages le each +Ow. Which of the
following gives the best way to estimate how many
cabbages there are In aft7

3 A 100 50 5000

21 9) BO x 50 4000

ii C) 50 50 4600

7 D) 90 50 5400

JS e) I don't know.
r . C T 4. eiende hell 356 pennies. Before !sung them lo

the bank. she put as many of them as she could
into rods. She put 50 pennies into each IOU. How
many pennies were net put into rolls?

.54 A) 5

13 9) 7

si C) 306

s D) 406

E) I don't know.

tounsu weds peaweacer el the
*awes brae Was odes Oes ewe
mewl MN Mena? shams .

Whims townme yev laugh* or neeswed ere
legagfalike needed* wwww Ow ewe tonally?
Mut only sow

S 0 WI 04 11 etes dene le a prestos *OW yew.
'eel 21 eV% ts el It was Wane tkelne Ws anon. yew.

el- WS 71 5 ibeduwM*Vhyw.
J. 24 ISO% II ot swabs *nein newewnst yew

II is el WW1 3 El Il nol be done lw masons ree Igoe awa

1.4 C IS. John Is 4 years oldst than Ellen. and Ellen Is 11
yaws monger %an Monk,. Woke I. 12 years
old. How old Is John?

A) 5

8) 27

311 C) 15

1 0) 19

E) I don't know.

r c 16. What two numbers are missing In this pattern?

96.45.24.

J3 A) 15.6

JO 8) 14.7

tit C) 15.9

La D) 12.5

jg E) I don'tknew.

. 4 C 15. I counted 44 whels on the vehicles in Me perktng
lot el the Fairbanks golf course. The only vehicles
in the perking tot Wile Cars with 4 wheels end golf
cans with 3 wheel'. How many golf cans end hOw
many eats could neve been parked there

13 A) 10 ton carts and 2 care

3$ 8) 2 goll Carts and 10 C6+1

3 C) 6 golf carts and 6 Cm

.13 0) 4 gan cans end 8 tars

23 £) I don't know.

J) 7
*ft * )



2. o B. Which *tuts 111ustrates the number sentnce
319.5 Ii 5?

JO C)

12 D)

13 El tdontknaw.

3.4 0 II. In 4 99, the number 29 is called

jz A) the product

13 9) !he factor.

C) 1ho OunI.

13 0) the quotient.

S 9) I don't know.

1,4 D 11. Find the sent: 3163t
2 A) 13 100

1.1 9) 12741

7 CI 12 631

0) 13741

El ! don't know

1.4 012. Mut/40y: 96 100

3 A) 96

13 8) 960

ii D) 9600

38 0) 9$ 000

E) I don't know.

. 4 0 13 Me1991y: $76 0

ZO A) 576

B)

C) 5760

21 D) 0

3 El IOW) know.

o 14. Den ited 125 hockey cards. AI recess. he got
some more. When he counted the Cards et lynch,
he had 180. How many di0 he get at recess?

9 A) 305

1 7 91 55

4,3 D) SS

D) 205

3 2) I don't know.

o 15 The Grade 4 class mud 240 pietas of fudge 10I
candy sale. They packed $ piece* In each bag.
How many bags did Ihy need?

2, A) 80

r 9) 4

13 C$ 24

D) 40

5 E) I don') know.

2 f
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1. 0 0 16. Round each number to the nearest 100. then I .5 A 21.
estimate the differsnCe.

V36-257043

A)

B)

C)

0)

E)

2200

2000

2100

2170

I don't know

p 15. Kyle end Bob are playing a game. The object of
the game le hi get the highest point total. ThlS
chart shows how many points they each scored in
the first four rounds. Who IS ahead end by hOw
many points?

tiLr =Man
'UM"Mall

EnAMI !MANI
1=:111 MUM IMV01111'7'IMMIE MINIM
L=1=1

. 5 A 41. 6 tenths

ri A) 6.0

Li B) 0 6

C) 0.05

2 0) 0 005

E) I don't know.

Kyle Is ahead by 175 points.

Bob is ahead by 100 points.

KO. Is ahead by 25 points.

Bob Is ahead by 25 points.

1 don't know.

Which decimal traction represents the shaded part
of this figure?

is

22

A)

0)

7

0.07

meeeeeemamma.weriere111111111111
76 C) 0.7 1111M1116r

1111111111110111Vt.
1111811Dii-

Is 0) 7.100

23 E) I don't know.

Somata what portariwoo el Ow
so/Own Apo, class me go Oils kom
Conn, Ono Own or charce

A2 0-20%
7 84 31 49%

s CI al -SO%jlO 51.50%
at et Ill -100%

kidsalo 'downy pow mg* w towoosa one
maromows rwoOodfo WOW MOSea
conorgy? UM only ono.

A4 wu tbne in a omen afoot year.
re 11) I was tone *Wog* school ow
JS ci IwelsoOono bisr MO sow

wis to owe ei skewswirrterI It wo nos be done rier imam we wee how

- 5 A 22. Choose the open number sentence which would
help you Solve the following problem.

Tim estimated he would need 5.5 L of pop for a
party. He already had 2.5 L. Including Tim. 10
children were going lo be at Ms party. How much
more pop did he need?

1.1 A) 5.5 2.50
B) 10 - 5.5.0

is C) 2.5 S.5.0
7 0) 10 - 2.5-0

29 Et !don't know.

1.3 A 23 Mrs. Smith had 94.10 m of ribbon in her 110011
Shop. Atter completing ell her orders, she had
used 2415 rn ot ribbon. How much ribbon did
Mrs Smith novo Ion'

is A)

is B)

Ci

13 0)

34 6)

69 25 In

69 35 in

70 25 m

70 75 m

I don't know.



263

I s a 19. What !ruction of the picture Is shorted?

32 A) 0.03 1111111114-tt0MM
LL D) 9.3

I C)

0) 2.0

E) !don't know.

.1.5 a 21. Christine and Juba were compting in is
gymnastics meet. Christine scord 0.65 on the
balance beam. The difference between the girls'
SOMA was 0.17. What wu Julie's score It one
scored more points than Christtn?

15 A) 8.43

a 9) 8.52

C) 8.72

D) 8.82

35 E) i don't know.

Colima whet penaniaoe el Vie
mweerestnano dess wpm sus WA
Wed ettin Venni damn
Al 0-191

inikaie whether lee taupe ci iinievini
inoMeinsece medal lo wawa Vie few owienty?
Wart twuy one.

Ai was One in enntwo school yew.
at 48% ss 0) wee done *dna en oohed pas.
ci et KM 31 C) 1 sato don ars. Ors yew.
12) it Nes Cs s wane done In a rubssoisnl yew

$ 5) 11.100% 1 f) 1 rol Ototo tor mows rot bad Awe

,22
23f
J.

s a 2t. Which et the following diagrams represents a
decimal btween 0.25 end 0.65?

elinniceneonwesitennew
Aselesesweingetagtegleg
YWASalfIllaa
P3alhiliotgliaa
itAtaX1134.gainaltos/unitise
enomennend*awns settee

LI

nonaseastsniissiminer
mazamOS*

sseepasitodenrundanmounds*

2 0 E) I don't know.
C)

le

sitars frvi alias
sawitimalms
agfallagglalia
twanstrieredatissonsinen
Irimailtn1111
ositoilesslown

lesseu1111118omuula
alialseilliallielaill
alventlikNiCalia
mod auggous
assovrosiseaa

Istwide sliabonveive al lie
ekinwes in yew dass u. ici Sem
Mane olbsi den by otinew

it A) 0.20%
.11 111 It arnip

C) s atlit
t c di -
I Et et t00%

boicetanieninerniniotwimerenens
inadoeviikeniwoodieenoweinelneeceiveyt1
Web way IMML

I *sedans lea Mean Acted Tait.
II ale OM *Alp Ns Wool rm.

sebodone law OW vow.
end be done of abwinwe few
I Winn bedlam in iesenW not Modem

C 20 Whet piece value does the 9 in 0.29 represent?

91 A) Ones

2s 9) Tenths

22 C) Hundredths

DI Thousandths

E) I don't know.

Dame what esseresge et the
Magas pag case wa ors hm
wad Wiwi Wintry amnia

Wore ifibeihei yew WWI w isnewed no
inodiemilee maw Imo/ es tem 9DaSiel
Maib onsy ono.

35 Al 0 20% A) It wu One bi proem mince Tsai
51 13) 51 40% de 111 on done**, des Wen year.
ie t 10% Si I.5DS10W1ci?W.
I
se

Di
5)

Ai WS
81 WO%

3,
a Et

lug teem kr subsewnw year
swanning done Moons we lad haw

I . 3 C 22 Whet number Is represented by point Y on the
number line?

filet tiikki,fif till tit
0 1 2

5 A) 1.3

21 9) 0.9

S C) 0.3

10 1:.`) 0.06

0 E) I don't know.

Comm 00 peicsrawn ei 0.
stands In welt One vol I o IMO Ilene
coned Mei Own by Oates

bands whattot yva Weis ei renewed he 11

onsinwanke faiNded So wow the Ow% cverody?
Wilt only rms.

$ A) Vets Ogre 31011141111 WWI Tvvr.
11 91 Iwo dine noggin Schen yew.

C) I.55.Dcmckcr0cci.
ID 0) eyebrows in e euteseall wt.I f) lottrottotbilo kr /lissom nat lead hem

23. In 0 Witty race, Dan'a tim was 4.9 seconds.
Gary's tim was 6.3 ascends, and Jim's was 5.45
seconds. Whal was their Mel time

:7 A) 8.48 seconds

2 6 0) 14.55 seconds

C ) 15.5 seconds

25 0) 15.55 seconds

9 Et t don't know 2f;4



3.5 a 20. 0.60 Is the lime es

1.5 a 22. Add:

four.

four tenths.

four hundredths.

forty tenths.

I don't know.

0.6
0.8

12.2

A) 0.023

tt 9) 0.23

LZ C) 2.3

so D) 23

E) I don't know.

2 .3 0 23. Andy wanted to buy some nuts for hls recess snack.
Walnuts, hls favourite. coil $2.32 for 100 g. Penuts
cast 11.50 for 100 0. ard almonds cost 11.75 10r 100 g
For 100 g of nets, how much more would the walnut*
cost than Ms peanuts?

A)

9)

C)

0)

E)

$0.5?

$0.82

$1.22

$2.82

don't know.

78
J. 6 A 21. ra Is the same as

3

2 3

V

A)

9)

C)

D)

E)

71.0

7.8

0.78

0.078

I don't know.
Immo *KM porooniaos of too

illatbrato Mrs/rt.*. 041 gel MN ONO
coma 0000 Oen by Clime.

31 A) 0 20%
a g f I SO%
it 14 al BO%re or sramlo I) pr son

43
33

baleen *Naha rem MAIM or roomed Ms
tootiornalleo rftraraftl lb Wow the Wm comer'
114r4 oft 0A4.
A) I go diew bo previon whoa yam

I ass dorm dory t4A00I nit
C) Wong Asko Mb year_
pp I Oa &MOM ottboorsord yeas.
El Iwo nos be elme lor venoms Rs Wee 194,

1 . 6 A 25. What traction of the shapes Is shaded?

" E:1 f\ El
0

6

10

A)

9)

C)

0)

El

1
6

2
5

3

I dOn'l know
1. 6 A 25. Which Iwo Martinis Shaw equivalent fractions?

A

ELIE MUM
1111.01111111

Li A) A and 9

:0 9) C and D

C) BandC

1 4 D) A and

2 2 8) I don't know.

1=MM
151111

/

:t
13

&clonal, groat parmitage 41 ow
44$04nwes vour crais all got rat km
compel trOrar Mane" dram*.

/4 0 20%
21 21 40%

41 .
Of 00%

El 119 tOOS

frocata ~two raw Mara or rarrorrod *a
onamomsks tweed to vow 419 item cemscor
Mort amy Off..

A) mos One %mambas IMO par
tp 4 wag aone IsArte Ws whoø roar
23 a om 00 OM WM MO rear.

B labs tbre SI I sttegaisi vow
4 +Am L. dem tor mons no Wm hot 2 f;



2. 1 A 27. Mack ttOr On WS number llne represents M
traction Mal Is T 3 more then TI

A

o 1

to

II A) A

2 t 9) 9

C) C

33 D) D

20 El !don't know.

24. Which one ol the totiowing pictures represents th
tfraction 3 7

ea A)

a a 9)

3 C) 111::
2.0 D)

4 E) I don't know.

Esrahni who ofocorsoga of V*
111a01151* your can sae pa Oft soh
mum who wan Oft chime

A) 0.10%

indcate Morn,/ you fought a removed MI
supeeneere suseed smog ets nem
money? aesse env me.
A) It wee done In pintas ram year

le 11) Si. Ata% PI to Iwo aboo &AM Ns Wool yaw
37 p 41 SO% s C1 I we to dom ley sW.
1s VI et .90,4 3 Of 111.15 be &weft saitoseoll Foss
n El II .$00% s II II nol bo Mew lea mows ref 100 Aro

3. a a 25 Andrea dllvred of As9 pony Imitations by

hand. Then she had 5 (ft to msg. How many

Inv/11111one did she deliver by hand?

to A) 5

is 9) ID

2.0 C) 15

0) 20

20 E) !don't know

Eunnoe who porsontora orb*
moon kI who class ragtime lam -
womo was VDv 0141101.

f I Al - 20%
14 it 40%
CI 41 80%

51. MI%
2 ( 115 100%

Waco, whether wo wets or mimed we
mammalian neededw wpm We tramming"
MI6 055 0115.

JA
et

13 g
35 Of

fj

awes Owe W prams Weal met
N was One Whim Ws whoop&
Inotwomelitsfalsym.
anoberloneweinasemew yw.

mg sof tattoo tomosons not ISO hog

. 6 c 25 Which one of the following groups of dots Is one-'hell (2.) itheded7

J 0 A)
0

jz
[47,

B) °q
9

ii C ) Eil
pirt

3 0)
l

E) !don't know.

6 c 27 Three lines are related as follows:

Lino X Is !silos eS long as lint Y.

tins Z Is 2 as long as line Y.

Which line Is the shortest?

9 A)

20 0)

LI C)

13)

20 ()

X

Y

There is no shortest line

!don't know.



2I . $ a 25. In Ma fraction 5 Me numb*? on the bottom

is th

dMdend.

numerator.

mdittpileand.

denominator.

I don't know.

i.a ri 27. Tom has a collecilon of toy cars. He has 5 Dila
Onst. 7 green ones. and 3 red ones. What traction
Of bis callictIon Is green?

y e A)

AI in

:3 cy

3 D)

E) I don't know.

7

amens* &too aertenlass o Ine
**en* On lite due les aellres loin
mind Dina Mon by dwics

ineboaie **thy row *went or rewlewed ote
Inernernelko nriedod to *newer me ern conesny,
Waft only on&

12 A) Sox Al eres &military*, Nivel year
JO 2) 21 - 40% a 11) sou Mew Army ele school aro
or Ci 41 Jo C) 401 be done law thie yea.
JO Di 111 ea% a 0) It nil be done ln eubseauero yarI) It - 100% E I MI be dor* for ram* nor ogee nem

t

2. 1 A 29. Barbara Is going lo make a pictograph %ISM" lb*
Information shown below. She is going I. useithe
book symbol to make bar yeah.

=EL
41111.0

=ABM
Allan 40
Bev 16
Carl 20
Dame 35
Frank 80
Georg* 15
Susan 85

A reasonable number of books for each symbol to
reprsent is

9 A) 1

24 8) 10

22 C) 20

I 7 0) 100

24 E) 1 don't know.

esloWs nose pecereage 04 Me
axiom in your Ono ad go oft own
conics wowMR if ~VI

home Mame pm ea& i arrieme
numern01* 0000111* answer 0* km een0c011
Meth only dm

1!
to

At
11)

0 2911,
St 0%

s Al loraldarel In a mons amid year
32 B) I void *no Gees; V* WOW Mr

re C) 41 60% IA C) awdiederrelowelyeer.
I
r

CI 01 OD%
61 WO%

it Ci V we he oar aubawasew yew
Et Nedra bedomftwassomai SSW hire

I SIT
2.1 c 28. If tho symbol i s um? to represent 100

trucks ari a chart, then the symbols

would represent

Is A)

e 87

4 C )

LI D)

E )

3 trucks.
2

35 trucks

300 trucks

350 trucks.

I don't know.

tornado emu plutwasof Mai
awes/1m a pas ctm go" osl Ms larn
Maui OW Owe of dome

Inmate *mom au imp* it riry.eim
neenerneifte needed se enavaane emir correcor1
ilarlo only go&

ji 4) 0. 10% A1 woe done in s peinand bawl year
14 111 21 OM Ai al wee Ow* &erg tenoot year.

C) 41 110% 00 CI II web* ibne beer I* MM.
II 01 Of - 110% CS sal 0.411x* by 0 miaow's" mya El Of 100% El I ea mt 60 One 1c4 *nor* get MO hers



2.1 0 29. Lesilell lest nom ware:

A)

Arithmetic t
Spelling
Science 17
Heading 19

Which graph shows Leslie's results?

IIST
ODD%

1=1.11111.

17

30 E) I doni know

0)

0

2 . 2 A 28. Ms following Information shows ha number el
cars sold during a lour day period

* 30. The list below shows the information Janic
collected about ihe months in which the 27
students in her class hard Seek blithders. Which Of
fh fOffo win QuesflonS ten Janice answer using
th information in this list?

July

June

Oci

June

may

Aug.

APr.

June

AFL

Feb

Sept.

D.C.

Dec.

Jan

Oa
Sept.

Dee.

SUM

Jun*

May fob.
Mat Aug

Sap!.

tiov.

Jan

25 A) Who is th oldest studont In hat
claSs?

10 9) How many students are 10 years
old?

13 C) Who hes a birthday In February?

Li D) Were more students In Janict's
class born in January Or In Juno 7

2 4 E ) don't know.

isOmoto food pocemoge I th4
siudroi Irs yew ens mo eol the kw
mood Wow Pao be chows.

Mow ~MR you Wow of nrviewee we
washanass waded Is answer we sign
ismegerf Mork eery ere.

I A) () 39% A) 1 wall do tw In a Doom IMO putii In - 41 p awes dont %going OW WOW yew
11 C7 44 se% as C) I we be dote loon togs sow// a) 51- 09% 21 DI I we be Owe in StIbusemon pow

E) et - see% 31 5) I se mole* dono kor moony for Sind San

--Hat-- lIff

11

In

2. 2 e 2 7
Monday

Tuesday

011Wednesday

Thursday --HO--
On which day was a tote of 7 cars

7 A) Monday

2.41 9) Tusday

30 C) Wednesday

1)) Thursday

3 E) I don't know.

sold?

SWAM renames a 1/*
madams IP row doss mil 90 1711110f1
COMO Ma Mal cooaco

Al 4). 39%0) 11 - 4V%
It C) 41 $O%
31 ES et ee%
34 13 11100%

21
ff
if

latalts alsigha sal mogul o Favo4d liii
771011071.0711.170011 la avow isy awn caapeay,
mats 07171 0170.

04 ees awe In predate geoid ylear
et ass 0041/ Ouno OW Wool per
1::;) hate owls asw ties yaw
DI II se In dam lo subsection VW
E I we noi eo dor* log Amore not Ione km

Who worked a total of 5 hours on Day 4?

Working Hours

Day 1 05y2 Day 3 Day4 Day Et

Mrs. A
4

1
4

5 7
4

6 6

Mr. 9
,

5 9 7 5 5

M C 7 6 S 7 9

Miss D 6 5
...

5
,

7 7

A) Miss D

9) Ms C

11 C) Mr

3 0) Mrs A

6 Ej I don't know



2 .2 a 28. To raise money tor now ontforms. a baseball team
was seMng pith Ockall. Hew many Itokels did
the team Nitta the Mkt wish?

9

4

2

0

Ticket Sales (Fkst Week)

22 A) 50

10 9) 32

121 C) 30

22 CI) 28

10 E) I don't know.

Tammy sow portousof
suisess brio goo vie ore we Moe
coned etnet Men* Oance
141 0 ID%

it 0) St 40%
$0 el 47 SO%
Jr VI it- SO%
if 1.1 011 MO%

T W T F

korai; whether ;ow WWII tilMO*700 114
ownionocs merrier 10 imp. the earn cowscor?
Meek only 9.4.

I M 'moan, ki esrestwe Wool yiisr
Il Of Own WM *MN Mit Woe ye Ir.
44 C) I mote One My thle loaf.

M lre &web I eutonnore yeer.
E) MS rot le *nein( moon; rot Mid WI

2.7 c 29. Pot was testing his model plane. His Mends
guessed how long II would May In the alt. The
plan* stayed up fot 17 Minute.. WhO guessed
Clow/21W the corrct lime?

Susan

Bob

Carol
St044111

Flight Time Guesses In Minutes

1111M111111111111111111111
IM11111111111111MIMIN11111
1111110111111111111111111111111
11111111111-111.1111111.111-

071

jg
39

6

22

5

A)

9)

C)

6)

E)

0 2 4 5 1 10 12 II as II 20 22

Carol

Susan

Bob

Steven

I don't know.

. 7 o21. Which Iwo Months had the same 114111111111
le mper$1100 ?

Average Monthly tentperature-Vancouver

34°0

I 10

0

OOMOMMOMMOMO
NOMOMMIUMMO
MOMOMPSIMUM
NOMMOOLTOMisammummJF MAMJ A

Mores

f A) January end December

20 8) February and Novi mbar

5 C) March and April

12 D) May end September

51 E) I don't know.

Ilexes Mos oercerMos 10 do
swam In sew time sego Mt UM
00774112 011* WMbyChM.,

0

;chore whethw sonlack at taviswito ers
wahonoier rondo* vow We
orrocript Mere say ants.

I A)
559)

0 20%
21 - 40%

$ a)
SP Or

wee One in mv4b40 Wool Tear
I mane lkonno tree Moor ;to

C) et 90% 11 CI ewe be awe ow Ida Tem
Se C5 In 90% 15 I br done in eintomporel yearis 6) 91 100% ; 5) la rot be Moe ler mons no 1194o lore

o 31. Which one al the lottowing segments ts not a olds
of the squats?

a A) All

I B) BC

7 C ) CD

,fa 0) 00

a 1 El l know.

A



3.1 A 34. How many triangls are shown here?

f

3

3

A) 4

0) 5

C) 3

Ci) 6

E) I don't
know.

Ego** Oka osetwitwo* Oe
Mears hem* dam *lea aes Sam
woad Maw Wan by ~co

O. IOW

*Owe anon* yam tag" 01 rivwfre0 010
onarnswarms weed In anaew tniamconscry*
land only ono
Af I nor Oman e previa* *tool yaw

II 111 tt 40% SE 81 11 nna Ono *We IN* =kW put
JP 44 a - IC% AP Cf I of be Ono two OW yaw.
12 - of 14111 gm e1gASs464,4

In WO% I II a *In* tenon* be mom re77710 nye

3.2 133. A dog walks on a oath that fs always 5 m tram
pots. Whitt al the following could be a drawing 0
the path?

22 A)

B)

ii C)

42 D)

.1; E) I don't know.

Fewness ono festmenor at ina
andwian yen Wm ma we no awn
own, otno Wm by Chime

0- 20%
- 40%

al SOS
et 10%
el KW%

ingkatelenOttO sOst lows rsoewnhve* tee
nosnomainaf Assded Is room Vis AsrA
connate Mast Day *Ns

.wmammo

11,1070ns be probe' wring year
I isiS dm* Wang thts worn yew

wel batons ilas ?OM
se be 07n* lie Kelso** yaw

a geta rem be *max tineAS 141 Mal Art

3.3 A 31 . Th solid figura shown tn.this drawing is called a

a A) cone.

0) Cylinder,

2 C) priam.

3 D) Wre.
2 E) I don't know.

twmant IAA owcsmage of Ws
*Wenn tn yaw nefot Inis Irtm
antwe *Ow Man by chance

10 A)
el

11 Di
Ci El

0 - 20%
a *0%
11-10%
at -10%
II - MI%

Won nbOttew *ni todent w meowed we
mathanintat WW1* Amor Ins IN=
wreak, mat only ana.

is was Oman a erasion school *Or
78 II) II leal Wm &WV Mb 101100114114
) 4/ 11148440 *WM" 1411Wif

Of a se be Oro In a subsaW/W1 pat-
: Li Uml*W00n,Ioln,awnMl4,dniq

3. 3 A 32. Which Defoe has six feces?

A2 A

6 C )

E) don't know,

E somata wsai pimping. of via
Madam IP yet* ctiss sal 41 INs
=fro cithse man Di, chart ip

11 At 20:
1 I V) 71 - ebv.
:1 C.J 41 10%

C 61 00%
11 El 11 400%

3 8)

3 0)

MAMA &yew rsse Iç1l 01 n,41*011 Vtf
moshntipapp Peocos$ iv own* free awn
opry0717 newt DAty one.

s A, nu Wm In proonuo UMW prig
71 PI 1111 MAO frowey 0ft *OW year
le C) $uSbe00rolimirPØy,.,

Of I **be eons IA 11 isteOur, yeat
f.1 416 AM be chwet kw mesons rot mid net*

0"fe)



3.3 A 33. How many verlicee does this figure have?

I A) 3

24 9) S

Li C)

43 01 9

6 E) ldonhknow.

henna end petteneo or to
MOM Os yote don oiled
ganila Oar NI* W COMO

n A) 9.20%
Mt OM

$4 Q 41 V%
ti Cs el ami.

tuna* latent you taught co toweiwdii
onamentmlos nolded to wooer no Iwo conwee
Mere only one.

1 A) 11 was dons ha rotten Word yew
IS 11) I was done dolmen abed pat
IC C) $cb.denebeieVwspflr.ii DI oil to nine tn subsequent lox

is 01 - 100% 4 Ej IcineIoaonenuhtedltt.

3.3 a 32. Which of these figures can be cul oui and folded to
maks a pyramid?

A)

2a

C)

E) t don't know.

9)

3

0)

3

Ennuis wont percenwee ol toe
Anon In dna sene

nokate woad* yOu WIN Ca /*vowed Ma
noscied

II Ai
J 11)

1 I C)
If 04
re ft

yew od tos
..../not poor Men to donee

0 .10%
11 40%

- SO%
$3 eV%
111 100%

A),'ei
I r.)

1: En
S f

isalhamatics answw 5* lam
bonecnyr mote only one.

woo done In a w000to Wed yen
esee dont tki0mQ IND idled yor

it we to Ono no dos In
k mkt be done ot e oubeedows yeet
I enrol be done tar toreeno rot need bow

3. 3 C 3 t. A soup can ig shapsd molt 8k. a

.13 A)

7 8)

AA C)

3 0)

3 E)

sphere.

Cube.

cylinder.

CON*.

donl know.

3.3 c 34 Which one of these figures cannel be folded to
make cube?

A)

11 B)

is C

01

6 E) I don't know.

3. 4 a 3). Mow many pleats the same size as A ar needed
tO Cover 8?

io A) 4

ii 0) 5

C I I

I 0 0) 7

E) I don't know.

CI%

rn



3. c 33. Which ono al Mesa drawings was made by
drawing a figure and then sliding It?

E) I don't know.

Esenteft oTtei patreetage el Me
elkdetes In ma dew Wept inte Nem
owed Kew fen be ammo

37 44 0-10%

trope &solos yes twee or mewed me
meinewales mooed WI WWI". Mt tem ronwity7
Mark WS 1111-

A) letoMi11tl4Sc3to0lW
14 M 11 -40% 03 1 Jess dOne dotty MO Weed pat
11 0) 41 00% 19 let beam bee

is
33 0)

1)
111 0014
111 100%

10
IP

19
1)

We be dime In letiotwee por
1 WI MP dene to news we Mod ems

=1.1.17.1. 4=pgraamozwomma.
3 . 4 c 36. Figure's that are tits same sir and shape are

congruent figure*. Which of the (allowing
figures are congruent?

1

[1:17:1 11 1

A and 9

A and D

C and 0

9 and C

t don't know.

1 emote what peephole et me
meow low claw pt pee nom
Doted oftw money mime

0. Xnt.
11 40%
41 SO%
lit MS
II 7011%

Incicolo whatnot you Iowan* or 11oginul Ott
mothomoilco mond to *mow Mc nom coown 7
Alorn only on..
A) was done es opens wive ysas

SI II) I Yeas Sore Merge* whole year
33 C) I Ambe done lite Me per
): 0) we tel done le a letempere yew
5 1) awl Am be dons lea *SSW* nel hal.

3. i o 36 Which of Mos* drawings shows a triangle that hai
been turned onholt turn?

It 9)

let C)

D)

AA
A\

T) I don't know.

Estinuta ohs penweep ci Ihe
walfres me Owe Angel Ms Wm
awed Whet Man to eiltimme

Mamie etftelbei yen WOW ot Reeled tes
entleonallet Watt ft maw she gm metteep1
USW emy an&

34 Al 020% A) 1 wee ebne Ma patine weed yOW
10 9) 11 40% 9) 1 was done demo Me wheel yew
ii C) 41 WS as CI 1 Albs One lelw ea
I 0) II1 SO% 2 01 1 1d1 be awe 18 e etwootwerf par.

E) 01 100% f 11 la MOI tio dm los mom on totol

. 6 o 34. In which ono of the following figures Is Mt lino a
line of eylnleitry7

3 A)

to C)

I 3 E) I don't know. /

9)

si Di

E paw* unit tweentooe ot the
swoon in yaur eau log poi Vos lam

od Dino ikon by glsoce

Inoue emosner we We* or /meow we
nemoolosee mead to aromas Me tom conictly
Masa *My am

77 A) 3 A) was Mine In I palms Wool yew
1 M 21 42% Is 91 Own dOn *Angina sthote par
I 7 C) . 17 C) to demi War tio vow.
7303 e1 ea% to DI I 06 bo done In wboopete pat
II El I tem I I) 144 130 4:0 misons wad lr



3. 7 A 33. P is the point (3.2). 018 the Print 13. 7). end n is the
point (8, 2). Which boo of these points :te farthest apart?

is A) P and 0

B) 0.ndR

I C) P and 14

7

6

5

4

3

2

0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ii D) All the points ate tha

ii El I don't know.

a 30. What ere the coordinates of point P7

tante distance apart.

5

4

3

2

2 3

(3. 4)

(4. 3)

(5. 1)

)4 5)

I don't know.

5878

blowup who ow via99 o Pta
steebbees in yew sless seei get MIS **2*
masa Mos Oen by Oas(s

bows wheal/ ime 01 rfatihregi the
liefeweetes *soak, to *mew itio Nem toincf1/41
NUR Oidy one.

34 A) .10% 3 A) was Oft In peitzu Wool ress
9) 01 40% 31 9; II ass *sae cboingtisKA044 ye&
C.) 41 GO% 31 Tape tbeie Wes Ns yea

so ot II 110% 33 9) *11 be One In 13 sobtesue yew.
so 1) - 100% II ) * %One, be bone lee maws Mt Mod Ave

3 7 D 33 What ars the coordinates ol point 187

5

4

3

2

1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 $

(15, 20)

(3, 4)

(20, 13)

14. 5)

I don't know.

) A 38. What unit should be Used to maaeute the length of
a fence mound a vegetable garden?

7 A) millinumes

7 0) centimetres

C) metres

8 0) kilometres

1 E) I don't know.

oltal grecenlepe 01 the !Thole whine* you 1,4414.4 tereseeweS the
'Now, be yee cisee 00 vel 91* Item nwthanosto wetted io infiefer 015 km comity+
owed Whet rue by ~we Slerli ably Ono.

0 - HP% $ wel $4414 11111 MAW, Itheti yob/
9) ft 40% 01 M *WS dove Om% We Khoo; low

:1 41 SO% ii C) we bedew* low inb rur
17 IA SI 1117% DI I we to one 34 a sioomplord yew
21 1 ) SI 100% O 2) 1 ma ma be done lor mews tes We* ***4

o 5 2



4.3 a 36. How many contintottes ar In one motto?

3 A)

9 8)

AA C)

35 0)

4 E)

10

100

1000

I don't know.

blimp ono poroordoge toi
todefle b you Mee lid gel Ildo Ism
soma ~Pim by OEM.

Was IOW* you 1nig44 of tenoned the
melhenieste neX140 mom duo Nem
ennes00 WS ono ono.

141 040% 20 A) Buie Ihne No 0 postal Semi ma
12 11-40% 14 V) I wse done shoomilis RAW yap

1, 411 AO% I C) IOW We inn Ibis pm.
.13 Of - IV% 0) s ea be done In e outdecomm
30 hi 111 HIM 3 El Ibeoum,ansrnrn.Ii$Wbec.

6. i c 39. Dello can Jump 627 cm blob . Dana can jump 5 m
high. How much higher can Delta Jump than
Dona?

.1.7 A)

2 0 9)

3 6 C)

D)

23 E)

127 cm

$22 cm

22 cm

632 cm

I don't know.

. 1 0 38. Aboul how long is dos )vmpp paw clip/

7 A) 5 mm

is 11) 50 mm

8 C) 100 mm

D) 150 mm

El I don't know,

0S3

.40.91111)61___ft

I. 2 A 39. Which two figurs him the same woe

mummom'RoomssuroumumosImmo
0II A) P and 0 hove the aims vet.

3 2 9)

22 C

J 7 0)

E)

0 and R hove the some roc

P and R hie the same VOL

Each Shope has a dillotent ots.

don't know.
AlpEsomese enal poscerioge el the

students In you oats we gel Yds Nom
conga only dumb, Chance

boom wallow you MO soulemod
melbenseice otoulal to worm doe eon weal'
Wit way one.

tt 0 -20% Al N oaf One Ina pottus WW1 yow.:I hi 21 ssai otos done theiro Poo Wad year.
2.3 C) 41 PS C4 **be dem ley Ws ye*.
23 DI 01 .10% f I led be dollen e ouboolmul pot.I 5) 51 00% 13 I old nal be ttne los reasons not Wad Mg

4 . 2 a 3 a . The moo of tills postage stomp Is &bold

6 cm2

cm

60 cm

60 cm2

I don't know.
. 1 c 35. What is the Corted way to writs '6 num motro1-7

ji A) Sm2

33 8) 6 sq. f11111.

C) 6 m7

D) ems.

7 E) tdntknow
I woman pettereoge el the
sludrals ks yoof Mot MP go vos aim
sumo vow won br owe.

Wows newel you fougal 04 te-onwod
moolomellco meant to !Mott Ms Inn Conniff
NM Indy One.

26 ni 0 - 20% A) II was done et to protean ortmel yaw
11 - Et% 57 5) II use done neve 046 mead ster

14 174 41 110% )0 C) I ne be QOM OOP PO yen.
26 CI It - 111% ft DI Ise be done to e sinewannl yew.5} IS - 1000. # I nil ovf be One Ow mows cof wad Iwo

2S4



. 2 D 39. Whitt IS the area Of this shape in square
centimetres?

7 cm:

12 cm:

8 cm:

$ Cm:

I don't know.

¶ ent2

Elwyn% ore41 sonnoselo el the
inolonlf mpmF OM gaga inn Sinn
WW1 OW Man by cluarcs

/I A) 0 -20%
J 8 Bp 71 40%
ft CI 41 te%

,21 Di et Mno.
E3 51 - 100%

Inecolo when& you Mani of motion the
miumnats noidon
07a17471, MIIM Only Ono.

I A) 4 fes dee In 9 erosion ochool post
Ii 11) I loos dons Wens Pe Woo/ ysIl
sr CI I se Weans law les pm.

01 I 011 to eons In s subsoeose
3 7) 4 ne to done Ito WW1 nol 1180 hoe

4.3 0 35. What is the volume of the figure?

42 cubic units

13 cubic units

25 cubic smil

55 cubic units

I don't know.

I Wows ishe conseseo 01 me
Iluennif you doss of got nos Iwo
coma sow WWI by Mance

Inman; norhof you sauaol of »view's" my
mehoneos Ammo so snoop no ern convoys
Wel orgy 000,

2 7 A) 0 - 19% 3 Al wad:ft k prrAval Wool yen
7 Of 71-40% 33 91 way done &ore oft school ow
t CI II GM 21 C) *onto deo taw ins mu

:4 01 el 50% 1; I oull au Mow in subs-taw* rui
is EI Si 199% I of rof to eon. so. masons so foss kw,

I

BEST COPY F.:.

A 35 Whet unit should be used to measure the capacity
or I pop can?

Ls A) mt.

9

mm

cm

I don't know.

32 n)
I B)

ct
Di

/8 41

Eames she poicorfopo
skews epee ens an awn
ennui oMv /Moto chow

0 - fa%
21 40%
41 - SO%
0$ 110%
91 WO%

indicate witerber yce mom or memo° Oa
memommke modert kr annoy my orn. corrscovt
Mem awry one.

s Ai wee elmeM spomious Owes you.
Is II wis dise tholre us omelet ye&

oatodsno Sew MO soot
t CS 1 nabs done in e eiteserent yew.

7) non, drre for tenons me &wee kelt

. 9 39 Each can of pop holds 340 mi.. How many
minititros cot pop are there in a six-pack,

; sr A) 3400 mt.

r El) 346 mt.

Al C) 2040 mt.

11 0) 1840 mt.

; 0 E) I don't know.

, 3 A 4 0 A plat with 8 cookies on It weighs 912 g. The
piety weighs 72 g. About how much does one
made wetgh?

S A) 410

12 9) 240 g

zi C) 40 g

3 8 0) 12 g

1 0 E) I don't know.

I s C 38 A tenyesr-old boy Is likely le weigh

s A) 35 g

I 4 8) 75 g

22 C) 35 kg

47 0) 75 kg

6 E) I don't know.



4- 5 0 37. Whal unit should you use whn you weigh an
apple?

3 A) mItlimetrei

a 9) centimetres

5 C) inlMfOres

CI) grams

E) I don't know.

C 40. Sandy and Lee played a game hem 4.25 to 5 00
How many minutill did they play?

I A) 25

3.8 9) 33

2S C) 75

3 V) f 5

3 E) I den" know

37. The tmperature On a sunny summer day would
most likely be

A) 5*

Li 0) 250 Calsivy.

10 C) 55' Cetelus.

ii 0) IP Celsius.

6 El I don't know.

worcormor Wow
sutra ivMot Wu la go too 19111
0ARAct 00Att bp titon55

it A)

Mime whether yaw taws or reviewed as
mealeaseca node, w mu tom
ouroctyr Mirk way one.

o twee dme In onwtows scrumps,
JO 113 It -ism so 133 0114arm &dm tels school yew2, CI It 40% it Cl 1 MI be Ono Wet 00 soot.:1 a it -WI 1:4 ioSbS*ivliIviyW11 1) 100% 13 Sod not to One tro Nowa' ma Mead Port,

a a 3$. Darlene hs 5 coins In he pocket. Tkt coins have
a total valu of 758. Which of the following lists
tills what coins Darlene has In ber pocket?

1.3 Al 2 Quarters, I dime. and 3 MCk0IS

IP 1 Quarter. 4 dimes, and nickl
C) 2 quarters. 2 dImes. and 2 nIckts

Z s 0) 2 quarters. 2 dimes. and 5 pennies

8 E) I don't know.

NS a 40 About how much dots a horse weigh?

2 A) 4 kg

9) 40 kg

AI C) 400 lig

30 0) 4000 kg

E) I don't know.

litettota pottstuage at Oto
stuOms Memo eau AR gel this itom
coned Nor than 0/131411CS.

10 A) 0.50% s

MOW. *MI* you DWI at reviewed me
miasmata@ WOW IA MAW mos ern
mineatei lisal WV Inc

Moss dIsno sprowous school yearIS 0) 1 sO% Ss 9) I loos OM 1110419 WAS Wool TooC) At 00% is Cs Oro time lAis IntI P DI 5550% 11 01 I oil btdem attiss0411,115Ili 100% 1) ANNA Want kw tosser* not MO hen

trs c 15. II you divide say number except 0 by a number
greater than 2. then the answer will be

2.1 A) WS than half of the origins) number.

24 B) more than nutlet the original number.

/ 7 C) a fraction.

18 0) lmpossIble to Predict.

21 El Idawi know.

-Emma was worcergeos of the
owooros sow cuss WI eel Ns ism
mewl Mb& SSA ettancr

51 II 0-10%
LI 0) 11 eV%
25 CS 41 SO%

S 0) 31 -110%
El 550%-

Wow. wows, you wore or nwlowers ins
nwhonteice Maga1 I *wow Ws Iteta
cottoc00 Mt% wet one.

I le isowdratneennbrat sottelyear.
.1.1 8) ems done &wee Mb 80OsOlysit
82 C) 1 ollt Otto Wu 408Lit as lotto 0ont In aiworasert year.
30 E) l.dbSbsaisoniuSPS0iise

im==mm

PIS 0 19. How high would a stack of one million pennisS
be?

31 A) 2 m

12 9) 200 m

C) 2 00c m

33 D) 20 000 m

E) !don't know.

E clIftwit .001 1301u Map 01 Mt
SWIM 30 MI dew lieges los Om
soma Woo' won tty cnoncs

It Al
I 9) 51
t

C11 St Et%
S 1) St 100%

Ovum, atottwo "sin muggy oc novo.* Po
fossonosios nactoo to Pow the itstit conocOs,
SW% osty ona.

1 04 iwnn.bseprsW., s
it Bs I I PS done dulingo Pis Novo' no
is C) 111110 bit Ono NW Ites yaw-
n 14 I wobsdono Ot subessoft yaw
11 Ft s *slaw oil wont rw MakletS not IOW owe
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GRADE 7 STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT SURVEY
2. What Is the plsce yobs of the 6 bt12.345 67?

2.3 A 2. As ol June 1. 1976 the population of Canada iraS 22 5111
Round On 589 416 lo !ha newest ton thousand.

3 A) 22 $10 000

9) 23000000

io C) 22 600 000

11 0) 22 590 000

E) I don't know.

416.

3.2 A 1.

I. a 2. Which One 01 the lapwing Is wet lo 700 070?

Mein hundred sturdy

swan thousand sevenly

won hundred thousand 'twenty

seven mItton seventy

I dont know.

1.1 ló Mai (1) a 105) (7 a 103) (S x 101)1n stands's, tom.

.13 A) 5 000 7135

23 8) 8000 760

/3 C) 8 007080

23 13) 8 070 060

E) I dont know.

c 1. Which One al the lolontng asqusI10 wren hundred mallon
eighty-We theusend tour?

70089 004

70 190 004

700 019 004

700 190 004

I dont know.

tenths

hunthetfthi

thousenddi

1enthougg2t-4ohs

1 dont know.

Subtract: 200$

r.-119

A)

0)

C)

0)

E)

819

1181

1819

2181

;dont know.

1. 2 A 3. Upo wants to matt pens hwitattons to 35 Mims. Eastport
an rank soId In packets ol 15 end cost ros par packet How
much sit sho have to spend tot envelopes?

$1.50

$1 80

8225

$2 70

I dont know.

J . 2 A 5. Estimate the product 9185 a 11.134 2 9085 8 910

1.1 A) 3000

3 El) 2060

C) 300

5 0) 200

E) 1 dont know.

Essen,* wni) PRX*111/0
Stanilenft 81yew tins vdigtliv *am
corral coat &an by Mama

IncksWI wholhiN 'yr tougt4 mgAttroo 04*
Inalmonsks nordad 81 0Awet that gem toilecely,
Merl nly oat.

I mu Ow Ma prowica. icha. row
It vies Oro Amp Ws school Itat
a ..100,00ft 1740 pit
I tad tis clon0 l8 0000E1M10 put

on t1 to Oft kw masons rol lits41 host



La a I. Divide. 4 41111-

A) 25 osmaines/ 7

.22 14 27 renelndet

7 C) 29 timainder 27

D) 207 remainder 17

E) Ideal blow.

3.2 C & Blom bonownd 93500 Isom the bank. She wood to
"psi the ban In 36 ninthly mown of Via How much
mow in Me will mps107

3 A) $ 216

20 B) 931560

3 C) $3716

23 D) $11460

7 E) Idonl know.

.2 0 1. PAOtsply: 403

5 A) 24 337

3 3) 5842

C) 23777

5 0) 3 627

E) JdoMknow.

1.3 A 4. 71Ievebo13.4f5.2)b

I A) 25

3 3) 2$

12 C) 31

1111 0) 49

25 E) 1 don't know.

4..

I wows wfte pocotspe we
moms 161 your Oast on vs no ton
amp yaw man by aana
AI a 20%

bdcp ala011W you ia.saN troamod shs
miasmata nailed to Arnow rho *pro co
WM only Dm.

1 n) a vas OM la I pavlova 700017441
7$ 4ro. a $) Mien do* &Op A* wheal yew/3 C) at 60% to p ma be done 1414, Rai vacit El $) SO% I DI I mil ba done la a soubsmaisit ysfr

E) It ion% E) 4 war nol be dm* los moots to Wad Mot

1 3 8 3. Simphly7 64 Is .6 tt (9 - 5))

3 A) 10

4 2 B) 20

C) 35

5 0) 108

8 E) 1 don't know.

1 . 3 C 4. The 1004111141 cOMMIni ol 24 snd 30 Is

s A) 2

21 9) 8

13 C) 120

3 0) 50

3 E) 1chsn't know.

J 3 C is. which of WI Wowing nWnbora IS MI PtOduct cf Iwo Montle&
ltaClorit

1E

1 7

1

12

1

A) 4

IP 6

C) 15

D) 38

3) don't know.

omase vaal Petcovvo 01 the
axiom la yaw Oats *4974 ata tam
atroci *Mr Man by thank-,

*WAN whams yea Imprit cm timorto Otit
assihmake naded la answw nos atm soaatily7
Mask only ono.

1 0 n) o A% 74 I was tbrif in Motu, Kiwi1,40o
:7 CI

21 49%
44 ort.

r
C1

I win tIon A.Ono schoO yur
mite dont law efts yea,t: 01 IP OM DI IWO vs oyto Iii sconoctuon raw

Et it 100% El 4 se no be dots los towns no stao lbw 0



2.10 3. 11 likes Wendy $ Minlifai 10 Ism around the ilwass back. II
takes Pal II mimeos to run WOUIld the track. They both start
naming wtemd the track Of the Same titne and continue to he1
until Italy ruck the start al the same time In how many
minutes wet May Ard moat again at ths start?

2

12

24

45

I OM know

Inmate who pemeeeepe fe Ito
00110153111 ?me Ma 05 QM yea tem
wide*** 1111M by macs

.11411hes you gargle ore wee., nto
ownonollai ounoll lo MS**, Its sem cam*/
Alin only ono.

11 A) 0 -3016 II Al I woad,* In proolous Wolof yew
le Ili st ra 5) It wu dont Ounno WS school WO

C) 11 SIM b al I ibbnll Wig Kos Mbii 0) 111 SO% 11 "Alb, donO In a subwootul var
5) 91 100% 5) a we ree be done lat masons nos Ned here

. 0 4. Th. number pi bacteria In Jar doubles Ihrely hour. ti there are
16 bictiate in the jar at noon. how many will be In tha ter slx
hours tater?

33 A) 158

3 13) 90

JO C) 150

la 0) 960

t E) I don't know.

iwn0. won bacons,* ol 11 o
sultla In wow *us se op no lom
correct DON Man by bunco

/ A)
14 5) 31. 40%
is C) 41 00%
73 01 51 - 11)%

It 51 IOC%

Wows *hemp ruts/oft r col000ltd ml
frtalliMilif3 mooed to answeit The tem conecti,
Mork only ono.

ease dee In wwwous KAU yew
wu w *Ant Ilbs Wool yew

a WO Lot Ono OW OW toot
11 WO be *min lob1uww4 Tpif

We noi no Ottno 100 masons nog Wed tire

2.3 A 7. Which ono 91 the following numbers Is hugest/

13 A) 0594

8) 007

C) 0 76

Ja D) 00316

E) I don't know.

2 . 1 a3 004dIng by 1000 Is Me Urn* as multiplying by which one of
the following?

a A)

13)

22 C)

7 0)

6 E)

001

0001

0 000 1

0000 01

don't knOw.

Emanate *nal ominous of too
itkounts yaw cies wit oft sem
cootocl ontot than by chum

NOM. whatnot yow taught co *Anon Ow
swobowsleo nowfott* arum Ot Mon cosownyl
Mot only one.

4) SO% A) awn duo In I man* tellool war
20 El) 11 AIM 01 B) I wt. Owe cluetv In* Wool yin
3. Cl At- OM C) we beano lote Pit per.
30 0) 51 . 50% 1 CI we te ems In a 31533511011V

I F) 51 - 100% I Et bk1 net be done tor lessons 1101 Sued hely

2 1 53 Divtdg 121717

a A) 3

ii 9) 0003

C) 0 3

is 0) 0 03

3 E) I doni know

7. r a 7 Mtusply.

1,5 .4)

5 8)

7 6 C)

iO 0)

3 E)

0 01 x 2300

23

230

2 300

23 000

I troni know

7 1 0 10 Thin e are 25 students ht Mary's class The class goes on a
hos top 10 the museum, It Iclults COM $2 85 sack whet ts ple
foal cOst of Itekets lot lho doss?

SO 77

$19 95

$71 25

$9 120

I don't know



:4811. A duck al 40 shoots of arnsaudion ppm Is 2.5 cm thick. Wha1
fa thIcktital on, sheet al pipe 2.1 0 6. 3006 rattan la wards Is

throe hundred sight.

three thousand tight.

throe and eight hundredths.

Mt** and mod thOuSondths.

!don't Mow.

1$ P) 001 cm 2 A)

15 0) 0016 cm 13)

C) 00625 cm C)

39 0) 015cm an 13)

12 E) I darn !mow. 1 E)

2. C 2. Subtract 51.2 - 4.35

33 A) 46.95

AI 0) 4615

3 C) 17.7

le 0) 7.7

E) I don't know.

2.1 C 8. How many shakos can I buy nith $4207

/ A) 2

3 0) 3

ii C) 4

17 0) 5

E) I donl know.

SHAKES
$0.90

2. e 9. Ora TM of Abu mak comain1 036 mg of thiamin. How much
thiamin Is In a 025 L. ion4ng of skim ner7

et A) 00252 mg

B) 0.09 mg 3 t

C) 0.594 me 2 E) 1 don't know.

12 0) 1.44 mg

145 E) 143ont %novs. 2. 2 A 9. John had 12 baseball clads. Ho gm" 5 of thorn to Jun. How

many does John hiv 497

2.1 0 7. Write 0.375

24 A)

9 B)

.I.6 C)

23 0)

E)

as a fruclion In bluest barna

375
1000

Fro

3

5

I dim! know.

2.2 A 8. Witte if in lourost hum

5 A)
3

2
5

1
2 C)

z.i C 10. Mich ol the Mowing products Is ADO° OM 000 0047

11

23

17

2 1

A)

13)

C)

D)

E)

2000 02 x 2100 02

2.000002i 2000 002

2000 000 2 2000 000 2

2100 000 02 2000 000 02

I don't know.

25

il
2#

A)

C)

0)

E)

4

8

9

I doni know.



f

2 .

1.2 a 10. Each ;Id Me students in the drama dab ale of a pus al the
3

year-end patty. ft they tt1 12 plugs In Wok him inanY

Students we there In the WV

23 A)

.12 0) 18

39 C) 24

32 D) 36

E) I don't knout.

twee% what petesetege of Ste
Ovistel le dm all tee ben

!Weal weetbef yoe utiles of towseare the
155551855501 011550 tooter*, MO Item Onset* Iyew pos

obeecl OW Oen by aftecer Meal oety 90a.

10 AI 0 AI I wes (bre le payees Weed 051
23 Si 11 MS NJ 14 1 wets tIone tkeev The esbool yew
it CI 41 10% IS C., I mete Ow* law ses yew.
22 $I 10% 2 05 eV be Wee it ieOteenee1 yes,
8 El 1 100% a E) bee es be doe* be mews Fee Wee owe

2.2 a 8 Walken u decimal, 8

0.12

OS

0.125

0.18

don't know.

Emma .4 pescialsos ce the
Modem le your ens ad the, bern

betcata wheal5 . you more cs iew4escl re
ensenevece melee to Velvet Ms 54m1

A)
)3 0)
tl CI
28 CI
it S)

pet
mow Me tee by tbsece.

0
if eV%
at - 110%
111 00%
11 100%

COneC51
lAerli only Dee.

2 Al 1 was tbee ei maims school rev
a) lees eery dude. ees Woo/ pat

o q 5 ea Otor, Wei 1555 efer
I 0) ea be eone in subssorer Old

El FIC4 be dote tee mesons ree eeed eve

1 2 C 3 Add

3t A)

EI)

5 C)

2
5

doni know

5
. P I Subtract -

3) C)
2

32 0) -

IP El I don't know

5 3.';c 9 Subtract

3 A)

6 131 5

C) Sj

LI
10) S 4

E) 1 don't know.

/ : D 1D Which number Is tamest?

12

13

21

5

13)

C)

V)

El

2
3

4
5

3
4

5

Idonknow

32 70 it tem Smith baited 48 cookies. Billy ale of the cooruss and

thtienyIto of cookies In at how many cookies were

eaten?

33 A) 15

9 13) 18

9 C ) 20

.62 V) 24

E) eon'? lino*



3,

2.1D 12. The Meting ebb mots ni 120 OCAOS10 0* fund IWO"

WE. They hive WM ol dii SOM. How many am lei to

sal?

A) 10

.11 0) 20

is C) 83

if 0) 100

E) lames know

2.2 c 15. Jan ewe ha0 of her marbles to James and then a third of what
was leN to Pia JAM well ION with $ ma/WS. Haw many 1141 Sher

hays to Man with?

la A)

if B)

C)

23 0)

4 E)

18

24

30

38

Iclon't know.

. 3 A 11. %fetich One Di the Wowing is equiviiivni to 2 : 3 7

3 A) 3 . 4

8) : 12

/ 3 C) 3 : 2

1:7) 4 8

E) I dont know

1.3 A 12. A machine seals 225 ballet In 3 hotne There sre 1000 boxes
to seat How mary wilt be lett unsaMett akar an ehour pm/

In A) 400

23 B) 600

C) 800

0) 925

ii E) I don't know

7 . A 13 Them we 141:1 pion bt it tournament The ratio of gels to
boyats3:4. How many ekte are Men?

14 A)

B)

34 C)

22 13)

27 E)

60

80

105

1don't know.

omaie *NO percenteoe l ins
sworn le rep tins yoga Dos Isrm
Comm ortti men ay mange

25 A1 - to%
Of 21 - 40%

snows Wiens? Kw Won as ressowsis The
otrittamira MEW* Moil Ole WA comae
Mgt Doty 0412.

A. was One In a vertu, 110A001TOOr
BI I was OM &AV Itirs adiaal yeei

ii C) 41 SOS Ti I ail beam, this sm.
61 00% 01 we be am a $obssiamal ysw
31 100% 2 E) lima nom *no tor imam au Mite Iwo

7.3 A 14 Wrtte 45% SS 8 bection In 'owes) terms.

:2

10

12

A)

B)

C)

13)

E)

4

9
20

I don" know.

is

*imam paiwissio ci mo
worts in rue ctoso war Do woo Wet
Corral Dow men by cnence

A) 0.10%

MAW* whI4A01 yOti Or 4444141r0
loolOont0001 nirird40 10 OAP* PO Urn COrnrCne
StOrt vier DOC

2 A) a was one In psmosts school Tsaiit 9) 11 40% ,S 91 I was dans thows, ass misiesysiy
21 Cf 111 60% 201 be Oft t0114 OM MN.
5.1 St DM waft done in a avessousis
ri 4) ID" 1) I oil MOO ODA has MIDAS /101 Witt blot

7. 3 A 15. Which one of the Wowing shows a discount of 10%7

30r oft $3 00

3.54 oft $300

ADA Ott $300

454 o11 13 DO

!don't ;mow
3 1

tsa

or.



1. 3 8 12. A map of Is lo be drawn sedum 1 nsm moments 5 fun If
Ow actual anew between eskson and Pealicloo la 12$
kow many ilillknalraa apart should Om Iwo points ba on thi
map?

125

625

1 20

2$

* 1 dOn't know.

2. 3 a 13. 54 vollaybds cost $9600. how much will 10 volleyballs cosi?

23 A) 6960 GO

di 01 $240 00

2 C) $24 00

3 0) $3114 00

2 E) 1 don1 know.

iInewie owl S.1*II1QI4IThI
Mew* 0 now class *Agri 1441100
Wen 000 !haat" chaos
5 4 o 2091

INIIcale ~10 yawl/me* seweene
sbrebsonrce orrels4 *arews4 en isewcowney'r
Meet ealy 0114.

II 19 I was disselbeeseneursIghoes ps0
1 411 21-40% et 0) I wit l*INvow Klee. 1o0

4; Q Ise be 0)40 Ws WS yaw
34 11 is I:, 444 be done Ma lubsobsore sow
31 0,1 100% J E) vo note wow kr masons nor reed rim

2. 3 14. Forty percent clth. students In the cMss *Dar olassira lt 10
iludenls wear Pun. how many students are in the class?

4

24

25

40

1 WW1 know.

hum* 4010 plAireacel 04 Till
Mdres Is pews Ow 4400 1744 laM
cofiar cep OM by CAW*

00004 whiIme pots Iansw y nswew40
nrennercs isaded to answer ems 111141 elm Key
Wet only 0414.

j3 A) LEOS AI 1 wn Om* a 004eur school nor
2 0 II 21 40% Is 81 11 4010301 0101(111.411 MOO yew
pi CI 4, WS 24 Cl 11114 be dam OM year
te 011 ill OM 114411be dun Iss rebs00011 yur
JO Et 11 100% E) b0hl01lanstyrsoonlsW.laNdilw.

7. ft IS The number a Is larger than On number a. Thartiore

5 A) is less than 1% of b.

6 B) is loss Man 100% ol

7 C) IS exactly 100% of

II 0) a ls more inan ME% sr

f) 1 00n1 know

`11
2

2 C 12 Written as a percent

21 A) 5%

IS B) OS%

it C) 20%

0) 50%

E) !dont know.

2 3 c 13 Mal Is 24%ot 515000?

8 A)

1 1

24
100

13) $24 00

12 C) $36 00

5 D) $174 00

tr E) I dOnt know

2 lc II Whal percent of 20 Is t37

5 A) 26%

30 9) 39%

C) 52%

ID 0) 55%

3 E) I don't know,

I

E own* what rwst.ww404 or Ms
submit sw yew clan 0190 ets 444a
courts 411*1 litift by cliance

A) 20%

tnelcate 114044 $41 TrA4vir40 MI
ssalbsmsain0110141* &Wow babas cowecre
MO ow* ono.

I A) I was &min i prowlain 4041001 saw
Di 21 - 40% 13) war clmis *Wm Ver Newt )00

ri
C.) 41 0"

60%
C) we be Ono Emw WO yew.

we be donors 0,4000** year
12 E) as MD% t E) isa roes cions kir mews no lead Iwo

7.30 14 What is 90% *Mew es a decimal 121112110n7

1 i A) 0 09

.5o 8) 0 9

C) 9 0

to 13) 900

3 6) I don't know.

E volute wil3 ptutentag. DI ow
moms 41 pow can 140 ow essi rens
coned esbes wow by Menet

I Al 9 -
5051 PI - 40%
14 C.) 41 - SO%
Is 01 111 00%
311 El 01 It"

swebus 44000 yea WWI or re4141444 Ors
wumnweres neidIdlO wwww ow sus tovnire
Man onlp bow.

I win One Vs pronour Wed prat
I win dons 1%4119 Ins Wen pow
we be 0mi low 00 sit

VW 01 Ono Ms attwonore nas
ova 444 be dm* lor nereets nos Nue Awe

303



3 3

2.ia 15. Which Me Is egulaiden1 the redo of 120 km 3 h 7

28 tunth

38 WM

40

360 knu%

dont Anew

Eslimato Wu" etwentee. 0 me
Waves Is IOW MU ware tiestsset
beeteil eV* thee by Owes

.// A) 13- 20%

Mato ~MI yew I1u9l Of Alhosewed eta
ITINAMMIC$ re80 e0 mast The Item reevoiel
Uwe enty en.

a Ai 1 ems One 21 1 protest Kiwi yew
13 10 11 74 01 s was Ono dotris Vas stbeel yew.
I CI 12715, it C4 I wee. eon. tow ow year.

35 Of SI le% t Dt 5odWda01Ma,ssIyw
/3 El SI 10012 I El I eel eel be exel log /mom not VW Awl

2 4 A 18. What lit the opposit al -27

-1s A)

3 9) 2

C) 0

111 0) 2

E) I dont know .

Immo wrist porceresso 0 the
swots* your clan 09 poi ws sem
corms ofitie Mae by theme

beim* whothor lop taugo1 or 11inyw4O NI
wkresesallts needed Iv yen, Ito ere cenectie/
Mark only sAs.

33 A) 0 10% 3 A) *et Ifene IA 2 metes seheol yew
1201 21 40% 10 81 *OS OM dA1119 I AI, fothool rW

C) et 20% 4 1 CI 111420 *me later Ws years
111 10% SI 0) ed be Ore bs I ArbelKeitml year

E) 100% El 2 sal net be done lot mesons not IOW bye

A 17 When a positive number Is cinaded by it neg skim number, the
answer Is

21

Jo

Ye

A)

8)

C)

0)

positMt

negative

LOCO

You can't tiff tetthout knowing what the
1,11448111 WO.

1 (18W1 know

7 * 18. WNch the 1000s409 211110101131(11 le film?

A)

7 9)

19 C)

Zero Is smatter elan any posalvo number.

Ai posMve numbers am target Ow term

AN poslave numbers we Now then aS nets**
numbers.

Zero Is smaller than eny negate* number.

I don't knew.

2 4 8 16. On one diy the early spring the temperature in !idiom
George was - S.C. in Vernon 6 was- 4°C, in Kemloops was
- ?C. and In Cestteger U was - S.C. WI4ett dly was warms'
that rksy 7

Prince George

Vernon

Kamloops

Gamboge,

I don't know.

tomato *Au pottentiee ol me
MAIM, 34,145 dins e42 gel We tem
mom caw Mae by chariO4

611011. "Atha, gOir 18P4011 fosiSli.O0 JOS
esowneece noose to 10444111 Hen cee/e09ii

Osty *AL
.41 0 20% II A) * 211 Pis1401 school yew
01 21 40% 1/ 211 1114111done Weep MS whoa seer

3 CI 41 .110% 15 14 I otItts dole tea Ws per
2 $ 01 51 110% .1 DI webs dam* a seasopurni soar
32 Et SI - 100% 3 It s safe. ea tom roe mesons ra0 woe now

2.40 17 . Multiply 1- 2 R- 3 )

51 A) -6
I 3 -
5 C) 5

23 0) 6

7 t) I don't know

stolusto Nts of/combo oi me
thdoels yaw vass VP* CO Ogs Osorm
10,1410 other thlin Dy chanc4

90 Al 11 20%
S 9) Pt .y4

12 C1 eV%
1 I)) bs SIM

f t 99 10"

/- bout. Resew "I Ile9N of mr.rived IAA
otamossages isoodicl 10 BMW* fRo fewn conga'?
OWL oney epee.

A) sest dene le proebue leo* yolo
/I 91 11 Ivo, dons *Om Mt WWI TOY/

C) obi tO owe tow WI ye&
II 01 WI be Sem el subeeteere PHs
I El aell nee be done tee miens nee Wed Awe



2.4 a 13. Ma honsarshaa wont atom PC - re usr Pwriod of 2
days. Who wu Hi grimes 11110811418070 Change pot day?

-6 degrees

- 1 daps.

1 dawn

12 ddfies

Idont know.

2 IC 15. The Wager -4 Is al which point on Ike number ans Wow?

2.4 C

3.

0

0 5

MI P

I 13) 0
C) R

2/ 0)

E) !dont know.

teem* won pocereope ot ate
Meade fla Ma OM se gm ale Roo
cooed caw Ow* tharco.
al 0-10%

Wane *Woo you tainO2 w rovleoed
meaorftelee medal to owes Po tem comity?
Mart way on%

8 A) lose 0:ae blamer= Woof yew
11 et 71 ora 77 20 I wee aloe am, Via whoa year
7 c 41 10% 37 C3 I wel bettors laao ab pro.

tt 01 81 - 80% $ 2 W done at subssauell yea/.
23 53 11 300% 7 01 oil rot be itone be wools re7 Wed boo

17. Add: (-43) 4

7 - 10

13) - 2

C) 2

I D) 10

r E) 1 dont know.

itobereie wan pecoosue oi ele
saoleme k w class soa 9.Ii Rem
cooed My son by rooms

37 4) 20%

Incecato ~es yew Iiat400 741140 oe
mieweesoks modal lo meow The Om 401004'
Waft only Doe,
A) a mei One 17/ mom oc7o87 marn t - ory. . 7 Ea wog done agog tals Genoa/0w

i C.) 71 121% .3 CI *0 04 nom bee Oft yew.
I I DO 11 - 10% DI ou 00 I*i 0000040410031
is Et at . 100% f) ow too by done 77, *woos 7o1 bore

2 . 0 c 19 ( 36) ( 4)

so A) 9

4 9) 6

C ) 6

LI D) 9

E) I donl know.

g Omits +00 pwci0440 0 00
mews In yoe dim *V get Oes110*1
awns yew him by cosoce.

indult &left yoe ungli er relieved Om
insoomesce ammo to Maws the Hot 1es00177
Wit only Doe.

57 11) 0 /0% A) awn doe aprooas scrod 'iv
13 8) 21 40% 22 la I was able *Meg 1211. Wool yea%
JO 1:1 41 WS Is (.4 117/4 be 0o0.10171722 yeas.
I: 14 11 00% 25 DI 11 WI be 000 e sobsomeo yeas
7 1) It 100% EI I mews be dom tor mesons ret Igeo hive

. 0 16. Which one of the C00011409 would you Ikaly itet use 01911040
Integars to describe?

The &mar cdtho moan Poor

A bank balance

A parson's ace

A lanturaturs

!dont know.

E 0~4 whal penorlooe a/ the
Orden, 0 our dass *090 002 lam
00:01000 Poo by dance

0 20%
21 40%
41 80%

Vikas obobet mita* or 71/702401
mrairnwarr iteedO to answea Do arm ornstoyt
lasek only eft&

1 4) a oae dal le liabexa idod pew
II 03 I woo Woe INS 1000010104
at 0 4105041 isae teak

I 7 Cit SO% 0 a ati te dteill s subleassni taw
IS fj 81 100% 5) I*000Sb10ni!OtleSIOenlistINdhIm

2 4 D 17 14 tamperalora MICandoops to - 5°C. TA* lanurrahas In
1Actana is 4°C. Whit) is the cadranch In temosioura Dawn?)
Victoria and Kamloops?

2 dogmas

4 der eirs

II dowses

10 degrees

dOnl know

307



2. e 19 Somme II* lOmparature al base camp was IrC nO0n. The

Wasperlatalt IOW 2 dogma per Nur IMO 1700. end elon
&reload 3 deaMee per hour we Male& What was the
tOmperature al base tamp al midnight?

It A) -PC

le 9) -
C)

15 0) -21C
E) ) don't Mow.

. 1 A 22. Whit spinner would you un to conduct a probability
eparknent on your blonds tavounto colours P hall of thorn
pre* Ma. a third Of Mans goo* red. mid the rest kke trete

Ione* MHO pweetreepo el We
*dents la yew dos we gel Ws Was
coned Ow Om by Clem*
61 9- Se%

Wass awl* yas Wight ci rassmod
ewerensece needed * mower ow bon coffsciie
Not essIr oc

I mos done in possum wool yearois
12 t ti Be% It 15) 1 was dote dump ere *how yew
11 C4 41 SO% .1/ C) ell beer. VW INS year.
ii 01 et 5016 $i D) ain Ds dons In ssobssesOrt

2) as 100% is E) oil not be dois los maw* IMO Bps

3. 1 A 24.

3

To ON out hose much dme Grads 7 studonts spot* welching
IV, whom should you ask7

3 A) YODI Wends

21 B) The parents of Grade 7 students

C) Grads 7 students

4 D) Students In the school

E) I Myr) know.

3. I C 22. You r designing a otestionnain o downine the hinds of
pelt that Grade 7 studwits hew al home. Which lel Of
questions is most apprigsni80 to aSk children ovIsIde a moWto
Moat*?

31

15

A) What Wads MP you la? What pets do you have?

9) Do you kr* s dee Do you have a an

C) How Old are you7 What animals do you R
bolt?

What pets do you own? Are you a boy or a 017

I &int know

D)

E)

EstmMc gaol socassiagt al ihe
sthsess*s In sew Mu Bus nosn
toned otsso ban by chance

macaw whelser yew wpm or rewerrea me
swohowelles reed* to enema me ism essmtass°
MOS Only Me.

I A) SO% Is Al 1 wu Ouse In a rotes *swot year
iS es ti 40% is 13) I was done earees NM School MI
21 C) Is so% o I se tedone few 11* yaw.
It V) 61 ci ONblfwtaa outssequirs yew
it El - t00% I Es we me Pe done ter reason, Pa Imo new

.1 0 70 V 5 cNktron in your classroom wars chow at rondom. dory
would be s rInTIONnlilive sample of 1111 If* chltdren

5 A) In your school.

B) in your class.

3 C) In your city.

3 0) In Canada.

E) don't know,

E some wiku petcarsace o Bus
Maris In ma Mu %Id gat Vas Born
mews Oho bian by chamt

IS Al 0- Wry

hdcsip whathes you WWI ci sis
nIsisommles wow se answer ors cons coneowl
MItI only ens.

r Af I Mne preitus SOW yes
ft) Sr 40% 11 81 II son doe ealsq ivt SOW per

24 C) 41 - 50% Jr C1 se to ems VOW IND BOW.
s 414 00% 13 VI I* dem In a owbesauere yeas

14; 100% I El 011 no) be dam kg Maws rol IWO here

3.10 21. Sondfa warded to find out how poop* In her town loll about
the nfm COMmtsnity canir.. Shs colisclod data by asking INN
ovemons of the people In her mathematics class Do you Think
that this was a good way to do 117

7 0 A)

LI 9)

ii C)

7 0)

5 E)

bscause boys and girls won both asked

No. booms* Sondra only got opinions Irons
leanness and not adults.

Vas. beam* her class has poop* who are from
ell walks of 34i

NO. because *onagers ere not well-enough
informed

I dont know



111111111=1.111111.1111111111'111111111111111
Mal

.7.NOPTINUN OMB
1."11.11111;.., NMI

:. OM& Min
f.'11-71111

"1:E _LE . .

NEM
:11::111 11

i.AL:111_11 M
111 a a IN II

c 23. Scanty Spencer sew a pinny, 100 limn and made a nicwd
ol his mulls.

Which spinner did he most likely use?

it A)

C)

E ) I donl know

t

10 23. Here IS a sism-andleal pbt of scores on a mathematics test
Which kit of Scores matches the stem-and-leaf plot?

5 3
8 1 5 7
7 2 4

2 4 8
9 1

6

t 2

A)

8)

1, 1, 2, 1 3, 5.5. 7, 8

1, 1. 2, 2, 3, 4, S. 5, S. S. 7. 7. 0. 0. 9

I C) 53. 61. Si. 12, 48. 83, M. 91

0) 53, 81, 55, 57, 72, 71. 78. U. 81.81 91

4 5' I donl know.

s
CS

1)

albssisio obit possrseas 01 Os
96/Orgs In raw caw woes thts sew
mint own nen Os chancs

0 SO%
It 013%
iv GO%
St AO%
51 100%

9Proal wholOs4 ou laugtit oi reviewed MO
OnithOMSOCi n001900 51153,01 ma twin COnKrip
Wok enly egis.

b WM Owe 1. pfsvims saw! rbil
B) was Pee OMNI MIS 111:1100170.1

25 Q we 05 dee Wig les via
21 01 1 we* dams" it subwmunt yas
35 El Iii vivl be 00ovi lov voiraolts ref Voted Nos

e 20 The graph below shows what it boy cld doing a Wed of 24
hours.

What Is the best astimata tor the lumber of hours he spent
welching TV?

fa A)

3 7 8)

C)

7 0)

3 E )

3

9

12

I don't know

Essisew el Ow Agee kaus.1 rewswed*Ng plwcalg..
shodtre WI yaw cuss mg ee Pgs
owed Der Mao by chonco

v I A) 0 20%
20 91 21 40%
32 CI 41 110%
23 0) 51 BO%

ft tlt 10DV.

Inelwal sew is
inseaassees neased MIMI Ow 41311
Atarli aidy an

som s woo does esawous wheel Isar
sr ei It was one Awl eits school year

Cl Iwitbldsiwisml7SW.
vAl be IMO lb b subsippsel wt.

I II 1 IA /le 59 dee lof mesons not sued nem

3 . )a 21 Below Is a combination bar graph and broken Ma graph. The
bars show Met* raiffiall and the broken Me shows
temperature. Which ninth appws to have Ms best weather
tor Ming and camping outdoors?

f A)

ii 8 )

C )

3 D)

2 E)

,rwmar.

Monthly Rainfall and Temperatwe

Apra May
June

July

August

September

don't know.

June July Aug
Month

Sept Oct

2

20

te

12

I wow, gotat sowc smog at 11.
.1.0041 in you, Mess mi. 90 thif Spin
Mufti blbet MIA by ChbfICO.

a)
P Of

a CI
30 CO
2 0 I) 1

Ineugs whoa* sew WO. 01 taw4s.00 ins
mehemehts notolkodlo mower trip nom gamey*
Mull only one.

3 3 A) 5 v911 &AO AI* piriletesoh* silar
S I 9) I was claw eug0g WI sdgeg see
22 C1 I we be dm tato tria yeti
I 01 II WI bo dors to o ootivavomol yew
I 5) $ .19 fel be ems se sowing no smote*



3.2 A 19. The teble shows die number, Of earlOus coins bond in it boo

I 4

2

0 8

6

4

Coin Number found

Id011er OM) 2
501 (hbrcent piece) 6
25t (quarter) 1

104 3
51 mckel)
14 flnY) 3

Which one at the Wowing graphs shows this/

B) B

6

0

111 111F1111
Is 54 1 254 It

1111=11111

I MI
UM;le

is D)

CC64

# E) I don't know.

2

COIN

cow

3. A 23. Two plastic discs are tossed in the air and, when they land, the
numbers that ehoor are added together. One ot the discs has 1
on one side and 2 on the *the& The second disc has 3 on ono
side and 4 on the other. What sums are possible/

3

5 Only

1, 2. 3, SW 4

1,5. and 5

1. 2. 3. 4, 5. and 6

I don't know

BEST CM E

. ? A 21. roi a pady game each number shown below wee painted on a
difteniril ping pang Pitt and the belts were thoroughly inked
up In a bow4. lf a bele Oohed from 1/19 howl by a Weeded
parson. what is the probabilty That the ben loaf have a 4 on rt?

2. 3, 4. 4 .5 . 8. 9. 9. 10

A)

17 a)

is C)

2) D)

7 E

1

4

don't know

Li st Mall *Ng percereage cd the
maws in gaol am wie get nits item
Campo other then by chime

II Al o 20%

mac:ft &wow toe taught w Finagle," iht
nemornstur nomad to answer me seen admit/
Mire oney one.

'Al wee Ekwee1b $ glesieet Khoo* yen
25 01 21.40% 21 Id I ellMat Wimp an school year
20 Ct 41 mr: o 1:3 1 wd be done too ow yew
i I 01 is arn. sag to done In a euesequent yew.

e Ft 01 lom is El I sang beating * Mons rnt 4040 nee

1 2 c 20 Hete is a hi of lest marks'

A )

3. 4. 5. 4. 5. 5, 5, 3. 3, 1, 4. 5, 0, 4. 5
Which one of Ms 11300wIng 13610$ represents this data?

mark frequency

0 1

1 1

2 0
3 3
4 4

5 5
....

mark
..

frequency

0 1

I I
2 0
3 3
4 4
5 S

-

El I don't know

9)

/7

/7

71

E 'senate wieo eweelwege of dm
nueeines In owe suss wee gee ewe Item
tame caw ;Natty OWN
.11)

Of
CI
01
LI

, 4:4

_

mark frequenc
,,.

0 1

1 2
2 1

3 3
4 3
5 6

mark frequency

0 0
1 1

2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5

Arrow wnoiliw Tow reuero ernewee me
inetheensecs +waded lo Immo, the Ism conectly?
Mani eddy ens.

..1111

I wee done to e motes Wm* year
1 woe One choir. eft echni yew
lei be OM km INe yew.
g ed be *no In e eteteeeped We.

we not be nano la mesons nor bled bent

311



3.)0 12. The ley chin below shows th Itrishing dense lot Om WV Id
WW1 In the 10 km Ato, VAN is Me mode In doe finishing

dnies?

A) S minutes
1? min

1) 8) 20 admen 15 min
15 mkt

C) 22 adman 20 mln
21 niinli 0) 24 mInutot nmmn
23 min

13 5) I don't know. 24 win
UI

3.3 s 23. A dapariment story has flw typoS al swam. tor sats Thor
prices of the sweaters are as follows:

$15, $18.$21, $32. $40

What Is dm mean prIce of the sweeten?

19 1; 115

t9 2) $21

12 C) $25

32 0) $40

e E) I don't know.

Estimate %Am gorowtspt at too
morn moor eau ad go tie Rem
wise Wow Win by choice

IS 14 9. 2.%ii II to -
to CI 45 10%
21 Di Of OM

0 1) $s.i%

Inkals okaisw you istqls w bleueune Oka
metheaudice 044400 to aftsfwei 0*50Th CoreCeyt
WS only ono.

1 A) lwuthneslspmtwi semi yaw
43 le) wee Oohs Owing Wikcoti yelie
10 CI 1 we te Ono tskw Ns yew.
II ibedI4010iliouwsy*W.

53 4 la soI Sodom too MMus not mud Aipot

3.3 c 21. The meclan lest mark was 37 out of 50. MY scored 30 an of
50. WWI of the blowing Is VW?

,u A) Mom then hall die mole who took kr test scored
higher than Oily.

22 8) Less then he die people who look MO MI scored
Ispher than 819y.

13 C) EsecIty hid tha mob who took the tut scored
highor than Buy.

0) None ol the peopto who took die test Scored
higher then Wey.

5) I don't know.

Lamm JIM osicsnowis ol
le mg bel elm

mows wastaill you lamb: co reviewed et
mimeo to we Woo

AI
t

20 Co
ge

HAW*. mot dm ow
MVO Mee Pan by ensrc0

0-20%
23 tox
Ii GO%
SI 10%
Si - 100%

moonset swop coriocor
Mani Only one.

t
SI al
it C)

0)
5)

B dont ki ortrlous schzt yew
I lorso Wore dissv Pta schwa row
I .4114010/4 SW It* MC
I so to done by s submblet

fa nee be OW 101 Mame hot lost Mos

3.30 22. Bolmv 11164=0W/tattoo by graph and broken bie graph. The
bars show monthly finial end the Woken Ins shows
toompotriltuht. By hour much does Apas *Mad swell
Octobers?

Mont* Reinbil and Totrootakoo

11

20

....11M1111111111111111111
1111111INIMI MEM
111111111111 _1114.1511111111111 =MI

NEIN
IN _1. ...1141 ':.7.1111m911111111118111

T-L'ill"-71 _ _

-.:11 .L. _AMINO _
_MINI2.."1LaM .:2111, ::111-71111

_111
11O7:110.',::Ms7:11.". 7-N

10

April May June Ally Aug Sopl Oct
Month

A)

B)

C)

0)

E)

13 Inny

SS min

71 nwn

doni know

2 4

20

t

III

4

or a 27 Angle A and Angle 9 aro congrusni If Angie A has a mature
of 356, what is the measure of Anglo 97

35'

55.

145'

325'

I don't know

. 29 WO 4 toothpicks you can make I smolt square. With 7
toothpicks you can mak* 2 man squares, and wan 10
toothpicks you can MAO 3 small squares. What Is the largest
number of small squares that you can construct with 34
toothpicks?

10 A) 10

2, 5 12

21 C) 13

SI 0) t

8 E) I don1 know

YTB:E9
10

314 315

12



4.35 23. V N fa the maw which segment Is *mow/

s A) Ni(

So B) NP

C) HP

D) HM

I E) I don't know.

. c 25. Which ;two anglas ra congruent?

Ai A) X and Y

B) X and

C) Y and P

3 D) P and Z

3 E)I eSsni know

4.1 c 25. Which one of tho (ollowing triangles has Ono* Wes aft the
um* lama?

zi A) Etwaaloral

30 9) Isosceles

C) Right

6 0) Seaton@

6 EP don't know

n 30;

4. o 25. What Ls tho measure of the anght Whig tososind in Me
diagram?

18 A) 13.

B) 133'

C) 103*

ji 0) itr
2 E) I don't know.

4 I 26 The heavy khe shows offe alp of the cube. How many odps
doss Ow cube have

6 A)

2 9) 5

20 C) 9
ito 0) 12

1 E) I &wet know.

f 27 How many pabs of paralfel pianos aro there in tho losowing
figure'?

A) 2

1.1 8) 3

2: C)

51 13) 5

5 E) I don't know.

:31 /



4. 0 30. A path hem P 10 0 Can loRwr any route as long as 10 slays on
the Met Hoer many paths from P to 0 malts *seedy 3 hams?

C)

0)

3

thaft know.

Essm444 sae prcrisips o Sao
MOM Mt sur doss raps 04s lom
Coma oilma thon * dims

HI At - 00%

thaCalli uttlethet Tau lasigat es reviewed the
mathematic" needed to ireeliz Os Oslo contcov
Sews coley she.

II Al I *es dine In I proem 1000. yein
B) - 40% 15 0,1 II mu 04a tboin/ IMO naked year

11 q st - Ions 11 01 wa tre dim tow sayer
20 DI SI 00% 3 00 I gat* 00a410 subsootom yewI) 01 WO% 13 5) 111 sen nol ts dons lot woos aol *Rd are

4.2 A 25. Which one 01 dm tollowing namn does not read tho same
ralen 0315 card and bed up to a minor?

9)

C)

0)

El

AVA

EVE

MOM

OTTO

!don't know.
Egoism* wins aercersage st me
swim In my ISsas we es This Item
coned oast Stan ce Mew

Wow whether yon "aught 11 tewlesid
meetemedee miscled so Immo la* Isun conetily/
hitatli only ens.

17 ie 0 40% n 147 I +mane VI poems schwa etter
11 111 II 40% 14 51 nes done Mile die school pal

Cl 41 410% 30 CS II **be tbre Viar yaw.
21 Cli $ t 00% 5 Of II lie Ds cbre e sobsoevors starII El t SOP% kts 5) it nix be dons ter moots fat bled nen

4 .1 A 26. Which one of the following diagrams
Shows the reflection 01 tha Imo in Ma
Int n?

C)

7 El Idoni know

3 18

10 0)

4. a 29. Vittich one ot the Wowing Rpm shows al Me Ines of
symmetry tor a rectangle?

S

3 E) Idiflknøw.

. 2 A 28. The Iwo mangles shown below are similar. Whit Is Owl trussing
length on the taiga Mangto?

7 A)

70 B)

3
3

7 2

24

30

doni know

Ennuis aft peranago cacao
sagres la sow Mu o41 ass Mos awn
coma caw *an by gum*

74 at 0 . e

onoitsis yawns" ref talon or tememscl as
maimmasice beassed aftsvoy eu get Carselle
Meth nate OW

I.u01utoivsveOsoapw
1) EH 21 - 44 DI was done *Ars 044 WOO war
70 C) 4 t sm 21 C7 Ism beans sew Ma seei.
I s a,
I I) In tee%

is
is

Cs
Et

11 ins be owe in e esesamiens
Inv rot ee dem kw lessens no toad hent

3 1



26, 6 AM ones a DEP am taw*. BA nglo A has mow* of ST.
what Is dm mown 0 AV, 07

S A)

.11 DI

15 C)

27 D)

3 E)

SO°

901

You cannot M.

!dont know.

Emma whit powwow Otto
tatasats It your doss los get Its Nos
croons Otto Den by MOM

Maw ohoshos you losset4 mswood Ots
Asablomabc* nooded to Orme* Po Own ssnocAyi
MO Only am

S A) I was Ottat a potOoti school yew
oss dont OLOrag ars Woo psifit Q I Owe Int Wat sar.

L I sato Itatts at a suassorso star
113 I ad ret Its eta tor /moo twa *awl Sot

30. In which ono of the Mowing diagrams is Me second Ivo.
fotiPon of Ow first?

C)

1110111.1

s IS) I don't know.

1 2 9)

It D)

001.01,1

Essimts was pwastao4 el ins
swam to saw class *119c4 nw ism
cooed 00%. %on by marts

b00% &on* you lave% co ',Award Iss
mobsooves% WOW to Maw MO 4.01 MVO,
Abut way osse.

13 A1 0 .10% I t A) II was %ow its porton retool ysol
2 1111 11 40% 111 I was done 004c Oft 1101001
11 CI 41 00% II wo Os dont low tho yow.
IS 01 61 OM t t 0 ibedon.to1ielyw

f 100% .3 ft s wit rot lw Iwo to wassnsna 44%b ffs%

: ti 31. Which ono of the 10110,01n9 00 obtolned by foloSno tho
*WI beleVe7

St

1

is 8)

P E) 1 don't know.

e . 2c 30. Aiqu.tsmdUoinposioaftoposIttonUbvIhsff4um
dockwin wound point P ads roftection In 1hts L Which of Ms
following shouts NM movomm?

1

13 E) 111w:11:now.

11

E tams, -AM poscnago at Ow
swam to yea doss 04190 loss Asos
coffin:1sta. sure by chance

Indicate *lathe, eau Sauced of mooned oto
sloommoks needed to tototoot too *Pm consc4y7
OWE anal one.

I I AI 0 10% Imo *at to s sowbas Wool raw
Is at 23 40% ti) I was tam Mast Isis IMO yaw
1 I CI 41 - rf to dato Itto Its yaw
tD It 90% Is Ey t %Obi Moo 431 PUOIO00.400 vow
I Et 81 100% rs S.) I mil rot to Owe tor ono* ow last Itenc 3.2



.1c 31.

4.3 A 30.

4 . I

A rectangular picture rnoassing 30 cal by 10 cnt Is enlarged
for a billboard. Do enfargement has an ants of 49 m2. What
aro es dtmenstana ol ifto enflegentont,

maylm
$1 xi by 12 m

15 nt by 30 m

IS rn by 32 m

I dont know.

Which point has the coordinates (2. 3)1

A)

41 8)

C) A

34 0)

7 E) I don't know.

3

2

0 1 2 3 4
Emmen *Two pelmets to the
MOM' kflow class 4.911 gel Pis tern
Dorm* w Maltby eltancit

ireceit wheowe yew wept mowed ow
owownwees newoo0 se 411114/111 ma BIM conocity,
Nett int, vim

t A) 0. le% 13 As 11 dons et pram ech:w4 year
11 III SI 40% JO a) awn/Ism Oen roe echoed yew

C) 41 eptc 38 C) I we be dere WII4 etts yew
st 0) et Km 12 CI wg be Owe In setwaquel
tr 11 11 -101% 11 %menet be eons lei tenons Rol Seed new

322

28. What ars the coongnatts of ths nett point In the pattern
of pOIntS P. O. R. 8?

111111111111111111111111111111RRiiIiiI
11011111111111111111111111

° R111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111

9 A)

8)

30 C)

D)

30 E)

2

(A. 5)

(5. 5)

(5. 8)

(8. 5)

I don't know

1 0

. I c 29. Which Ina segment loins the poin11 (1. 5) 1113 (2. ID)?

III A) AD

/ 9 8) CE

6 C) DE

I D) CA

10 E) I don't know

a

8

. 3 c 29. What ere the coonAnates Ot th point P Mar II is moped ever
the fine I and than ski up two places'?

1111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111

arnn1111110MIIMIE
11111111i111111111111111M
1111111111111.1111111111MIN

28

21

A)

et

C)

0)

E)

(5. 0)

(5. 4)

(8.0)

(8.4)

1 don't know.

10

Esbnw4 what pa/clove 4$ th4
thadirili SI yOut CUSS 'ow Olt ROM
Wm-loam owe a), MIMS

otiOcats whybot Ivy mom rewoows me
outtwmelcs needed le anew*/ MO own conecOe
mask *my one.

4) 0 70% At eane el I wowous setwol ww$
in 21 - 40% ir *es done Os% the stream,

ID C) 41 1Ir4 It CI I me dm. yaw
Di 41 - 00% 11 0) 11 Os Om It a euttesaven1 yaw
f et 107% $ f ws not 04 Oono tat Frowns nol 45t40 Awe

3 "3



3 1

.3 0 29. Meier, the toodineles of the point P7

PM
(12. 12)

C) 9)

a 0) P. 12)

I E) !don't know.

20

10

10 20

Winds *ha beiesienje 04 slio
*don In yip close no gel 888 Non
1088001 WWI Von by chance.

tf A1 - 20%

IidCIIa witetko Ion IWO ei Roomed Ow
indbossiles needed lo 'mow Ohs 0110 ooneceel
UM anal ono.

11 AI I yin dant a poem WWI yogi
1 it 02 40% 40 112 end done diblo Ono school mei
ye Ci 41 110% rl 14 lDsI's5oIwUiIssIw.
Zs 0* 05 IC% Ii 121 I on Do done In e etell0000nl yent 111 10CP4 11 n01 011 din* towns nog islod new

LI A 34. Deley's Fnat Mend IS on the highway 400 m wes1 of Ash
Sheet. Poplar Street Is 1.2 km east of Ash SIMI sbng the
highway. How lef Is Mfrs Fruil $ tand from Poplar Street?

g 40I.2in

14 9) 520 m

ii C) 1.9 km

ii 0) 5.2 km

23 E) 1 donl know

5. 1 8 32. The thickness of dim Is about

I A) 1 cm

7 I)) 1dm n

I C) 1 m

22 t)) 1 mai

3 E) I don't know

Ewan** won owning* el tee
In vox Om Ins we ens ism

wow *Mei non by onomo

t A) 0 20%
6 9) 75.10%

Ci Al 110%
31 01 51 SO%
)5 El 100%

whom" you *igen 04 444+10414001 haS
mineelielcs needed to answer ino eon ooneenyl
IWO only ono.

ins dene Immo/Wove school eeili
Woe den* del% des asboc4 yes:

I we be dene line year
Iona be done ln lobilinoiolo Yaw

wo ml bo dons 10. nievain ool Hied ere

SiP 33. Mai Is the afee of the shaded portion of fhb !cuts?

54

gs

120

50

I don't know.

mows sow poiconlabo aline
stoclenis yaw clans Inflow We Inn
Coned *No than by Ow*

10 Ai 0 - 20%
8 II) 21 40.4

CI 41 so%
4r AM

11 El II - 100%

lido* winds' you MOO or rarberea Ito
inalleenesece itooded10 mew Om tem conoony
Mad only Ono.
A) I woe dm Ina prsOmn IOWpm

et ID Inn Ono dein. MU Moo, wet c IwWdons,.,ud,,w
3 Of I nel beOM Clutoosioni ?ow

Es I wo woe sent la imam net sew haw

5 .1 c 32. What is the perimeter of Oa figure below?

5 A)

.ZI 8)

C)

23 CI)

22 on

23 m

27 m

95 m

3 E)I don1 know.

I c 33. FlolO the area of this 401 Mangle.

e)

C)

01

E1

42

20

Es

I don't know

4 m

E samme syniu onconla c Ine
noileins 10 ycni class 401 fool 004 nem
coney Whet non by thence

owes wnoino you tauten rennoo5 the
enemeinincs flooded lo onsla Meilen comity'
Mani only ono.

It1 0 20% A) I*As Ow IA pawns othed yearI I 8)
10 C)

7) se%
4) 50%

I el
t C)

I enil done itnirgi Aft Kswxsat
1411 be dine Wei OW yew.

38 C9 51 50% Di Ind be flonf 01018.808111938.II f of 00%. r f) I mil noi dene los moons Re IMO Woe



5.2 a 32 An ordinary classroom hos im insa of about

II A) 50 nit

16 B) 500 os2

S C) 5000 m2

Ci) 50 000 ot2

E) I don't know

s.z A 35 A small an has a WM tank Mal WIN 75 L of gas Thecar
consumn 7.5 LW SOO MO throon a 911219 259 sm. how
much gas remains If the tap was stoned with a kt9 tank?

.12 A) 18 25 L

J6 0) 18.75 I.

8 C) 53.73 L

5 0) 1040 L

13 E) I don't know

Ennuis win pountoif Cl do
fkokins row nos me iro on um
coffin 011411 Min Of ckimeo.

r
f 114

0 20%

I Ci 41 10%
21 Of 11 1017.
f El 11 10116

Oncrit whine so iloofo Is women 1no
mmoonwOos ands. I. wont f am coo any'
MOO nly on.

7 A1 on don In Mann Won row
01 *IS don dons On school pow

of Of don Iro row
0) we Offen 111 sonootow vowI II I 04 ma Of don 117/ mosows noo sod Nu

./ 31, A 971012011100 Cyllner C011010n1 500 mt. of wow. A rock is

placed in Wit cyintior and the Water Ifni OJOS 10 683 mt.
What is Ms vokane of 010 rock?

183 cm3

317 cm3

883 cm3

11153 cm3

don't know.

5. a 12. The encevadon for a $wimmkig pool Is a roctanoular hole that
Is 10 m long. 3 m wide. and 3 m deep. A dumptruck can cany
12 m3 of Mt How many truckloads did ft take to 'Imlay. tho
111101 fotafiliOnt

3 t ;

3

7

12

1 dOni know

E minim Ana ammo or ow
slalom m vow class win 90 hi. MO
UMW other wan op Chum

mow nose* rat taught or reviewed tos
tneetursoot nada, to owe. trie Ism conoul
Mom owy

r s was erne s preisna yaw
r 01 s win ems wog ors school yawq 11.44111*.onetair Mawr,

01 1711 to done In e mownwent yew
E1 I old MOO dons *onus rot Ind rive

5 2 ii 34 F ind thf Worn Of 1his bon.

5.7 0 35

A) 30

13) 40

C) 240

s D) 1,

E) Pdon1knw.o

Thf obiarct below Is mods up of cubes !hat are 1 an on esCh
aids. The object is also hollow and Me wails Ws only ono cuba
thift What lo the vokima Wins empty space inside?

I I A) 9 cm3

2: 8) 18 cm3

LI C) 27 cm3

16 D) 54 cm3

17 E) I don't know

E LiMn.110 *SW Per0flalat MS
1441111.111n yew cam out ori en Um
mulct sow man by chum

22 0) o 20%

ftwom moan row moo 0 motown
noMomon nand to sumo mo iwti concoyli
IWO old; on.

I it; 11 was dons In a owoloos Ocrooi ofor.t 0) 21 - of% II 13 4 owes cons Way alb scAcol yawIt C) 41 If% sow owe tain an yew.
I 01 SO% f 01 4 wia to *at In f oulonnoft IOW

9) HO% I I) "Moot to On Or mono Iwo

REST COPY AVM II 3 7



5.3 A 33. 250 g Is hove MSny kilOgninS12

C)

D)

F)

25

250

0.25

2.5

I don't know.

II AS
Ely

33 C1
36 03
to ID

Esinwie wItel peitswees ol
e beaky ease se 00 sae ism

011004 OW Pah b, dunce

CI 14114

/1 40%
41 SIM
01 NI%
Of - 100%

JD A)
03 a)

0
Ei

Indcwo +Meow yen Wow or tevenwee Oil
1118111414114 11811410 brilmel 114 ItIPAi Conoco,'
Iamb onSy ana.

I was cbre In paws soma yew
a was done WIN Ws WWI yew
I NO De Won, Iwo Wes yew.

we be dime let sobswelew yew
nee not De dme kir rumens not Mid here

5.1 C 34. A nickel weighs about Sg What would be the mass al $5.00 in
nickels?

LI A)

2 o 13)

2 4 C)

23 0)

EI

0.5 kg

kg

kg

50 kg

I aoni know

. 3 0 3t. WNen on* of It* following wout have a mass of about a
milligram?

3 A)

3 8)

23 C)

itz 0)

2 E)

A km of Ina

An orange

A gripe

A grain at sand

I don't know.

Elemele seta perconlicie 01 lee
Weems In yew Mu we la l*en
Omni edam Man by ChencS

odcale whether you iseied fitWevired 11*
111111411114111 needed no intliff Ih 14M COMICIte
went on), ant.

11 70% I 3 A) I 1,14 One IIMPH101,14 IMMO row1r II 21 40% 77 13) 11 was done Wavy one ocraor row
C) e) - 50% C) mil be dere saw no yew

s 61 110% Of wel be dorw In a setwocenne Yew20 ti 51 - 100% E) S we nor Do eons soy comae nog Sloe Itra

5.30 33 Muth DI Ms taming is the "meg Imp of 0010?

7 A) I 000seconds

1,4 8) I 500mImAis

C) I 03106011

56 0) 1 day

E) 1 don1 know.

IMMO. al el

A)
r 0)

C)
r Cy

I El

101 eirtweloo the
Winkles In your moo v4 got lies Item
cerro ether wan be chance

20%
21 60%
41 SOS
el DM
el Ton

Wows &taw yes warn w meowed the
InesDemalke Doodedie avow Ow Ram comae
Weft retie owe.

20 A) ewes dam seteviars school "NW
61 0) 11 wee awe &AM Mb KAM year

C) lei be Sow law Ode yew.
10 I wel bottom e subterwerd yeW.
51 8 via /111 41411 for Moons nor hoed Dore

5.10 34.

6. A 36.

The minute hand on s clock has mods 18 complete revolueons
ance DOOM Approadmately what angle does the minut hand
make with the hour handl

is

JO

29

2.3

B)

C)

Co)

E)

30'

60'

904

120*

t don't know.

Which one ol rile tollowIng stands tor the product ot a number
end 6/

25

3

12

A)

8)

C)

13 D)

y 6
y- 6

Sy

6

E) Idonlknow

6 ) A 37 01 the following erpressions. which one represents a number n
Increased by 57

6 A) S n

8) 5

ii C 5 n

5

r E) I don't know

6 Co)



CIA* Owy works 0 house tor $7 per hour and Andy wefts A boort tor
$S POI hour. What is the total *mount eh money Mat they Le
paid?

2 3 A) TA 50

4.7 B) MLA 0)

0 C) 12A43

D) 713 SA

E) 1 don't know.

items* what pommies el fd
MOM Ie Ser MSS ed pet Met Mese
some) Own bon Or chance

axiom whom you MAO cr wooed the
Inethemallos heeded lo mom do Ism eeneeer
Mash aidy

JO A) 0 - St% 8 A) I Waddle In reglad Wool yea
113 11 . 40% st a) 1 was We dump Oft siftol yialt

JO C) u-sen II C) 4.4110 dons ley nowt
S: 00 51 s 01 1 vhe too Oahe Si s 11*ms:on my

t 11 11 - 100% El won re/ be doe* 10/ /Mere Wee has

. 1 A 39. When the input is i the output IS

19

2x 1

2s 1

I donl know.

INPUT
.

OUTPUT

3 7
4 9
5 ¶ 1

8 1 3
7 1 5
8 1 7
.

. .

I

4.1 a 37. Whk:h one el the Wowing expressions repreunts twic a
number leee 5/

A) 2x 10

13 8) 10

18 C) 2x 5
f ID) 2x 5

12 E) don't know.

LIMBO %TAO percertapa ci Os
slioderef In MO CleSI *II eel VeS Sem
wend Ow Ido by' them*

I A) 0 IPOS
is tO 21 - 4054

C) Of -
29 IA 111 - 50%
17 Ep 11 400%

yOu laugh! 0 oftiftwoci lb*
fnishoinaoco mow ID onsowl oho mon ceracily
Merl WWI Coo-

/ A) I one reno s tvinitous school yero
sx 8 s was eon* threc thle Weer rem
8: Cj imbixoID1rowos

DI of Oe dens Vs subeeduere yew
f I It ga(I ms be dere fee refieri nor sass two

330

6.1 c 36. tin5,then2n44.

Au A) 14

B) 19

8 C) 20

15 0) 11

10 Epdonl know.

ESionshe what Puteltige Di 041
stuftel ta IOW OM lI pl efts awn
coma Woes tesebr ebenee.

Mews rdefoes y s /floored lee
mOhemelks nontod to mow ibe son conotovt
NM poly ono.

Ai 0 IV% I di II *el OM le a proem Woe yes/
/ 0) It - edo4 RI I wad Wee OA% tos school Tootto C) 41 OM so 14 I se be Owl loot Ws yosf.

10) 51 . 50% 0) we So *ma s suboaci000l2; El et 100% I 5) i*I55IbeoPqsmon,s54Iuq

6. t- 37 Evaluate 3a - 2b c when a 5. h 3, end es 2-

9 A) 7

8 a) 10

S2 C) 11

17) 14

1 3 E)I don't knew.

5.2 c 38. 7ha number a IS Odd. Whal 11 the nein odd number?

9 A) x 1

5 Et) x 2
21 C) x 3

2 a 0) 3:

I 7 01 dowl know.

6.2 A 40. Selre

34

- 15

2

9 B) 8

5 C) 24

0) 128

5 E I don't know

f somata &No ponvonto ol unt
litudinti yOur CAM rool go ere Mem
awed wee/ man bi dunce

Indica), &guns you magto of fonoonals ors
ensedffialles needed te arrow Ow Ism cerecrtyl
Atotb onty ono.

A) - 20% I A) 4 woo tbno 11) proosme school yew
01 40% o 91 4 odd done &Arc ato school SW:a CI 45 60% I we be 044no OW See tut
DI Os 50% 01 o411 be tiono In a soboolsoof0 tow

) si 100% 1 5) Ilse not Po Oone fossons n:4 hula sro

331



1.2 5 311. Soh*: a-2.$

A) 4.-4
7 9) - 3

C) i.3
D) mall

33 E) I don't know.

henna west pneeteene el awr
sliesnev Is your Am..* ya Imo 11910
COMO MAW RIM by labialea.

,..19 A) 0- 4044
91 el 461%

I 4. SO%
19 01 01 PO%
35 Ej SI WM

Magee +thee* you Wed ed mowed Me
Pighlorean 0040sd te ~fa 00 Item csaicite
Mark only OM

3 ta saes dans 47 pneabas eessoi yaw.
s 9 11) 11 was done thaAng tcheel yea,
t 0) 11 webs demo law 064 yew.
7 0) I 1.14 be tbne In estOsesenne year.
t 1E) 1.19 not b *no lar Mama nal toad ban

a.: a 40. Look at the diagram below. A co waighs 2 kg. How much
don a dog weigh? (z a dog. a a cot)

20 A) 4 k9

id 9) 9 hg

C) 18 kg

3 1)) 24 ka

10 E) 1 down know.

5.2 C 39. Bobby had $15 00. Ha spaM $1010 al dis mold 4107e and
rwavad a amount cu change. Mach ol ma Wowing
equation* shows the ctorscl ratadonship among S15.00,
$19.80. and V?

3

a

A)

9)

C)

0)

El

C- MAO $10.80

c. $15.00 a $10.80

MAO 115.00 c

$15.00 $10.110 a

I doni knOw.

Empalme Rhin penman* ei
swami in yatf cI.0 ma gal INS
canaS1 Mar man by cnarco

114 0.20%

trOcate dintrilw yOU Merl Of rihirond
OVINIMISCI nesOad lo answer the Nam cortectii
Min *Ray one.

s A) 11 waS abate 1n pteabtas yew
fl 16 21 10% it 14 a wn dor* dudna MN school per
25 Cl 41 50% a S CI iasm.syoa.
33 13 91 SO% 5 0) I I a be sion sn aubsiment y181
:0 f) SI , lb" 2 II 0. don, toe maw* ro Hled hats

4.2 0 38. Witch an* & tha following ths same as -18 Mil than
no0)17411 400014 441

It A) ten. 44

18
0 0) -- a 44

ii C) na 19.46

11 0) n 18 44

I 7 El 1 142711 MO./.

6.20 37 Solve: n34.9

10 A) no -6

3 8) n. -3

9 C) n 3

1.5 0) n 8

E) 1 *WI know.

Eagan!. *halperceniep ol les
aminesbi yatsa cans wel Ote Dem
conal 041W essn by mance.

inglests nhanst ou tonsts totannad Si
anselnevalee nsesPal is aninals 0* RIM Conadly?
Mark ably 0111s.

6 A) 0 20% S A) 4 was eane 14 pintas) Wool yaw
$ 6) 29 - 0214 70 91 SwN41ni delnyets 4414x0144S.if c) 41 - 00% ii C) Iva beano hesr els year.

ci 81 - 00% 0$ 1.111 be dons les entespen1 yew.
33 Ep 500% 2 E) .64 ne1 be dians Ice ammo rol 6040 here

6.25' M. Solv 0: 17t 119

la A)

5 IP x -712

P C) X 102

0) z . 2023

ii E) 1 don't knew.

HUM. *AM asmankaga a* lba
sluda*** h yaw class ma gal 041 Nam
mewl Whoa !ban by chance

I 65
34
C)

r)

0 20%
- 49%

*1 07%
et to%
St - 100%

Inticaia ~too you to491 a latiawad tho
milavonallaa nowise 1a an!~ 9.41 atm sonae9y7
NM only caw

was done 1n swat.' octets year
wee dam &Am elf School Ma

I ad be done Ws, fhb yaN.
tont* *mein salesmen yaw.
Ran Mb don* ba* nliaans na1 Jae Ars 33j



1.20 39. Which one el du Wowing is the am step In solving the
equation dts 12?

7 A) Subtract 4 horn bath sidn of the equation.

B) Add 4 to both skin ol du equation.

23 C) IMO, 3 on bolts sides of the equation-

12 CI) tbvide both sides of the equation by 4.

E) 1 don't know

AS * 20. Aboul how many Is a mean?

14 A) The number of hubs on your head

The number of Fable of sand on a beach

C) The mAnber of people that could be packed onto
8 NOM Deld standing up

Tbe number of tennis bans needed to NH a
class/own

20

7 E) I doWt know.

folnwte end owesciaso WOW
'Wreaks my dast ne oil Ods
canoe Whim Me by atanco.

n A) 840%
23 91 fl WA

&dose &oder you Ought onowlewad
owthonsiko nookpd In ammo the Itoon ownkity?
Mark only On&

SS A) I woe tinin s pantie WWI yew.
41 81 SmathisçVlsionlyw

32 C) 41 I10% CI Ioi0th1thys.
olt. SO% 0) be dons In IwOonownl pew
f) 81 KC% Ej 'yam boo cyan* tor masons no, lova kw

334

Ns a 19. Hot- high would a slack of one million pennies be?

ZS A) 2 m

zi 9) 200 m

j.SC) 2 000 m

13 0) 20 000 m

21 E) Idonlknow.

c 19. out a horse weigh?

A2 C) 400 kg

24 0) 4000 kg

E) I don't know.

19. If yOu divide any positive number by a number greeter Man 2.
then the answn IA be

1.2 A) ten then half the cuigInal number

20 9) more than hail the 0110811 number.

9 C) a traction.

22 0) Impossible 10 predict

1 6 E) I darn know.
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GRADE 10 STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT SURVEY

1.1 A 1. Sim 39 - 4

A) 0

9) 20

3.1 C) 155

1,3 D) 5

3 E) 1 dont know.

1. A 2. Someone hoe osi muMpled 5540 by 987 500 on the
admialer. The celadator with the answer deployed le
shown Wow. The viaduct el the two numbers Is

5 A) 1455904000

30 9) 455 904 009

32 C) 6.45e eo0

D) 145990400

32 E) 1 Etna Maw.

f 6.456904 091

Own
LBO
E:30
ci

0
El

LI
El

UMW IAN pansies OW*
SWIM brut** IA gat Piston
=Mb Met Mb by Cberelk

2 4) 1110%
ir 51 ti 40%q 41 - OD%

1:4 el SO%
/ 112 #1 1#0%

Warts whether we more es rothwrat the
iretherthata needed by sniffy,* Sim wrath,
Not ably OM

33 A/ I wie athe s probe* Wed you
113 a was axe deft thls wand year
14 wa bedevil Wath tee yew
01 ell be tbee $11 abbioralsal year.

SY 1) It vet nal be dons ba mesons nor hod bee

3.2 A 21. Evaluate: (23)2

/3 A) 12

12 9) 32

AZ C) 14

D) 36

5 E) 1 don1 know

33 I

2 i 3313 A 22. MmAltly: rriy

3
12 A)

3
Aft 9)

2
3

3

21 E) !don know.

I 6 C)

3.1 I/ 2. A salesman maws 2016 ol the WW1 value cil his sales as
a commOselon. 9510 mast Ns total sales be lo awn a
common ot

23

5

C)

0)

$1200

500

300

$ 240

I don, knOw.

I . 1 s 21. Whal Is Ihe robs at 31

/A A) 72

9 9) 35

C) St

t 0) 49

E) Idonknoiv.

Ewa,' oritai perewerce or the
steamy lb raw Ow ere yee the am
coma Om& Man by chance

t i d b i t s w r b o b b o r s o b WO* enrsowied
alaibmillai nimbi is sniffy me loth tarecay/

erthr 080.
A) 0 - 20% I #4

71 RI
1 wee dew In grethowr whoa year.

dine *leg aes Kneel yew.

33 ID)
41# Oft
tt SO%

C)
01

I ea be done kw ate year,
eel be tone In eributeere yew.

Ep - sant f ) PJbvIaIOi1PøScS

FTeif erivti!I t! !,its*E.?

338



. 1 a 21 &okra: 43 s

423 A) I
SI 8)

13 to)

33 E) Won't know.
1 .2 1 . 9.21.3.1

12

14

4

D) 20

3 E) 1dott1 know.

.1 C 1. lam Schmid wit:Asir+ a loca1tadory for WOO per hour.
phis Onto and one-ha sher 40 hours. Lost wet* she
wetted 45 hours. How much dd sho Una

$240

$270

$285

$405

1 don't know.

100203, u 1340

indorft --do dam ma Ind Lon nudemOics noodsd lo snow dm 1m aonosnyt
tonna law min 9y es ores. IWO only am

I P6 . IVA
7 IN i7 4OS2: q 41 Id%

DI Si Id%
IS 1) it 100%

31 A) low Oro In I pi41:44 Mod roar
47 6) I ode 03no adobv ird2 Wool yiss
I Q IA be atm ion MN yons.
S 0) II 141 bo done In s oadsmoolo TM.
3 6) ad nat be done tot moo* rot kr

.1 C 22. Evaluate: (

1j2

24 13) - 9

if C)
-

20 D) 9

it E) IdoflIknow .

1.1 c 21 Evaluate:

AI A) 12

33 13)

6 C) 108

3 0) 5

E) I don't know.

. 3 D 1. A usad automoblie con to bought lor cosh Cor $2K0. Or on
(wadi olds a down pommel $400 and ISO a month tor
Melo yew. Now muCk gars %OWN priOn psy by
buying on credit Oen by buying Ms oar lot cosh?

12

7

$ 3280

640

$ 430

$ 400

1 don't know.

Emmet stool *wcsalage * the
slogans In run Mu gni ow ONO liono
te67170 elber Mon cnorco.

ID * O. to%
It a) ti .4014

at -
lt 0 Si *0%
22 11 41 100%

today *MOW yOU it 01417006
mildAMISINI WOO IP WW*0 the We comity?
Um miry OW

SS 4) his Ono% parAmocis201,0v.
43 6) ass dam avow no woo Ism.

CI II old be Odd Odor de pill
0) I oft be dono soodomore :oar,
6) OW not be donator masons not Wed own

3.3 D 2. How missy 90119 Intilddi +MINI* be In Ma 12d) flguro in
Me tottewing pattern?

Ci

17 A) 45

11 IP 4 6

it CI 65

4-1
6 0) 512

t. )

23 E) 1 dynl knew.
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1.2 A M. The sdentlic notation ke the pmduct 19 103)0.2 x 10) is

A) 1.02 x

.111 9) 10.8 10

1.1 C) 1.09 x 10

S D) 10.9 x 105

2.7 E) Id9now.
1.2 A 25. Tho sales lax Is 51. How muds walk! the Wes tu be on

new tar 014 COM $8750.001

A) $675.00.

Is 9) $337.50

12 C) $ 57.50

11 0) $ 33.75

E) I donl know.

1.2 1 4. JohnatdJwiwep3aiiv.ca0oiilp5oWbwlp.g
newt tumor. They admits that they we iNn a toist of
about 5500 km. ?hearer was 11 1/100 km. higetilmidok
how nom Urn of wane WI Ihey need for the elp?

7 A) 80

B) 70

it C) 800

11 0) Too

I if) I don, know.

Esteem woke pwarsoot of he
mem or von ow so ow to kw
emu Myfon by denot
A) 0 MI

$1 OIL

Woo yow Weft twkooff
wobowsks nsoclod lo wawa Ow too consooy?
Mark *sty ne .

boa ttolsil prisboo West yew.ft It Mood me.SI q 110$1 sit be dons baulls yew.
1,1 00 II NM I WI be Sons in atuorsegort you.it E) 11 1401$ $ neseterwrousatons bud km

3.7 20.

II )

Entisfo:

1 A)

ii 9) 8

14 C) 21

7 0) 3

ii EI I donl know.

3
547

1.2 2$. Molter I *I)

21

- 4
11

1

3

4

I don) know.

2.: I 28. Which ons of ma folontne egulvslett ?

IA A) 0.0075

0) 0.34

14 C) 0.75

7 0) 1.33

E) I don) know.

1.2 1 27. WhIch ono of tho Sollewing who** to ?

11 A) 0.011

20 8) 0.11

23 C) 1.1

I In mai

7 E) 1 donl know.

1.2 8 28, When twills?, In Wont* notation. Oro quotient for
(2,4 z 107) 1174)1.

7 A) 0.0 x 103

t 9) 8.0x tti

C) 8.0 x 102

3$ 0) 0.9 s 103

JO E) I don) know.
3 1 ; 0



1
3. an. SAL Moms dug 12g tars d potatoes in k 41d$at roe

how rnany rows of potaloes did he dg On one hour?

1.2

A)

.11 5) 5

3a C)
1

0) 314̂

E) idaM know.

C & Wendy bought 3 word Alums on We. The regular Ow
was $724 each and Vie sale pito was $1.50 off each
nowt I she paid 814 sales Ian on het heal puithase, how
numb money dd she WO?

1.2 c 25. Evakrate:
1 2

4 g g

3
2 7 A) 7.0

38
32 15) Th

C) 2

3
13 0) 7 g

E) In1know.

3.2 c 27. At a pony the rialo of boys to gilts Wu 2 to 1. Vihat smelt
of the people at the Ws elm Ilkff?

e A) $17.22

II 9) $17.91

C) $21.72

4 0) $22.91

3.2 C 28.
3 E) 1 donl Mow.

1.2 c 24. Undira new WM oat Si 89.99 and the salts tax was 5%.
Row noxh ed she pay loaning to?

34 A) $144,0

12 D) $187.92

so C) $172.98

7 in $177.99

E) I don't Mom

I . 2 C 25. WA*, es a hadlon towed terms, igY.

s

1
23 9) 400

33 C)
10

43 D)

20 f) 1 don1 Mow.

A) 644

21 9) 50%

aa C) 33 rot

D) 200%

E) 1 don't know.

Divide:
1 213 .23

1
11 A) 3

e).

C)

32
33 0)

Ia E) !dont know.
1 I

1.2 C 29. Mul9pir y 2r

9
I I 8) 5N

43 C)

2.1 0) 71

II E) 1 don't know.



1. 2 11 4. In I 0011001 *Won ufth POO Otedide011. Mild rushed
120 voles, imams nonstad 30 kola. Odd Lesley
ofoolved 50 WAN. Vaal potent of Vol IOW Vole did Ise

1. 2

MOW
2 A) 30%

S 9) 40%

$11 C) 90%

7 D) 120%

3 E) I din1 know.

2 .2 D 24. MOW as dodnxd, 20% equals
1.7

LI A) 0.2

3 3 9) 0.02

C) to

3 7 D) 20.0

3 E) I don't !mow.

I. 2 D 25. Wito as Aiding

3 A) 0.3

2 3 9) 0.24

Si C) 0.375

2 3 D) 2.816

El I don't know.

2.2 0 2$. sr:440c flotsam for 634.78 te

0.834 78 x its

8.3478 x 104

113,4711 1 10

8.3478 x IC

I don't know.

1D 27. A maralbon iunner semi 42 kro hal horn Hs swap

woad Is

32

13

2 3

94 WI

16.8 krnah

25.2 km%

33.8 kritt

I deal know.

I0 29. Find Iho missiblp .

Li A)
3

Jo 9) 3

20 C) 3

2: 0) 8

25 E) I don% know.

1.3 A 41. 076, IN snow fionphril radios) tom

rei 4-ti

7 A) 14i

3. 9) "fli
6 C) 3

Li 0) 343

E) I donl know.

r moose mho tottonlaco 04,
*Wogs Wopa. due IMO GO Ns moo
coma oar ton to ow*

toots oftatoo you owe* foo0.00
mottemosow mooed to wow the Ions cvencee
Wok only 000.

22 A) 0 . 20% 3 At I ow tibm in tort10to stops otir

zi
I a)

C)
et 00%
in WS

7f II)
Ci

II was tbro 41.0ip woe socolvoar
va to dont tray Poo yur

27 os it PO% 0) ao Oft M inDesquoni yell.
0 ft et t00% H r) Ism rot to tione tot ostoot ref Hod Ion

C")



3.3 A 42. Find the ckffarence In shnplest radical 10m1.

41

32 A)

.12

I If C) 341
13 D) 2

7 E) 1 dont know.

Esiwen saw oensitsoe al Ow
sworn et ems gees led gel Wee Reed
coned Met Own by CblOICO.

irdisale sloop Went te /seemed the
11146141naldo /Waded le omen the Mote conect111
Oath only ens.

61 0 - 80.4 3 At 11 roe done 45 I pteelows *dug yi14/
14 a) 71 40% PS 9) lea done (14Ing 'Met gest
IS C) 41 110% a C4 wise owe sin Ns vies.
13 1:11
1,7 a

111 60%
01 100%

0)
11 a

I wl be two 91 suosequere tow
11 ref be done Ice moons rot Wed sew

a 41. Find Ono sum In simples! raticid form

411i

fl

dttrel knew.

1. 3 a 42. Find the quotient in Ilmpteet role& km

o.ru
24-5

411

151i

44 i

34T6

!dont know

blew. seal petwiege el doe
Mewls le gme I. ed get ere Ire
mond VAN Ism by (Aim

Indust* lehotter you Wei ce /*Amid tee---
05015emake eeectsil lo snow the este came,
nett ante ens.

1 I 41 20% I A) I iias 0)00 II ;mum semi ywat.
I1 V) 21 40% et 55 I au done On, en whew yew
JO C) 41 - I CI ass be eene ben ads ww
21 01 05 60% bid be done Itt oubeeteonl 349is 11 11 100% 51 .411 net two done ore teseene rel Med %se

3 cAl. I no the sum in sunolest radical tom

4ii 4-2-i

42 A) 54i

Ji 9) 431

c) 15

a 1))

9 E) 1 dont know.

(lmen *me penentage o) U.
nuown too date Nee get els leen
Gomm whet Mee by china

At 5.20%

Massie whaml ya, lave es review*, use
nonannue mann answw ine eeln cottsCre
Mete ante one.

3 a) Naas done le a Foetus Woe, eon
11) 21 - sO% 4/ 4 IN ose done deleg 044 wheel reiv

3 Cr 41 60% Nei be done taer leo yest
I a Di 61 - 110% 3 CO ewes one In I suessann yetiii E, 61 100% I f I au nos Denim tot news net Med kW.

3 L 41 Write In eimpiebt nodal, 104n5

3,51

32 A) 1 25

9 8) in
28 C)

3 0) 54-5

Ei I don't know

1 . 1 A 30 The petals on 100 flowers of ciffinant lands were carefully
counted. and the mulls shown In Ow tatife Wow,

How Malty of the flown had Was thrn 19 parafe7

A) 8

12 9) 25

C) 75

s D) 93

I 1 E) I don't know.

MP 1r I a7111111 ti=1, I
111111ESUNIINNII IM.1111MIMEIMIIMIIMILt. IIa
111111M1111=11MUNN
MI 1.1111111111110 IIIIIMINIINNW =MilMINIIIIIII

E awl*, wtsat pactorSIQO 41 11111
illuCk411111 yew 04114 mi gal 051, Own
coned ether Man by Cant
A) 0 20%
114 It 40%

r 1 Cl 11 62%ii 01 61 110%
ro t) 61 100%

ereethet rou lauget teveteeett
/1549411/114te ^WWI* 11/viorr 114 44111 0041 ec15,/
Iless only oft*.

Own 111/11111411W1Ves Setae 'far
I wee dem doing 044 echoer yen
7*111 dont) Islet eve peas
led be one In a eubseguero tw

wee Mt* 0Orte IQI re**04 111 heed eve

3 5 i)
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I. 43. TIM0 pc4nts R .11 , T. Ind VII shown ea the gisoh below. were
obtained espettmentsiet to demobs a theorettel Anew

WMcit poiM Is most likely M hen the greatest
aosehttental elm?

24 A) R

IS 111 S

T

.s.2 0) W

13 E) I don't know.

we

c 5 . What Is Me mean of the Wining numbers?

Z 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10

14 A) 3

21 9) 2

C) 1 0

11 0) 4

24 I don't know.

otto percedoee el Ike
eleSeete Wyo., dam la go tes keno
wow mbar Ion by tbanoe.

31 A) 040%

J'r Q ell 110%isa
1/ 24 11 100%

ktkess Woke. so Wee or rololetee4 Lite
mooleoulee neatled to gooier Me ire erceetty1
Mark way Ow

3/ A) Isom Moo IN 11 prootve ohm. yew
11) I avae Moe dale Mkt eckoot yew.
Q Ism be Oeso War 0lb row.

It ea be tbne bAstogeol Vac
34 eel reel be done les moons no WW1**

2.: c 3. FrOM the mit Wow, the temperature st a depth of 2.5 km
Is clonal to

3 A) 30T

5 9) WC

SI C) 50C

D) SVC

2 E) I don't know.

r--

V

!tippet hi kiiamet,a

2.2 C 31. 111 NV 9110 WM. 11911198 canIlmelme plaited lor
smoke. The imago weekly medal donne Me pond le
approximately

II
11111111111111111
IMIM111111101111.1

1 2 3 4 3 5 / I 0 1011 1213
week

20 A) 1 an

12 0) 2 an

14 C) 3cm

D) 4 cm

E) I donl know.

.2 C 32. Tha table baba, Shows sum fors class on 10101 Int.
How many In the class made a score GREATER then 71

Test San Tally

4
5

8
9

1C

10 A) 2

13)

29 C) 10

D) 12

1 .1 E) I don't knave

8

Freguncy

3
5
2
4
3

Estimate anal pettenlage el Vee
modem el ozur clew wee get Pre Nom
maw *ow mew km aorta

evicos *hobo ow lapel at iesgoos tee
ntotkensece Wag, ID WIMP Ma Vern weak?
Mast only coe.

A) 0.20% to A) 111 wes done In a pre.101.4 Wool yeaIt eirr. s 9) V wee doe@ due% Ws vow rms.
I C) 41 60% I q um be two le* tee yeas
t 9) 61 00% q N 141 be item 1 itasemre41 wt.if () 21 - 100% la I) on net be dorm * seasons rot Isted hos r'toar,



2. 2 C 13. Poets A .13.010C en *nod In Co diagnsin below. If these
points are supposed to to on lie awe Ink which one of
do following statemants cen we sonchide IS We?

2. 2 0 6.

A) Point A la Insowecti Opted.

5 9) Point Is Inacesect4 plated.

7 C) POW C ittelsicti patted.

LI CI) Any Ong of peints A .9.24 C
is Vowel* plated.

3 E) I doWl know.

Him many ttitenatis used lb. Owl In June

AIRLINE PASSENGERS FOR FIRST SIX mon"rms OF
THE YEAR

Atrpods Hundreds of Passengots PH PAgnih
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June

Total

lay Cill 9 3 5 7 f 4 30 '
Comden 8 8 1 5 8 2 30
(Weer 5 5 9 8 5 3 37
Fisk* S 6 6 1 3 7 28
Grange 1 2 3 8 7 10 29
TOTAL 29 24 24 25 2$ 26 154

.2 0 32. Tho graph shows tho &stance vayeged by a Vadat dining a
pelted of lour haws. How lost Is the tractor moving?

6 A) 1 kniat 7

2.1 9) 2 krivti

10 C) 410,01

23 0) Bknvli
g 2

E) I don't know.

illauswg
smorm
1111111M111=nusum=ramr MOM

2 3 o
Time (hours)

7.2 0 43. II the roletkinshlo shown In the greph below continues
botween poet and the number of suits sold whin win ha tho
appittkinsite prolt for the We of 35 east

C)

0)

E)

29

TOO

2600

I don't know.

Domini

from

test

51500

$1200

Profit gggo
hi

Dollars $600

$300

Profit far 5 B.C. SO Manufacturer

1 0 20 0
2 . 2 D 31. The delence emoted by hey can doing a period al taut

houre Is shawl in the graph below. Thrall hours erter
stygog. hOw many kilotnetrn Is car A ahead of car 97

ID A) 2 as illulinisatlie 11110.41e 9) 10 Ii ikelssisP.4111111111
limpleaLi.41:12811111.3assimaiser.dstaw=168C) 15 similDo:1110.7. ...Treat

ge 11310%INISOIIIINIMIMMMMM 11seD) 20 UUUUUUUUU oluisioss
1 2 3

31 E) I dam know nme es ewe

21

Is

A)

II)

C)

13)

E)

Number at Suils Sold

$600

$900

$1200

$1500

dant know

357 35
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3.2 A IL Joe. the nimbly doom. um a lid* Molt Wong.
When he rtaeso Sto look of the Woo 2 m ham lho
Iho hone, how MO up Me Int doss the teddy mock?

23 A) *Fir km

35 111 6-1

AL C) 457m

22 0) Tat

If 1 den1 know.

3.2 C 12. 6AaCaIbII.. Coionsdnotho length of ddo AC.

it A) 13

7: 9) 17

5 C) 42

D) iU
E) Idont know.

A

2.2 C C. kt the rectinguter sold betow,1he %Nth of the Mom/ PS le

13 A) 21 cm

ig 9) 17 cm

1 7 C) 20 cm

0) 4-1-013 cm

:7 E) !dont know.

2.7 0 12. A RST and RXY Nit thangios. 11 RY
ST .0, end RT.

/8 A) 7

.13 21

if C) t

7 0) 12

22 E) 1 dont know.

4. XY 3, end

3.3 A 33. tho onowlsolos oi palm P re

33 A) (- 3. 3)

LI 11) (-3.3)

74 (3. -

D) (3. 3)

a E) !dont know.

61111111111111111611Sniel.soooo

11;81.1111ARB011111
nameoenomo
-IMMO/ 41111111.11111

3.3 A 45. The graphs of the y a. -3 one x a. 7 Intersect et which
One el the Wowing polies?

it A) 17.-

is 9) (- 3,7)

s C) (- 7,3)

4 0) (3. - 7)

E) !dont know.

3.3 A 45. Which ono of Ow Wowing olaiomonts atoll lito graphs 01

y.211- 5 and 1. 2y .1.1 le bus?

7 A) The graphs on waist

33 9) The trophy vs colneklont.

..12 C) Th. gmoho Aro porpontkulat.

7: 0) Dm pooh, oto not intorsocIlng-

2f E) 1 donl know.

Emenont anal penonwoo el We
oWdents 113 your dor woo leo Own
*woo Own Won by *meat.

31 Al D.

Wean whether WV WM* w MONfed Oe
nwaselideo NOWA to mow do Men conolle
work only Owe.

/ A) weo OA* In pinta Wool yeet.
ro nix is 0) I wee done &Any MO wood vow

JI C) 41 OM I C) Ina loam law rpm
o) If 80% t I vell be done to a aeWeeesten yew.
Et et - 100% IS El I eel ncfs toter* toe mom hwe

3 3 A 17. The ;lapse the am 311 - 2y - 218

2
A) 5

- 3
11)

- 2
28 C) 5

3
12 0)

13 E) 1 dont know

o,

1



3.3 a 33. The ootedinales paid ere

IS A) 1-4,0)

-
23 C) (0, I)

t 0) 11.0)

E) 1 don! know.

OltB MIMEOSWOO WOOSWolin WM
OOMOBBOOSOBO

mearee emusbeebessaw, .470,1112
SBOUBb/tOO90OW.. MUSA

3. 3 8 45. In Ow bytno AB 11 DO trod AC BFE 11 . 130' oncl
2 100' . knal X AGH.

SO*

100*

130'

150°

I don't know.

3.3 b a6 Which ohs id She blowing points Bei on Me omph of
31 Ty -307

I A) (1. 2)

e) (2.2)

C) (3.2)

Ad? 13) (3.3)

to E) 1 doet know.

3.3 y 41, 11 s s 0 and y 0, Own Ow pain! (1, y) Is booed In

chrochant

33 A) 1

le By 1

13 C)

.IZD) N

le E) I don't! know.

3. 3 C 33 The coo/0mm el poIrd 0 ere

11

3 7

A) 1- 3)

(- 3. 4)

C) -

D) (4, 3)

7 E) Ictionl know

BSIBOO UOISOO
OUBIBIOSOBOOD
MOOINOSOISIONROOffallaaasssais
llsbusillessasaloaarma
MVOS ell NOW:baiv
UNISIBBOOONIOOD
OWIDUIIUNON

3.3 c 45 ft ow Inas enis bt, and y me by

22 A) bi bz

22 B)

1
13 C)

ffa2

Dy rei nt3

30 E) I don't know.

3. 3 C 46. WNcli ono of the toiknolny ls the look 01

A)

Cy

9)

0)

are perepol. Iheri

y - 3?

Manisa 2101.1404 o Al
Purloin In yew taau gal DOI Ws Nom
monad *Dor lam ay &tamp

At 0.20%

Inman ortNithst ma Wig" U. rir.4**I0
matonialtao Aasolsol fa Maw ths cona4.11
Ma *My Oft.
A) two Om h RIPApas sch:NA yew

14 9) 21 42% 11) I woo day taaing no tem. yaw
Po C) 41 60% Q be done Istar lalo yap
17 CA et DOS o DI 11 too don* al a saatwatprO yaw
P1 II 01 100% It A 44 Pe to done trat towns fica Wad avo



3.4 A 411, V411011 Manias can you be sum Is sham lo a MST?

C)

12

12

9)

J2

0)

Jo

I E) I don't Mow.

3.4 A 50. a ABC1s :Mew to a POR. How bng Is PO?

13

12

A) 4

32 9) 0

23 C) I
7 DI 9

E) 1 don1 know.

3 34. ABC Is ;knew to XYZ. ;mums

2o A) 5 5

IA 9) 131

If C) 15

Jo 0) 15

34 E) I don't know.

Fl 7

19

3.4 35 A nap et imp mph ems drown la a so* a12 an ts 50
m. On Ms myths Manse Imm Ms hauls 10 ens 01916
barns was 13 on. YAM was Ms WW Mame Wow
Ms house and the Beln7

$50 m

55 m

1300 m

1,1 El) 325 m

11 E) I don't know.

3.4 a 41 d ABC Is &maw to EFO. £ABCBessoSng1h2,and7. TN
sonsspandne Was of a Ere We . sres Th. IIOIXIIof

s A)

12 91

24 C)

0) 7

23 5) I don, know.

z

14
4

3.4 1 49. 5 two Margin In OM*. oft* ono el the Wowing must
by hue?

JO A) Thek eyneegendlng tides ate Metre In
length.

JO 13) TN* WM 919

11) C) Their conespondIng angles we
conrwent.

27 0) Theft correspanding sides we congruent.

y 5) I denl know.

who pefeervice DI see
wawa P )cee tieae neve Fe We
coma cow Oen by theme,

Wane whether my two or oevirefed Doe
posebeffiebee Deeded le enreses nre bon Dervecert
Ware Daly *DA

Iwo &rob s DADA= !OW roc
II no tome apeoc Demi per.

we De One law Ns year.
I ea be deer le eubseeml

sa mst toden ke mom ma waft,
)

444
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3.3 0 45. Villa tins is Vas Waph ol Ow swam y - 47

BUSSE 4111'i
ssessIllie.114111 OOOOO AftwIsi

f.S111S*410:,11111
811111/1111141Offw+0OUDII
a milisr,110-:.1.41111111611.4
Vain..sa?,1111VASIMMIIII
IIP!;.111111111112'.'ssileseffil
11111111115/.111filf1111

OOO IIIISAISINIVIII555111111M.......3S.U$SSSUSIfillSal:Mfalllk:11!
Hi A) A

A1 8)

3 0 Cy

;3 D)

f Ey 1 OW know,

rTr--"..wrow poroontioo fif MOO tiNflift ow
NAAR% par Om ow on fob ion.
Oornot olnor Ion by ohms

13 A) O. A%

ontiontilko mood to swoon Ow Own comsat /
Mask enty took

A1 1 woe thne In a wino sowToo.
a 1) 11 49% II 8) I voodoo Oolno ON Wool ow.
IS Cy 41- 90% C) 9 ollbolso Von No low.
31 01 11 - 10% 0 of to dont Infooboonoolf foto.
1 ft 11 107% t f f) I WI not 110 Ono kr towns rot WOO kro

3 . 3 0 45. Which few of The blowing motions le salleSed by both of

the offload peke P. -1) end (fa. -4)?

J I A) 3*-ly..2

32 0) -327y.2
- I

ail 4""ir 7

J3 0) - 7 2

33 E) 1 don1 know.

3. 3 D 41. OulKilederal ALIDC Is made up of 2 WM** WINO*
ABC &WSW/ The mews, of ABC Is

IS A) 60*

111) 90'

21 C) ¶2o*

s ID) 150.

E) IdoWt know.

369

. f A 34. ARC Is dges Mangle. 111A 40* sod AB., IOlind AC.

sin 40* 0.5425
ce$ 40° 0.7050
len 40' 01391

IS A) 5428

12 in 75.50

I ø C) 83.91

32 C) 130.50

35 E) 1doni know.
fattnoo who poconwoo oft%
okOonts In two doso yaw( ffo lom
Dona other tomb, Owns

I A) 0 40%
so ft) fl 49%
t o - 60%
11 01 ft $011
t 8) 91 - 100%

bolos% whit* you wok towows4 Oa
tolnonollat modal to snow tho Iwo toottoolt
Non ono.

A) Ira. ewe ma plefte dew our.
ri 8) lois Ono OW* ON oonool foot.
se C) I selottono No pm
I a, loll lotto* o oosospoot yes.
7 Iva mite don ko moons nos SOW hoot

35. Aisdd.r10missVisa,qnIhu$IW1dInok8Imfl
angle of Sr with the ground. Whit appandosele height
above the round does 2 egainel the house?

sin Br
*cos 80'
tan er

/4 A) 5.0 m

22 13) 17 m

77 C) 17.3 m

JO 0) 11.5 m

27 E) I don't know.

8,85110

0.5000
1.7321

PW RS 3
. I A 42. In Ina pfven diagram , irt-1 . What k the vefue of

WO
the refto gw7

28 A)

20 8)

C)

7 13)

33 E)

7
4

4
5
3
7

i don't know.

370



3. 1 60. An sow law Do*, 10 km meth end then 9 kin sea
New tat Is the ship hem Ile Mine ooln17

32 Al 11.7 km

23 B) 111km

ii C) 11km

D) 4 km

5 E) I don't Mow.

3.4 C 34. The cosh* A In the fon le equal to

D)

3

3

4

it E) I don't know.
3. 4 c 39 a ABC Is sintlh to DEF. Delewrine Om length of Ode 9C.

B)
24

a C)
23 0) 10

21 E) 1 don't know.

$. C 39 8ABCIsslIgMtiIwçIs. lf .c A 408 end AC 100. end AB.

3. 4 c 49. in the tigure below. One 21014 ;web, to Ins OP, NO 4
ern. OP 6 en% end MO it ow. Find the imp* of MP.

3.4 C

27 A) 10 ens

B) 12 cm

C) 14 em

4 D) 111cm

34 E) leen, know.

49. Th 9171170 hew 191141M104 a weer mai and a method of
Inessuthq ks width. It PS 24 tn. PR 2 m. and 97 m,
how wide Is the canal?

3 A) 24 m

27 B) 32 m

17 C) 40m

.11D) 80

22 E) 1 donl know.

3. C SO. Midi 1111440 cOn you be sure Is Winner ha WASP?

Id A)

20 8)

4

12

it
sin 40 0.6428
eos 401 0.7650
tan 40 0.3391

64.29

76.60

130.5

155.5

Idontinow

C)

13 D)

F)
12

idonlknc,w.



3.1 0 14. 6 DEP Is ilneor to a XYZ. Find in longib of TZ.

7

zit M

is C)

11 0)

23 E)

2525

37.3.

43.75

I ckard know.

3. p 30. The Wien! L A In 1ho 6guto squid to

is C)

4:a 01

30 E) dont know.

184fflids wkapwcwiono
anon 114 par 41414 on on in Ion
moon env Onto Maim

4:
4) 0 4071it 67 -

14 CI 41 410%

t14 41 KM
I El 11 -

' Wan wItothor you mob, 74 minion go

1

walwooncs neodtd to mew Po itsto oorecoy7
non WI osto.

4 AI 1 win dsno Al A pintos schoo( vow.
so 111 It oat *ow *novo Iwo NNW reg.
Is C) 4 ostottono Inn 1114 tow.
I : CO on to *role a auftscparil pa*
41 I) I in on to doom loc miaow vc4 wed Aro

LI 0 36.

37 3

a ABC'S righl MANIC LC A 40' and AC 10,11nd BC.

sin 40° 8.6428
SOB 417 0.7660
bon 40' 0.8391

13 A) 11.917

18 9) 6.428

3.2 C) 8.391

0 D) 066361

34 E) I dont know.

3:4 o 48. 11 ABC IS ohnlbw to a PRO. Mick ono of In Wowing 1s
Out?

D)

AB PO
ISt"5;
AB PR
Po "

AB PR
It 'Pt

El ldp1fl know.

3. 4 0 49 . ks light OtoK54 below C 41)* ind 11C 28.6. Un

3 . 3 4 51.

Hu Wowing InIonnillon to Ind A8,

814 406 0.6428
coo 40' COM
Ion Ar 6.0391

M A) 16.8

33 B) 15.3

23 C) 12.9

21 0) 23.8

36 E) I dont know.

11 ABC fp confront to I Dn. twon

I A) AB DE

is B) I BAC daDE

5 C) AC OF

24 0) z ABC DEF

p E) 1 don1 know.

374
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3.3 It InthelIgursbstow.1111 *120 11101, whit can you
moolodo?

I A) £5.12
OT not pwallo110 RS.

13.1416)*
41..411

;dons blow.

whe psonstaos el es
MOM Irs pes deo MOO Mien
WOO elm lbee by cberee.

41
IS 40s

SI 41 OM
tt oi son

to II 11 110%

I
13

idols 101044/ tee Mote et 014044 0o
meitiollte needle le wow The Iwo teettibl
Mot esty toe.

Iwoems Ma ponlau school saw
Iwo POW deem Ws used ysts.
1 ell NM* lets SO lest.
!webs One in snetwooste
Ionas es ems sot moons nee WO km

3.5 a 51. TM Venoms& T Messes m line p. *Vs 2 end
angle Bye Monad to as

*) GM** iftB4a.

B) vented angles.

C) awrotawslIntl

D) alternate Inteolot

14 law! know.

4

3.5 a 62. ABM Is to maws*. AS Is congruent to BP, CD I.
00/7011111,11 to DE. and AE Is amount to CF. WNdt one ot
the totIontno must be tom about &RED end A Cray

3 7 5

A) £AEDIsnolng1v.NtD6cF8

IS In Ms Ms given ere not enough to
delenntne whether they ere
oantovent.

C) AAED b oonpuom to 6 CFS MS-5)

25 0) SVAED le oenOlvent tO S CM (A-SA).

7 E) tdonknw.
EoStrest oists pwestssos ot ow
owswit in low elate Wipe NY Nam
sorted COW gliftby theme

- SO%
- 40%

41 - 40%
SI - 10%
II 100%

Into* oroinoi you WO! to wooed us
moreininee nooded so ansuim too Own tromocely
Itere only toe.

Ii A) hoe Ibne bte poems echo* year.
34 1) 1 vow Owe 1114ne scsool yew
I co 1 so to dons Isso via wow.

CI I MI be don. so soessqusts ysat.
Et s so not tw dons to moons nos teed how

3.5 C 51. In Mang* ABC. Bobtail adapts AC. Mal Welton&
Infonmaon Ii rewind to show Sal Mangle ADD Is
wowed to Menges =DT

if A) AB s CO

25 II) AB, BC

0) BD AB

0) AC BC

7 E) !dont Mow.

A

3.5 C 62. In erdel to, MOO be perskel to my which one of the
Mowing nun* be bust

m t

-1-1m2

5 A) 13 and 4 must BO be tight ttnulta

a: 13) 11 most hays the same mature ss 4.

C) 1 1 I 4 musl Mel 1 er.

15 0) At 3 must hove the nme measure es 2.

E) I don, know.

3. 5 o 51. 1n Ittenale POR, ST Mt bs *We to RO If

A) 11..C2.L3.

.1' 2 6 ISM

.e3..1 4

Zeat2
I don1 know

t

rt.
0



3.5 D 52. MINellguresbelowA3alIZACtatandICA9 andz
V= each measure 1W. Oa i Mugge" compuent? It
so. chooSe Ike Mont the klikt you tit

Yes (S-S-S)

Yes (A.S.A)

No

Tee (S-A-S)

I don"! know.

Immo wita vowing. ot Ow
Mimes In sew elm wo g Pei ion

Ii
Om* Owe Son 177 ennto7.

N 0410%
tit 11) -
12 q 41 Mt
if CI) 51 SOS

11 sows

Moos erheast lad wont o.4.0 418
Inenonilos neoclect to mow Ow kw ounsety?
Mort oiii ono.

17 A) Iwo ebne In proolaue Moot reef
IR 62 wooden, &eft Ws Knout nto.
I r C) bo tteo low MOti tee On ono In okbosausos woo.

ig a ea not Oe &no tee moors on toed hew

. 11 13. The peolmder of en lanceies dope is 21 an end Me
ol ono DI IN soul sides is 9 an, Mut ls the length

at the d'art's! NW

5

.21

3 7 7

C)

D)

E)

an

1.5 am

4.5 cm

3 an

I doM know.

4.2 a 13. A rectangular pool Is to be mounded toy 8 7801591181
COMM walt I 111 wide. It cement awls $1.50 per aquae
metre end the *madam of the pint Pe 10 m by
who! would Me walk cad?

12

I

33

25

D)

$ 40

$ 90

$100

$120

I don't know.

7 7 A)
.24 5,
77 C)
:1
I El

potanuon Ms
low** 6, pne clap 00 gel PO low
omen Morton Of Own*

momemspar meow Immo Ow bon conocie
Wok only ono.

8 WI g ia Swears demotic" wawa pap.
57 - NS so ie 8 woo Ow *Wry Vds what pow.
41 GO% I 0 1 ye !adore ow ow yow.
51- NM 4 q 1 we as tbno Ins ottascoent yaw.
81 100% E) 1 vAl net tet done be mionW not IOW RM.

.1 a 36. The diemeter of a 10cyde whom is TO an. AMPIDIttnI001Y
how far bawd dos 0w dark travel kW one complete
turn 04 as wheel?

75 A) 70 cm

if 0) 140 cm

22 C) 220 cm

D) 3850 cm

E) don't know.

. 2 a 37. Tne keld iStosudid below Is out as is oolong* wets a
soenkSecto 81 each end. Appoint's* how tar Is ft around
Itto OulSteto edge ot the field?

jj A) 173 fa

19 0) lel m

1,17 C) 236 m

D) 366 m

21 Ft dons !mow

69 m

lob



4. 2 C 13. IFInd Me palms* d *MI balms *MO consists of en
egtAkistai dingle and a semkade.
Wee :4.114)

4. 1 c 37.

29 A) 41.1 cm

22 B) 33.1 cm

14 C) 218 co

D) 20.8 cm

21 2) I don't know.

Detimgne M perlateter olthts Owe.

m

11 in

ii A) 49 m

1 II) 58 m

0) 87 m

donl know.

WORM veld pemenwoo a to
Omni bi woe ciera pl ate hot
soma *Owlish by awe.
Al I -Oft

0 11. SO%
fa Of 41 SO%
At al el -
Ai a) el tan

Moat soliatiot psi tape w wowed P.
atemomesce nowise so maw a. lism witediet
UM sel ipm,

of Al I was enne la ;mks* Oval year.
et Oxve Owe OW school sew

I WI Ware law No wie,
a I ole be owe In a satowavers yew.
I 9) 4 vds no to orme1ausesene no ease awe

4.2 A 15. Max mom One itenitmelre wares *vivid be rewired to
caw the wake surface of a mdangulsr do& that measures
3 cm by 5 cm by 7 cm.
Surface Arse 21A. It

31'9

.2 A 37. the area el A DEC* 42 cat detendne the km. of dde
DE.

IS A) szscm

a 9) 10.5 on

25 C) 12 cm

I t 0) 21 cm

35 E) 1 don't know.

4 . 2 1 13. A Int of what paivn 5.111c0401 abode et surface. The
oatnt le sold Incans of five Phu only. How many cene us
needed to poky; a driveney 15 m srld 3 m 1,4467

je A) 2

14 B)

:a C)

13 D)

30 8) 1 don't know.

. I X V* surface ano of nil !Wargo*? Warn Is

C)

350 era

500 crn2

700 cm2

Ii 0) 1200 ems

it E) !don't know.

S.7 C 15. Towns A. B. .ndCowa 11* awn Of him OS thoom
the may below. The dame hem A to 9 Is 7.8 km and the
*steno, kw A C Is 2.4 km. Which enrol Me folloning Is
the bast estimate for Me arse of the take'

A) 31
17 A)

jo 0) 71
Ai 9)

C) 105
9 C)

12 D) 142
21 Co)

35 E) 1 dont know.
7 E)

10 kmlf

18 km?

14 km7

24 Ion2

1 dont know



.1 C 19. by de dogma beleer, de area of secleagle PM Is 24
oftl, 1MIN the des d the parelislogyam OVRS?

A) WO

3 7 9) 36 cm?

C) 24 cm?

I 0) 113 an?

I 7 E) I don1 know.

.2 c 38. What le approdnde bad surface area of the seed
grinder bebw? Use V* formula

Statue Area Ur?* brh.

13 A) 990 em:

.19 9) 1197 ex*?

I I CI) 308 Cfni

11 D) 9341 east

2: E 1 don't know.

1.1 0 13. The beat sem for the area of the &de shown below fs

351

J 0 E) ;dont know.

Games aka porawnos lowism. ire
wow. hIIbs i larof. resardroo e '

A)
Of

JO C9
le Ef

moms arm ow Pa low
amid Aim bye/roma

- 2111
If - 40%
4f - 4011.
Of - 10%
If - 100%

inimeenoses mow 10 thi Costaccor?
Mark onor ono.

, MIS done W s probe* feWol war
Of I war slow Orlon Mb achoof wpm
Cf Vag he done few OM foor.

Ise bo done Ina suliosquwir yaw.
I Ef 1.41 rot be nano for wanes not kaaehort

4.2 12 14. RIO ludaaa wee al Ve pude ppm* show below.
Surface Ame 111 * 440). whom bfa the length el the

bus end ft Is Om dent WI

192 an?

144 cm:

338 mg

384 cm?

1 don't know.

e .3 47 15. Mal Is the surface area of the rectangular Ow shone
below?
Surface Area Wer 41. wte)

ii A) 30 m?

/0 9) 31 let

C) $O m?

Li 0) fa nr?

8 E) dadt Maw.

. 0 37. The area of this Vera fs

39 cm?

44 an?

90 cm?

128cm:

!don't know.

19 an

S m

. A 38. Tti.vo.ofspdtsaqtziIt.BhwhusBlothsatss
of the base and It the *dada het' The vokons of Me

wan*/ shown below Is

77111 COPY MCI

J

IS

21

20

A) 1700 M9

8) 1800

C) 2400 en,

0) 3600 m?

E) loom know.
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3 S

5.1 A 53. Rod Ms m1S110, be*. 42arbe3 PDX )

A) 2100

52 9) 2141Pbc3

C) 408143

0) 40atbc3

I E) !don't knew.

2.1 A 34. The rudest common factor of 542)4. 154y2, and 20.1,2

11 it) Sty

n in sire

c) mity3

I D) 8012y3

E) lam" know.

.1 A 53. 10m011)". 127415 4173

II A) WO

31 9) 4v
C) Val

3 d) ByzS

3 E) 1 dont know.

5.1 A 58. Fodor 0511/1414413: 12 - 231g k2

Att A) 13- 504 -4)

I a g) (4. 413- 511)

C) (8 - - 4t)

0 0) (12 * 20(1 - 21)

E) 1 don't knew.

5.3 le 18. Evaluate: 381- 2b %Ann . -0.3 and b 02

P A) 7.1

12 B) 1.15

20 C) - 1.15

la 0) 0.35

12 E) tn1know.

5.3 a 38 Evskiabt: 40 - 3b) when 2 and b 1

2.2 A) - 40

e) - 8

21 C)

12 0) 40

7 El 1 deal know.

m10
5. t 1 40. When *- 1 and n 1, di tabs of -- Is

34 A) - 1

2.1 9) 1

2$ C) - 20

14 0) 20

19 E) 1 dean knew

5. I a 33. A 001 btarlota has bypolinue* Ione x end bp of
lengths y and ts vas?

1
7 A) E wia

I I C)

13)

77 E) 124711 know.

3. 54. Expand (24, 4y1)1

A) Sit

44 9) 00 180

C) gal* 12Ty2 UV

IA 0) * 24qt 111y4

E) 1 donl know.



3.1 1 St blond end simper - SP- -
23 A) 40 - Sx - 32

12 9) 40 - 23x 4

C) 40- 23x 48

13 0) tir - 3x * 18

t E) 1 don! Maw.

3.2 a 51 Find Via Moine facto: 4 1

11 A) - - y
10 V) x y

11 C) i..y
is V) x y

I t E) 1 don't Mow.

3.1 c 19 Evaluate : 2 - - x) when -
21 A) 1

IL - 1

C) 2

0) - 2
t E) dant know.

3. 2 C 39 ii 1. y 2. and 0.5. the van al by's lx

12 A) 1S

zz 9) 32

if C) 84

12 13) 128

12 E) 1 dont know.

S. 1 c 53. Expand: fa - - 2)

JI A) s2- 5a a

21 9) - 9a - 14

C) 12.91.14

D) Ka- 9

n In1bnow.

S. 1 C 54. Facts complitsly over 1a9onal numbers: 40 -

25 A) (211 4)128- 2)

21 8) 2121 2) Is- 21

23 C) 240- 2)

22 D) 2242)(2- 11

'De WPM Inow.
5.1 C 55. haw paapletaly: - 300

7 A) (11- 1210 3b)

20 B) 5bMa 8a)

AS C) (a - 59X, eb)

3 0) (a - OP 9b)

E) 1 don't know.

3.1 c 56. A 3n1- 2n 5. II n - Own 1110 vain at A Is

6 A) - 5

9 8) 10

10 C) 15

11 0) 21

11 E) 1 don't know.

D 18. Simply: (3p 2q) (p qj3.1

AZ A) 20 +

17 B) 2p 34

13 C) elp 34

5 0) 4P

E) Idani know.

5.3 D 53 Skov*: 15pli 3p2

Al 50

22 9) SP'

3 C) 12p3

0) 1204

E) fdanl know

3 !)



51 P54. II 411.- 0.914. Vona 41,

22 A) 03;2

13 9) 9910

I C) 0.320

111 0.510

E) I 00441 Mow.

5 .1 It 55.
r*

4 A) 87,44y3

$ 15) 0.07s4y3

AZ C)
ET!

11 D)
r

:5 E) I OM know.

t
S .1 0 58. R.- - 1144.2andy.3.01an5avekottIRIsx y

A)

1
B)

2
7 C) r

5IL 0)

3 E) Idoni know.

S.: A SP Solve: 2- (1- y) 2 - y

11 A) y 4. 0

is 8) yob- 0.5

C) y A, 0.5

le 0) y. t

14 5) I donl know.

3.2 A 57. Solve tot x statas 9: 13

4 A) -28

a 9) -1$

141 C) 15

AA 0) 20

21 E) Idonl Mow.

5.2 A 58 Sofro kw a.

ST A) stIO

21 0) zs4

10

8 I)) x 10

7 E) 1 dont know.

5.2 A 59. Sok* tor i. 3s0.544

- I 1

- 3

3
5

11

a 11 I donl knaw.

7.7 A 50. 11 14 Visit y

3D C)

4 - 2

434 2
3

210 0)

E) I dem know



1. 2 a 19. Spivs:

v

jj

4.5 -

A)

0)

IOW 13

z.0.2

1.0.4

C) 01

0) i.0S
S E) Jdonfl.io.

E Y a 57, Thi W1991949 -21901 311

E) t tival Im0w.

S. / a 59 Solve: 22101.2

1
A) sa 50tx-1

I 9)

11 C1

35 0)

75 E )

1

5. / 1 59. Sok* 1141109091ing 04109909 Owl: Ai IV C

V A) 144- Ax-

C - AM

I/ C) toff - As

5 0) IsC- A- 9
E) 1 don't Mow.

onwo hal possesage Oil
dards In yaw did od to Ws Ilsot
some toboa moat" chaste

I. .9.) 0.19%

no SI
30113oullso IWO° Io onosee a. taestosoc0,7
Mod ealy
Ai 1 MIA (11011111I PAM SOW SOW

a 7 B) 11 10% OS 115 Iv10Iaa..iqpls Mod rid.3: C1 41 SO% (4 web, Oars OM IRO OW.
.7 it LS SI 30% or to ow a sosamin

E) C. X% 1.1 od NO to tbao Id moms MS SW WV

. 90. Solve tor n: 4 (n - 3) - 5 M

- 1
Is A)

17LI 9) n -5-

7
n 3

ii E) Idonknew.

. 2 c 19 Solve: 5 3. - 12 2 4x 46

A) 2

11 0) v 20

340
I 2 C

3400) i.y
t E) don Mow.

I swam add Pometild Q 1ft
mcoloos vow dos adapt Mb Imo
wood Mow lark by Choxo

O) - 20%If Il 11
27 C) 11 JO%
t 0) SI 110%

I ) 111 100%

WSW. 114110418 w Weft 110 Wieere0 011
~MON !MOW IR WMPOW as sem Kaftervt
Myth poly *AC

II A) I arts (brie In a PRAM Ow voir
115 I Iris Moo som vos Mod you
C!) te &rip MN Ids oast.

$ V I ad bo moos sat000dd nit
1) 1 ad rid to AO* So toosare trO Mod Soo

3 ) 2



5.2 C 40. Solookwr 93,67.51.4 5. 2 e 19. tee la Wad* owlet) number end the semis thuttpled
by three, the result Is -17. Rad Ms number.

1t A) x
f

Ni*
SI A)

It B)
El 9) - 4

. 25 C) Ts

11
13 DI . 2

D)
3

es E ldoMno..
24 dem know.

3.2 c 57. WWI one ot the Most, la to envih el 2x - 3 57

1-il+1444++14+1+1+1"Hi4 0

Es) 1414-11+1+144-1+44+1-14-1
0

14-1-14-1444+1+4H+441
.4

i1+1-141+14+14-141I+1+1
4

E) Idonl know.

.2 C 511. Which ems of the Itilloeftc sleirnents shout the equation
2111 - 7)* 2x 5111/1447

Ls A) The swollen has no solution.

is B) The swatch hes WW1* many
Solutleht.

22 C) s

25 D) s.19

20 E) I dphil know.

5.2 c 59. Rid the value of such ihst 50 15 - 95

41 A) I

t B) 4

2,9 C) 54

D) Al tee ?umbers

tt E) I dent know.

3

5.2 0 40. So** for n: 4(h - 3)- 5 .7n

- 17II A) n -3-

22 C) na

17

7
5

13 D) h. -
3

3: E) I darn know.

5. 7 D 57. W., x: 5x - 154 5 I 18

is A) is t

ft B) a z I

23 C) its-1

2.5 D) z 1

25 E) !don't know.

1. 7 0 58 Solve tor 4: x 344- f

12 A) it a

ii B) 8-
C) x.4

10 x.

EI Ideal know.

3 94



3.1 13 I. Woe the 1099ond. Inalti011 for at:

E A) may- b-

m

C) monyeb-

33 Ct)

11 E) Idn1know.

isseede peoceresui
Stelores blow dase edge trie
Emma seer ewe by ohmic

Se 111 111XIS
11 111 riEas
NI CI OE 10%
PI 01 et soo.
As 13 it INFO

141Cale "MIN Inn 100001 Or mewed tne
oodbereoldo needod Iv wooer Of INIM DOMICity?
Nwe nly moo

I A) II widow IR poembee *Moe. EnoIt 9) II nos done Anew On weed yearq lidbe dine taw Weyena II edbe dont Of OOODOOMIIyew.
13 via red be done kw emote not lead Nee

5.2 0 ea Therp0101.10 ors* NI

+41Wiffiffii+H-1+14-11
9 1

0 I

1+1+1+4-1-414**1-14-(
IP 8

41+1+1+44f+H+1**1

El I don't know.

Idoesie eyes perebeape Ole
elmeeree Of ree tem ed go Edobee
coned edge dont, Mame.1 12

IhSCIIIII 1611102110 'CU SAWN CS fitiMPoldi the
Moltemmai M leOON ID 01WwIN ine re console
Elsie ody see.

3 A) a was dim Ins prmloin school yew
SJ 9) 11 war done obem ea meter yaw
3 C) I ner Is end Imo On reer.

Is 4 I ele be dens In e oneenwers ear
t AI I we Ion be done be mum me east eest

Na a 20. Abota bow Many IS Mabee

2IP A) TAO OUOSI991 el halm en pour head.

B) The amber et reins et send en beach.

C) The number et people Viol cre411 be
potted ode e sweet kV Wending up.

Ai it) The number el Weds bib needed to 111 a
desesent.

2 E) Iflknow.

NS a 20. Abate how much does horse weigh'?

4 ifo

40kg

400 kg

4000 kg

I don't know.

os C 20 . If you divide any positive number by a number grootai than
2, then the answer will be

12 A)

32 8)

C)

24 0)

E)

kis$ than hal the alight, number.

more than het the original number.

a fraction.

bnpossibi to pfedct

I don't know.

NS P 20. How high would a stack or one million pennies 1:47

al A) 2 rn

17 ft) 200 rn

23 C) 2 000 m

.1 6 0) 20 000m

30 E) IdonThnow
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1 For the nett three items. decide whether you agree or disagree 1

GRADE 4 STUDENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION O. Adding. subtracting. multiplying, and dividing whole numbeis

For each item, sheds the vpropriate space on the answer sheet 1

1. Sax

32 A) Male
te 9) Female

2. Age

A) Boy lells
Ss 9) 9
II C) 10

41 En 11
0 E) 12 or more

3. What program are you in?

112 A) Regular Grade 4 program in English
7 9) Early French Immersion
2 C) Progrimme-csdre de français

4. In Oils class. mathematics IS taught In

ee A) English.
2 B) French.

S. You have ta be able to do mathematics to get a good lob when
you grow up.

2 A)
9)

J 0 C)
43 D)
40 E)

Strongly disagree
Disagree
DO not know
Agree
Strongly agree

IL Most people use mathematics in their Jobs.

2 A)
3 9)

32 C)
S. D)
2/ E)

Strongly disegree
Disagree
Do not know
Agree
Strongly agree

7. When I leave school. I would like a Job where I hive to use
mathematics.

A)
22 9)
2 e C)
36 D)
is 8)

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Do not know
Agree
Strongly agree

FOS each of *he nest lour items. three answers are needed

A)
13)

C)

Tell how Important you think the topic Is.
Tell how easy you think the topic is.
Teti how much you like the topic

8 you ere nO1sure what a topic moons, leave Its answers blenk

3 8

A 0
I not al all Important 2 very difficult
2 not important 34 difficult
6 undecided J 7 undecided

45 important LI easy
7 very important 26 very easy

9. t earning about decimals

A 9
I not at all Important 2 very difficult
3 not Important 33 difficult
.7 undecided HP undecided

f 9 important 43 easy
33 very Importent 24 very easy

10. Learning about fractions

A
3 not el all important 2 very difficult
3 not Important 32 difficult

21 undecided 35 undecided
52 imponant 43 easy
33 very important 27 very easy

11. Learning hew to estimate

4

10
4,

3
30
27ft
21

3

33
44
29

A
2 nol et all Important 2 very difficult
5 not important 22 difficult 21

22 undecided 22 undecided 23
49 important 13 asy f
72 vary Important 32 very easy 79

dislike a fOt
dislike
undecided
like
like a let

dislike a lot
dislike
undecided
like
like a lot

dislike a lot
dislike
undecidedlik
like a lot

dislike a lot
dislike
undecided
like
like a lot

8. Learning things about geometry like shapes. flips, turns, and
slides

A 9 C
3 not at all important Z very difficult 3 dislike a lot
6 not Important 1. difficult 20 dislike

14 undecided 27 undecided 33 undecided
53 Important 50 *may si like
zi very Important 37 very easy 23 like a lot

9. Checking answers

A
not et all important

3 not Impciliant V
6 undecided

40 important
s very impatient

10 Using graphs

,2

4
38
5)

very difficult
difficult

JO undecided
is easy
13 very easy

A
not at ati Important 3
not important
undecided II
important 44
very Impottent 39

very difficult
difficult
undecided
easy
very easy

3 dislike a tot
32 dislike
25 undecided
49 like
:: like a tot

3 dislike a tot
12 dislike
37 undecided
f like

23 like a tat

3 11 9



11. Learning about pleas yahoo

A II C
2 set al ell important 3 very difficult e dislike ili lot
3 nil forpOrtsal 3 7 dlificull 23 dislike

23 undedied 32 trodeelded St undecided
45 Impoftant ft easy se Oka
37 till Important 3 s very easy 30 like a lot

I. Learning about measuring weight. height, length, end width

A
not al eft IMptirlant I vely diffidult

f nof imoortant 26 dIffleult
30 undecided 3, underldod
s5 Important 52 easy
It vary Important is very easy

22
:4
53
1 IP

*silks I lot

undecided
like
like a lot

9. Learning how to use calCulators

A
not at WI Important I very dillicult 2 dislike a lot
not Important difficult 5 dislike

30 undecided I undecided undecided
50 Important 42 easy 44 like
se very important ft very easy 42 lik I lot

40. Using objects such es blocks, counters, and geoboards

A
I not al all important I vary difficult

14 not important 11 difficult
24 undecided IS undecided
3 important is easy
23 very Important 32 vary easy

s dislike a lot
is dislike
IS undoilded
ei like
iS Nice s !al

11. Learning etiologies for problem solving, such as looking
for patterns and making models

14. We work Individually on problems fit other exercises the
teacher assigns.

is A) Almost every day
26 5) Often

C) Sometimes
13) Rarely

2 E) Never

12. We use calculators.

A) Almost every day
11) Often

30 C) Sometimes
36 D) Rarely
23 E) Never

13. We fleet Wises or tests.

A) Almost every day
35 B) Often
is C) Sometimes
22 13) Rarely

E) Never

14. We review our homework and ciliates the solutions

36 A)
23 8)
21 C)
17 13)
6 E)

Almost every day
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

12. We work In small groups

Almost every day
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

A a
is A)
2 1 B)

2 net al all Important t very difficult 4 dislike a lot 3, C)
nOt Inletritent .741 dffiteult 22 dislike ii 0)

14 undecided 21 undecided 1 II undecided 6 E)
Ali imPOrtent fi asy If like
33 very Important 22 vary easy 34 like a lot

12. The teacher shows us what to do on h t lah A ht-s b.acoar- or 1-
overhead projector.

41 A) Almost every day
11 Often
is C) Sometimes

D) Rarely
3 E) Never

13. We use objects like blacks. counters. end geoboards.

3 A) Almost every dey
10 9) Often
30 C) Sometimes
35 13) Rarely
23 E) Never

13. We use computers

30 A) Almost every eay
23 9) Oiten
28 C) Sometimes
If V) Rarely
19 E) Never

The leacher helps individual students

it Ai
25 9)

C)
7 0)

E)

Almost *eery day
Otten
Sometimes
Rarely
Never



GRADE 7 STUDENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION

111111111C7:11-1-.
1. See

52 A)
41 0)

2. Ago

O A)
I 9)

50 C)

Male
Female

10 or less s 0) 13
11 s Ej 14 or mom
12

3. What on:ohm Ire you1n?

93 A) Ropier Grade 7 program M English
111 Laity French Omen=

3 C) Lad French linniosion
D) Programme-cadre de franca*

a. In this clan, madiernallts IS laugh) In

99 A) English.
111) French.

For the next three-dams. decide to what *dent you agree or disi9ree

& You hoe di be able to do mathematice te gel a good Job whim you grow up.

1 A)
8)

s
SI 0)
37 51

Strongly Magna
Disagree
Do not know
AW;
StioniltY Arra

& Most people use method** In thelr jobs.

1 A) Strongly Disagree
el elsaOriro
C) Do not know

63 01 Agree
26 5) Suonoly Agree

7. When I leave school, t would Ike it lob where have to use mathematics

A) Strongly Disagree
19) Disagree

38 C) Do nal know
31 Cil Agree
33 5) Svonoty Agree

For sach of the not bur hems. three emitters am needed

0)
C1

Tel how kagaga rood** the %plc
Tel how gm you Odd the topic IL
Tell how much you Ea ad topic.

it you ars not sure *Mat a topic mons, dare Rs three omen blank

4 t_ 2

8 Learning geometry

A
2 not ad di Important
0 not Impostent

JR undecided
39 ImPOrlani
12 vo7y ImpoRent

2 vely dilkut S dislike a lot
I S Olaf 20 Weide
20 undecided ii undecided
f 9 nosy 47 bks
11 wry easy JO he gIst

9 Working with data and graphs

A
2 nol al ell Indolent 2 very dna* S duke tot
6 mil tritportaint 13 COlhorlt 13 dshka

20 undecided 25 undecided 24 wididided
33 Impartant II easy f f kke
23 very inverters) 25 wry easy LP WO a lot

to Learning tO use calculators

A
3 not at alt trrtparlan2 0 982y dtgreun

12 not Imparlant 2 difficult
JO undecided 5 undecided
48 Important 35 easy
19 very Important 50 wily easy

I dead a lot
thshke

30 undecided
97 like
30 We a lel

Learning strategies ler pioldern sotoing ie looting
tar poems and making ridded

A
2 not id id Important veiy dam%
6 not Important 79 difbeue
7 undecided 30 undeaded
6 Imponent 32 guy

23 very important 7 very easy

22
23
34
22

8 Adding. drbtradIng. and 17441plying traCtlirs

A
I not al an knportant
$ act Important

11 uridecided
55 Importaat
76 verY important

dekko a lot

undecided

de a kit

very difficult $ Sabo a lot
dimwit Jo dekko

16 undecided J 0 undecided
13 easy 47 Mil
72 very easy 9 Ilse as lel

9 Adceng, Subtracting, and multiplying decimals

A B CI not at ell Important 2 *My disficuR 5 Odle a lot
3 net Imponam 31 difficult 29 dislike

1 0 undecided 3 s undecided 20 undecided
35 Important es y 46 Us
32 very Important 34 very easy Jo Irks a lot

to working with percants

A
1 not at 19 Important 2 very cfilliculi S *alit I let
2 nol Imperlerd 35 dillmult 25 drinks

JO undecided to undecided 20 undecided
46 Important 0 tsar 40 Ike
42 very Important 19 very 0119y it hitt a tat



11. Learning aboul iiiimatkil

A a c
3 not at all Important 3 vary Mara 6 Osaka a bt
It not Important 7 Wiwi 33 disike

I 7 widadded i s Wedded 23 undecided
50 Impooterol 07 my SO like
22 v e r y I m p o rt a n t 32 v e r y e a s y 32 like a 10

B. Memorizing bask facts

nol al ail leroorlant
not important

6 undecided
33 imporivi
3S vary IMpOrteri

9. SoMng equations

A
I not it all Important
3 not Important

undecided
S. IMPOS1/74
33 viely Important

O
I very dinky% dislike a lot

If dithaill 10 dist**
Je undecided 20 undecided
37 easy Ike
31 very Oily 6 ikiatot

1

11
22

1J

0
very dfticult
001/40
undecided
San
vim/ 171117

6 Oahe a lot
21 distikb
20 undoes*,
04 klie

9 Mis km

10. Working with pearruifer, aria, and voknne

A
2 rot et all Important
3 not inicortani

JI undecided
S a important
23 very important

3
JO
.1

17

very Official
difficult
undecided
easy
Very Oally

Worldng wIthirsopri

A
2 ma at $11 knporiant 2 very Wiwi
7 noi important 33 dithoui

34 undecided 34I undecided
02 Important 32 easy
25 viny Important 35 very easy

8 dislike a lot
13 dislike
20 undecided
30 tin
11 Me OM

dekko a lot
s dishke

00 undecided
JO lik
JO Sul a WI

12. We use aorrexthits In our inathomiati class.

2 A) Ninon every day
I 8 Often

C) Sometimes
ii D) Rwely

E) 1101wir

13 The teacher helps inOviduci

03 A) Aimost (wiry day
24 8) Often
21 C) Sometimes
s 0) flares,

E) Never

14. Viki review our homework and discuss sokelons.

is

55 A) Almost overtda:
22 El)

C) Somethnn
I D) Rarely

E) Never

12. The leacher shows us what to do on the blackboard
or overhead prOtectol.

6 I A) Aknosl every day
10 8) Often
11 C) Sometimes
5 0) Rartly

El Never

13 We work indvidusify thin our led books or on other
galcisas Om teecner assigns_

59 A) Almost every day
at 8) Often
it C) Sometimes
O D) Rarefy

E1 Never

14. We use calculators.

f A) Almost every day
12 8) Offen
36 C) Sometimn
36 CI) Rarely
JO E) Never

12. We hen quizzes or him.

5 A) Anvil every On
34 0) Offen
19 C) Someilmn
ii D) Rarely

E) Never

11 We work in *man grouPs.

20 A) Aknost every day
16 8) Often

C) Sometimes
so 0) Rarefy

E) Never

14. Ws use otthicts fke blocks. counters, fraction bars. Orod geoboords

: A)
3 8)
2) C)

D)
07 E)

Atmost every day
0$1itri

Rarely
Novo:



GRADE 10 STUDENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION

For eackitem shade in the appropriate apace on the answer sheet.

I. Sex

50 A) Male
SO B) Female

14 04 WS O D)
15 E)
la F)

17
19
19 or mare

3. What program ant you hi?

fl A) Iteguier pogrom kt EngiSh
3 5) FrenCh hamwslon

C) Progranent-cathe de franca*

4. Mat nothemaacs COMO are you cumally taking fit you ant not
Wong one OW $emester. which course did you take last semesterr

O A)
B)

3 C)
70 D)
23 E)

O F)
O 0)
a 34)
O 0
O .1)
47 K)
O 1.)

Math
Moth 9
Math OA
Math 10
Meth WA
Introthotory Math 11
Math ItA
Math 1

Algebra 11
Algobta 12
A methematics course not on this SO
I ant not taking a mathOmatice course this year.

5. Which of the tolosing best thoctOn th mathematics
mum you took or we taking the par?

75 A) A loomonth comae
11) A Immestored Othes boginning In Seplombw
C) A somestarod come beginning In Jimmy 07 February

O D) I am no taking a nothantatcs course this pur.
E) GthOr

Q. What made you decide to tske the mathematics swum
you we mow* taking tor the one you Mk last
semester)? You my choose atoi than one moons*.

"cs act Numbers
Z093 A) The cowelike fuggestm111.
2Z 71 11/ &pecs.Uts)e,uiledI.4037 C) MItysnamadcintrsg.sledIt.

lips) 0) tdeaddonmy ors.
i3 tt3 E) I had no choice because ot my melts In previous

inithontadoi COMM&
iszo F) its more*" kr the nerd mathematics ovum I

want to lake.
gas G) Most at my Moods take OM coursa.

272 H) I took m course tocausa I am goad al mathematics.
ws 0 Some tither reason

4, )6

7. Which mothers*** courses) do ow Wend so take in both
Grads* 1 1 and 127 Mart ail that *gay.

ars oat Numbers
410 A) Hone

3 13) Math 10
327 D) Mtn IDA

20676 D) Matti 1
7044 E) Introductory Math I 9
3530 n Mem tiA
3,722 0) lasoductory Accounting 11

2367: H) Math 12
431 0 Survey Math 12

3443 3) An winched mathematics course (e.g. Advanced Ramon!.
International Baccalauroata. Calculus.

aOsi K) A automatics course not on This list

9. What Oa you OW tO do Mar leaving secondary school? Choose one.

7

34
4

J5

Attend birsineu school or Mchnical °Woe
Attend a mato: at. ist. or bode training school
Attend a community college: trovveney transfer
prorarn
Attend a community collsge: tamer program
Attend teikorsay
Look tor a fulkinie lob
Take a yew oft and then Man to school
Talks a year WI and Von look kr a )ob
Other Pans
Unthrod'd

f th nest Wet iternsideode to who elisaryou ligres or Magma

9. You have to I* We to c10 araussnotios to gel a good Job.

3 A)
111)

C)
35 0)
37 El

Sionlgty Mope*
Diatom
Do not Wow

Sinnigty

10, Mast Poo* us maihsmilics In their Os.

I A)
Ja El)
24 C)
$2 0)
20 Et

Strongly Disagree
Dimwits
Do nOt nnOw
Agree
Strongly Agree

1 1. When I Oave school. I mut, Ike a )1:Owner* I have to ;Mt matnornancs

13 A) Strongly Disarm
20 0) Disagree
33 C) Do not know
24 0) Ars,

E ) Strongly Agree

Fp/ adk al nen threallems. Wyse answers we arrecied

A) TO how hoggwoj you IMO th topic Is.
13) Teo how goix you thmk the loPO le-
C) Yee how much you egt Ui. tow.

0 YOU ont not Suril witid e 1010C Mono, lows its Ihre" answers blank
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12. 111m599 area. pertmetw. 0,10 volume

A
3 not al ea initialler* 2 =WIWI
7 not Impertant JS

22 074100004 27 undeeided
30 Important 32 easy

6 very Imporlant 15 wry easy

tesIke a Icit
27 dislike
20 undecided
34 Ms
2 Re 11 ktt

13. Problem Salving

A
not al al Important 6 vary dlecull 13 deem e
nal imponam 30 dawn 27 dislik

13 untletith40 24 wale:kW Ft undecided
53 euperlen1 35 asy 3: like
22 voiy Imponod S very easy 3 Ike a tot

14. SaMng equations and simpillft espresslons

A 8
6 nol al ail important 4 wry WIWI

J4 not imponant 20
21 undedded 25 undecided
el important 41 easy
J 0 very knporbinl 10 wry easy

12. Working WM exponents

7 not at knizalaril
23 (Ial Important
29 undecided
42 important

3 very Importard

13. Problem Solving

1 vary Mail
19 *Mare

I undecided
SS easy
2 0 very easy

A
not al el Imponant
not bnpottant 34

12 undeaded 23
32 Important 32
24 very Imo:sant

1 A. Estimating enswers

A
not al el important 2

10 e01 UnpOrter4 20
39 undecided 24
S t 1mportatu f
15 very (Jrourterrl J 3

very Mail
difficult
undecided
easy
very easy

B
very ttericult

undecided
easy
vary easy

9
21
28

1

thaw a AM
skate
undecided
late
like a lot

12. Geometry

A
6 not al al important

20 not eeperien1
26 undecided
43 Onpartam

very Imponant

13. Dela Analysis

4
27
Si
47

7

9
very WOW!
titlark
undwidod
easy
very Hey

10
26
22
17

5

*Oka lot
dislike
undecided
Oka
bagful

A

5 not at bnportant 3 very WW1 7 Seiko a lot
7 not important 1 f difficult 16 diSlike

36 undecided 30 undecided 32 undecided
43 important 23 easy 23 kite

9 vary imponant 6 vely Ike a lot

14. Trigonometry

A 9
nt14 id a tmpodant 11 very difficult 13 delbe a lot

6 not ImportaM 24 Mau* Jo dislike
37 undecided 36 undecided ii undecidad
33 impatient 23 easy 22 Ike

6 very imporlanl 6 very easy 6 elte a lot

7

23
30
36
2

12
29
21
.11

6

7

33
35

dislike a lot
&dike
undecided
eke

a lot

&Ike a lot
diskke
undecided
Ike
eke a lot

dist** a iol
Os**
undecided
like
he a

Woildng vdth decimate. fraction& old Peroon1

A 9 C
2 not al all Important 3 very difficult 7 dislike a lot
3 not anpostant 19 dikcult 19 Ctiehkt
8 undecided 17 undecided 23 undecided

53 important to easy 43 Ike
.14 very iMp011aill 2 4 Arley easy f bus akin

13. We go over our hOlnewelk and discuss soksions.

35 A) Alms, every period
20 8) Olsen
ii C) SOreetiMes

Cl) Rarely
3 E) Never

4



19 The lumber nods olth Indtildtat MOM&

21 A) Almost goofy petiod
Oben

2fr C Somehmes
23 D Ref*
1!) Nom

17. We we =wee nuesdals wink laboratory marnputatives. etc
to ass*, underetandinly.

2 A) Akan every period
B) Oben

/3 C) Sometimes
SI 0) Rant
33 E) Nem

IS. The teacher *sums end we take notes Ifern7h Itgackboard ar
040thigi p44490,f.

43 A) Almost awry period
22 9) 011en

C) Sometimes
12 17) Rarely

E) WOW

16. We wok kodividualy horn our terthooks or on other exercises which
the teacher assigns.

33 A) Almost every period
17 0) Oben
13 C) Sometimes

0) Rarefy
E) Never

17. VW use calculators.

42 A) Almost every period
28 9) Oben

C) Sonefimes
7 0) Rarity
3 E) Never

4 if)

15. We use computere in our nooftenutIcs class.

2 Aj Almost ivory gerlod
2 B) Oben
3 C) Sometimes
it 0) Rarely

86 E) Mover

16. Ws have Oyes or tests fn mathersudics.

JO A) Atmost every pedod
3 9) Often
28 C) Sornothnes
3 0) Ritroly/ f) Never

17. Ws wont In man groups In our mathematics class.

io A) Almost every portod
a 9) Often

38 C) Somotimes
25 En Rarely
39 E) NOM
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GRADE 4 TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
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